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CRISTINA NARBONA RUIZ

Minister of the Environment
Spain

Since the beginning of mankind, people of all conditions and 
cultures have been moved while looking at the skies on a clear 
night, contemplating the brilliance of thousands of stars in a 
seemingly infinite firmament. In the face of so much greatness, 
we human beings have realised how insignificant we are. The 
Earth is merely a fragile planet in a small solar system in one 
of the thousands of galaxies that make up the vastness of the 
universe.

This transcendent cultural dimension that underlies the obser-
vation of the night sky was the reason why one of the initiatives 

that came out of the 1992 Rio Conference was the proclamation of the need to defend 
“the integral and interdependent nature of the Earth”, including the dimension of the 
night skies and the quality of the atmosphere. And the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights of future generations establishes that people of future generations are entitled to 
an undamaged and unpolluted earth, which assumes the right to be able to contemplate 
a clear night sky.

With the La Palma Declaration and the presentation of this publication, both of which 
are the results of the “International Conference in Defence of the Quality of the Night 
Sky and the Right to Observe the Stars” that was held on the island of La Palma, in the 
Canary Islands, on the 19th and 20th of April 2007, where the conditions for observing 
the stars remain extraordinary, I would like to take this opportunity to remind citizens 
of their right to contemplate a clean and clear night sky; a sky that is free of artificial 
invasions of light. Observing the Universe is, and always has been, an essential incite-
ment that has guided mankind, determined courses, cultures and beliefs and which has 
enabled us to understand the laws of physics. An endless list of implications for mankind 
of a legacy that must remain unaltered for future generations. 

Of all the initiatives that have emerged from this International Conference to protect 
the night skies and improve the quality of life of all living creatures, there is clearly an 
urgent need to forge alliances among all the stakeholders involved. In this sense, I would 
like to take this opportunity to present the offer of the Ministry of the Environment and 
my own personal willingness to develop forums and to establish the necessary instru-
ments that will enable us to reach these goals that, at the same time, will propitiate a 
more responsible management of energy resources. In fact, the Air Quality Bill currently 
before Parliament, already includes a specific reference to light pollution; and to creating 
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a Spanish Network of Cities for Climate, driven by the Ministry of the Environment, to 
create concrete demands based on municipal by-laws to reduce energy consumption in 
public lighting, which will also mean a reduction in this kind of pollution that is gradu-
ally being perceived and rejected by a majority of our society.
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MECHTILD ROTHE

VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE EUROP EAN PARLIAM ENT

When I received the Programme of the Conference, I discovered in 
it a picture which appeared very familiar to me - as most probably 
to all of us: It is the picture of the illuminated world at night. Only 
some months ago I published a brochure with exactly the same 
picture. The illuminated Europe at night on the front cover with 
the - translated - title: “ray of hope for Europe”. It symbolized for 
me two main thinks: First of all, the hope that also in the future 
Europe will be illuminated and secondly, that one day these lights 
are energy saving lamps and powered by renewable energies. And 
I am confident that Europe is on the right way towards a sustain-

able energy policy. So, these ideas fit perfectly to your conference which is designed as 
an international campaign in defence of the quality of the night sky. 

So, we all know: We are confronted with huge challenges. And these are global chal-
lenges. We have to combat climate change and save our environment. And, time is short, 
we have to act now. Otherwise these kinds of pictures will look very differently in the 
future. We have to combat climate change to save not only the quality of the night sky. 
No, we are in danger to loose a lot more. Every part of the world would be seriously 
effected by natural disasters. These challenges are now finally rightly recognised as a 
strategic priority by the European Union and, increasingly, elsewhere.

The recent published reports by Sir Nicholas Stern and the Intergovernmental Panel 
for climate change are very clear and opened up the world’s eyes: The scientific evidence 
is now overwhelming: climate change presents very serious global risks, and it demands 
an urgent global response. There is still time to avoid the worst impacts of climate change 
if strong collective action starts now. The EU’s starting point is that climate change must 
be limited to no more than 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial temperatures. To have 
even a 50/50 chance of keeping within this 2 degree limit, global emissions will need 
to peak around the year 2020 and then fall by 60 to 80% of 1990 levels by 2050. So the 
turnaround must be reached by 2020. 

But besides this evidence also something else is now even clearer than ever before. 
Particularly Stern confirms what we have always stressed out in the debate on a sustain-
able energy and climate change policy: The benefits of strong, early action on climate 
change outweigh the costs. The Stern report talks about annual costs around 1% of GDP 
versus 5-20% of GDP if we do not act. Moreover, combating climate change open ups 
great opportunities for companies and countries through the development of sustainable 
and efficient technologies.
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The energy production contributes with 80% the largest part on the increase of CO2. 
So we have no alternative as to change our energy policy. We have to switch towards a 
sustainable - renewable and efficient - energy society. This is our most different chal-
lenge we have urgently to tackle. But the necessity to change the current energy produc-
tion is not a burden, it is a chance. Therefore I am very happy that after the European 
Parliament and the Commission finally also the Council endorsed an ambitious and 
binding CO2 reduction- and “energy-switch”- policy. Heads of States decided some 
weeks ago to reach in the EU by 2020 - binding! - a 20% CO2 reduction, a 20% share 
of renewables and a 10% share of biofules. Furthermore 20% of energy should be saved 
by 2020. The potential of energy efficiency and savings is indeed much higher and can 
easily be reached without reducing standards of living. If Europe now is as good in the 
implementation as they are in target setting, I am positive that we will reach these targets 
and furthermore: that many other countries, developed and developing, will follow this 
lead. And we strongly need a global and comprehensive new agreement. The still exist-
ing ignorance of some countries is unacceptable and needs to be overcome. And what is 
also important we must increase our cooperation with the least developed countries to 
help them minimise the negative impacts of climate change. They are the most vulner-
able to climate change!

The group of industrialised countries must reduce its emissions to 30% below 1990 
levels by 2020. And therefore I would have loved to see an unilateral EU target of 30 %, 
independently from other global agreements. Because this commitment would defini-
tively be the best argument to others also to accept 30% and moreover, with a share 
of 20% renewables and energy savings of 20% we would have reached already more 
than 20% CO2 reduction. The European Parliament asked for this kind of ambitious and 
coherent policy and will do that also in the future. 

So, our task over the next months is to convince others to follow our example and to 
implement the necessary measures properly. It will not be easy but I believe the pros-
pects for success have never been better.

The awareness of the energy challenges is raising but also the awareness of the suc-
cess stories on renewable energies and energy efficiency. We know, it is possible to 
change the energy mix as we have a high potential of Renewable Energies - we just 
have to utilise it. The technical potential is many times over the global energy consump-
tion. Europe is the leader in research, technology and implementation in the field of 
renewable energies. This also contributes to fulfilling the Lisbon Strategy, which aims 
at turning Europe into the World’s most competitive and dynamic economic area. More 
renewables means: innovative technologies and new jobs! Especially the development 
of wind energy is a European success story! Let’s only look to Spain and Germany with 
its enormous growth rate of wind power. 

As a central part of a sustainable energy policy, every Member State must show the 
political courage and determination in order to send a strong political signal regarding 
its long-term commitment towards an environmental friendly and increasingly energy-
independent society. 

We have to prepare the ground for a future energy supply coming mainly from renew-
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able energies. All three sectors: electricity, heat and transport can be driven mostly by 
renewables. We have to act in all sectors. A main concern I have is the transport sector: 
it is the major sector in Europe whose emissions are constantly rising. For example, CO2 
emissions from aviation have grown almost 90% since 1990, much faster than any other 
transport sector. But we also need strong legislation for cars to reach the long-standing 
goal of cutting average emissions to 120 grammes per kilometre by 2012. Here, a huge 
renewables and efficiency potential has not been exhausted at all yet.

To reach all these developments, further significant stimulation has to come also from 
research and technology developments. This will always be very important as technol-
ogy is the key for the penetration of renewables and efficiency. Still, worldwide research 
budgets for fossil and nuclear energy are much higher than for renewable and efficiency 
technologies. Unfortunately also still in the EU. Even though European Parliament 
reached, that the major part on the non-nuclear energy budget goes towards renewables 
and end-use efficiency, still 60% of the overall energy budget is foreseen for nuclear 
energy.

Still a lot of work is ahead of us. First steps have been made yet, but much more is 
needed: an ambitious global policy on climate change and sustainable energy and the 
support and willingness of every country and every citizen. Climate change is made by 
human beings, so human beings have to tackle it. We have the responsibility to conserve 
our natural heritage.

Wouldn’t it be infinite sad, if future generations can not see 
the beautiful starry sky over La Palma...?
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FRANCISCO SÁNCHEZ MARTÍNEZ

Director
Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias

To be able to contemplate the starry skies at night without the 
polluted fog of artificial lights masking the countless shining pin-
heads dotted over the heavens and, as a result, enjoy the night 
sky is a marvel that escapes an increasing number of people. Yet 
this is something that we all deserve and probably need. This 
thinking, curious and exploring species to which we belong has 
evolved by gazing at the heavens and by questioning. We recog-
nise that what we are is written above, up there in the mysterious 
universe that palpitates spectacularly, as poets and wise men have 
always maintained. All cultures have been interested in knowing 

what we are, where we come from and where we are going; and astrophysics approaches 
such important questions using slow, but sure scientific methods.

The Canary Islands are privileged for many reasons, one being the purity and stabil-
ity of the atmosphere among the peaks, which has moved astrophysicists from all over 
the world to place the most advanced telescopes there. Modern astronomy still needs 
to observe the firmament from the few places on earth where these conditions exist. 
The island of La Palma is a very special biosphere reserve, since its skies are already 
protected by a specific law, the so-called “Sky Law”, which has also turned the island 
into an “astronomic reserve”, open to scientists and astronomy lovers from all over the 
world.  This law is something that should be exported. 

But dark nights are not only needed by science and for human enjoyment; many ani-
mals and plants also require an unpolluted night sky in order to live.

These ideas encouraged the Astrophysics Institute of the Canary Islands (IAC) to 
arrange an international meeting of experts in the various fields involved, with the pur-
pose of seeking interconnections and of arriving at an overall view of the problems in 
hand. And thanks to the ideas and expertise of people like Cipriano Marín and Luís 
Martínez, and the enthusiastic support from La Palma Biosphere Reserve, it wasn’t long 
before we were joined by UNESCO, the Spanish Government, the Canary Islands Gov-
ernment, La Palma Island Council, the World Tourism Organisation, the European Par-
liament, most United Nations conventions and programmes linked to the conservation 
of nature and the environment (CBD, CMS-PNUMA, Ramsar Convention), the MaB 
Programme, the European Landscape Convention, as well as institutions and organisa-
tions from more than thirty countries.  And the result of all this was a series of success-
ful, lively, productive and warm meetings held in Santa Cruz de la Palma, made possible 
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thanks to the people and institutions of the island of La Palma.

The aim was to summarise the conclusions of a “Declaration about the defence of 
the night sky and the right to starlight”, which was signed by the participants and many 
island residents, in a highly moving public event, with music by Maestro Coviella com-
posed especially for the occasion. And 20 April was put forward as an annual world 
“Starlight Night” when outdoor lighting would be reduced all over the planet.

But the most important result is that there will be continuity. The conclusions of “La 
Palma Declaration” will become a UNESCO initiative, which has been joined by inter-
national, national and local organisations. The objective is:

•  To reinforce everybody’s right to contemplate the skies.
•  To demand the efficient use of resources to preserve nocturnal ecosystems. 
•  To encourage the introduction of responsible and pro-scientific tourism. 
•  To protect the astronomical quality of exceptional places destined for scientific 

observation of the universe. 
•  To include the above in strategies for environmental protection and energy saving 

of organisations and governments. 

In short, the aim is to contribute to the creation of planetary awareness and to encour-
age humans—all space travellers from this planet called Earth—to reach a common 
planetary commitment to preserve the Earth from the serious damage that we ourselves 
are inflicting upon it.
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ANTONIO SAN BLAS 
Manager, La Palma Biosphere Reserve

Co-director Starlight 2007

La Palma was the first island in the Canary Archipelago to 
receive the Biosphere Reserve distinction. The property known 
as “El Canal y Los Tiles”, located in the north-eastern part of 
the island of La Palma and with a surface area of 511 hectares, 
was acquired by the National Institute for the Conservation of the 
Nature (ICONA) in 1977. ICONA stated the Special Regulations 
for the protection of El Canal y Los Tiles Forest in a Resolution 
dated November 16th, 1982, specifically forbidding indefinitely 
any economic exploitation of its natural resources.

The following year, on June 30th, 1983, UNESCO announced 
the approval of El Canal y Los Tiles Biosphere Reserve and included it in the World 
Biosphere Reserve Network, under the MaB (Man and Biosphere) Programme.

The original objective of the El Canal y Los Tiles Biosphere Reserve was to pro-
tect the Macaronesian Laurel Forest. However, the role of Biosphere Reserves rapidly 
evolved, transforming them into pioneering examples of sustainable development. This 
change created obstacles when fulfilling the MaB requirements for Biosphere Reserves. 
Even though this Canary Biosphere Reserve possessed undeniable territorial values for 
the conservation and study of habitats, the designated territory prevented three functions 
from being carried out: conservation, logistic support and development. Only two of 
these functions were partially fulfilled under the reduced space of the original Biosphere 
Reserve.

An extension of the protected area was proposed in the 1990´s. The MaB Programme 
officially approved it in 1997. The new Biosphere Reserve included 13,931.15 hectares, 
which represented 19.67% of the island, approximately 27 times larger than the earlier 
wooded area. The original 511 hectares maintained its role as an emblematic part of the 
Reserve and its core area. Nevertheless, the protected space now covers an entire district, 
from the summit to the coast.

The extension of the Reserve brought about a change in its name that was changed 
into “Los Tiles Biosphere Reserve”. The reference to the original property was removed 
since it now only accounted for one section of the territory. The new Reserve represented 
a significant portion of the habitats of La Palma, with all its diversity which is so evident 
when travelling from the coast to the summit. In addition, the role of the local residents 
in the new comprehensive development model within the Biosphere Reserve could not 
be forgotten.
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There are several reasons why the Reserve was extended. Some are due to endogenous 
factors, such as the confirmation that the goals to be satisfied in the MaB Programme 
in such a limited territory were difficult to meet. Others were exogenous, and they can 
be summarized in two parts. First, the new vision of the Programme as defined in the 
Seville Conference concerning strategy, and second, the joint statement by new island 
new territories, as in the case of Lanzarote and Minorca, both Biosphere Reserves.

La Palma society has matured towards a greater understanding of its natural envi-
ronment and a progressive use of its resources since the original Biosphere Reserve 
distinction in 1983. The level of civic participation and the channels of information on 
the objectives of the Biosphere Reserves have simultaneously increased in an equally 
spectacular way during the period. 

Under this framework, this beneficial effect impacted the rest of the island territory, 
and, consequently, the Meeting of the Bureau of the International Co-ordinating Council 
of the UNESCO Programme on Man and the Biosphere (MaB), held in Paris on Novem-
ber 6th, 2002, will be remembered as the day when the extension of the Los Tiles Bio-
sphere Reserve was approved to include the entire island territory, under its new name 
“La Palma Biosphere Reserve”.

This declaration of a complete island territory as a Biosphere Reserve completely 
changed the perspective with respect to the original version. In such areas, reduced size, 
widespread fragility and complicated coexistence of conservation and socioeconomic 
development do not allow a further division of territory for its conservation, but rather a 
comprehensive response is needed for such a complex situation. International approaches 
have shown that this approach is evidently one of the characteristics of small and mid-
size islands, where territories and activities are interrelated in a constant and changing 
mix: In this setting it is very difficult to ignore island spaces of a certain size.

In addition to that, advances in management and development within the new reserve, 
together with the MaB Programme strategy, began to quickly influence the rest of the 
island. In fact, in the last three years, a process of assimilation has taken place in which 
strategies and initiatives oriented towards sustainable development, generated within 
or  outside the Reserve, have adopted the formulation of initiatives, plans and programs 
which coincide with the Biosphere Reserve strategy outlined.

This phenomenon is clearly evident in key programs and initiatives that affect the 
entire island, but are in accordance with the premises of the MaB Programme, such as:

• The Leader+ Rural Development Program. This Programme is almost exclusively 
focused on the appraisal of natural and cultural resources which are included in 
areas of community interest under the Natura 2000 Network framework.

• The adoption of the La Palma Sustainable Development Plan (Island Government 
of La Palma).

• The rural tourism strategy which is now fully in place on the island, based on inno-
vation, diversification and environmental and cultural integration.

• Developed advances in the system of public use of natural areas that have provided 
experience and created a clear regional reference for other territories.

• The recovery of traditional products and the incorporation of new ecologically-
friendly methods which have allowed La Palma to serve as a strong model for 
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traditional productive sectors, linked to conservation and the landscape, by means 
of the qualification of its products.

• The important function of PLASIA (La Palma Plan for Environmental Information 
and Awareness) (Island Government of La Palma).

• The development of a very innovative Solid Waste Plan.
• The Hydrological Plan of the island can not be ignored. This Plan plays an impor-

tant role in the functions of the newly defined transition areas.

La Palma Biosphere Reserve Action Plan
The La Palma Biosphere Reserve prepared and is carrying out an action Plan that 

provides specific proposals to meet the challenges present in the areas of conservation, 
development and logistic support. This Plan reflects the diagnosis of the current situa-
tion, as well as high-priority recommendations and actions, and allows the Plan to act as 
an instrument of public utility for the reorientation, promotion and permanent improve-
ment of the Island Strategy for Sustainable Development.

The intent of the Action Plan is to identify the fundamental aspects which will aid in 
the advancement of attaining the objectives of Sustainable Development, by approach-
ing its three contributing factors: environmental, economic and social, according to dif-
ferent axes:

CONSERVATION axis

Conservation
The La Palma Biosphere Reserve is dedicated to protecting its biodiversity. The exist-

ence of the Island Biodiversity Strategy is one tool which allows existent information to 
be organized and the establishment of priorities for the use and management of biologi-
cal diversity of wild, domesticated or cultivated species.

PAISAPAL
It is an acronym for the Landscape Plan for the Island of La Palma. The La Palma 

Biosphere Reserve is developing PAISAPAL in order to guarantee the conservation, 
development and valuation of the island landscapes. Thus, it is a key important for ter-
ritorial and environmental management for the island. 

This document will serve as a guide and a management tool for any actor or agency 
with interests in the island landscape. The Plan covers areas ranging from basic envi-
ronmental protection to tourist activity promotion, joining Public Administrations, key 
strategic sectors, diverse social groups and the local population.

Applied Research: Island Biodiversity, Singularity And Productivity
The La Palma Biosphere Reserve is developing this project which will contribute to 

the conservation of the rich natural and cultural heritage found on the island.
The research activity includes determining existent island species and cataloguing 

areas of interest which will assist in establishing priorities that will guarantee the con-
servation of the natural environment of the island.

Observatory of Sustainability
The Island Consortium of the La Palma Biosphere Reserve has established as one of 
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its main lines the construction of Indicators of Sustainable Development. These indica-
tors will serve as a control and follow-up tool at the municipal and island level. The 
Observatory not only gathers, synthesizes and updates information on the current con-
servation conditions of natural resources, the environment and the historical heritage of 
the island, but also seeks to stay current with all of the tendencies that affect the eco-
nomic and social sustainability of the island.

The indicators of sustainable development that are compiled at the Island Consortium 
are valuable because of their general interest for the local community and also because 
it serves as a working tool with clear applications for political and other acting institu-
tions in the island. They not only provide information, but also allow statistical data to 
be easily available, well documented and completely up-to-date.

DEVELOPMENT AXIS

Programme of Quality Economies
The La Palma Biosphere Reserve is currently developing a programme of Quality 

Economies which is not only interested in informing the local population of the impor-
tance of the distinction of the island territory as a Biosphere Reserve, but also to value, 
differentiate and promote local resources, within the island and away from it, emphasiz-
ing their important cultural components, as seen in the case of agricultural products. 

The island population has always known how to harvest, transform and produce raw 
materials. These special efforts have endowed certain peculiarities in these products, 
where their evident quality stands out. However these resources which so typically char-
acterize these efforts are insufficiently exploited and have barely been marketed. This 
situation, when added to the progressive abandonment of relatively unproductive areas, 
contributes to the scarcity of various raw materials as well as to the negative impact on 
the local economy.

Several objectives have been established within the programme including actions that 
have been developed, including: recovering unproductive areas, promoting the creation 
of local employment, and making headway toward new markets where the quality and 
origin of the islands products is supported and endorsed by the La Palma Biosphere 
Reserve.

Sustainable Tourism
The Strategic Planning document of the island of La Palma and the Declaration of 

Québec on Ecotourism are used as a base by the La Palma Biosphere Reserve to work 
on strategic axes that seek to incorporate the principles of sustainable tourism in con-
nection with the economic, social and environmental impacts of tourism. This effort has 
received external support from the Instituto de Turismo Responsible (ITR: Institute of 
Responsible Tourism in English)

The La Palma Biosphere Reserve has been working since 2005 on attaining a decla-
ration of the island as a Sustainable Tourism Destination. These efforts, combined with 
those by the ITR, have led to the promotion of the certification of hotels, apartments, 
rural tourism houses, restaurants, visitor centres, museums and leisure-time activity 
companies. The certifications are awarded by the System of Responsible Tourism.

This system of certification by the ITR has been endorsed by the MaB Committee at 
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UNESCO. UNESCO recognizes how the island has offered incentives for responsible 
environmental management of the establishments, as well as for the efficiency of the 
services and also because it embraces other fundamental aspects of responsible manage-
ment.

LOGISTICAL SUPPORT AXIS
Participation

The La Palma Biosphere Reserve has led the way in the application of the Local 21 
Agenda process in the island since 2002. Its leadership includes collaboration with 14 
townships in the program. When the initiative of the programme is under way in each 
and every island township, then the methodology and philosophy of the Local 21 Pro-
gramme is applied to different scales throughout the island territory, developing distinct 
Sectoral Agendas (scholastic, women, youth, tourism, cultural...).

Information Society
The La Palma Biosphere Reserve is actively seeking local businesses to make impor-

tant advances by entering into the information society by offering different programs, 
leading to an improvement in their competitiveness and at the same time allowing them 
to appreciate the singularity of their resources.

International Cooperation
The La Palma Biosphere Reserve is working with other regions to pursue a variety 

of objectives. Development of  local populations, the protection of the environment, the 
conservation of natural resources and the strengthening of organizational and institu-
tional skills, all leading to improved planning and local management. The underlying 
idea is to generate a real impact on human development, compatible with the conserva-
tion of natural resources and the protection of the environment, which will help meet 
assumed responsibilities in international forums of this nature.

Training
The aim of the annual training activities by the La Palma Biosphere Reserve covers 

several sectors by offering a varied selection of courses that can be pursued in one of 
two ways: traditional classes or web-based learning at www.lapalmabiosfera.es. This 
approach by the Biosphere Reserve offers opportunities for the improvement in training 
and island competitiveness by embracing different matters that are directly related with 
the three bases of Sustainable Development: social, economic and environmental. 

Guides of Good Environmental Practices
Good environmental practices (GEP) are one of the most effective instruments for the 

environmental improvement of a company. They are based on carrying out a series of 
measures whose purpose is to improve the environment in the work place, reducing the 
systematic or accidental losses of materials, in the form of pollutants (waste, emissions 
or dumpings), thus increasing productivity, without needing to introduce changes in 
technologies, raw materials, or products, but instead focusing on human and organiza-
tional factors in their production.

The contents included in these guides adopt a comprehensive, outreach focus, while 
maintaining a scientific and normative accuracy. At the same time they rely on other 
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manuals and documents produced by different institutions. In this way it is possible to 
deepen our understanding of environmental behaviours that workers should generally 
observe, propitiating a change of attitudes while carrying out their professional activi-
ties.

The Starlight Initiative
The island of la Palma has become an international reference within the World Bio-

sphere Reserve Network. Local projects that can be applied to other islands or Bio-
sphere Reserve territories as well as proposals with origins from the island that have 
been adopted in different networks or international forums where the island of La Palma 
is present have contributed to its worldwide prestige.

A clear example is seen in the important role that the La Palma Biosphere Reserve has 
played as the starting point of the International Starlight Initiative in Defence of Night 
Sky Quality as Mankind’s Scientific, Cultural and Environmental Right.

This International Initiative in Defence of the Quality of the Night Skies as Man-
kind’s Scientific, Cultural and Environmental Right has as its main objective the preser-
vation and restoration of visible space which allows us to access starlight. The goal is to 
reinforce the importance of clear skies for humankind and promoting and extending the 
value of this heritage which is in danger and clearly affects science, education, culture, 
tourism and quality of life.

There is no doubt about the roles played by Biosphere Reserves as ideal sites to apply 
actions which coordinate conservation and development, taking advantage of the knowl-
edge and participation of local populations.

The La Palma Biosphere Reserve has taken a front-seat role among the Biosphere 
Reserves, MaB Committees and Focal Points of the World Network with regard to the 
Starlight Initiative, first, as a laboratory for sustainable development, a clear example 
of the defence of the clarity of the night skies and the threatened right of firmament 
observation, in addition to seeking guarantees for a common asset under attack and the 
defender of an improved concept of quality of life for citizens. Second, because of its 
natural qualities and its historical and determined defence of the sky, an unique frame-
work for the attainment of the objectives established in the initiative. 

Why La Palma?
• The Roque de Los Muchachos Astronomical Observatory is located on the island of 

La Palma. It is one of the largest astronomical complexes of its kind in the world and 
is the best observatory in all of the Northern hemisphere for astronomical observa-
tion.

• La Palma has been declared a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. Biosphere Reserves are 
designed to be world laboratories for scientific development, protection of natural 
resources (where the sky is included for the first time) and sustainable development. 
La Palma, with the backing of the World Biosphere Reserve Network, has strongly 
positioned itself as a defender and promoter of territories where skylight needs to be 
protected.

• La Palma is one of the groundbreaking territories when it comes to applying the 
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Sky Law. Eighteen years ago a specific law was promulgated to protect sky quality 
for astrophysics observatories, leading to spectacular international advances. It is the 
31/1998 Law, dated October 31, and concerns the protection of Astronomical Quality 
of the Observatories belonging to the Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias. 

• The GTC (Gran Telescopio de Canarias) has recently been inaugurated on La Palma. 
It possesses the most advanced characteristics of any telescope in the world. This 
project is considered to be the first international collaboration where Spain is at the 
forefront and where a project of this dimension takes place in Spanish territory.

The objective of this initiative is to reinforce the importance of clear skies for human-
kind, spreading and enhancing this endangered heritage’s value of for science, education, 
culture, tourism and, of course, quality of life. Developing the clear sky initiative within 
the World Network of Biosphere Reserves is an important objective that the island, as a 
Biosphere Reserve, must focus on and achieve, being them laboratories for science and 
sustainable development, and taking into account their capacity to act as international 
references in the appreciation and valuation of environmental resources. We must not 
forget the three functions that Biosphere Reserves must fulfil, and that an important part 
of the Starlight Initiative clearly satisfies the UNESCO mandates on these three basic 
functions.

The Conservation function, since the access to this resource is seriously threatened 
by the unstoppable increase in light and radio-electric pollution, and atmospheric con-
tamination. This resource can contribute knowledge and unlimited benefits for current 
civilization. All of these factors have a special incidence in the quality of night vision of 
the firmament. 

It was only a few years ago when we began to realize that the clarity of the sky also 
has a decisive influence in the conservation of biodiversity and in natural ecosystems. 
We usually forget that more than half of all living creatures are nocturnal; as such, the 
loss of quality in the night sky will have progressive and unpredictable repercussions in 
the balance of the biosphere. 

The progressive occupation of territory forces habitats, ecosystems and environmen-
tally sensitive communities  to be exposed to the impact of artificial light at night and to 
the direct effects of the atmospheric contamination that reduce the quality of the night 
sky. Our present knowledge of the complete range of consequences derived from the 
loss of quality of the night sky is still limited. It is necessary to become more aware and 
responsible of the need to further research and develop a scientific methodology capable 
of evaluating the reach of these phenomena.

The right to star watching and a clear sky represents something that goes beyond 
the guarantee of the development of science or the enjoyment by people, since it also 
implies a commitment to the conservation of the environment and the possibility of 
having continuous access to technological, economic and cultural benefits. It is also, 
after all, a promise for future generations.

The Development function, since tourism, one of the most important, controversial, 
and innovative activities on the planet, can be transformed into the focus/vector/point of 
a new alliance in favour of the quality of the night sky. The vision of a clear sky can and 
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should be incorporated as a resource in tourism for the development of specific products 
of tourism such as knowledge or scientific tourism. However it is also easily forgotten 
that the attraction of a site determines the quality of a tourist destination when consider-
ing its landscape component. On occasions, the starry sky is part of the same essence of 
the tourism product, such as the case with Northern Lights, multiple nautical packages 
of sailing by the stars, pilgrimage routes or that of the innovative visions of tourism in 
deserts.

The cultural heritage associated with astronomy also constitutes the motivation of 
many travellers nowadays. They are already many places and destinations consolidated 
in heritage related with astronomy, including archaeoastronomy heritage, an excellent 
example of attracting tourism. 

Observatories such as Roque de Los Muchachos and the areas where they are located 
are also candidates for the development of innovative and culturally enriching tourist 
activities, where you can cleverly coordinate the visit with the careful protection of 
extraordinary natural conditions of those places and their quality for astronomical obser-
vation. Astronomy and astrophysical observation make up one of the main scientific, 
cultural and tourist assets of the Island of La Palma, declared a Biosphere Reserve by 
UNESCO, a tourist destination that has thought this way for the future.

Logistical function, since many of the important advances in the development of 
communications, of navigation systems and even in the advanced medical technologies 
of image projection, can be attributed to the development of modern astronomy. 

Today we can consider the universe as a laboratory that stores infinite knowledge 
waiting to be discovered. Observation of the universe produces new scientific achieve-
ments and technological benefits each day. Hence, the role of astronomy and of the 
astrophysics observatories must be contemplated under an expanded vision.

Astrophysics development can have a direct impact on the increase of the technical 
and scientific capacity in many areas of the world, something that is increasingly obvi-
ous and essential in all the strategies of sustainable development.
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NATARAJAN ISHWARAN

Director, Division of Ecological and Earth Sciences 
Secretary, Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Programme

Humanity’s quest to link its destiny to cosmic signs and pat-
terns began quite early in the evolution of culture. Star gazing was 
a past time among the ancients. They were awed by the serenity 
and beauty of a clear night sky; and interpreted constellations and 
arrangements of stars and planets that they saw in the night sky to 
have specific meaning for themselves and their endeavours. 

In the last four decades the world has become increasingly 
attuned to the problems of the environment. However, light pollu-
tion, and more specifically the pollution of the night sky, was not 

high on the global, regional, national or local agendas of priority environmental prob-
lems. But as climate change and its consequences stoke the imagination of innovators, 
scientists and engineers in the search for adaptations, issues such as the quality of the 
lighting in special environments like that in the La Palma Biosphere Reserve of Spain is 
beginning to attract attention of specialists and the public.

The La Palma Biosphere Reserve of Spain is a unique place; it is one of the few 
globally valued locations, and others are known from Chile and Hawaii, not only for 
viewing stars that are visible to the naked eye. It is an observation and study platform 
for astrophysics and is home to more than 10 sophisticated telescopes that peer deep and 
several light years into the cosmos to study, understand and disseminate knowledge on 
the evolution and the future of planetary systems. The clear night sky of La Palma is a 
necessary condition for the practice of the science of astrophysics; the engineering and 
technology investments worth millions of dollars would not have poured into the La 
Palma Biosphere Reserve without the explicit commitment of the island’s management 
to sustain this high-quality night sky for the benefit of current and future generations.

La Palma Biosphere Reserve, a haven for tourists in search of a natural environment 
and recreational opportunities has directed its infrastructure development to take full 
cognizance of the necessity to sustain the high-quality of the night-sky for astrophysics 
observations and study. A limit is placed on the heights of all buildings; and lighting in 
public places is required to use energy saving measures and direct illumination down-
wards to the ground leaving the night-sky unaffected and preserved for starlight viewing. 
This compromise that the La Palma Biosphere Reserve authorities accepted in the devel-
opment of the island as a tourist destination and their dedication to spread the knowledge 
about the starlight phenomenon beyond the scientific community to the global public are 
good illustrations of the functions of biosphere reserves designated under UNESCO’s 
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Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Programme. 

There are currently 507 biosphere reserves recognized in 102 Member States of 
UNESCO. Each of them is dedicated to defining, establishing and sustaining context-
specific conservation and development equations such as that illustrated in the La Palma 
Biosphere Reserve. Most of the UNESCO biosphere reserves, particularly in less devel-
oped countries are faced with difficult choices and trade-offs between their environ-
mental and development goals. Investments into sustaining environmental values and 
scientific importance of biosphere reserves in less developed countries that would justify 
development compromises are not always easily forthcoming.

One important function of UNESCO in co-ordinating the work of biosphere reserves 
is to ensure that scientists, managers and administrators of biosphere reserves the world 
over can meet and learn from each other. In this regard, I would like to thank the Gov-
ernment of Spain which has generously offered to host the Third International Confer-
ence on Biosphere Reserves in Madrid, Spain from 4 to 9 February 2008 where a large 
number of the 507 biosphere reserves from the 102 countries will come together to 
discuss problems and issues pertaining to the governance and management of biosphere 
reserves. Examples of biosphere reserves that are succeeding in building sustainable 
conservation and development relationships using science and other knowledge tools 
will be highlighted at that Conference. La Palma’s Starlight initiative will be among the 
achievements that Spain is likely to highlight at the Madrid Conference in 2008.

The Starlight initiative has already raised interest in other countries which have simi-
lar locations with high-quality night skies for observing stars, planets, galaxies and other 
entities that characterize our and other universes. I welcome and congratulate the La 
Palma and the Spanish Government authorities for their unique achievement in bringing 
environmental conservation, scientific study and socio-economic well being of local 
communities into a sustainable and mutually beneficial relationship. I am certain that the 
Starlight initiative will increase the attraction of the La Palma Biosphere Reserve to not 
only to Spanish citizens but also to the international community to visit and learn about 
the science of astrophysics and its practice as well as the art of balancing and sustain-
ing environmental conservation and socio-economic development objectives in a small 
island ecosystem.

I wish the management of the La Palma Biosphere Reserve and the promoters of the 
Starlight initiative all success in their continuing and noble mission. 
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THE FIRMAMENT

LUIS IGNACIO RAMALLO

President, Spanish National Commission for UNESCO

Sigmund Freud speculated with the two tremendous psycho-
logical blows to mankind that were the revolutions of Copernicus 
and Darwin. Copernicus destroyed the powerful myth about terra 
firma forever when he recognised the planet within a cosmos in 
which it only plays a tiny and marginal role.  Darwin, on the other 
hand, made it clear that human beings are not supreme beings and 
kings of the universe, but rather, the result of evolution that has 
left us related to the entire animal kingdom and with most of the 
material universe.

Freud being Freud, he could not resist noting that the effects of both blows on human 
narcissism were also followed by another blow: psycho-analytical discoveries have 
revealed that we are not even the absolute masters of ourselves when managing our 
rationality and our freedom.

Freud, a master of the existentialist pessimism of his time, realised that a growing 
and inevitable process of alienation of mankind had taken place with regard to both the 
firmament and to the Nature on earth itself; and that we were neither protected by the 
constellations and the heavenly gods nor were we rooted as sovereigns of planet earth.

The advances in cosmology and molecular biology now mark the path of reconcilia-
tion with our true reality as minute particles in a barely conceivable maelstrom and, at 
the same time, as part of a small and fragile earth that we share with a nature that we 
also form part of.

Astronomy observatories have made there ever more powerful telescopes more intro-
spective, allowing us to experience the very echoes of the first seconds of time after the 
universe hatched. The Copernicus blow has been transformed into a profound sense of 
admiration for our most distant origins and, in turn, a greater and more private look at 
our human reality. The loss of confidence in the unmovable firmness of the earth has in 
reality been sublimed by the firmness of the firmament and human beings and the earth 
find their right place in this firmament.

Starlight, guide to our deepest identity. Reconciled with the universe, we can undoubt-
edly find ourselves with Pablo Neruda for instance, on a night of love lost, he said:

Tonight I can write the saddest lines / Write, for example, the night is starry ...
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WOLF MICHAEL IWAND

TUI AG

When I was invited to become a member of the Scientific Commit-
tee for preparing the Starlight Initiative’s conference, I felt as if I 
had seen the light because of the stellar concept and vision behind 
this project. During the preparations I became even more enthusi-
astic and at the same time contemplative: Why do we immediately 
think of an “island in the sun” when we market the world as a 
holiday paradise, rather than a “night sky in the desert or above 
El Teide or over the ocean”? There are several indicators that our 
“Sunset and Champagne” tours can be supplemented by many 
other spectacular natural wonders waiting in the wings to ignite 

our fantasy and spirituality: such as the Milky Way, the full moon, shooting stars, and 
constellations like the Big Dipper or the Southern Cross.

“La Palma“ is almost predestined to play a leading role as a destination in the discov-
ery and protection of the starry sky. TUI’s commitment to this process is therefore also a 
commitment to the La Palma UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, its tireless manager Antonio 
San Blas, and the government of La Palma – and its ambitious policy harmonising the 
needs of people, nature and society: “Bright stars above the Biosphere”.

Unlike Douglas Adams’ “Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy”, our intention is not to 
set our sights on the commercial attractions of the million-dollar business with space 
travel tickets, but to make a contribution with all the senses and the secrets of “Polyne-
sian navigation” (navigating with “eyes wide shut”), to protect the cosmic wonder of 
the starry sky as part of our cultural heritage, and one of humankind’s most awesomely 
beautiful treasures.

As a representative of the tourism sector, I support this project unconditionally, with 
no prior expertise, innocent and open like an unwritten page. Our contribution also pays 
homage to Cipriano Marin, an extraordinary innovator and visionary agent of change, 
who has guided and influenced TUI’s strategy for islands – and the Canaries in particular 
– since the 1995 World Conference on Sustainable Tourism in Lanzarote. The articles 
in this book, the outcome of the conference on La Palma, and the “World Declaration in 
Defence of the Night Sky and the Right to Starlight” will become key references guiding 
TUI’s future actions. Although nothing is likely to change the continuing success of the 
traditional “3S” tourism formula (sun, sea and sand), this publication should open and 
raise our eyes beyond the horizon to the guiding star of a new innovative 3S constella-
tion: stars, (night) skies and sustainability.
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AHMED DJOGHLAF
Executive Secretary

Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity

“A child is a person who is going to carry on what you have started. 
He is going to sit where you are sitting, and when you are gone; attend 
to those things, which you think are important. You may adopt all poli-
cies you please, but how they are carried out depends on him. He will 
assume control of your cities, states and nations. All your books are 
going to be judged, praised or condemned by him. The fate of human-
ity is in his hands. So it might be well to pay him some attention.”

Abraham Lincoln

The above quote from one of the greatest statesman of this 
world says it best: we have not inherited this Earth but have simply borrowed it from our 
children. Yet our reckless and relentless exploitation is eroding our very resource base, 
jeopardizing the existence of life on Earth, including our own existence.

For thousands of years, observing the night sky was fundamental to human life and 
survival. The sky was a major symbol in the natural world of order and cyclic repeti-
tion. Studying the skies brought a sense of normalcy to people’s lives. Movement of the 
planets and stars helped farmers determine when to plant and harvest crops and guided 
ritual and religious observances. Interpretations of the celestial bodies varied widely 
among cultures, but often the sky was considered the abode of gods — a place humans 
could never touch.

Yet this simple pleasure is denied to 90 percent of the world’s population. Not only is 
light pollution an aesthetic problem, but it also affects our sense of perspective. Most of 
the world’s population can no longer ponder Earth’s place in the universe because light 
pollution of the night sky shrinks the visible universe down from millions of light years 
to a few miles. One of our most ancient and universal cultural values is threatened and 
may become extinct.

We have only just begun to understand the decisive impact of the clarity of the sky 
on the conservation of biological diversity and ecosystems. As over half of the creatures 
living on this planet are nocturnal, any degradation in the quality of sky, by day or by 
night, will have a profound effect on their behaviour and on the equilibrium of the bio-
sphere. Extensive information is now available on the effects of artificial lighting on 
certain migratory species guided by starlight, or concerning such obvious phenomena 
as the mass mortality through dehydration suffered by certain sea turtles disorientated 
by light on their home beaches. But the spreading out of artificial light into the natural 
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environment has other consequences. Scientists estimate that about 100 million birds 
across the US are killed every year by crashing into windows or die from exhaustion 
after becoming confused while trying to navigate by artificial lights instead of stars. 
Many birds and animals are affected by stray light intruding into their night world, con-
fusing their natural patterns, deterring them from reaching established foraging areas, 
and affecting their breeding cycles.

Besides light pollution, climate change is also a significant driver that impacts the 
quality of the night sky. Climate change and the loss of biological diversity are the two 
most important global environmental challenges facing humankind, with far-reaching 
ecological, economic, financial, social, cultural, ethical, and security implications.

It has been demonstrated that climate change is one of the major driving forces behind 
the unprecedented loss of biodiversity on our planet. The second volume of the report 
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, on impacts, adaptation and vulner-
ability to climate change, finalized and released just a few days ago, makes this very 
clear. Over the last century, species extinction rates rose by a factor of 1,000, paving the 
way to the greatest wave of mass extinction of animal species in 65 million years. Unless 
action is taken now, by 2100, two thirds of the Earth’s remaining species are likely to 
be extinct. Climate change thus poses a major security threat to the very foundation of 
life on Earth.

It is for this reason that the international community will celebrate the Interna-
tional Day for Biodiversity on 22 May 2007 under the theme “biodiversity and climate 
change”. It is for this reason also that the ministers of the environment of the G8+5, at 
their historic meeting held in Potsdam, Germany, from 15 to 17 March 2007, “agreed 
that biodiversity and climate are intertwined, and more efforts are needed to coherently 
address biodiversity and climate change issues together”.

In the face of global change, protected areas are the best bet to tide over adverse 
effects and to develop resilience and adaptation strategies. Some of the darkest and 
clearest night skies in the world are found in national parks such as Yellowstone, Glacier, 
Bryce, Canyon, Torrance Barrens, Arches, and Potawantomi Wildlife Park.

The adoption of the programme of work on protected areas by 190 Parties to the 
Convention on Biological Diversity is of particular relevance to this international con-
ference. The programme of work offers a unique opportunity for global coordinated 
actions for the conservation of the world’s wilderness areas, especially through imple-
mentation of activity 1.1.2, , which calls the Parties to take action to establish or expand 
protected areas in “any large, intact or relatively unfragmented or highly replaceable 
natural areas”. Protection of marine wilderness areas can also be undertaken through the 
establishment of marine protected areas that prohibit extractive activities. Although the 
primary aim of such marine protected areas is the conservation of biodiversity on the 
level of ecosystems, species and genetic resources, they can also provide for sustainable 
use in the surrounding marine environment, through, for example, the spillover of fish 
and larvae, as well as for adapting to climate change.

I am pleased that this international conference seeks to strengthen the importance 
of clear skies for humankind, emphasizing and introducing the value of this endan-
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gered heritage for science, education, culture, tourism and, obviously, as a quality-of-life 
factor and for the conservation of life on our planet. It is befitting that this conference is 
being held in La Palma, a beautiful Canary island, a Biosphere Reserve and home to one 
of biggest telescopes in the world. 
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FRANCESCO BANDARIN

DIRECTOR OF THE WORLD HERITAGE CENTRE

For more than thirty years, UNESCO has been working 
with countries all over the world to identify sites suitable for 
classification as world heritage and to ensure that they are pro-
tected for future generations.  There is currently a total of 851 
cultural, natural and mixed sites on the World Heritage List.  
Their splendour is the best testimony to the diversity of our 
planet and its inhabitants.

Understanding the relation between man and nature in order 
to preserve it is one of the fundamental objectives of the World 
Heritage Convention.

The sky belongs to us all and forms a whole with the envi-
ronment perceived by man.  Associating nightscapes with 
natural and cultural heritage protection is a logical step in the 
relationship between man and nature.

Man’s relation with the sky is constantly changing.  Its pre-
vious mystical role has now been obscured by the realities of modern life. Although its 
apparent lack of motion fascinates our moving world, it is frequently seen as a space for 
developing trade, information, or more generally, a place for spatial tourism and scien-
tific discoveries.

At present, the lights of our cities hinder the contemplation of the sky, source of 
inspiration and knowledge for all cultures of the world.  The loss of this link has lead to 
an impoverishment of our sensitivity to the phenomena of nature and the understanding 
of the universe.

One of the main objectives of the Declaration in Defence of the Night Sky and the 
Right to Starlight is raising awareness concerning the preservation of these values.  There 
is a need to promote this Declaration, which supports the recognition and conservation 
of natural and cultural sites of exceptional universal value and their nightscapes.
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PETER BRIDGEWATER

Secretary General
Convention on Wetlands (Ramsar, Iran, 1971)

That starlight should be a common heritage would seem beyond 
question to most people – yet those same people probably little real-
ize that they are being “robbed” each night of the ability to see just 
that heritage!!  We have , as we become more and more urbanized, 
lost the ability to see the stars which informed the lives of our ances-
tors, and we are polluting ourselves with more an more light.  While 
the research on the effects of light pollution is still very new, the 
reports in this volume have some clear warnings – we should be 
careful!!

But the heritage of starlight is a fascinating topic, covering everything from Astron-
omy to rhythms of plants and animals, from the role of protected places for nature in 
conserving starlight as well to the enormous cultural heritage coming from the stars.  
Losing that heritage, like any other, diminishes us a humans just a little.

The present volume stems from a conference organized on the island of La Palma 
in April 2007. All involved in this organisation are to be congratulated for having the 
vision and courage to bring together the participants to talk through these issues.  It was 
an unusual conference bringing together participants from many quite disparate areas 
of endeavour, whose common purpose was to talk about the issue of Starlight heritage, 
or dark sky heritage. Holding the conference on the biosphere reserve of La Palma was 
itself significant as here is one of best collection of observatories which are anchored to 
the earth.

The following pages tell the stories that all brought to this meeting, but there was an 
enduring theme amongst all – we have to act soon to ensure their starlight heritage will 
not only be conserved but improved.  The global need to reduce energy demands will 
have its own positive impact, but perhaps the most interesting aspect where positive 
action can occur is recognition that protected places for nature have also a key role as 
protected places for dark sky.  

Not only the world’s natural and cultural heritage is thus concentrated in these places, 
but also starlight heritage as well!  But this issue has not been recognized by protected 
place managers and authorities and we need a re-orientation of ideas to achieve this.  
Likewise, seeing that tourism can have benefits in this direction was a positive develop-
ment, although of course all our actions can work both for and against the conservation 
of starlight heritage.
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What is clear is that after this conference no-one will ignore this issue, it must become 
integrated into many agendas, from science, heritage management, tourism develop-
ments, even the manufacture and design of lighting facilities.  It is also clear that getting 
back in touch with the wonder our ancestors felt when seeing in full clarity the sky at 
night will do wonders for our spirit, and help us cope with this most difficult of centuries 
that people have yet had to endure on this ever-smaller plant.  I encourage all who read 
this volume and its contents, from whatever perspective, to take inspiration, and impor-
tantly action, to help conserve our starlight heritage!
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Executive Secretary
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About 99 per cent of the EU residents live in areas where the night 
sky is polluted and approximately 50 per cent are not able to see and 
enjoy the Milky Way, our Galaxy.

However, effects of light pollution on humans who can of course 
survive and can use tools to orientate themselves during the night are 
less devastating than the consequences for animals.

The impacts on animals are diverse and complex. Light pollution 
can for instance confound animal navigation (many species use the 
horizon and stars for orientation), alter competitive interactions and 

reproduction behavior, change the natural predator-prey relationship and affect animal 
physiology.

A number of nocturnal or crepuscular mammals such as bats, some primates, opos-
sums as well as many rodents and marsupials suffer from what is now called “biological 
photopollution”. Migrations of pumas in Southern California for instance showed how 
these animals did not follow traditional and favored topography or vegetation patterns to 
move away from urban glow and navigate towards the darkest horizon.

Another good example are migratory birds. During their migrations, birds are attracted 
by lighthouses and light beams, off-shore oil and gas platforms, telecommunication and 
broadcasting towers as well as normal city lights. The collisions with the structure and 
guy wires of towers and lighted buildings or with other birds, circling around them, create 
thousands of victims daily across the world. This is a silent but devastating slaughter. 
The Fatal Awareness Programme in Toronto for instance, monitoring collision data for 
over 10 years, recorded about 160 species of birds as victims of collisions. According 
to Daniel Klem Jr., biologist at Muhlenberg College in Pennsylvania, more than 100 
million birds die as a result of hitting glass in the U.S., many of which are endangered 
species. Light pollution is undoubtedly a significant threat to migration.

UNEP/CMS is addressing all threats to the survival of migratory animals and to the 
migration process itself such as climate change, by-catch, wind turbines, ship strikes, 
power lines, habitat degradation and loss.

I am grateful this conference gave the opportunity to highlight another serious threat 
to migratory species that should be immediately addressed by the Convention: light pol-
lution. The Secretariat will bring this issue to the attention of the Scientific Council, 
CMS is in a good position to provide information and advice to world governments on 
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the effects of this growing problem, and identify and develop with its Parties effective 
solutions, including recommendations for legal tools, codes of conduct, public aware-
ness and conservation policies.

Darkness is indispensable for the healthy functioning of organisms and whole eco-
systems, and new technical and legal tools and measures need to be developed to reduce 
light pollution and its impacts on biodiversity.
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MAGUELONNE DÉJEANT-PONS
Head, Cultural Heritage, Landscape and Spatial Planning Division

Council of Europe

On 19-20 April 2007, La Palma -island of landscape and stars- 
hosted a magnificent international conference on the ‘Quality of 
the night sky and the Right to observe stars’.

I would like to pay tribute to the extraordinary and visionary 
work carried out by Cipriano Marín, a genuine Jules Verne and 
‘Little Prince’ of our day, on the last frontiers of our planet.

This historic initiative, Starlight, opens our eyes to the world 
which surpasses us and is beyond us. It offers new horizons, helps 

us discover the canopy of heaven and the infinite dimension of our universe.

In bringing together under one roof world-famous astrophysicist, naturalists, artists, 
engineers, legal experts, technical experts and other specialists at international level, 
Starlight illustrates the extremely rich heritage human beings possess, one which is 
neglected, concealed and obscured all too often, to the point of forgetting it exists.

The Starlight initiative and the final Declaration adopted at the end of the Conference 
represent a call to common sense and reason, for an alliance of intelligence; why not be 
more reasonable and sparing as regards our lighting, not to darken the world but quite the 
opposite: to light up the thousand and one candles of our night sky.

Rediscovering and recognising the richness of this common heritage which has 
inspired poets, painters and musicians down the ages; offering young people and future 
generations the ability to gaze in wonderment at the firmament, a truly celestial night 
landscape; allowing scientists to pursue scientific research that is essential for the future 
of humanity: these are some of the major objectives that should guide the actions of the 
international community.

This would certainly be in the general interest, from the perspective of human health, 
the health of animal and plant species and our ecosystems; from the emotional, visual 
and artistic point of view; for our knowledge and understanding, and in terms of energy 
also. Does our abuse and overuse of lighting not add to global warming? Capturing the 
stars in our minds, admiring the light of the sky, unravelling its meaning and value: such 
are the challenges that lie ahead. Humankind will certainly be elevated if it raises its 
eyes skywards.
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MALCOLM SMITH

President, Division XII, International Astronomical Union (IAU)
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This conference in La Palma is an important step along the 
road to protecting the natural, night-time environment at an inter-
national, national and local level. A perusal of these proceedings 
shows encouraging signs that the effort is gathering strength, 
moving beyond the phase initiated primarily by astronomers, to 
include much wider areas of interest and influence. The formal 
program and proceedings are, of course, only part of the story.  
Networking - in the passageways, on strolls around the confer-
ence area, on buses and at associated social events - added to the 
education of us all and is how plans for future actions were being 
hatched.  For example, looking around during a coffee break, I 

enjoyed seeing a European lawyer chatting with a medical doctor (cancer researcher) 
from the US. On a bus, others were discussing  the next steps in plans to seek designa-
tion of a georgeous natural area of New Zealand as a UNESCO World Heritage Starlight 
Reserve - i.e. specifically including its pristine starlit skies - to coincide with the Inter-
national Year of Astronomy in 2009. At the end of the conference dinner, at the side of 
a large swimming pool, a young, highly-committed Chilean received the distinguished 
Hoag-Robinson award from the International Dark Sky Association, presented by its 
European representative from Belgium. No-one came away from this conference with-
out having widened her/his perspective on the issues and their relevance to our world.  
I predict that within ten years, astronomers will be in the minority at conferences like 
this - there will be more biologists, medics, lighting engineers, representatives of the 
eco-tourism industry.... Nevertheless, it is near the large international observatories, in 
places like La Palma, Hawaii, northern Chile and southern Arizona, that most progress 
has been made so far. This is probably because of the particularly obvious economic and 
cultural impact of astronomy at a local level - an average of nearly 1,000 million euros 
of investment has been collectively committed from many countries to the installations 
and people in each of these places (~4,000 million in total) - and of the growing invest-
ment in (and impact of) the astro-tourism industry, which will also depend on preserving 
starlit skies. To continue to succeed, we need to continue to identify and carefully com-
municate areas of genuine mutual benefit.

La Palma proved the perfect place for such a conference.  Not only is it a beautiful and 
continually developing site of world-class, astronomical activity - it is where multidis-
ciplinary activity is already quite obvious at all levels (UNESCO’s Biosphere Reserve, 
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local tourism emphasising protection of the night-time environment, clear commitment 
from local and national authorities and much more).  The timing was good, too, follow-
ing - by a couple of months - another multidisciplinary conference in Washington, DC, 
which covered nocturnal environment issues primarily affecting the USA.  

On a personal note, it was a thrill to return (twice) to the Roque de los Muchachos 
after so many years.  Having spent 6 months as a consultant at the then Royal Green-
wich Observatory in the UK in 1973 (April-September) writing the scientific case (with 
Professor Redman from Cambridge) for three telescopes which are now located on La 
Palma, my family and I returned to Chile (which was not entirely straightforward in Sep-
tember 1973) via La Palma. There was no road to the summit, so I hired a taxi in Santa 
Cruz for the day and went in it to the end of the paved road.  From there I hiked (through 
the fog) to the summit - where it was brilliantly clear. The only observatory structure on 
the site was a polar, site-seeing telescope. Image quality seemed likely to be good.  (In 
May 2007, a month after this conference, at a meeting of the Royal Astronomical Soci-
ety in London, we were treated to an unforgettable show of what the active sun looks 
like through adaptive optics on a Swedish telescope sited on La Palma).  Nowadays, the 
development of modern astronomical facilities on La Palma is maintaining momentum 
- the current development of Spanish astronomy, Spain’s membership of ESO and the 
contribution of the IAC under Prof. Francisco Sanchez’ leadership is particularly impres-
sive. The IAC runs one of the most dynamic groups in the world dedicated to control of 
light pollution - managed quietly but effectively by Javier Diaz.

It may not be so obvious from these proceedings, but it was clear to all of us who 
attended - this conference was exceptionally well organized. Things seemed just to 
happen - smoothly and with style. Nevertheless, conversing with others, it was clear that 
each of us had been individually looked after by the conference team at La Palma - and 
that Cipriano Marin had personally taken it upon himself to ensure that each one of us 
could learn and contribute as much as possible.  Not only that, we had fun doing so!  

What’s next? Far more than can ever be summarised in a short prologue. Cipriano is 
leading the effort to ensure that actions follow from the conference - please do all you 
can personally to help, even if you were not at the conference. The world is, for example, 
once again giving some prominence to the need to use energy more wisely.  Light pollu-
tion and glare are products of energy waste and lack of understanding of vision. Lighting 
the bottoms of aeroplanes and birds with city lights is expensive and unnecessary, as 
well as damaging to the environment (and to astronomy). Lights have been switched off 
for an hour or so as parts of energy-saving demonstration programmes in Sydney, Paris, 
London and elsewhere - but how many of the citizens of these emblematic capitals have 
heard of any link between artificial light and the disappearing, natural, starlit, night sky? 
We have to reach out to authorities and to the media to ensure participation in these 
programs and demonstrations, that are being used to educate and to change attitudes to 
energy wastage, as a step towards more adequate protection of the natural environment. 
How do we do this successfully?

For more recent news and further background, please visit the Starlight website.
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My own connection with the Starlight Initiative stems first of 
all from my long and fruitful association with Francisco Sánchez 
as colleagues from 1981 when the Instituto de Astrofísica de 
Canarias was establishing the Observatory on La Palma. As Direc-
tor of the Royal Greenwich Observatory I was constructing the 
United Kingdom optical telescopes on that remarkable site among 
the international group of facilities. That in itself tells a tale. The 
RGO originated outside London in 1675. In the 1950s pollution 
drove it to the south of England where it was re-established on the 
estate of Herstmonceux Castle. And in the 1980s the observational 

centre of the RGO had to move once again, now to the pristine site on La Palma where 
new, more advanced telescopes could be truly exploited for world-class astronomy. With 
this history, of critical importance is the now long established astronomical protection 
of La Palma through a specific law that demands appropriate measures to preserve sky 
quality. 

Astronomy is thought by many to be a science without earthly relevance. It is seen 
as a pursuit of those with their gaze in the sky and their head in the clouds - an esoteric 
indulgence given only to astronomers. This is far from a true picture. Indeed it can be 
said that we all own the sky; and there is much more at stake here than at face value. This 
is well demonstrated by the vision and the diverse topics of the Starlight conference and 
the importance of the debate it has catalysed with its overlying emphasis on the fragility 
of the environment on earth. 

Astronomy’s broad appeal, whether on practical premises (for example, navigation) 
or mystical (the hopeful art of the astrologer) or on its cultural interest (our place in the 
Universe), is well recorded in history from ancient to modern times. Today, astronomy 
is seen foremost as the foundation of science. Explaining the structure and phenomena 
observed in the sky inspired Newton and Einstein to make their fundamental discoveries 
whose universality fundamentally changed our understanding of the natural world. Thus 
our growing knowledge in science has come about from studies both in earthly laborato-
ries and of physical phenomena observed in the laboratory of the sky.

With modern instruments it is possible to explore the vast panorama of the Universe 
up to such great distances that light from these regions has taken most of the age of the 
Universe to reach us. This shows us that the entire make-up of the Universe that we now 
see as the galaxies of stars and the gaseous intergalactic space has been evolving over 
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most of time, from a smooth structural beginning that we understand was in the form of 
a rapidly expanding uniform medium of extraordinarily high density and temperature, 
to the vast, diffuse and clumpy network of which we are part today. It is also evident 
that the Universe at large contains only a few percent of the familiar matter that consti-
tutes the galaxies of stars and with these ourselves and is overwhelmingly dominated 
by the presence of the so-called dark matter and dark energy. The first gravitationally 
has pulled in the normal matter in the expanding Universe and enabled it to coalesce 
into the galaxies; the second acts in opposition to gravity and has begun to reverse the 
expected progressive deceleration with time from the Big Bang. Although the evidence 
for these comes from sophisticated observations with telescopes and instruments such as 
those operating on La Palma, both components are still mysterious and their existence is 
understood only from indications of their influence such as on the spatial clustering and 
the collective motions of the observed galaxies. There is much yet to discover through 
the use of large telescopes under unpolluted skies.

Because of the diversity of the Universe in space and time, astronomers need to apply 
the entire accumulated knowledge in the physical sciences to gain understanding of its 
properties; and in turn, their discoveries continually push the boundaries of scientific 
knowledge. Furthermore, the technical challenges of achieving ever more versatile and 
accurate instrumentation and detectors for observational analysis, and the building of 
ever larger telescope structures to receive light from the faintest objects, gives astronomy 
an important catalytic role in advancing technical innovation and expertise. The practise 
of astronomy therefore has wide influence on the advance both of science and of tech-
nology.

Science as a whole seems to have become less appealing at university level. This is of 
greatest concern in the case of physics, the most fundamental science, which underpins 
all of the scientific disciplines as well as engineering and technology. Herein enters 
astronomy, which embodies the broadest imaginable application of physics. Astronomy 
has wide public appeal and remains attractive to students. Consequently many univer-
sity physics departments have introduced astronomy-oriented courses to increase the 
student intake. Postgraduate courses in astronomy also are highly sought-after. More 
than most research endeavours in scientific subjects, these courses equip students with 
broad, modern, scientific, technical and computational skills that are widely applicable 
in industry and commerce as well as, for example, for critical work in environmental 
sciences.

On top of these considerations, astronomy is a subject that naturally promotes part-
nership and cooperation internationally: the same goals in understanding are sought; 
common data-bases are accumulated and accessed, often very wide-ranging and given 
“Virtual Observatory” status; telescope facilities commonly are made open to interna-
tional guest observers; and international cooperation in construction and operation of 
major new facilities for astronomy is becoming ever more necessary.

My second link with the Starlight Initiative comes through UNESCO and in particular 
from involvement in its natural and social science programmes with which I have spent 
much of my recent time. UNESCO is an organisation devoted to development of the 
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global good through its mandated disciplines of education, science and culture as well 
as communication. Of critical importance is its associated operational assets offered by 
Member States of UNESCO. In such context La Palma is designated under UNESCO’s 
Man and the Biosphere Programme as one of the 507 coordinated biosphere reserves 
currently recognised in 102 countries. With its “360 degrees” synergetic vision bringing 
together issues of the environment, natural resources, basic sciences and socio-economic 
advance, La Palma is a unique model for promotion of important aspects of sustainable 
conservation and development.

The importance of the introduction of the Starlight Initiative by Francisco Sánchez 
with the Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias and its highly innovative development by 
Cipriano Marin and his team are most impressively demonstrated in these proceedings. 
This brilliant beginning augers well for the ongoing action already planned and is a sure 
inspiration to mounting global efforts on planetary awareness.
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The dark night sky.  Starlight.  The Universe that we live in.  They 
are up there above us at night if only we could see them. Some few 
people can, those who live under dark skies. Others have never seen 
a really dark sky or even the Milky Way.

And who are we who might want to look up and see these things?   
Professional and amateur astronomers. The public.  Nature lovers.  
Children.  We all can benefit by dark skies and a sense of our place 
in the universe that we live in.

This loss of the dark night sky is an issue independent of national borders.  Stars and 
the Milky Way, even a dark sky, have existed in all cultures, even to being part of our 
souls. We need them.

The dark sky is lost (or being lost) most everywhere.  Just like a lot of nature.  It has 
been with mankind for millennia, forever in fact.  And now in the recent past, it is going, 
going, gone.  Most have never seen a dark sky. Nor more than the moon, planets, and 
a few stars, except in a planetaria.  The real thing is better. There is more to stars than 
the Hollywood stars on TV. The real thing is where that usage of “star” began. There is 
more to the real world of nature and culture than TV or Hollywood “stars.”

Where has the dark sky gone? The growth of outdoor lighting in the last century 
(coupled with cheap electricity until the last few years) has blotted our view of it.  It has 
been a growth in quantity of light, not in quality of light. It is like a cancer that has crept 
up on us without us noticing.  Sure, night lighting is a real need for us in our daily living, 
but it must be done well.  We need to ask the key questions: Why, what, where, when, 
how, and how much it costs. “We” seldom if ever have done so. So here we are, without 
starlight, the Milky Way, or a dark sky.  

Plus we have had very little appreciation for what makes for good visibility at night, 
or an appreciation of night vision, nor much sensitivity for the role night lighting plays 
in energy savings and sustainability.  It seems to be mostly glitter, glare, and flash – the 
more light the better and the glarier the better. “See Me,” get attention, seem to be the 
goal.  But too much of it is distracting, no attractive.  The goals seems to be: Light it up 
all night and as bright as possible. But “The More the Bette” is a design myth.

The Night needs to be appreciated and treated better. Dark skies demand it, and so 
does effective and efficient urban planning for the night environment.

Last year, IDA held the first of what will be many symposia over the years with the 
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topic of The Night, with the goal of helping to build awareness of the value of the night.  
We noted that over 99 percent of the population of the USA and Europe live in light 
polluted areas.  And this is only a fraction of the problem.  There are the associated 
problems of energy waste due to the bad lighting, adverse impacts on night vision, on 
flora and fauna and even on human health.  The symposium focused on discussion from 
disparate disciplines into the perfect multidisciplinary topic – the night. Astronomy, 
biology, ecology, energy, engineering, government, human health, outdoor lighting, 
and urban planning. Research, education, innovation. and government and individual 
action.

Without the inspiration of starlight and the night, much of the world’s science, litera-
ture, art, and music may never have been created. What our children under urban sky 
glow are missing today maybe be incalculable to our future.  Likewise for the profes-
sionals in all the sub-fields mentioned above. We need the night, and we need starlight.

IDA much appreciates the Starlight 07 creators, sponsors, hosts, and speakers for 
their inspired efforts and actions in organizing and holding the conference. It was a great 
job by all. We hope and expect it to have a major impact in preserving both starlight and 
the night. Thanks!
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PREFACE
TERRESTRIAL OUTREACH
Living the Stardome on Earth

JAFAR JAFARI

Chair, StarLight Scientific Committee
Editor-in-Chief, Annals of Tourism Research, USA

A number of factors make StarLight: A Common Heritage a 
remarkable vision, a supra-worldview. In April 2007, individu-
als and representatives from diverse academic and operational 
fields, from hard and social sciences, and from government and 
nongovernmental agencies and institutions gathered in La Palma, 
Spain, to spark the StarLight “territory”: majestically domed 
under the skyscape, as seen from the earthscape. 

StarLight is a farsighted terrestrial outreach: to unite the 
already impoverished earth with its relatively undisturbed her-
itage above, viewable dimly and superficially during the night.  

Understanding this whole—the earthscape, the skyscape, and all that is encapsulated in 
between—is indeed an uplifting visionary mission, significantly overarching and sur-
passing the new Live Earth movement, whose concerns are mainly earthbound.

Humans’ earthly journeys through time are well documented. The terrestrial home-
ground has been discovered, mapped, developed, used, and abused in many ways, with 
some actions having already gone too far, to even damage life in its many forms. In a 
nutshell, this longterm history includes accounts of developments, growths, and accom-
plishments, often at the cost of depletion of vast amounts of scarce resources and even 
destructions and annihilations. Too quickly the earth is “burning” itself up and off, with 
overproduction and untold conspicuous consumption, to feed the insatiable appetites of 
its peoples with glittering acts and beaming desires, and at the same time making all that 
lies above—sights, sounds, hopes—hardly discernible, let alone incorporated into our 
total lives, to constitute our common heritage. 

It is this rapid consumptive obliteration (often in the name of development or progress) 
which in the last century gave birth to environmental movements in support of sustain-
able ecosystems and biodiversity, then to today’s disturbing Live Earth script, with its 
frightening predictions. La Palma’s StarLight, an “initiative designed as an international 
campaign in defense of the quality of the night skies …” figuratively provided a launch-
ing “pad” for the whole, here on earth and above, with the contributions published in this 
volume more fully speaking to the many issues and prospects ahead.

 It was the emerging menu of challenges and opportunities, as well as rights and 
obligations, relating to the conference which some three years ago led the architects of 
the StarLight program to consider subjects for inclusion in the program, ranging from 
the past expeditions and experiences on earth to penetrating views of skies. In La Palma, 
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common to most presentations was discussion of  rapid depletion of resources, particu-
larly energy, excavated resources, air and light pollution; and, more closely attuned to 
the StarLight nomenclature, problems variably termed by speakers as intruding light, 
obtrusive light, sky glow, negative light emissions, artificial illumination, and the like, 
and the possible repeat of  these and more in space. Being cognizant that the future 
inherits genes of its past, an aim was to learn from what has been done down here 
(earthbound) and what can be achieved or inspired here for application up and out there 
(skyward). As such, the conference scope made and kept its parameters unbounded, with 
the sky as its limit.

Therefore, it was the augmenting and inviting StarLight theme itself that presented 
the conference participants with a rich carte du jour to choose from—many topics 
“obviously“ related and some seemingly not—for deliberation. Artificial lights, ongoing 
explorations, and mappings of the skies are examples of the former and tourism a case 
for the latter, which may require elaboration here, to show its relation to StarLight.

With its rapid expansion since World War II, tourism, this largest peacetime move-
ment of peoples in the history of mankind, has also become the largest industry and a 
giant socioeconomic force worldwide. Many of its pursuits have contributed not only 
to development and growth but also to some of the concerns aired by Live Earth and its 
alerting climate change message. 

Tourism’s past and present practices have been inward-looking, seeing and experi-
encing from within. Its earthbound forms more closely connecting to StarLight include 
desert tourism (to “hear” stars in the “loud” silence of this still relatively pristine sky-
domed environment) and seascape tourism (for a different astronomical show, this time 
accompanied with the music of the sea, enjoyed under the heavensdome), both effec-
tively integrating nature—in its purity and vastness—to the starred universe: for human-
ity to discover, experience, and incorporate into our common heritage. Significantly, 
tourism, this age-old phenomenon, in its diverse forms covering ubiquitous earthbound 
activities of peoples away from their usual habitats, will soon be entering and frequent-
ing space itself, and hence the StarLight vision includes this take-off.

Viewed in this fashion, tourism—both in theory and practice—actually becomes an 
important means connecting the two domains of earth and sky, allowing people to expe-
rience diversity and richness of life here and to literally touch the stars above, soon for 
in-situ space visits. Thus, tourism, this “frivolous” activity in the minds of some, is 
about to expand the boundaries and the very meaning of our “global village”—which we 
thought had been framed and mapped—to “universal village”. Further, where science 
had to step back because of diminishing public finance to advance its space programs, 
tourism with its private economic muscle will step in  (as it already has, with some initial 
strides), to open the heavens’ door, obviously not for scientific purposes but for selling 
its new “space packages”. This industry has proven to be among the few to quickly rec-
ognize and act upon promising opportunities.

Tourism is just one example of topics discussed at the La Palma conference, with a 
majority of contributions dealing with actually more “obvious” subjects, presented by 
astrophysists, observatory experts, ecologists, government agents, and other StarLight 
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stakeholders. The synergy of this gathering of the obvious and less likely stakeholders 
was extraordinary, with a rich mix of hard and social science debates unfolding and 
explaining a theme unprecedented in its own right. 

In my capacity as Chair of the Scientific Committee of the StarLight conference, 
obviously the theme in its entirety demanded my attention. Because of my academic 
background (tourism anthropology), I took steps to invite integrative tourism contribu-
tions to the debate, asking members of the Scientific Committee to bring expertise from 
other academic and practical fields they were representing, a task which was facilitated 
by the innovative program already defined and framed by its chief architect Mr. Cipriano 
Marin and his team. This multiplicity of treatments—most appropriately delivered in 
the biosphere reserve of La Palma and some of which appear in this publication—reveal 
the richness of the StarLight  theme, as encoded in its Declaration, also included in this 
volume.

As the proceedings argue, “the sky, our common and universal heritage” offers us the 
opportunity to use science and technology to understand and to act as guardians of the 
StarLight in its totality for the next generations, without attempting to tame or harness 
it for today’s wayward purposes. This calls for international actions to anchor the earth 
to its roof, in defense of quality and purity of earthscape, skydome, and what lies in 
between: our universe. 

Attempts to achieve such goals require hard and social sciences joining forces (as was 
the case in La Palma) to espouse holistic paths, for informed strategies and purposeful 
efforts which may for now be termed cieloscopy and defined as the arts and sciences 
of terrestrial skies. Initial steps (and the StarLight conference was one) in this direction 
will include formation of international networks of all related fields, including the less 
apparent ones, for orchestrated actions, as well as creation of a StarLight  Foundation for 
shedding light on and nurturing this visionary mission and its agenda. 

The proposal of La Palma to declare March 21 (the equinoctial earth day) as the “Inter-
national StarLight Night”—to be celebrated globally—would awaken public awareness 
to the urgency of meeting the goals of Live Earth and at the same time to lift off for 
grander designs integrating us all—our earthscape habitat (in its totality and integrity) 
and its skyscape (still politically undivided, with its untapped and untold promises)—
into a shared vision, our common heritage, for now and for horizons away.
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REGAINING OUR RIGHT 
TO OBSERVE THE STARS

CIPRIANO MARÍN CABRERA

Co-ordinator
 Starlight Initiative

The sky, our common and universal heritage, is an integral 
part of the environment perceived by humanity, as it was per-
fectly outlined in the document of Proclamation of 2009 as 
International Year of Astronomy, presented in 2005 at the 33rd 
Session of the UNESCO General Conference: “Humankind has 
always observed the sky either to interpret it or to understand the 
physical laws that govern the universe. This interest in astronomy 
has had profound implications for science, philosophy, religion, 
culture and our general conception of the universe”. Still its con-
templation is increasingly difficult to the point that it is becom-

ing unknown for new generations. An essential element of our civilization and culture 
that we are losing at a fast pace, and whose loss would affect all countries in the world.

Since the oldest ages, night sky observation was a basic dimension in all cultures 
worldwide. From Aristotle to Galileo, from Ur to Mesa Verde, astronomy has marked 
the pace of science history and of the cultural perception of the world. Several peoples’ 
identities were based on cultural expressions related with stars. Major exploration and 
trade routes have been traced using stars as references. But we are nowadays facing a 
new situation, where we risk limiting our astronomical culture to a closed and threatened 
area only available to few researchers in distant technological spheres. Nevertheless, the 
study of astronomy allowed humankind creating calendars, navigating offshore through 
sky mapping, making substantial changes in science as a transversal language. Today as 
yesterday, night skies are able to wake up our imagination and help us finding our place 
in the cosmos. “We are children of clay, but also of the starry sky” is an ancient Nahuatl 
saying that definitely resumes this perception.

But a few decades ago, just an instant in time if we take into account the whole history 
of the universe and of the humankind, human progress stopped considering star observa-
tion as a basic source of wisdom and inspiration. Through the study of big civilizations 
and their fusion with the cosmos it is clear that none of them could ignore this learning 
to forge their knowledge, the feeble light of stars being often a site where art and science 
marvellously met. Nowadays we seem arrogant sorcerer’s apprentices, endowed with 
the capacity to forget the immensity of the universe, actors in a world made at Orwell’s 
world image, creating every day their small history and forgetting to look at the stars.

A quotation about salt by Predrag Matvejevic, a Mediterranean poet, could nowadays 
be applied to starlight: “ancient wise men said that white salt had to be saved to prevent 
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dark times”. The parallelism is overwhelming. Nowadays almost nobody talks of these 
white lights that are hanging in the sky. In several country and cities around the world it 
would really be surprising seeing an old person showing a child where the Milky Way is, 
either because it is very difficult to see it or because at that time of the night it is more 
normal sitting in front of a screen looking at a virtual world. Today more than ever we 
should assume how important it is preserving starlight to avoid dark times.

A right is in danger, and not the resource itself. For several reasons, for the first time 
in the humankind history, a large part of world population is living without any contact 
with the beauty of a starry sky. Suddenly we forgot the magnificence of the universe at 
night and its powerful aesthetic emotional impact that has been pervading the develop-
ment of arts, music, poetry, dance, knowledge and science over the centuries. We are 
rapidly losing the incredible sensation defined by Omar Khayyam as “the heavenly soli-
tude of the stars and roses”.

Only astronomy and dreams, fruit of the imagination awakened by stargazing, can 
make us rediscover this huge scientific and cultural heritage that humankind has been 
accumulating through the observation of clear night skies. UNESCO’s thematic initia-
tive “Astronomy and World Heritage” shows us the tight relationship existing between 
the observation of the firmament and many, still existing sites and monuments which 
were reference points of cultures and civilizations. They are places of mystery and 
wisdom based on the “knowledge of stars”. Teotihuacán, Stonehenge, Giza, Carnac, 
Chichen Itza, Delos, and Jaipur are only a few examples symbolizing this legacy made 
up of an infinity of artistic and ethnographic manifestations conserved at all latitudes. If 
we consider stars as a common resource and heritage, we will see that their observation 
allowed humankind making impressive leaps in its advancement. Time measurement, 
celestial navigation and the interpretation of the apparent movement of firmament to 
obtain abundant crops are clear examples of that.

Nowadays nobody doubts of the scientific and cultural values that astronomy and 
the observation of universe brought us through the ages. But, differently from previous 
ages, today most people do not have a precise idea of the benefits they bring at present. 
Several big advances related to communication development, advanced optical tech-
nologies, novel materials, infrared technology and even advanced medical image projec-
tion systems have to be attributed to modern astronomy development. We know that the 
universe is a laboratory hoarding an infinity of still undiscovered knowledge, and that 
day after day new scientific achievements and technological benefits come out from its 
observation. Therefore we should have a wider perspective of the role of observatories, 
taking into account that preserving the best sites for astronomical observation that are 
still available worldwide is not only a need for the development of big science, but also 
a progress opportunity.

The right to star observation has several other dimensions which directly affect other 
facets of life. The mere possibility to observe the firmament is without any doubt an 
important element of citizens’ quality of life. In this sense we should recall that the Euro-
pean Landscape Convention recognizes the need to protect landscapes for their heritage 
value and as characters of cultural identity, but also as a right of citizens. This rule is 
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absolutely applicable to nocturnal landscape related with the sky, “natural lightscapes”, 
as they have been called by the US NPS Night Sky Team. It is rather contradictory that 
one of the biggest shows in the world, and of the few still available for free, is threatened 
and so very little valued.

In the last years the scientific community sent the first alerts on the negative effects 
derived from the loss of clearness and quality of the night sky on biodiversity and on the 
risk to disturb the habitats of several species. Darkness is indispensable for the healthy 
functioning of organisms and ecosystems. We usually forget that life lives 24 hours a day 
and that ecosystems adapted themselves to the natural rhythms of moon and stars during 
millions of years of evolution.

Unfortunately we still know very little of the actual reach of the disturbance caused 
by the growing proliferation of irresponsible lighting and the increase in atmospheric 
pollution. But new researches slowly start supplying us with more precise data on insect 
and bird mortality, migratory species disorientation, alteration of reproductive habits 
and cycles, and even new effects on plankton are under study, a heap of unpredictable 
factors that will surely and decisively influence the biosphere equilibrium. We should 
be conscious that, if we insist in hiding the stars, we will end losing a substantial part of 
our natural heritage on Earth. Therefore, the night sky quality dimension should be at 
least included in the management and conservation of protected areas and critical habi-
tats. Ramsar wetlands, natural areas declared World Heritage Sites, Biosphere Reserves, 
National Parks, marine sanctuaries, and other protected areas have to face up to a new 
responsibility: saving life at night.

Among all factors affecting night sky quality, light pollution apparently is the mean-
ingless one. In the last decades a culture based on light wasting has been consolidated. 
Pointing the largest part of the outdoor lighting flow toward the sky is a supreme act of 
ignorance, in the same way as believing that over-illumination gives more security or is a 
symbol of progress. Why, having reached the present state of knowledge and technology, 
we still insist in glaring a starry sky?

Today we have the technological ability to light intelligently and with a higher level 
of energy efficiency. It would be enough not to illuminate what does not need being 
illuminated, using appropriate luminaries and bulbs, or to be able to design lighting 
using common sense, avoiding the generation of another kind of noise. This would be 
feasible at a cost which is not a lot higher than conventional systems. Is it any reason 
to generate sky glow over our cities? During the last years the experience carried out in 
several areas of our planet, supported by bylaws or pioneer laws such as the Sky Law 
in the Canary Islands, promoted by the IAC in 1987, showed that it is possible to “light 
up the night in a different way”. And if we also take into account that 19% of the world 
energy consumption is attributed to the electricity used to produce light at night, we can 
easily deduct that protecting night sky is part of the same battle that we fight against 
climate change. Preventing stars being stolen involves the mitigation of one of the causes 
of global warming.

Regaining our sky is also opening new windows to sustainable development. The 
fragile light of stars can become the development engine for several local communities 
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over the world, through the creation of new tourist destinations and products based on 
starlight. Without any doubt a starry sky has been and can always be a powerful attrac-
tion for many tourist destinations based on the new 3 S’s defended by Dr. Iwand: Stars, 
Skies and Sustainability. 

This and other reasons favoured the arising of the Starlight initiative, conceived as 
an international campaign in defence of the night sky quality and the general right to 
observe the stars. It is open to the participation of all scientific, cultural, environmen-
tal, and citizens’ organizations and associations, directly or indirectly related with sky 
defence. A common effort that aims to strengthen the importance of clear skies for 
humankind, introducing and emphasizing the value of this endangered heritage for sci-
ence, education, culture, technological development, nature conservation and tourism, 
and as a quality-of-life factor. 

The first legacy of this initiative has been the Declaration in Defence of the Night Sky 
and the Right to Starlight, fruit of the effort of several people, organizations and institu-
tions, approved during the Conference of La Palma in April 2007. The general adoption 
of this Declaration is one of the main objectives of the Initiative, demonstrating that it 
is possible to turn the defence of the right to Starlight into a permanent commitment, 
as it says in its first paragraph: “An unpolluted night sky that allows the enjoyment and 
contemplation of the firmament should be considered an inalienable right of humankind 
equivalent to all other environmental, social, and cultural rights”. This idea of future will 
be better appreciated after the consolidation of Starlight Reserve proposals worldwide.

Rafael Arozarena, a writer from my homeland, an islander from the middle of the 
ocean, achieved to synthesize the whole spirit of the Declaration in a beautiful, short 
poem: “My inheritance was a handful of earth / but of sky  / all the universe”.
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INTRODUCTION
JUAN ANTONIO MENÉNDEZ-PIDAL

Delegate of Unión Latina - Spain
Secretary-General of the Starlight Conference

“...One evening the princess 
Saw a star appear 

The princess was mischievous 
And wanted to have it near...”

Ruben Darío

Some years ago now, when my friends from the Canary 
Islands, with whom I have close professional and personal ties, 
spoke to me of a possible World Conference on “starlight as a 
universal heritage”, my first reaction was that it was some kind 
of temporary madness caused by the equinox or something.

They also begged to know if I would take part in this project that I had spontaneously 
and flippantly taken so lightly.

I accepted to take part in the project in principal, more out of curiosity and a sense of 
adventure than out of conviction, thinking that it would at least be a healthy diversion.

When I started to receive the documentation and as I begun to read through it, I real-
ised just how serious, important and vital the issue is. 

One day, I remember it well, I really became aware of how transcendent the sky and 
the stars were and are for the development of mankind.

The first hominid to lift its gaze to the sky, and its arms at the same time to get the 
stars, became the first man. Since that moment, the night sky has been one of the most 
important factors for the cultural, religious, spiritual and scientific development of man-
kind. Think about it. The first cultures that we know about became cultures because of 
their very knowledge of the stars, which explains their importance in al Mesopotamian, 
Indo-American, Egyptian, African cultures, etc.

The Bible, Genesis, tells us that God said: “Let there be lights in the firmament of the 
heaven to divide the day from the night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and 
for days and years; and let them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light 
upon the earth. And it was so.”

Neither should we forget that the three religions of the Book use celestial bodies as 
symbols. Judaism uses the star of David; Islam, the crescent moon and Christianity, the 
star that announces the birth of the Messiah and which guides gentiles to him.

Our everyday life too is impregnated with stars. How many flags have stars? Let us 
just consider the major powers: China, the European Union, the United States, the red 
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stars of the Soviet Union remain in Moscow’s Red Square.

And think about just how many aspects of our practical lives are influenced by the 
stars too! Hotels throughout the world are classified by stars; the best film and theatre 
actors, ballet dancers, etc., are known as stars; Hollywood puts stars in the pavement of 
Sunset Boulevard, etc.

In mythology, the Milky Way feeds the gods. From the campus estelae (Compostela), 
this same Milky Way acted as a guide for one of the most important cultural communica-
tion routes of all time, the Santiago Trail.

The most beautiful pages of romantic literature and art are influenced by starlight.

You only have to think about the treatise on the art and practice of arab love by Ibn 
Hazm of Cordova, called “The Ring of the Dove” which, when referring to the relations 
between the lovers, says:

“But when, my darling, comes the time
That we may be together, I
Run swiftly as the moon doth climb
The ramparts of the sky.
At last, alas! That sweet delight
Must end anew; I, lingering yet, 
Turn slowly, as from heaven’s height
The fixed stars creep to set”

The same poet, when talking to us about the sleepless nights caused by love, tells us:

“I am the shepherd of the skies,
Deputed to preserve
The planets as they sink and rise,
The stars that do not swerve.
Those, as they swing their lamps above
Our earth, by night possessed, 
Are like the kindled fires of love
Within my darkling breast”

I doubt if there is a more beautiful way of expressing man’s relations with the stars.

Allow me two more literary quotes.

In “Le petit prince”, undoubtedly the most widely translated French book (translated 
into 180 languages) that tells the story of a little prince that falls from the stars and 
returns to them to look after his flower. Before leaving he says to his friend:

« Tu regarderas, la nuit, les étoiles. Mon étoile, ça sera pour toi une des étoiles. Alors, 
toutes les étoiles, tu aimeras les regarder… Mais toutes les étoiles là se taisent…….. 
Quand tu regarderas le ciel, puisque je serai dans l’une d’elles, puisque je rirai dans 
l’une d’elles, alors ce sera pour toi comme si riaient toutes les étoiles. Tu auras, toi, des 
étoiles qui savent rire…… Ce sera comme si je t’avais donné, au lieu d’étoiles, des tas 
de petits grelots ».

Also in the most widely translated book written in Spanish after Don Quixote, “Plat-
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ero y yo” by Juan Ramon Jimenez, it says:

“Platero had just drunk two pails of water with stars from the well of the corral”.

This is the same well of which Juan Ramon Jimenez says to Platero: 

“Platero, if one day I throw myself into this well, it will not be, believe me, to kill 
myself, but to catch the stars more quickly”.

Ever since these lines were written, I believe that every time that men look at the sky, 
they here the lights laugh and when they see the reflection of the stars in the water, they 
want to go and pick them out.

Certainly our “knight errant” Don Quixote did not conceive the sky without stars, 
saying:

“There cannot be a knight-errant without a mistress; for it is as essential and as 
natural for them to be enamoured as for the sky to have stars.”

Ourselves, knight errants of our century cannot imagine gazing at the sky without 
seeing its lights.

But, let us get back to our Conference. From the initial magma, it gradually took 
shape among different constellations that, if each had a meaning individually, together 
they composed a harmonic universe.

The final step to organising the conference was taken at the meeting of the Confer-
ence Scientific Committee held on the Island of La Palma on November 23rd and 24th, 
2006. The committee was made up of leading lights and scientists from all the relevant 
fields of knowledge (culture, education, environment, astrophysics, energy, tourism, and 
law).

The author of these lines, the most humble and ignorant of all of them, had the enor-
mous honour of encouraging and directing their discussions. The result of these discus-
sions was a report that acted as a foundation for the final preparation and adoption of the 
subjects and structure of the Conference.

The Conference itself was held on the island of La Palma on April 19th and 20th, 2007, 
with the aforesaid ignorant writer acting as the Secretary General.

I can assure all concerned that my task was extremely simple. The Conference organ-
isers organised everything in an extraordinarily enthusiastic and professional manner 
and the result was one of the best organised and fruitful international meetings that I 
have attended in all my professional life. At the meeting, I merely administered the 
sacrament of the confirmation.

The Conference was organised into seven main sessions addressing pressing and 
important issues such as:

• The cultural dimension of the night sky
• Star routes. The new dimensions of tourism and knowledge of nightscapes.
• Light pollution. The challenges of intelligent lighting.
• Starlight and the protection of nature. Preserving the diversity of night life.
• Protecting the night sky and sustainable development.
• The right to starlight.
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Several parallel sessions were organised at the same time, addressing issues such as:

• The right to astronomic observation.
• Rediscovering the stars.
• La Palma and its skies.
• Biosphere Reserves: laboratories for preserving the night sky.
• Public participation and campaigns to conserve the quality of the night sky.
• Protecting the night.
• Intelligent lighting and energy saving in the rural and urban environment.
• Monitoring light pollution.
Finally, I would draw attention to the fact that a series of specific activities were 

organised on the island of La Palma, related to the Conference, like talks, exhibitions, 
workshops, visits, etc.

The initial result of the Conference was the La Palma Declaration, or World Declara-
tion on the Right to Starlight that set a genuine world policy in its ten sections, based on 
principals and objectives that had been adopted by common consent.

The Conference also adopted a set of final Resolutions and an Additional Resolution 
concerning the creation of a Monitoring Committee and on maintaining the Scientific 
Committee.

The Conference had a Committee of Honour chaired by His Royal Highness the 
Prince of Asturias and an Organising Committee, Main Rapporteurs and the permanent 
advice of the Scientific Committee chaired by Professor Jafar Jafari, of the University 
of Wisconsin.

People from 26 countries took part in the Conference. There were 10 international 
governmental organisations and 5 non governmental organisations. In total, 109 institu-
tions took direct or indirect part in the process of the Conference.

During the Conference, 71 communications were presented, 21 lectures were given; 
11 parallel conferences were organised, together with 12 exhibitions and 13 poster pres-
entations.

The cold list of these figures speaks volumes of the scientific and cultural importance 
of this Conference.

After the Conference itself, apart from drafting the Declaration, many actions have 
been taken concerning international governmental and non governmental organisations, 
governments and scientific and cultural communities.

The most important work has been done, there now remains a difficult task ahead: 
that of continuing the mission that has been embarked upon with consistence and deter-
mination to ensure that the principals of the Declaration are universally accepted and 
enforced.

If I may take the liberty, I would like to express my hope and my desire for this Con-
ference to efficiently help each and every one of us to be able, like the princess in the 
tale of the Nicaraguan poet, “walk under the sky and over the sea, to cut the white star 
that makes us sigh”.

Perhaps, with all this, as the first man to set foot on a heavenly body would say, we 
will have taken one small step for man, but a great leap for mankind.
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THE CULTURAL DIMENSION 
OF THE SKY

GLORIA LÓPEZ MORALES

President, Conservatory of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Mexico.

One thing that characterises today’s generations is their enormous capacity to appreciate 
the profound relations that exist between the cultural framework that has ensured human 
survival and, at the same time, understand in accordance with the natural phenomena 
whose harmony allows the preservation of life in all its expressions.

 The earth is one and it is governed by natural laws that propitiate the prodigious 
balances between species, the biosphere, the atmosphere and the infinite space that we 
share with the rest of the universe. The worlds that inhabit it, however, are varied and 
divers and their cultural practises enable them to propitiate negative changes that endan-
ger the existence of the living creatures on the planet. But, we know that this same 
culture has the power to make us flourish through a sustainable use of the resources that 
brought them into being.

The predominant idea of development in these times is one of the leading factors that 
has led to a the deterioration of the quality of life of human communities. Each com-
munity, each region fights to survive and prosper without considering the consequences 
that their abusive and unsustainable practises have for everybody else that inhabits this 
planet.

One of these dreadful effects is born of the divorce from the firmament, consummated 
by us, and which has now made it impossible for us to contemplate the spectacle of the 
stars, as our forefathers have been able to since time immemorial. But it is not only 
the fact that we cannot see the stars, there is also a raft of scientific problems arising 
from the opacity of the atmosphere that disturb the 
harmony that favours the interaction between this 
planet and the space in which it is contained.

We have to look back in time to discover the 
precise moment in history in which the notion of 
human development was dissociated from scien-
tific and cultural truth and the founts from which 
traditional wisdom sprang to enable mankind to 
survive and prosper. 

Over the ages, observing the stars has always 
been one of the essential underpinnings of this 
wisdom. All the major civilisations and their fusion 
with the cosmos have to be studied to realise that 
none of them could do without this learning to 
forge their knowledge.
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Hence, in order to understand the alarming ills 
that the planet suffers, we have to turn our eyes 

to the cultural root of the catastrophes that 
threaten the world, such as global warming, 

the ozone layer, the impossibility of main-
taining the atmosphere clean so that we 
can see the celestial dome at night.

 That is why, because these illnesses 
suffered by planet earth have been caused 
by the human race and its ways of life. 
Ecosystems are connected in complex and 

determinant ways that have led to creation, 
just as they can also put an end to life, to 

human settlements and to the biosphere that 
nourishes them.

In this sense, it is particularly essential to set our 
gaze, precisely and in detail, on the urban explosion that has prevailed for some decades 
and that is irremediably putting an end to millennia dominated by rural life. 

The proliferation of metropolises with all their virtues, but with their grave disad-
vantages too, gives rise to tremendous disappointments for those that designed them in 
the tradition of the great utopians. Apart from not creating the conditions for harmony 
between communities, most of them go against the imperative needs of sustainability.

Many megalopolises devour energy to function efficiently. Obviously they consume 
energy for lighting too, the effects of which are largely responsible for the loss of vis-
ibility of the night sky. In this case, urban culture should lead the movement to create 
new patterns of harmony that propitiate quality of life and comfort and that, at the same 
time, pay close heed to the imperative needs set by a global ethic. 

The method for modifying this slippery slope that is leading our planet, with its popu-
lation, to an irremediable abyss, lies in the progress of science based on ethical princi-
pals, but also on a cultural approach to the phenomena of harmonious existence and 
human development that make it possible to preserve the environment in the best pos-
sible condition.  Without meeting this requisite, star gazing will be impossible, let alone 
the survival of the human race to bear witness to the greatness of the universe.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF 
PROTECTING THE NIGHT SKY

PERE HORTS

Deputy Chairman of Cel Fosc. Catalonia. Spain

Fear of the dark is firmly, almost instinctively rooted in human nature. This is logical, 
as, in strictly evolutionary terms, we are a diurnal species with eyes that have formed and 
specialised to work best in conditions of sunlight. The sunlight comforts us and makes 
us feel safe. In the sunlight, we can clearly see potential threats and we can easily iden-
tify the food that guarantees our survival. In comparison with the beneficent clarity of 
daylight, the night lays like a threatening atmosphere in which we are subjected to a state 
of defencelessness that makes us prone to become the victims of all kinds of dangers.

For millions of years, these were the conditions in which our hominid forefathers had 
to survive, evolving to the point where they took on a corporal morphology that was 
adapted to walking on two legs and a brain that was increasingly capable of carrying 
out complex functions, different from those that were driven stubbornly by instinct. In 
these circumstances, a fear of the night was something that was rooted in our instinc-
tive behaviour. When man developed sufficient intellectual capacity to take an objective 
view and to represent his anxieties figuratively and verbally through myths, he left the 
stamp of his desires, and his most profound fears too, on them with his representations 
of the gods.     

Thus, in the ancient Greek myths that lie at the origin of our western culture, nar-
rated in the Theogony, a long cosmogonic poem attributed to poet Hesiod, the Night is 
Nyx, emerged from Chaos and the sister of Erebus (the infernal shadows). Mother of 
Hypnos (Sleep), of Thanatos (Death), of Oneiros (Fantasy), of Eris (Discord), of Nem-
esis (Revenge), the Hesperides and Moira (Fate). In the heart of Chaos, Nyx lived with 
her brother Erebus. They gradually separated and while Erebus descended into the dark 
of the subterranean world, where the shadows reigned in the dwelling place of the dead, 
Nyx (the Night) is liberated. Finally, Nyx joined Erebus and lit up Aether (the bright sky) 
and Hemera (the Day). 

What is striking about this mythical characterisation of the Night, is that it is initially 
presented as a divinity with a terrible character – the mere mention of which must have 
struck fear into the hearts of men because of the fact that that this was associated with 
what we most fear: death – before she become a mother that incestuously gives birth to 
her maximum antagonists: the luminous day and the bright sky. Hence, establishing an 
unbreakable family tie between them, the poet expressed the fact that day and night, light 
and dark, are inseparable in the natural order of things. In its later evolution, the culture 
forged by the Greeks ended up establishing a close bond of association whereby light 
was assimilated with good and knowledge, and darkness with evil and ignorance. Philo-
sophical language soon reflected this: from “phos”, meaning light, came “phainestai”, to 
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appear, to manifest oneself, become 
visible; and from there, “phain-
omenon”, something that manifests 
itself, that becomes visible, that is 
a phenomenon. Thus, this associa-
tion remains just as firmly rooted 
in our psyche and regularly shines 
through, even in colloquial language: 
for example, we commonly talk of 
“bright ideas”, of “dark intentions” 
and with use other similar expres-
sions quite naturally.

I believe that all of this is driven, 
even today, by our forefathers’ fear of the night that millennia of evolution have not man-
aged to eradicate. It has to be admitted: although we have recently started to colonise 
the night, our instinct continues to tell us that we are still strangers in the night. It should 
not be surprising. In the end, as I said at the beginning, our sense of sight, essential to 
guarantee our safety, is designed by evolution to be more efficient in conditions of day-
light, which is when we engage in the activities that our survival depends on (especially 
seeking food). In the dark of the night, on the other hand, when we sleep and we do not 
need our vision, it is more efficient to have other senses (hearing and smell), which are 
better for warning us of the dangers that stalk us in the dark. It is an unquestioned fact 
that, with civilisation and the consequent decline in their use, because they are no longer 
essential for survival in our natural environment, we have lost the former sharpness of 
these other senses: we no longer smell or hear as efficiently as our forefathers, because 
we do not need these senses as much as they did. If our civilisation continues to illumi-
nate the night sky, who knows whether the man of the future will end up loosing much 
of his current night vision capacity.... 

Ever since fire was invented, man has always felt the need to light up the night. 
Around the protective flames, our forefathers learned to cook and to protect themselves 
from the cold and from the dangerous animals that lurked in the dark. This was the start 
of one of the first technological revolutions in history that helped to make the growth of 
the first human settlements possible. Lighting up the night was unquestionably progress.  
So what was wrong with spreading the use of artificial illumination during the night? 
While this was uncertain and the growth of human settlements and urban habitats was 
kept within reasonable limits, the use of lighting was not a problem for anybody. But 
after the industrial revolution, the accelerated growth of the population, the growing 
expansion of cities and the appearance of the big cities with more efficient lighting tech-
nology, based, first of all on gas and later on the incandescent bulb, started to change 
the situation. The humble and salutary light that to this point had helped to prolong the 
duration of human activities to a reasonable extent and to protect us from the dangers of 
the environment, started to become a danger for other inhabitants of this environment, 
the ones that, unlike us, need the darkness to survive. Light pollution had just been born, 
and has not ceased to grow and spread ever since.
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Its expansion has been unstoppable ever since. First of all, in the big cities, where 
the growing population and the new economic and leisure demands generated a need 
to extend the scope of working activity to include the night, which together with the 
increase in law and order problems, lead first to the extensive spread of lighting and, 
then to an increase in the intensity of the lighting used. As a result of this, night started 
to imitate day in the cities. Later, towns and villages in the countryside, where the need 
for lighting was not as great as in the cities, also started to demand lighting because they 
felt discriminated against and because of a natural desire for promotion, so they also 
wanted the same kind of lighting systems. The coincidence of these factors with the 
financial interests of building companies, the manufacturers of the components of light-
ing systems, electricity companies and politicians who saw the chance to win votes by 
meeting the demands for more light, without considering its negative consequences, did 
the rest. Nobody saw anything wrong with this. After all, what is wrong with progress? 
Because that is what we are talking about aren’t we? Progress.  Some people did start to 
realise that, as time went by, they could no longer see as many stars as before, but very 
few were aware of the importance of this fact, and even fewer realised that what was 
really happening was that the night was in its last throws and its inhabitants were going 
into decline. Man, with his proverbial anthropocentric blindness, was thus modifying an 
essential aspect of our world: the alternating cycle of day and night. And, as usual, man 
did not have the slightest awareness of doing anything wrong. This total lack of aware-
ness continues to be the norm.

For people for whom Astronomy is neither a profession nor a hobby, hearing about 
the phenomenon of light pollution for the first time comes as a surprise. It is not the 
subject of normal conversation. Nor is it an issue that is often covered in the media, 
except for when a district decides to change the lighting and announces that the new 
lighting “will not cause light pollution”, or when a regional government announces that 
they are going to introduce legislation dealing with this. Ecological groups do not protest 
against the installation of polluting lighting systems. In fact, it is a phenomenon that 
everybody living in cities lives with and very few people believe that it is very preju-
dicial. There is no wide spread awareness of just how serious the problem is, and this 
is also due to the aforementioned anthropo-
centric attitude of contemporary societies, 
among other causes. We tend to think that 
if something is good for us, it must be good 
for every living species on the planet. On 
the other hand, when somebody talks about 
the need to protect the night sky, people are 
even more perplexed: Protect the night sky? 
From what? What for?

We rarely stop to think that the night is 
necessary and good for life. Therefore, we 
do not realise that protecting the night sky 
is a valuable step to conserving bio-diver-
sity. Most people think that, as we sleep at 
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night, the rest of the species do the same, with a few exceptions, so it is of no concern 
if we send out a little light into the night time environment. A crass error. Naturalists 
know (and it would help if they said so more often) that the biological activity of our 
fauna is more intense at night than during the day and that this fauna needs the night for 
their normal activities. Many animals have sensory perception systems that have slowly 
adapted to the conditions of darkness of night life and they experience serious distor-
tions when light is introduced in their dark environment. For example, some animals 
need the dark to find their way effectively; when the intensity of the ambient light rises 
above normal levels, it creates a distortion to their way of life. Those who are familiar 
with the effects of light pollution on the nocturnal fauna will be used to seeing the altera-
tion that this causes to the activities of insects and birds that fly at night. But the man in 
the street could wonder: Is it worth worrying about a handful of pesky mosquitos or a 
few confused birds? 

The answer is yes, because, to start with, and talking just of mosquitos, thousands of 
them perish every summer night around the lamps of the public lighting system (espe-
cially the mercury vapour lamps) of any city, and that is only the tip of the iceberg of 
negative effects of light pollution on insect populations.  Most of them suffer these 
effects in a more subtle way: they are devoured by their natural predators when they are 
lit up without realising, or they cannot reproduce because they cannot find a mate, due 
to the “light barriers” between male and female. Insects account for two thirds of the 
animal protein on the whole planet and they are at the bottom of the food chain. If we 
alter the base, this will affect the entire chain. Moreover, many insects play an important 
role in the life of plants by favouring pollination, to quote the best known example. It 
is an undeniable fact that the biodiversity of the nocturnal flora and fauna is depleted if 
darkness is reduced in a natural nocturnal habitat. The best example of this can be seen 
in the areas around cities, which suffer the dispersion of city lighting more directly.

As for the birds, the first thing that should be pointed out is that they are not the only 
remaining victims, after insects: the list also includes amphibians, reptiles and mam-
mals. In order not to turn this article into a treatise on nocturnal biology, the only thing 
that I will say on the subject is that, despite that fact that there is still much that we do 
not know about how light pollution distorts the natural cycle of these species, we can 
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summarise the effects of this distor-
tion in a series of categories that are 
applicable to the different kinds of 
fauna. These are: a) orientation/disori-
entation problems b) the extension of 
diurnal behaviour to night time (artifi-
cial increase of crepuscular biological 
activity) c) attraction/rejection phe-
nomena d) alteration of reproductive 
behaviour and e) alteration of preda-
tor/prey relations.  There are enough 
proven cases in each of these different 
categories to show beyond doubt that 
this is probably a major phenomenon 
that will cause us surprises in the 
future. One final point on this subject: 
very little, if anything is known about the modification of nocturnal biological activity 
in the sea. But the little knowledge that we have seems to indicate that the same process 
is taking place in the marine environment, because the level of ambient light in the sea is 
the factor that determines the ascent and descent of plankton. Illuminating beaches, har-
bours and sea front promenades modifies the opening times of the marine “restaurant”. 
These diners, of course, cannot resort to filling in a complaint form. Some mayors of 
coastal towns are proud of the fact that they have turned their beaches into an extension 
of their discotheques, without realising, or caring that their coastal waters hence become 
biologically barren lands. 

  We are not aware of the fact that living on a planet with a night as long as ours is 
quite exceptional in comparison with other places in the universe. For example, there 
would be practically no night in planetary systems with double or triple stars, because 
there would almost always be a star close by in the sky. A similar situation would occur 
if our solar system formed part of a globular cumulus consisting of hundreds of thou-
sands of crowded stars. But this is not the case on Earth: the Sun is a single star and this 
fact, along with the 24 hour duration of the planet’s rotation, provides enough darkness 
for the Earth to absorb the heat it needs during the day and to loose this heat at night, at 
the distance the Earth is from the Sun, to the exact extent as to make it habitable. Our 
planet is an exceptional case in the sense that the appearance of life here seems to have 
been dependent upon a series of circumstances that have made it almost a miracle, and 
one of these circumstances is the existence of night as we know it here on Earth. 

Let us take a quick look at our closest planetary companions and we will quickly 
see the privileges that we enjoy. If the Earth revolved at a slower rate, like Mercury 
for example, we would have nights that lasted 44 earth days, an average temperature 
of –170º. On Venus, we would have nights that lasted 123 earth days, with a “pleas-
ant” average temperature of 475º due to the infernal greenhouse effect. Only on Mars 
would we find ourselves in a similar situation: a day that lasts 24 hours and 37 minutes 
and nights of varying duration, similar to ours, but the planet’s capacity to retain heat 
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is very low (average temperatures of – 30º during a summer’s day), because of the thin 
atmosphere. The obvious conclusion therefore, is that our planet really is the best of all 
possible worlds in the astronomic sense of the expression, because life would never have 
been able to appear as we know it and evolve to the point where it generates being like 
us, on any other of our neighbouring planets. So we should appreciate the night for what 
it is worth because we exist, in part, because of the night.

So far, I have tried to offer reasons for changing the natural tendency to ignore the 
importance of the night and for learning to value it. There remains one final reason, the 
definitive one: if we protect the night sky from light pollution, we are also protecting 
the planet and, in doing so, we are also helping to make our survival here possible. 
You already know why: the superfluous and irrational squandering of energy involved 
and its harmful environmental effects: the generation of greenhouse gases that produce 
acid rain and radioactive waste. I will not tire you by repeating the figures on reducing 
consumption and the consequent energy savings as you will all be well aware of them. 
I will just insist, without dramatising, on the fact that, in my opinion, since the alarm-
ing reports of the United Nations Inter-Governmental Panel on Climate Change were 
made public, energy saving has become vital for Mankind and squandering energy has 
become a crime against the planet. 

The greenhouse effect is tremendously real and, for now, along with starvation and 
over-population, it is the greatest challenge that Mankind faces in the 21st century.  
Data on new environmental effects confirming this situation are building up day by day: 
gradual increase in temperature and sea level, the polar icecaps and glaciers are melting, 
fusion of permafrost, changes in submarine currents, migration of plants and animals 
to other latitudes, degradation of coral reefs because of the changing temperature and 
acidity of the seas. It is no longer possible to deny the evidence that climate change is 
in progress. The question lies in knowing if we will be capable of curbing it, and what 
measures will we be able to take to partially palliate its effects, but as this phenomenon 
is caused by the emission of gases from a growing consumption of fossil fuels, driven 
by increased economic development, it is obvious that we must accept the fact that 
the future solution will depend on extending the new concept of energy consumption, 
accompanied by re-defining the economic model that has been in force to date. In my 
opinion, we have to start thinking about shifting from a consumer predation economy 
based on unbridled competition, to an economy based on co-operation, built on the 
foundation of preserving the planet’s natural resources and an equitable distribution of 
these resources.

We all know that the energy consumed by outside lighting is only a small part of the 
greenhouse effect, and that transport, for instance, has a far large impact on this problem, 
but this does not exempt anybody from the commitment to make a contribution, how-
ever small, to reducing the dimension of a problem that seriously mortgages the future 
of our children and grandchildren. We should not forget that many grains of sand make 
a sand dune, and many more, a mountain, which means that if we realise that changing 
these things lies in our hands, the sum of everybody’s efforts can undoubtedly manage 
it. We face the enormous task of driving a profound change in the current concept of 
outside lighting, which will require a large dose of persuasion and education. At least 
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we will all now benefit from the advantages provided by the international guidelines to 
reduce emissions of the Kyoto Protocol, and the environmental standards of the Euro-
pean Union. The laudable objectives of this conference set the example to be followed.

So it would seem that we are finally moving forward decidedly in the right direction: 
the path that leads to protecting the night skies definitively, which in the end implicitly 
implies the recognition of its natural, scientific and cultural value. And this means that 
we will protect the essential element of the nightscape: the star-studded sky, that gran-
diose and moving spectacle of nature that all our forefathers have observed, but which 
millions of inhabitants of this planet can regrettably no longer see. It should not only 
be conserved for us; it should also be conserved for those who come after us. We must 
remember that the Earth is most certainly not a legacy that we have inherited from our 
fathers; it is a loan from our children, so no human generation has the right to waste this 
precious universal heritage that is our planetary home. I will conclude by confessing that 
this conference has a special meaning for me: exactly fifteen years ago, when I was on 
this lovely island for the first time, I decided to embark on my own personal fight against 
light pollution, to avoid the bitter pill of having to regret not having done anything to 
save the night sky in the future. When I see you all here, sharing these same ideals so 
enthusiastically, I know that we will achieve it.   

A beautiful view of starry sky from  Mauna Kea Observatory (Hawaii). On the horizon, the lava lights up the steam 
giving an orange glow. Photograph courtesy of Richard Wainscoat.
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SEEKING STARLIGHT: 
DREAMS OF TRANSCENDENTALISM, 

MYSTERY AND IMAGINATION 
JUAN ANTONIO BELMONTE

President, European Society for Astronomy in Culture.

Mircea Eliade argued that a single view of the starry celestial vault would be sufficient 
to awake a religious experience1. This idea can be checked even today or traced to the 
remote past since we are now sure that the oldest religious corpus, the Pyramid Texts, 
actually reflects a stellar religion that would have its roots in pre-dynastic Egypt. Hence, 
stars have often served as a source of inspiration for metaphysics, art or even for the 
creation of symbols of power or identity. Besides, uncovering their mysteries allowed, 
through the mapping of heavens, the development of calendars and navigation. Today, as 
yesterday, starry nights are able to awake our imagination and help us to find our place 
in the cosmos.

Here, before, we had no television nor watches, hence we were guided by the heavenly bodies.
    Luis Mendoza (Chipude, May 1996)

Introduction
For uncountable generations human beings have looked at the starry sky like a source 

of inspiration for the most diverse aspects of their cultural heritage (Figure 1). Stars 
inspired painters and poets, and helped people to find their place in space and time2. The 
genius of Van Gogh3 would perhaps have not been the same without the clear skies of 
Provence and the shield of Achilles would have not looked so powerful without the stars 
dressed on it by the mastery of Vulcan, if we are to believe the verses of Homer4. 

Even in the most isolated spot 
on Earth, the pre-European inhab-
itants of Rapa Nui (Easter Island) 
looked at the firmament in search 
of signals to organize their soci-
ety5. Matariki´s (Small Eyes, as 
they designated the asterism of the 
Pleiades) cosmic rising opened the 
bountiful season and authorized 
fishing in the wildlife rich shores of 
the island, while its heliacal setting 
was the signal to the warfare period 
and the dark epoch of the year. 
Special places, such a Ko te Papa 
hui Hetu’u, the “Stone to watch the 

Figure 1. The first known horoscope, where the constellation 
of Leo is represented in conjunction with three planets (Jupiter, 
Mars and Mercury) and the moon in July 7th 62 B.C., as beauti-
fully sculpted at the hierothesion of Antiochus I of Commagene 
at Nemrud Dag (Turkey). Photograph by M. Alvarez Sosa.
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Stars”, were located at crucial points of the island to observe the movements of the 
celestial bodies and some of their monuments were orientated accordingly (Figure 2). 
This tradition has persisted under the pressure of a totally new cultural context but it is 
being lost under new technology developments and climatic changes that have emptied 
the once rich ocean surrounding the island.

Notwithstanding, the utility of star-watching as a simulacra of a time-keeping device 
to path human activities is probably as old as civilization itself. Besides, it has been part 
of our common heritage until now, as the sentence at the beginning of this section clearly 

demonstrates. The peasants of the 
Canary Islands, known locally in 
Tenerife as “magos”, imagined 
an elaborate and clever system of 
observations of certain stars and 
asterisms to organize their agricul-
tural practices6. Curiously, these 
individual stars or “constellations” 
(Figure 3) were almost exactly the 
same than those used for the same 
purposes in the ancient Mediter-
ranean shores several millennia 
before, as demonstrated by the 
oldest Greek references7,8. These 
practices could even find their 
roots in much earlier Neolithic tra-

Figure 2. The fifteen moais of Ahu Tongariki presumably looking at the disappearance of Matariki (the Pleiades) 
behind the slopes of the Rano Raraku volcano. Gazing the stars for ritual and practical purposes was a common 
practice for the natives of Rapa Nui (Easter Island). Photograph by M. Sanz de Lara.

Figure 3. The “Cielo de los Magos”, ancient peasants of the Canary 
Islands who used until recently the Pleiades (the “Little Goats” or the 
“Seven Stars”), Orion (the “Plough”), and Sirius (the “Ploughman”) 
as harbingers of the sowing and harvest seasons, following a practice 
common in the Mediterranean basin for, at least, three millennia. Dia-
gram by M. Cruz.
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ditions of the 4th millennium B.C., if we are to believe some slender evidences from the 
megalithic temples of Malta, the earliest stone sanstuaries ever erected by humankind9. 

Stars have been used like symbols of identity, a good example of which would be 
the flag of Australia, with the austral constellation of the Southern Cross, or even the 
six-pointed Star of David, recognized as the symbol of Jewish worldwide. They have 
even been related to the symbolism of power10, which, like a characteristic example, can 
still be seen in the high-reliefs of the palace of the Persian King Darius I at Persepolis. 
There, the fight of the King of Kings against the chimera to control the forces of nature 
is beautifully represented, the chimera being a composite beast with the horns of a bull, 
the head and arms of a lion, the tail of a scorpion and the wings and legs of an eagle. 
Indeed, each of these animals stands for the equivalent constellations of Taurus, Leo, 
Scorpios and Aquila, as symbols of spring, summer, autumn and winter, respectively, 
and obviously representing the power of the king to control the seasons.  

Finally, one of the most conspicuous uses of star-watching through ages has been 
their use in navigation, as every seafaring people were forced to produce their own more 
or less sophisticated map of the firmament. Actually, the map of the skies of our own civ-
ilization, full of dreams of imagination, was probably developed in the ancient eastern 
Mediterranean by a culture of navigators, living in a area close to the terrestrial parallel 
36º, like a mixture of different traditions coming from Egypt, the Aegean and the Middle 
East11. However, it is in the ambit of metaphysics where, in our opinion, the observation 
of the starry-sky has played one of the most relevant roles in human culture. 

Discussion and conclusions
...“a great number of gods have also derived from scientific theories about the world of nature”... 

Cicero, De Natura Deorum II, 63

When the Roman lawyer and sena-
tor wrote these lines in the middle of the 
1st century B.C., nearly a hundred years 
had elapsed since the discovery of the 
phenomenon of the precession of the 
equinoxes by the Greek astronomer Hip-
parchos of Nicaea and a new religion was 
being gestated in the southern coasts of 
Anatolia. This metaphysical creation was 
centred in the figures of the god Mithras, 
the sol invinctus or “invincible sun”, who 
would become a formidable opponent 
for the expansion of Christianity in the 
Roman Empire. Interestingly, according 
to the revolutionary theory of the scholar 
David Ulansey12, this new religion was 
derived, in agreement to Cicero, from a 
scientific discovery, since Mithras would 

Figure 4. Mithras, the God of Precession, killing the bull 
of the ancient era (Taurus) assisted, among others, by 
Canis Major (the dog), Hydra (the snake) and Scorpius 
(the scorpion) to perpetuate the movement of the celes-
tial sphere (Vatican Museum, Rome).
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not be other than the almighty 
god of precession, being able 
to move the sphere of the fixed 
stars, through the sacrifice of the 
spring bull (Taurus) in order to 
bring the new zodiacal era. The 
god would have been assisted 
in this formidable task by sev-
eral starry beings located near 
the ecliptic and the celestial 
equator, as represented, among 
others, by a dog (Canis Major), 
a snake (Hydra) or a scorpion 
(Scorpios, Figure 4), while the 
constellation of Perseus would 
have been his own celestial 
hypostasis. Hence, the idea of 

starlight as a source of inspiration for metaphysics is clearly emphasized.
However, I am going to further illustrate this idea with a most striking, fascinating and 

perhaps the earliest starry dream of transcendentalism in human history. This ought to be 
found at the banks of the Nile, in Egypt. It is there, where, at the northeast corner of the 
famous Step Pyramid of Djoser (ca. 2650 B.C.) at Saqqara, and nearby his “mortuary” 
(north) temple, there is one of the most curious chapels one can find in the context of 
ancient Egyptian civilization. It consists of a trapezoidal chamber of some 2 m2 with a 
statue of the king in its interior. It is known as the serdab, or secret room (Figure 5).

This is the only royal monument of this kind preserved in Egypt and it was probably 
an innovation, like many other elements of Egyptian architecture, of the reign of Djoser. 
In front of the chapel, there is a small open court with a quite clear horizon to the north. 
However, the most peculiar element of the building is the presence of two orifices of a 
few centimetres in diameter and nearly a palm long in the northern wall of the sanctu-
ary. These are located just in front of the statue of the king and could have been used as 
sighting devices for the ka of the king, resident in the statue. A most prosaic explanation 
suggests that these tubes might have permitted the spirit of the king to follow the rituals 
performed in front of him, and this is most probably true. 

However, there is an additional suggestive possibility. These orifices could have acted 
as connecting channels between the king and the “Imperishable Stars”. The Imperish-
able Stars, or Ikhemu-seku, were a group of stars in the northern ancient Egyptian sky, 
and one of the afterlife destinies of the dead king during the Old Kingdom, according 
to several utterances of the Pyramid Texts (hereafter PTs, 13), the oldest preserved reli-
gious literature of humankind which frequently included starry references. The Imper-
ishable Stars are normally linked to the circumpolar stars, although, recently, the opinion 
that they should be identified with those stars that are visible every night is becoming 
accepted14. Apparently, there was an asterism that was the “imperishable” par excel-
lence: Meskhetyu, ikhemu sek (PT302, 458). Meskhetyu is often represented in Egyptian 

Figure 5. The “house of the ka” or serdab associated to the step pyra-
mid of Djoser at Saqqara (Egypt). Inside, a “living” statue on the 
king was able to see through a couple of small narrow tubes (right 
wall of the room) two stars of the celestial adzes, Dubhe (αUMa) and 
Kochab (βUMi), turning the Pole endlessly. 
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iconography as a Bull’s Thigh or Foreleg, which is often used, together with a star, as 
the determinative of its name:

 

Indeed we are talking about the asterism of the Plough or the Big Dipper, in our constel-
lation of the Great Bear (Figure 6). Among the Imperishable Stars, there might be other 
“constellations”, which are seldom mentioned. Especially interesting are the Two Adzes or 
Necherty, which are mentioned twice in the Pyramid Texts. These adzes might have been 
identical to those used by the priests in the Opening of the Mouth ceremonies (see Figure 
7). However, the oldest references, specially the PTs, might actually refer to two blades that 
would have been attached to the head of the adzes. These blades were called sometimes 
sebawy (the “two stars”) in contemporary sources15, a fact seemingly connecting with the 
hypothesis we are defending here, since it is frequently accepted that the Two Azdes could 
refer to the distinct asterisms, of similar form, of the Big and Little Dippers.

There are no doubts that Meskhetyu ought to be identified with one of the celestial 
adzes since both at the Pyramid Texts and at the Coffin Texts (a similar collection of 
sacred literature mostly produced during the Middle Kingdom) the name of the “con-
stellation” is at least once written with the determinative of the instrument used in the 
Opening of the Mouth ceremony16:  

  
If still there were any doubt, a sentence in the Spell 399 of the Coffin Texts reads as: 

Meskhetyu who opens the mouth of Mr. so and so. Hence, as in our present culture, where the 
same asterism is known as the Big Dipper (USA), the Plough (UK), the Chariot (continen-
tal Europe) or with the official name of Great Bear (Ursa Major), ancient Egyptians would 
have recognized both a Bull´s 
Foreleg and one of the celes-
tial Adzes in this conspicuous 
group of stars, simultaneously. 
Consequently, the identification 
of the Small Dipper with the 
second celestial adze is made 
on the basing of the ample simi-
larity of both asterisms and the 
circumpolar character of the 
two. However, it is important to 
notice that this has never been 
adequately proven. 

Coming back to the serdab, 
our work on site17 would sug-
gest that the tubes were actually 
facing the near lower culmina-

Figure 6. The circumpolar constellation of Meskhetyu (the Plough, 
Big Dipper or Chariot), the most important of the “imperishable 
stars”, a celestial destiny of the king in the afterlife according to 
the Pyramid Texts, identified by ancient Egyptians as the foreleg 
of a bull and as one of the adzes used in the “open of the mouth” 
ceremony. Adapted from a photograph of A. López.
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tion of Dubhe (αUMa), for an interval 2370±255 
B.C., and Kochab (βUMi), for 2705±220 B.C., 
respectively. The common interval of time [2625-
2485 B.C.] agrees on a date for the reign of Djoser 
in rough agreement with a mid or lower chronol-
ogy18. Dubhe and Kochab are located at that pre-
cise section of the Two Celestial Adzes (the Big 
and the Little Dippers), ritually used to touch 
and open the mouth of the deceased, as beauti-
fully represented in the tomb of Reni in El Qab 
(ca. 1500 B.C., Fig. 7), and where the star blades 
would have been attached. This painting is much 
more recent that the serdab, but there are no seri-
ous reasons to believe that the ritual was differ-
ently executed during the Old Kingdom. Indeed, 
we could actually define the tubes in the serdab as 
devices to travel to the stars or stellar-channels. As 
a matter of fact, this example clearly illustrates the 
early connection between star-watching and meta-
physics which is the node of my argumentation.

Indeed, forty-five centuries later, the science of 
astrophysics is still playing exactly the same role. 
When we point our huge telescopes to distant qua-
sars, when our instruments detect huge emissions 
of γ rays (GRBs) in the most far away corners of 

the universe or when our satellites scrutinize the sun and the solar system, we are simply 
trying to find answers 
to the eternal questions: 
where do we come from? 
or where do we go?; in a 
most serious challenge of 
Einstein´s “God does not 
play dice with the Uni-
verse”19. In the last decade, 
our vision of the cosmos 
has even suffered a new 
profound transformation 
with the discovery of the 
first extrasolar planets20 
and the answer to the old 
question “are we alone?” 
have probably come nearer 
than ever in the history of 
humankind. The discovery 

Figure 8.  One of our current dreams is to find an exoplanet, or a related 
moon, with a huge ocean of liquid water where life could survive. This 
would probably be the major change in our metaphysical view of nature for 
generations. Image by J. Whatmough.

Figure 7. The “Opening of the Mouth” cer-
emony as represented at the tomb of Reni 
in the early New Kingdom necropolis of El 
Qab (Egypt). The eldest son of the defunct 
is touching the mouth of the mummy with an 
adze with the form of Meskhetyu. Below, a 
butcher is severing the foreleg of a living bull 
(a symbol of Meskhetyu once more), a most 
important offering of the funereal banquet. 
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Figure 9. Nearly 
60% of humans live 
in cities where the 
stars are hardly vis-
ible, or even com-
pletely invisible, as 
in the commercial 
quarter of Pudong, 
in Shangai (China). 
People worldview 
is certainly chang-
ing accordingly 
for the first time 
in human history. 
Photograph by M. 
Sanz de Lara.  

of life outside our tiny, overpopulated planet would probably produce the most impor-
tant change of paradigm in our metaphysical view of nature in human history (Figure 8). 
I suspect that religious experience on Earth would never be the same.  

Actually, I am convinced that the absence of the starry sky in our lives due to the lights 
of our huge cities (Figure 9) is certainly, and already, changing our worldview and that 
other kind of cosmovision is slowly penetrating our neuronal system. Does the reader 
know what is the phase of the moon 
today? probably not, unless he/she 
is an observational astronomer or a 
fisherman. As Luis Mendoza argued 
at the beginning of this essay, now 
we have television, atomic clocks, 
mobile-phones, video-consoles, 
ipods, etcetera and we are not guided 
by the stars anymore. The old “reli-
gion” is dead! However, there is still 
a chance for hope.

When I was a young student of 
Physics in Barcelona, with still not 
very clear ideas about my future, a 
TV series, followed by a book21, 
changed completely my view of the 
Cosmos (sic), opening my mind and 
widening my horizons to a level I 
would have never dreamed. A quar-
ter of a century later, being an expe-
rienced astronomer and an observer 
of human behaviours across cultures, 
I am still amazed of how the obser-
vation of the starry skies is able to 
produce “religious experiences” in 

Figure 10. However, today like yesterday, old and young, every 
single person gazes the stars with a mixture of admiration, 
surprise and joy in an attempt to find his/her own place in the 
cosmos. Photographs by M. Sanz de Lara (Mons Telescope, 
OT).
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persons of all ages and conditions of our technified society (Figure 10), allowing them 
to still envisage dreams of mystery and imagination, helping them to find their tiny, but 
extremely important, place in the universe.
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Introduction
The Convention concerning the protection of cultural and natural World Heritage of 

1972 provides a unique opportunity to preserve exceptional properties world-wide and 
to raise awareness about scientific concepts linked to these properties.  

The mission of UNESCO regarding World Heritage consists of assisting the States 
Parties to this Convention to safeguard sites inscribed on the World Heritage List, to 
support activities led by States Parties in the preservation of World Heritage, and to 
encourage international cooperation in heritage conservation.

The World Heritage Committee adopted in 1994 the Global Strategy whose objec-
tive is to establish a representative and balanced World Heritage List, to fully reflect the 
cultural and natural diversity of heritage of outstanding universal value.

Considering that properties related to science are among the most under-represented on 
the World Heritage List and recognizing the absence of an integrated thematic approach 
for sites which have a symbolic or direct connection to astronomy, the UNESCO World 
Heritage Centre, in close consultation with States Parties, has elaborated the Thematic 
Initiative “Astronomy and World Heritage”.

Machu Picchu, Peru. © UNESCO/ Georges Malempré 
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Astronomy and World Heritage
The main objective of this initiative is to 

establish a link between Science and Cul-
ture towards the recognition of scientific 
values of cultural sites linked to astronomy. 
The identification, preservation and the 
promotion of these properties are fields of 
action in the implementation of this pro-
gramme. It provides an opportunity not 
only to identify the properties but also to 
keep their memory alive and preserve them 

from progressive deterioration, through the recognition and the promotion of their sci-
entific values and through nomination and inscription on the World Heritage List of the 
most representative properties.

Why “Astronomy” and “World Heritage”
The cosmos have captivated the imagination of civilizations throughout the ages. The 

efforts of those cultures to understand or interpret what they see in the sky are often 
reflected in their architecture, petroglyphs, and other cultural representations.

Properties relating to astronomy stand as a tribute to the complexity and diversity of 
ways in which people rationalized the cosmos and framed their actions in accordance 
with that understanding. This includes, but is by no means restricted to, the development 
of modern scientific astronomy. This close and perpetual interaction between astronomi-
cal knowledge and its role within human culture is a vital element of the outstanding 
universal value of these properties. These material testimonies of astronomy, found in 
all geographical regions, span all periods from prehistory to today. 

Understanding the role of these properties connected with astronomy, as well as pro-
moting them through public awareness-raising campaigns, are crucial and vital steps in 
our common efforts to safeguard them for future generations.

At its 29th session of the World Heritage Committee requested the World Heritage 
Centre to further explore the thematic initiative “Astronomy and World Heritage” as a 
means to promote, in particular, nominations which recognize and celebrate achieve-
ments in science.

Implementation strategy
The proposal of the Thematic Initiative on Astronomy and World Heritage was final-

ized during the first meeting of the representatives of the scientific community of twelve 
States Parties, ICOMOS and NASA (Venice, Italy, March 2004,) and presented during 
the 29th session of the World Heritage Committee (Durban, South-Africa, July 2005).

The implementation strategy of the Initiative elaborated during this meeting could be 
applied through the following three broad phases:

• Phase I aims at (a) acquiring an in-depth knowledge of the outstanding properties 
connected with astronomy in all geographic regions through their identification, 
study and including the most representative of these properties on the national 

San Agustin, Colombia. ©UNESCO.
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tentative lists; (b) creating networks of cooperation between scientific communi-
ties, governmental bodies and site managers ; (c) promoting the most outstanding 
of these properties which recognize and celebrate achievements in science through 
their inscription on the World Heritage List.

• Phase II aims at (a) promoting international cooperation in order to safeguard and 
promote these properties; (b) providing a platform for capacity building; (c) rais-
ing public-awareness. 

• Phase III aims at (a) fine-tuning the results of the research and capacity building 
activities; (b) ensuring the sustainability of results; (c) monitoring the ongoing 
development of pilot projects.

The Database
In order to implement the aforementioned activities, the World Heritage Centre 

requested all Staes Parties to the World Heritage Convention to identify the institution 
(scientific or cultural) which will be officially in charge of the implementation of this 
Initiative at national level in each country.

In order to facilitate the collaboration between different national and international 
experts, the World Heritage Centre created, thanks to financial support of the Royal 
Astronomical Society of the United Kingdom, the structure of the first visual and docu-
mentary Data Base of sites related to astronomy on the Web site of the World Heritage 
Centre.1

This data base could be used as a 
tool for the inventory, research, man-
agement and pooling of informa-
tion as well as provides a network to 
share knowledge for all international, 
national cultural and scientific institu-
tions, as well as NGO’s, involved in 
the development and implementation 
of the Initiative. 

A public web page was also created 
in order to increase the visibility of the 
cultural World Heritage sites which 
have a link to astronomical observa-
tions.2

Nomination of properties to the 
World Heritage List

The World Heritage Centre wishes 
to assist the State Parties in the elabo-
ration of the nomination document of 
properties linked to astronomy in view 
of its inscription on the World Herit-
age List. Chavin arqueological site, Peru. ©UNESCO/André Laurenti
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“The nomination document is the primary 
basis on which the World Heritage Committee 
considers the inscription of the properties on 
the World Heritage List.”3

The average time required from submission 
of the complete nomination file of property to 
the decision of the World Heritage Committee 
concerning this property is about two years.

“States Parties are encouraged to prepare 
nominations with the participation of a wide variety of stakeholders, including site man-
agers, local and regional governments, local communities, NGOs and other interested 
parties.”4

“The Committee considers a property as having outstanding universal value if the prop-
erty meets one or more of the following criteria5. Nominated properties shall therefore:

(i) represent a masterpiece of human creative genius;
(ii)  exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or within a 

cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology, monu-
mental arts, town-planning or landscape design;

(iii)  bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civi-
lization which is living or which has disappeared;

(iv)  be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological 
ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a)significant stage(s) in human history;

(v)  be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use, or sea-
use which is representative of a culture (or cultures), or human interaction with 
the environment especially when it has become vulnerable under the impact of 
irreversible change;

(vi)  be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, 
or with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of outstanding universal signifi-
cance. (The Committee considers that this criterion should preferably be used in 
conjunction with other criteria);

(vii)  contain superlative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural beauty and 
aesthetic importance;

(viii)  be outstanding examples representing major stages of earth’s history, including 
the record of life, significant on-going geological processes in the development 
of landforms, or significant geomorphic or physiographic features;

(ix)  be outstanding examples representing significant ongoing ecological and bio-
logical processes in the evolution and development of terrestrial, fresh water, 
coastal and marine ecosystems and communities of plants and animals;

(x)  contain the most important and significant natural habitats for in-situ conser-
vation of biological diversity, including those containing threatened species of 
outstanding universal value from the point of view of science or conservation.” 

  “To be deemed of outstanding universal value, a property must also meet the 
conditions of integrity and/or authenticity and must have an adequate protection 
and management system to ensure its safeguarding.”6

Angkor Vat, Cambodia. © UNESCO/B. Bruguier
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The first milestone for the identification of the properties within a framework of the 
Thematic Initiative “Astronomy and World Heritage” was the development of a meth-
odological approach aimed at the consideration of properties associated to astronomy 
on the base of the aforementioned World Heritage criteria. These were set forth during 
the March 2004 conference. The properties that can be associated with astronomy have 
initially been defined by the expert group in the following manner : 

1. Properties which by their concept and/or the environmental situation have signifi-
cance in relation to celestial objects or events; 

2. Representations of the sky and/or celestial objects or events;
3. Observatories and instruments; 
4. Properties with an important link to the history of astronomy. 
 
The first definition includes properties such as temples, pyramids, megalithic sites 

and other monuments, for example Stonehenge in England that are aligned to celestial 
events such as the midwinter sunrise or the annual first appearance of a bright star like 
Antares in the night sky. The second covers the humanistic expression of the sky, such 
as mural paintings, murals, rock art. The third definition focuses on observatory build-
ings with its instruments like telescopes, but also includes places and/or landscapes that 
have been used repeatedly to observe the night sky which may not be in buildings. The 
fourth definition focuses on properties important to the development of astronomy that 
would not be included in the previous definitions. This would include locations where 
celestial events such as the transit of Venus across the face of the Sun were observed as 
well as the important monuments such as the houses of the greatest astronomers.

From astronomical cultural sites to “Starlight Reserves”  
As the objectives of the “Starlight” Initiative which are in line with the Thematic Initi-

ative “Astronomy and World Heritage”, the World Heritage Centre wishes to participate 
in the development of a common approach for the safeguarding of natural properties 
which can contribute by their exceptional night landscape to the astronomical researches 
worldwide. 

An agreement could be established between the above-mentioned Initiatives aiming 
at the definition of a concept of “Starlight Reserve” in order to nominate these properties 
for inscription on the World Heritage List. 

Taking into account the Global Strategy 
for a credible, balanced and representative 
World Heritage List adopted by the World 
Heritage Committee in 1994, and the broad-
ening concept of World Heritage, resulting in 
the inscription of new categories of proper-
ties to the World Heritage List, the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization’s (UNESCO) thematic initia-
tive “Astronomy & World Heritage” aims to 

Stonehenge, United Kingdom. ©UNESCO/ Franck 
Dunouau
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assist the State Parties to nominate more properties related to science.  It is not easy for 
States Parties to evaluate the importance of astronomical heritage, nor their benefits in 
terms of enrichment of the history and science of humanity, the promotion of cultural 
diversity and the development of exchanges.

The UNESCO Initiative offers to the States Parties a possibility to recognize this 
particular heritage dispersed throughout all the geographical regions of the world, span 
all eras, from prehistory to the present day.  

As noted by the UNESCO General 
Conference at its 33rd session, this the-
matic initiative “Astronomy & World Her-
itage” contributes to the preparation of the 
International Year of Astronomy for 2009 
and provides an opportunity to raise public 
awareness, especially with young people 
about scientific heritage and to enhance 
the links between science, education, cul-
ture and communication.

 
Notes and References
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“TO NAVIGATE TIME”
CONTEMPLATIONS ON SKY AND LAND 

an Australian experience
MAREA ATKINSON

University of South Australia, South Australian School of Art

This paper is dedicated to the memory of the late Emeritus Professor Ray White, one of 
the founders of INSAP - The Inspiration of Astronomical Phenomena Conference.

The stories of the intertwined relationship between the stars and land of indigenous 
Australians and other world cultures from ancient and pre-industrial times can serve as 
navigation guides to show the interdependence of sky and land, in order to reflect and 
rebuild the relationship with the night sky, for contemporary and future inhabitants. This 
paper aims to trace and weave stories about the connections between land and sky from 
ancient to contemporary sources. 

16th C Spanish and Portuguese explorers used the Crux constellation to navigate the 
southern hemisphere. In Australia indigenous peoples have various interpretations of 
the Southern Cross, one from a coastal region depicts the Cross as a Stingray that is 
being chased across the sky by a shark indicated by only two fins from the pointer stars, 
(Burra, 1998, p.13). Indigenous peoples in Australia have inhabited the land for over 
60,000 years with oral traditions that were never recorded prior to European settlement. 
It is important to remember that there was not one Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island 
people across the continent, prior to 1788, there were approximately 600 different lan-
guages and dialects each with diverse practices, stories and laws, who lived in a very 
varied terrain from coastal, river, desert environments ‘to the more sedentary cultivation 
of the Torres Strait Islands’. (Johnson, 1998, p.7).

Figure 1. Coulthards Lookout. Courtesy of the Arkaroola Wildlife Sanctuary, South Australia.
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The Arkaroola–Mt Painter Wildlife Sanctuary, (north of the Flinders Ranges) is 
located 600 kilometres from the southern coast. It is a former sheep station of 61,000 
hectares that has been transformed into a wildlife reserve, and can be described as a 
repository of knowledge about flora, fauna and geology - rock formations that can be 
traced back almost two billion years with rich sources of gems, minerals, granite, ura-
nium and geo-thermal deposits (Sprigg, 1997). The complex has three small observa-
tories and pristine skies to observe the stars. The region of the Flinders Ranges is the 
destination of many professional and amateur astronomers, due to the quality of the 
night sky, the unique landscape and the increasing light pollution in Australian cities 
over the last forty years. 

The Adnyamathanha people in the Flinders Ranges have a place called Widlya Vari 
(meaning night-time creek) now renamed Bunyip Chasm, where it is reported that the 
chasm is so dark that stars can be seen during the daytime (Pring, p.25). It is to be noted 
that contemporary indigenous peoples’ rights to their knowledge needs to be respected 
as living cultures in order to preserve traditions and sacred laws for the continuation of 
their respective groups. Thus deep layers of knowledge about the stars is revealed only 
to initiated (although much of this has been lost), however where it is still widely prac-
ticed this secret knowledge will never be revealed (Pring, 2002, p.34). What are shared 
are the oral stories, Wandjuk Marika explains ‘as we tell it to our young people before 
they become initiated into the sacred Law.’ (Isaacs, 1980, p.5). Australian Indigenous 
peoples integrated the knowledge of the sky as it ‘…was significant to all aspects of 
their cultural life.’ (Johnson, p.92). It was used to forecast seasonal calendars, weather 
changes, food availability, the timing of ceremonies, navigation guides, and as complex 
creation stories (Pring. p.3), to contemplate human co-existence with the land and sky. 

Figure 2. Arkaroola – Sillers Lookout. Courtesy of the Arkaroola Wildlife Sanctuary, South Australia. 
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‘Stars in aboriginal culture are,…read as a series of multi-dimensional, inter-connected 
cognitive maps or aesthetic expressions based on a distinctive,…and integrated cosmol-
ogy.’ (Johnson, p.4).

Generally, in Australian indigenous groups the Sun is viewed as a female who trav-
els across the sky spreading light and warmth and the Moon is seen as male and thus 
the eclipse of the sun is the uniting of sun woman with the moon man (Isaacs, p.141). 
Aboriginal concepts of time are described by Howard Morphy as ‘an encompassing cos-
mological schema’ known as the Dreaming and /or the Dreamtime (not to be interpreted 
as English words but rather ‘as terms for a unique and complex religious concept’). This 
schema enables events to be reassembled in time so that the past can be mixed into the 
present. ‘The Dreamtime is lived.’ Here, cosmological time is infinite and is a part of 
the past, present and future, which exists alongside the sequential time of everyday life 
(Morphy, 1999, p.265).

The formation of a meteoric crater at Mount Purvis in Central Australia, relates the 
story about an old woman ancestor who created the crater by farting after eating ‘the 
pigface fruit’ (Clark 2007, p. 24). In pre-industrial Europe, the agrarian almanac was a 
closely observed pattern of sequences between land and sky, mirroring the terrestrial 
Carnival with the heavenly one, (Camporesi 1993, p. 42) with wind and bodily func-
tions. In agrarian time, this cycle of time combined with the use of ritual and perform-
ance, was a device for reconstructing and dismantling a model of the world, whereby 
one was asked to accept and relinquish and to remember and forget. 

‘… the Carnival period had a very important place: this was the festival of the 
reversal of time, the return to the origins, the communion (however fearful) of the 
living with the dead, the moment of the reversal or inversion – but it was also the 
period when the new souls were born from the great fart of the bear. This started 
off the new cycle – marked by the celestial winds – prepared by the festival of 
fools (blowers), who create souls with the bellows (follis). The Carnival or its 
counterpart the bear, is in fact always farting and squittering – an indissoluble 
entanglement of wealth desired and fecundity dreamed, in a mixture of winds and 
faeces’. (Camporesi, p.48).

Upon arrival into Australia, the British colonists retained the four season European 
calendar, yet the indigenous peoples had over thousands of years responded to the cli-
matic diversity of the continent, by observing the flowering of plants, the movement of 
stars and animals, in some parts of the country there were between four to nine distinct 
seasons (Clarke, p.54). The timing of ceremonies are synchronized to end with the Full 
Moon and are conducted at a time of seasonal abundance in order to feed the gathering 
of people (Morphy, p.256). In South Australia ancient rock carvings have been found of 
what are believed to be a record of the cycles of the moon, which may have aided the 
collection of seasonal food. (Curnow, 2006, p.1). Similar markings are found on ancient 
sites in Malta. 

The night sky in the southern hemisphere clearly shows the dark negative spaces in the 
Milky Way, one being the large dense nebulae named the Coal Sack. The first European 
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to record the nebulae was the Spanish navigator 
Vicente Yáñez Pinzón in 1499, (Walter, 2006, 
p.19). However, indigenous peoples had many 
diverse interpretations, one from the Western 
Desert, observes that during the cooler months 
of the year, the outline of an emu (large bird) 
can be seen with its head alongside the South-
ern Cross. At different times of the year, the 
emu can be viewed as fully extended in what 
appears to be a running position and at other 
times the bird is seated, thus the postures cor-
respond with the hunting season and when the 
emus are laying their eggs and nesting (Pring 
p. 32).

The region of the Torres Strait Islands, 
located north east of the mainland of Australia 
is the home of the contemporary artist Dennis 
Nona. His work reflects the integrated knowl-
edge and observation of the stars, drawing on 
‘his family traditions and their coastal life’ 
(Sessarae, Bruno & McNiven). A linocut called 
Awai Tithuyil, (the Pelican constellation), 
depicts the importance of the constellation for 
seasonal hunting. It is composed of twenty-six 

stars, which can be viewed south of the mainland usually in an inverted position, how-
ever the constellation begins to rotate during August to October, in September the bird 
becomes upright, this position corresponds to the beginning of the turtle-mating season. 
The print depicts two turtles mating, the large male figure called Ma-baig, who is the 
spiritual custodian of the stars, is teaching a group of initiates about the constellation. 
(Sessarae, Griffith Artworks, 2005, p.12). Another of his linocuts entitled Zugub Aw 
Tithuyil depicts the Seven Sister Constel-
lation (the Pleiades); here the sisters are 
enclosed in the form of a shark. The posi-
tion of the shark is significant and has 
two distinct names; during April when 
the shark is facing up from the horizon 
it is called Baleuka. Afterwards the con-
stellation disappears and then returns in 
August and September, the shark is now 
facing down towards the horizon is called 
Sarrzane Sika. Selected people are initi-
ated to read the constellation as the timing 
is connected with planting and harvest-
ing of crops, also the hunting season for 

Figure 4. Zugub Aw Tithuvil (The Seven sisters Constel-
lation) 2003. Linocut 350 x 750 mm. Courtesy of the 
Artist and the Australian Print Network, Sydney

Figure 3. Marea Atkinson.The Emu in the Milky 
Way. Digital print, 2007. Courtesy of the artist.
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turtles and a fish called the dugong (Sessarae, p.11). His work emits a strong sense of 
regenerative fecundity and correspondence between the seasonal cycles of food sources, 
the sea, human observation, metaphysics and the movement of stars.

There is a cluster of Pleiades stories connected with sexual pursuit and consequence, 
as related in the ancient Greek myth about the seven sisters of Atlas who were pur-
sued by Orion, there are similar versions found in Aboriginal stories. These are used 
as allegories and metaphors to explain customs and law as they are ‘…reflected and 
re-enacted in the sky world’ (Haynes et al, 1996, p.11). Norman Tindale related a story 
from the Pitjantjatjara people, about a group of seven ancestral sisters, the Kungkarung-
kara who were protected by a pack of dingoes (dogs) from Njiru the hunter. He raped 
one of the young women who died and became ‘the obscure Pleiad’. Afterwards he 
sustained his pursuit ‘with a spear that came to have ritual phallic significance’. The 
women took refuge in the sky by transforming into birds (their totemic form), followed 
by Njiru, who can be located in Orion’s belt, where his presence is a warning to others 

Figure 5. Dennis Nona
Awai Tithuyil (Badu Island Story),2004

Linocut, 1530 x 1195 mm 
Courtesy of the Artist and The Australian Art Print Network, Sydney
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(Haynes, p.16). Contemporary artist, Anmanari 
Brown from the same region, frequently paints 
the seven sisters using symbolic forms in her 
paintings, (Knights, 2006, p.30,31). However 
her version of the story has some variations, 
whereby the young women are often depicted 
hiding in the land or the sky as Njiru wants to 
marry one of them, (but they consider that he 
is too old) and have thus escaped his conquest, 
this may reflect the practice whereby men and 
women are designated separate stories or it may 
have originated from another part of the region. 
‘The sight of the Pleiades in autumn signals the 
start of the dingo-breeding season for the hunt-
ers’ (Haynes, p.16).

Viticultural practices in Europe circa fifteenth 
to eighteenth centuries show the inter connect-
edness between the stars and the harvest as 
depicted in the French illustrated manuscripts, 
Les Très Riches Heures de Jean de France, Duc 
de Berry, (the Book of Hours) dating from ca, 
1412-1416. The September illumination shows 
the vintage at the Chateau de Saumur depict-
ing the peasant workers picking grapes from a 

low well pruned vineyard, with the castle and the surrounding walls in the background, 
(this is still a wine region). According to Unwin, the practice in Mediterranean Europe 
involved grapevines that were grown on pruned trees specially prepared for vines or on 
trellises surrounding the fields. The March illumination in the series shows the pruning 
methods used whereby the vine is trimmed to knee height (Unwin, 1996). An agrar-
ian calendar has been painted above the pastoral scene indicating the important Virgo 
constellation that rose in the sky during March and April as a sign to start the planting 
and was visible till late summer to issue the harvest. It was the star in the right wing of 
the constellation known as Vindemiatrix, the woman winegrower, which is visible just 
before the grape harvest, (Atkinson, 2003, p. 41). This recalls the idea of regenerative 
fecundity that ‘Each month brings its own specialized work’ for the farmers ‘April - I 
prune the vines’ and ‘September - I drink the new wine’ (Camporesi, 1993, p.43).

Orion and Pleiades, is a bark painting by Minimini Mamarika from Groote Eylandt, 
Northern Territory, depicts the relationship between the constellations. The people of 
this region translate the major stars in Orion, as three ancestral fishermen called Burum-
burum-runja and the Pleiades are their wives called Wutarinja. In this painting, the three 
main stars known as Orion’s belt depict the fishermen and the other stars in the stem 
of the T shape (Orion’s sword) represent the fish and the campfire. Also the flames 
and smoke from their fires flow into parts of the Milky Way. (Clarke, 2007, p.29). The 
incomplete circle (the Pleiades) depicts the women’s camp where they are seated and 

Figure 6. Duc de Berry - Les Tres Riches Heures 
(The Book of Hours) 1412-1416. Illuminated 
manuscript for September – the Harvest. Vin-
demiatrix in Virgo. Web Museum – Paris. http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/
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surrounded by a grass shelter (Isaacs, p.152). This connection with grass and fire (from 
parts of Queensland and South Australia) reflects the indigenous peoples’ belief that the 
Milky Way was the dwelling place for the dead. Deceased women would light celestial 
grass fires so the smoke would show the way to the eternal campfires (Clarke, p. 29).

Reg Spriggs, one of the founders of the Arkaroola Wildlife Sanctuary described the 
relationship that Indigenous people have with the environment as ‘A sort of continuing 
Harvest Thanksgiving.’...’every important place is treated with …respect and knowl-
edge.’…and ‘is an integral part of their Dreamtime Heritage; … It embodies deep per-
sonal affection towards, and involvement in, the country that has borne them and which 
continues to support them’ (Sprigg, 1997, p.37). ‘It is significant that the Aborigines 
had no myth of alienation from Nature, such as the expulsion from Eden of the Judaeo-
Christian tradition. On the contrary they believed that through their Great Ancestors 
they, too, were continuing co-creators of the nature.’ (Haynes, p.7). Back in the Crea-
tion Time, a giant serpent known as Arkaroo, was living in the main water pound in the 
Gammon Ranges. One day the animal slithered down to the plains to quench his thirst 
and descended upon two salt water lakes, and drank them both dry. As a result, the 
serpent became heavily bloated and upon his return journey as he dragged himself up 
into the ranges, at rest stops, he created springs and water holes, and also carved out a 
deep gorge now known as Arkaroola. He sleeps in a secret place at the Yacki Waterhole, 
however whenever he turns in his sleep the rumbling in his stomach send out great noises 
that can be heard to this day (Isaacs, p.124, 125). The Sanctuary has a permanent record-
ing station to monitor earthquakes and tremors in the region. Salt-encrusted lagoons and 
deserts surround Arkaroola, which are composed of ‘granite core rocks that date back 
almost two billion years’. The high ranges tower above the surrounding remnants of Aus-
tralia’s long lost Great Inland Lakes and Seas. The ancient seaway had once extended 
across the Australian continent and south then adjoining Antarctica…Three-quarters of 
a billion years ago, glaciers slid down the mountains into the surrounding seas. ‘By that 
time marine and brackish water plants on earth were evolving rapidly. Blue-green algae 

Figure 7. Minimini MAMARIKA (Australia, 1904 - 1972): Orion and the Pleiades 1948, Umbakumba, Groote 
Eylandt, Northern Territory. Natural pigments on eucalyptus bark, 77.0 x 32.5 cm (irreg). South Australian Govern-
ment Grant 1957. Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide. © the estate of the artist licensed by Aboriginal Artists 
Agency, Sydney.
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left limey mats that clothed intertidal flats and lagoons…’ Approximately, 600 mllion 
years ago the ‘age of jellyfish and flat worms’ began, later from which all animal life 
developed. ‘The record is clearly written in the local rocks and ranges.’ (Sprigg, p.12, 
13)

The Arkaroola Wildlife Sanctuary established in 1970 by Reg and Griselda Sprigg 
and continued by their family has been recognised with major awards for sustainable 
and ecological tourism. It is a unique educational sanctuary that encourages a conversa-
tion between, geology, astronomy, botany, fauna, indigenous and non-indigenous peo-
ples, mining history (and associated issues); it presents a navigation in time of the past, 
present and future. The Arkaroola Astronomical Observatory opened in 1986, has hosted 
a number of educational events such as the 2007 Star Party Downunder (see website). 
The meeting presented lectures by leading speakers on geology, astrophotography, cul-
tural and historical papers on astronomy. There were tours of the country by day and 
then tours of the sky by night. Members of the Astronomical Society of South Australia 
conducted talks on the western and indigenous constellations, discussed different types 
of telescopes, observation and the use of star charts via the internet and interactive soft-
ware. 

Looking into the night sky is an observation back into time at sources of light coming 
from objects that may have dissipated. At Arkaroola, the revelation of the night sky, gives 
an enthralling encounter, to quote Paganini, ‘with the mysterious force that everyone 
feels and no philosopher has explained’, (Lorca, ca 1930, p.3) the ‘duende’ of nocturnal 
space, enhanced by the flow of the Milky Way over the surrounding walls of the gorge 
(valley). This meeting of sky and land encompasses the contemporary stargazer in a ter-
restrial and celestial chamber that can never be replaced by a planetarium. In conclusion, 
these stories invite a reconnection and respect for ancient and indigenous knowledge and 
a re-mapping of the southern sky. Arkaroola presents an important contribution with an 
introduction to the on-going conversation between geological time and astronomy and 
promotes the inter-relationship between, land, sky and people.
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FRAGILE LIGHT: 
 CONFLUENCE OF ART AND SCIENCE

DAVID MADACSI

Professor Emeritus, Department of Physics, University of Connecticut.USA.

Among visual artists there is a long tradition of connections among light, art, and place. 
The special character of the luminous environment of a place can be correlated directly 
with the microclimate of the place1 and thus is vulnerable to impacts of human activity 
on the environment. Hence a significant overlap exists between the interests of astro-
physicists in starlight reserves, nocturnal landscapes, and clean skies, and parallel inter-
ests of artists in preserving the quality of both the night sky and the day sky.

Introduction
The everyday human experience of terrestrial natural light derives from five major 

contributors: sunlight, skylight, twilight, moonlight, and starlight. Faintest and most 
fragile of these, starlight has served as a primal source of wonder and human aesthetic 
experience, as well as a fundamental source of inspiration shared as a common heritage 
by astronomers and visual artists. In this presentation I will address the general thematic 
area of the night sky as a source of inspiration. Within the context of StarLight 2007’s 
goal of defending the quality of the night sky and the right to observe the stars, my objec-
tive is to underscore the importance of recognizing and drawing upon the historic and 
contemporary confluence of science and art in the night sky.

Evidence of a stellar confluence of science and art lies in the works of visual artists 
spanning centuries. Although the representation of stars by artists seems to be as old as 
art itself, I will call your attention primarily to works of art created over the past five 
centuries, though I will begin with two earlier artifacts.

Inspiration related to the night sky is reflected in a rich diversity of work covering a 
broad range of themes. The examples I’ve selected to present are grouped into five some-
what arbitrary and overlapping categories: The Milky Way; Starry Nights; Nocturnes 
and Nocturnal Cityscapes; Astronomy Itself; Constellations, Galaxies, and Starfields.

The Milky Way
The prominence of the Milky Way in ancient and contemporary astronomy, as well as 

in legend and cultural mythology, has led to its portrayal by artists over many centuries, 
in both allegorical and representational contexts. However, the two contexts have not 
always been clearly separated. An early artifact associated with the Milky Way is an 
Eccentric flint depicting a crocodile canoe with passengers dating from the Late Classic 
pre-Columbian period (c. AD 600 - 900). Held in the collection of the Dallas Museum 
of Art, it is believed by Mayan scholars to represent the Mayan creation myth in which 
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the plunging canoe represents the movement of the Milky Way across the sky.2 (Mayan 
astronomy traces the date of creation to August 13, 3114 BC.)

The Milky Way as river was similarly interpreted by Chinese silversmith Zhu Bishan 
in his Raft Cup (Chabei) created in 1345 AD.3 The cup (Cleveland Museum of Art) 
bears inscriptions that tell of “a traveler who began a transcendental trip on a raft in a 
river but ended up in the Milky Way.”4 The persistence of such myths is evidenced in a 
traditional Chinese landscape painted some four centuries later by Zhai Dakun, also in 
the collection of the Cleveland Museum. The inscription on that 1775 painting describes, 
“Waterfall and Rocks. The Milky Way descends from the ninth heaven, No matter how 
swift one is, one can’t even come close to it…”

The Greek myth of the creation 
of the Milky Way was depicted 
by the Italian Renaissance artist 
Jacopo Tintoretto, c. 1575. Origin 
of the Milky Way (National Gal-
lery London) depicts the creation 
of the Milky Way by Hera as she 
breast-feeds Heracles (Figure 1). 
Nearly a hundred years later, this 
same allegorical theme was treated 
by Baroque Flemish painter Peter 
Paul Rubens in his1668 paint-
ing Birth of the Milky Way (Prado 
Museum). More contemporary 
interpretations of the allegory 
include Spanish Surrealist Salva-
dor Dali’s 1964 color etching The 
Milky Way (Mythology Suite) and 
English artist Graham Arnold’s 
1984 painting Janet Miller and the 
Milky Way.

German artist Adam Elsheimer painted the Flight into Egypt (Figure 2) in 1609. The 
painting, in the collection of Munich’s Alte Pinakothek, may be the earliest known land-
scape in which the Milky Way is explicitly represented. In contrast, an early twenti-
eth-century extraterrestrial view of the Milky Way, including Earth and Moon in their 
“galactic context,” was portrayed by Polish-born artist Wladyslaw Benda in his char-
coal illustration Earth, Moon, and Milky Way. This celestial view of the earth, a “world 
treasure” of the Library of Congress, was created in 1918 as an illustration for Maurice 
Maeterlinck’s Future of the Earth published that year in “Cosmopolitan”.5 Additional 
twentieth century Milky Way images include both a surrealist treatment and an etching 
(Don Quichotte series, 1957) by Salvador Dali, and an extremely large painting by con-
temporary German painter Anselm Kiefer, who has devoted much of his working life to 
the subject of heaven and earth.6 Kiefer’s Die Milchstrasse (1985-87), which measures 
381 cm by 563 cm, is in the collection of the Albright-Knox Art Gallery (Buffalo).

Figure 1. Jacopo Tintoretto. Origin of the Milky Way, c. 1575. Oil 
on canvas, 148x165 cm. London, National Gallery.  The work of 
art depicted in this image and the reproduction thereof are in the 
public domain worldwide. The reproduction is part of a collection 
of reproductions compiled by The Yorck Project. The compila-
tion copyright is held by The Yorck Project and licensed under the 
GNU Free Documentation License. 
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Starry Nights
The theme “starry night” in 

painting has a history that pre-
ceded Vincent van Gogh and 
continued through the end of the 
twentieth century. French Real-
ist Jean-Francois Millet painted 
his Starry Night (Yale University 
Art Gallery) in 1851, more than 
thirty-five years before van Gogh 
first treated the subject. Although 
it is unclear whether van Gogh 
was directly influenced by this 
painting, it is well-known that 
van Gogh admired and was influ-
enced by the work of Millet in gen-
eral.7 Van Gogh himself painted 
five “starry night” paintings, all 
during the last two years of his 
life. The first of these was Café 
Terrace at Night, painted in Arles 
in 1888. The painting (Figure 3) 
is in the collection of the Kröller-
Müller Museum. Later the same 
year, while still in Arles, van 
Gogh painted Starry Night Over 
the Rhone (Figure 4), now in the 
collection of the Musée d’Orsay. 
Van Gogh’s best-known “starry 
night” painting, perhaps his 
best-known painting of all, was 
painted the following year (1889) 
while he was at the Asylum at 
Saint-Remy. Titled simply Starry 
Night, the painting (Figure 5) is 
in the collection of the Museum 
of Modern Art. Van Gogh’s least-
known “starry night” painting, 
The Evening Walk, was painted in 
December of 1889 and is in the 
Museu de Arte (São Paulo). In 
May of 1890, just before leaving 
the asylum, and little more than 
two months before his death at 

Figure 2. Adam Elsheimer. Flight into Egypt, 1609. 31x42 cm. 
Munich, Alte Pinakothek. The work of art depicted in this image 
and the reproduction thereof are in the public domain worldwide. 
The reproduction is part of a collection of reproductions compiled 
by The Yorck Project. The compilation copyright is held by The 
Yorck Project and licensed under the GNU Free Documentation 
License.

Figure 3. Vincent van Gogh. Café Terrace at Night, 1888. Oil on 
canvas, 81x65.5 cm. Otterlo, Rijksmuseum Kröller-Müller. The 
work of art depicted in this image and the reproduction thereof are 
in the public domain worldwide. The reproduction is part of a col-
lection of reproductions compiled by The Yorck Project. The com-
pilation copyright is held by The Yorck Project and licensed under 
the GNU Free Documentation License.
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Auvers, van Gogh painted his final “starry night,” Road with Cypress and Star. This 
painting (Figure 6) is also in the collection of the Kröller-Müller Museum. 

The “starry night” theme was treated by Norwegian Expressionist Edvard Munch in 
four paintings. The first, which may have been influenced by van Gogh, was painted in 
Åsgårdstrand in1893, just three years after van Gogh’s death.8 This first Starry Night is 
in the collection of the J. Paul Getty Museum. Munch’s three later “starry nights” were 
painted in 1923-24, some thirty years later. Two are titled Starry Night and the third 
Winter: Ekely (Blue Starry Night). All three are in the Oslo Kommunes Kunstsamlin-
ger.

Three additional twentieth-century artists painted “starry nights,” although only one 
of the three used the title. The first, American artist Georgia O’Keeffe painted The Law-
rence Tree in 1929 in New Mexico, capturing the brilliance and clarity of the desert night 
sky on a canvas dominated by a single tree. The painting, with perspective chosen by 
O’Keeffe to allow display with any side up, hangs in the Wadsworth Atheneum (Hart-
ford). The second, probably the most recognized artist of the twentieth century, Spanish 
painter and sculptor Pablo Picasso painted Faun and Starry Night in 1955. The painting, 
inspired by the artist’s love for a beautiful young woman, is in the collection of the Met-
ropolitan Museum of Art. The third, German painter Anselm Kiefer, painted Sternenfall 
(Falling Stars) in 1995. The privately owned painting, done on a large canvas (230 x 

Figure 4. Vincent van Gogh. Starry Night Over the Rhone, 1888. Oil on canvas, 72.5x92 cm. Paris, Musée d’Orsay. 
This image is in the public domain because its copyright has expired. This applies to the United States, Canada, the 
European Union and those countries with a copyright term of life of the author plus 70 years. Faithful reproduc-
tions of two-dimensional original works cannot attract copyright in the U.S. according to the rule in Bridgeman Art 
Library v. Corel Corp. This photograph was taken in the U.S. or in another country where a similar rule applies. This 
photographic reproduction is therefore also in the public domain.
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170 cm), depicts a man lying face-up on bare ground with a star-filled sky filling three-
fourths of the canvas above him.

Nocturnes and Nocturnal Cityscapes
Nocturne in Blue and Silver: Lagoon, Venice was painted by James McNeil Whistler 

in 1879. This Venetian nocturne, with its small handful of dim lights, is a visual reminder 
of the present-day rarity of opportunities to experience the absence of lights. The paint-
ing is in the collection of the Museum of Fine Arts (Boston). In the American West of the 
early twentieth century, Frederick Remington painted the “color of night” in nocturnes 
that were brought together for the first time in a 2003 exhibition and catalog.9 His 1909 
Moonlight, Wolf, in the collection of the Addison Gallery of American Art, is an example 
striking in the clarity of its dim light of moon and stars. (This and other Remington noc-
turnes could easily have been included in the “starry night” category, above).

In the late 1920’s, Georgia O’Keeffe painted a series of nocturnal cityscapes of New 
York: New York Street with Moon, 1925, (Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza); City Night, 
1926 (Minneapolis Institute of Arts); The Radiator Building at Night, 1927 (Carl Van 
Vechten Gallery of Fine Arts); East River from the Shelton2, 1928; New York Night, 
1929. Beyond their aesthetic value, these paintings collectively underscore the diminish-
ing visibility of night sky and stars through the haze of industrial pollution. Comparison 
with O’Keeffe’s Lawrence Tree, painted in New Mexico in 1929 (mentioned above) is 
unavoidable. Her ground-level perspective of the tree echoes the building perspective 
in City Night, as countless stars 
shine undimmed in the blackness 
of the firmament visible between 
the tree’s branches.

For the sake of greater com-
pleteness, two additional artists’ 
nocturnes bear mention. Pablo 
Picasso’s body of work reveals 
scarce examples of nocturnal 
inspiration. In addition to his 
Faun with Starry Night, previ-
ously mentioned, his 1939 paint-
ing Night Fishing at Antibes 
(Museum of Modern Art) is also an 
exception. Similarly, nocturnally-
inspired paintings by Dutch-born 
Abstract Expressionist Willem 
de Kooning are extremely rare. 
His abstract works Night (1948), 
Night Square (1949), and Night 
Square (1950/51) are de Koon-
ing’s nocturnal exceptions.

Figure 5. Vincent van Gogh. Starry Night, 1889. Oil on canvas, 
73.7 x 92.1 cm. New York, Museum of Modern Art. This image 
is in the public domain because its copyright has expired. This 
applies to the United States, Canada, the European Union and those 
countries with a copyright term of life of the author plus 70 years. 
Faithful reproductions of two-dimensional original works cannot 
attract copyright in the U.S. according to the rule in Bridgeman Art 
Library v. Corel Corp. This photograph was taken in the U.S. or 
in another country where a similar rule applies. This photographic 
reproduction is therefore also in the public domain.
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Astronomy Itself
Although uncommon, there are a 

small number of paintings that may 
be interpreted as inspired by astron-
omy itself. French Fauvist painter and 
sculptor Henri Matisse painted Icarus 
(Metropolitan Museum of Art) for his 
illustrated book “Jazz” in 1947.10 (It is 
not mere coincidence that “ICARUS” 
is also the title of the official publica-
tion of the Division for Planetary Sci-
ences of the American Astronomical 
Society.) In 1963, the Belgian Surreal-
ist Rene Magritte painted what must be 
a favorite of all astronomers, The Tel-
escope (Menil Collection, Houston). 
The painting is a simple rendering of a 
portion of wall in a room with a glass-
paned, double-door window. The panes 
of both doors provide unobstructed 
views of the blue daytime sky with 
white clouds. The door on the right is 
slightly ajar, creating a gap between 
the framed panes, a gap filled not with 
blue sky and white clouds, but with the 
blackness of space. Finally, Anselm 

Kiefer may have been speaking to or inspired by astronomers when he painted his literal 
Everyone Stands Under His Dome of Heaven in 1970 (Metropolitan Museum of Art).

Constellations, Galaxies, and Starfields
The last group of paintings, from the mid and late twentieth century, represents the 

inspiration of artists by constellations, galaxies, and star fields. (Wladyslaw Benda’s 
1918 Earth, Moon, and Milky Way (discussed above) also could be included in this 
category.) The prolific Spanish painter and sculptor Joan Miro, associated with Surreal-
ism, painted a series of twenty-three constellation-inspired paintings in the early 1940’s. 
Examples are The Morning Star, painted in 1940 (Kimbell Art Museum) and The Beau-
tiful Bird Revealing the Unknown to a Pair of Lovers, painted in 1941 (Museum of 
Modern Art). In contrast, American Abstract Expressionist Jackson Pollock devoted 
just one titled painting to the subject. Pollock’s drip painting Galaxy, itself a luminous 
galaxy of drips and swirls (1947), is in the collection of the Joslyn Art Museum. Lastly, 
Latvian-born artist Vija Celmins periodically has produced works inspired by star fields 
for more than twenty years. Examples of her highly representational work in oil, acrylic, 
and graphite media include her 1974 Desert Galaxy, 1986 Untitled Galaxy, 1992 Night 
Sky #5 (Museum of Modern Art), and 2000-2001 Night Sky #16.

Figure 6. Vincent van Gogh. Road With Cypress and Star, 
1890. Oil on canvas, 92x73 cm. Otterlo, Rijksmuseum 
Kröller-Müller. The work of art depicted in this image and 
the reproduction thereof are in the public domain worldwide. 
The reproduction is part of a collection of reproductions 
compiled by The Yorck Project. The compilation copyright 
is held by The Yorck Project and licensed under the GNU 
Free Documentation License.
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Conclusions
Artists share with astronomers a proprietary interest in preserving the quality of the 

night sky and nocturnal landscapes as sources of inspiration, as well as in the importance 
of clean skies. The visual-art world—museums, galleries, schools, residencies; academi-
cians, practitioners and patrons—is a natural and strong potential ally for astrophysicists 
in defending the quality of the night sky and the right to observe the stars. Contributions 
to human culture inherent in the works of astrophysicists and artists together reinforce 
the fundamental universal human experience of the night sky as a continuing source of 
wonder, knowledge, and aesthetic response.
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LIGHT AND 
ARCHITECTURE

CÉSAR PORTELA

Architect

There is no need to define what natural light is, but we do need to remember that this 
light allows us to define what is around us, by day and night: the changing perception of 
the things or the bodies on which it impacts, and the space that contains them. Light, or 
absence of light, can also transform this space in each season, each day of the year, each 
hour of the day, each moment.

With regard to Architecture, What is Architecture?
Lao-Tse said that “architecture is not four walls and a roof; it is also, and above all, 

the air that remains within, the space that these enclose”. That is why architecture and 
light, or light and architecture are concepts that were interdependent throughout history, 
to the point that one of Bruno Zevi’s most important essays is called: “light as an archi-
tectural form”. Le Corbousier went as far as saying that “architecture is the wise, correct 
and magnificent play of volumes collected together under the light”.

This relationship between light and architecture occurs inevitably; sometimes con-
sciously, other times unconsciously, and it does not matter whether we are talking about 
educated or popular architecture. That is why it is almost impossible to imagine the 
works of the grand maestros without establishing a masterly relationship with light. 
An example of all these, as a synthesis, is the Pantheon in Rome. Etianne-Louis Boullé 
claims that “the art of touching with the effects of light belongs to architecture”, and 
he is right, because, depending on how it is used, it can transform the spatial context, 
creating agreeable or disagreeable, sublime or mysterious sensations, the sensations of 
enlarging a space or making it smaller, 
or simply highlighting aspects of the 
space that interest us. And above all, it 
makes the space more agreeable, more 
comfortable, more habitable, more 
visible.

Painting too can move us with the 
play of light, as David Madacsi made 
clear in his presentation in this very 
conference. But light the light we see 
on canvas is the representation of a spe-
cific and personal form of interpreting 
it. Think about Velazquez, Vermere, 
Rembrandt, or more recently, Sorolla, 
Van Gogh, Munch.
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For all these reasons, 
the history of Architec-
ture could also be told 
by referring to how natu-
ral light has been treated 
or, in other words, 
the different ways of 
making light intervene 
in the configuration of 
an architectural space, 
in accordance with dif-
ferent artistic styles, 
without forgetting that a 
large part of this history 
must be told in reference 
to star light.

From the Menhir to 
the cosmic complex of 

Stonehenge, worshipping light and the astronomic perception in Ancient times to the 
ornamented light of Egyptian architecture, the precise light of Classical Greek archi-
tecture, the light that is distilled as it passes from the outside to the interior of Roman 
architecture – let us think again of the Pantheon -, the divine light of spaces devoted to 
the liturgy, the protective light that inclines people to meditation in Romanic architec-
ture, the supernatural light through stained glass windows in Gothic architecture, the 
humanised light of the Renaissance, the sublime light of the Baroque period and the fluid 
light that allows us to use glass enclosures in contemporary architecture, which almost 
manages to eliminate the difference in light between the interior and the exterior. 

Artificial light is quite different, invented light that comes from a fixed and constant 
source of emission and, therefore its effect does not vary and it obviously implies con-
suming energy and, far too often, it also involves visual “noise”.

When talking about Architecture, it is 
important to distinguish between fashion-
able and avant-garde architecture. Fashion 
and avant-garde are two concepts that, at 
times, may be the same thing, but have dif-
ferent, almost always contradictory mean-
ings. Avant-garde movements were always 
concerned with essential aspects, which 
is why they break new ground and always 
remain in time, enlightening us and free-
ing us. Fashion or trends pay attention to 
occasional, phenomenological, contingent, 
formal aspects, and what they are really 
designed for is to go out of fashion.  Fash-
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ions in architecture enslave those who follow them and even those who promote them, 
the avant-garde, on the other hand, liberates.

Good Architecture has always identified more with the Avant-garde than with Fash-
ion.

And as with good architecture, good lighting, illuminates, clarifies, stimulates. Bad 
lighting, like bad architecture, dazzles, confuses and produces weariness.

A film director friend of mine used to say that a good lighting director was just as 
important as a good actor for making a film. He said that an badly lit good expression or 
gesture is almost worse that a well lit bad gesture and vice versa.

Architects know, or we should know, that it is of prime importance to get the light-
ing right, whether it is natural or artificial light: the right light enhances and improves 
a space, bad lighting degrades it. The best lighting is almost always one that you do 
not notice. You sometimes enter a place and you cannot perceive it or appreciate what 
it contains, because the light blinds you. Other times, you go to an exhibition and the 
reflections of the poor lighting do not allow you to appreciate what is on display. And 
we should not forget what we were told in the cops and robbers films when they wanted 
to interrogate somebody, they shined a bright light in his face to weaken or destroy his 
physical and mental defences and he would end up confessing.

The pictures of some of my works contained in this article show the intention of play-
ing with light, but as time goes by, I believe that it was the light that ended up playing 
with my works, rather than the other way around. And these works include the Cordoba 
Bus Station. When I designed 
the project, I wrote a text, from 
which I will highlight an extract, 
in which I believe the interest 
that both light and shade aroused 
in the conception of this work, is 
made quite evident: it says:

“When I was given the com-
mission of the Cordoba Bus Sta-
tion, a multitude of memories of 
my first journeys came to mind. 
Old memories that, in turn, fused 
with more recent memories about 
the Mosque and the courtyards 
of Cordoba, in the awning clad 
streets of Andalusia, with their 
space, with their light and their 
flowers, with the sound of water 
in the courtyards of the Alham-
bra, in the gardens of the Gener-
alife and in the Alcazar,...., with 
the smell of the orange blossom, 
jasmine, rosemary, lady of the 
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night,...., with the colours of the glass in the vaulted arches of Cadiz and Havana, with 
the light and colour of the impressionists, with images of caravans moving through the 
desert and camping in oases, under star-studded skies. 

When I thought about the solution and closed my eyes, I saw large stone walls delim-
iting spaces, defining them radically, but also joining them subtly, developing them. 
Bare, straight walls, orthogonal encounters, but also of circles, parabolas and ellipses 
inscribed in them.

I saw the light coming in strong and thick. And, on the other hand, shade and dark-
ness, also dense, also strong, supporting these walls. And in a citadel, a Kasbah, a cara-
vanserai, a souk, an accumulation of buildings and empty spaces between them, formed 
by different planes: some vertical, others horizontal, situated at different heights, some 
rectangular, others circular. All of these were there to defend the light, to dominate it, to 
capture it, to mitigate it, to bleed it conveniently, to attenuate it and distribute its radi-
ance, to use it, once it had been tamed. I saw large planes of lethargic shade, or laid out 
as if they were and, at the same time, chinks of light everywhere, in movement, but no 
longer with the suffocating, blinding force of the exterior. I saw a more merciful light, 
once its radiant impulses had been broken, walking or moving in tune with the shade and 
both of these following the circular movement of time. I saw the light crashing against 
the granite walls that gave off thousands of twinkling stars, crashing onto the interior 
colour, on yellow, blue, green and white opalescent planes, all of which were stuccoed, 
creating calm when harassed by so much sun and glare, as Alejo Carpentier used to 
say about the colours of the frontages of Havana. I saw kindly nooks at these points 
where the shadow cast by objects moved into the space, creating mysterious, sensual 
atmospheres that were crossed by back-lit figures, with large, bewitched eyes that tore 
the half-shadow with their flashes and they took refreshment in them. That is what I saw 
when I closed my eyes and thought about the project.

I saw masterly geometries, with their exactitudes and their impositions. Essential, but 
also subtle geometries.”

The only thing that I want to call for with these sensations of my memories is the 
right use of light, be it daylight or nocturnal light, natural or artificial, as a basic and 
determining factor in the configuration of architectural space, and hence create more 
comfortable, more sustainable, more genuine, more human, more beautiful spaces and, 
therefore, better spaces.
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 DESERT TOURISM
ARCHITECTURE AND STARLIGHT

VIRGINIE LEFEBVRE 
Architect - Urban Designer, France

Deserts are now becoming a more and more popular tourist destination. The construc-
tion of new infrastructure, paved roads and airport are opening to mass tourism a desti-
nation reserved before to few adventurers, backpackers and some happy few who since 
the 20’s were able to pay the price of an incredibility long and difficult journey to visit 
desert and their oases. Meanwhile for different reasons, political as well as social, those 
arid regions became more and more impoverished. Their scarce resources in water are 
diminishing with the development of tourist accommodations, their landscape destroyed 
by out-of-scale hotels and polluted by garbage, grey water and light pollution

Desert tourism refers to a diversity of products, experiences and environments. There 
is no clear single desert tourism market. Weaver has defined desert tourism through dif-
ferent attributes. Among then for our concern, we will take two: Exceptional geological 
features and climatic conditions and Caravans or other desert trekking. 

Because of those two conditions, the openness of the landscape, the quasi absence 
of rain and humidity, and the activities of trekking, deserts are exceptional places to 
observe the starlight. However now deserts are becoming more habited on their edge and 
the genuine qualities of their dark sky are threatened. Of course as deserts are the less 
developed zone as one can see on the famous NASA picture, there is still zones even in 
United States which doesn’t have any light on satellite pictures. We will begin to trace 
some relations between architecture and starlight observation, and draw a brief history 
of desert tourism, before looking at some current landscape or architectural project to 
protect and to admire the starlight. 

Among other earth work James Turell project is especially interesting to look at. 
Indeed architects and developers began to be interested by starlight as an inspiration to 
design new tourist destination. 

Starlight architecture 
First overall I’m going to follow briefly the relations between architecture and star-

light observation.
Until the eighteenth century, many buildings were considered as scientific instru-

ments to record the movement of planets. Among the instruments to look at the sky or 
to be able to follow the course of the stars, churches were important, this may seems 
metaphorical, but it wasn’t always. The enduring fascination for meridian observation in 
churches has been studied for instance by an historian like John Heilbron, The Sun in the 
Church. Cathedrals as Solar Observatories.
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In churches like Santa Maria degli Angeli in Roma one can see the line of the meri-
dian ungrave in the ground as well as in the catherdral of Palermo.

The most spectacular example of an experimental dimension of a building was the 
Parisian Observatory designed by Claude Perrault around 1670. It was meant as a giant 
scientific instrument. It main axis coincided with the Paris meridian, while the various 
faces of its towers were disposed so that they corresponded to the directions of the sun 
at the solstice and equinoxes. In addition, a central shaft went from the underground 
quarries to the terrace roof. It was meant to put a telescope for zenithal observation. The 
device never worked however, because of the air vortices induced by the shaft.

Boullée’s Cenotaph for Newton is synonymous with a crisis. What was literal before 
becomes metaphorical. The building is no longer a true instrument but a metaphor of a 
scientific instrument.

Solon Bailey, The history and work of Harvard Observatory, 1839 to 1927: an outline of the origin, development, 
and researches of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College together with brief biographies of its leading 
members /1854.  
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In United States, the first building dedicated to sky observatories was not build before 
1831, on the campus of the University of North Carolina. Harvard built its first observa-
tory in 1847. Before the construction of a real observatory, Harvard Observatory consis-
ted of a dome on top of a student house and a few small telescopes. The comet of 1843 
was a great help on promoting stars studies at that time. Scholars realized at this occa-
sion that Harvard instrument were not even able to measure its diameter, and unable to 
calculate its orbit. A public subscription raised enough money to buy the largest refractor 
available. With the new telescope Bond found eleven comets. With the development of 
urbanization and the resulting light pollution, observatories tend to migrate to remote 
region, and desert like the European Southern Observatory founded in 1962 in the Ata-
cama Chilean desert. There is no longer a link between observation and architecture. 

The antenna or telescope are now physically separate from the rest of the program. 
No longer architecture is asked to be part of the scientific project. Science and architec-
ture are now separate disciplines, however there is a space to reinvent this relation for 
amateur observation of the sky, especially when the sky is clear from light pollution as 
it is in the desert. 

Car tourism in the desert 
Tourism in the desert was always associated to two principal objects of curiosity. One 

is a man made environment, a protected place, a paradise on earth, the oasis. The other 
one is of course the desert, its wild space, arid and dangerous, inhabited by nomads, 
under a bright velvet, open, beautiful sky at night. 

Tourism in the desert began relatively late in comparison to other destinations, like 
mountains, cities, or historic monuments. 

One of the reasons was the lack of infrastructure, and the danger associated with the 
desert. As it is quite common for a destination to be first described by photographer 
scientist, poet or writer before being open to the tourist consumption, deserts were des-
cribed at first as a dangerous destination. 

I found a description of a travel in the Southern Morocco in 1871. The book was 
published only in 1878, the same year the Beadecker for Palestine and Syria was publis-
hed. We can define those years between 1869 and 1878 as the beginning of tourism in 
desert. The travel was of course very difficult to organize and needed a lot of servants 
and materials.. 

The first destinations were Egypt and Palestine opened by the English as an extension 
of the Grand Tour. Then came Syria and Palestine. As stated by A Shachar and Noam 
Shoval Tourism in Palestine, occurred in Spring 1869, when Thomas Cook and Son 
began operations in the region with an organized tour for thirty tourists to Egypt and 
the Holy Land – a tour guided by Cook himself.1 By 1882 the company had led more 
than five thousand tourists to see the two location . However, until the mid twentieth 
century danger of attack and the lack of infrastructure limited the extension of tourism 
in the desert, which was mostly concerned by cities and monuments like the visit of the 
Egyptian pyramids. One has to wait for the colonization to occure in Sahara, to see the 
development of desert tourism. 

In his book La Roue et le Stylo C. Bertho Lavenir2 describes the evolution of tourism 
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after the diffusion of bikes and cars around 1895. This evolution has affected desert 
tourism. 

 Bicycles and cars tourism are going to change the idea of journey for two reasons. 
The first one was that it will give the freedom to visit unknown places without having 
to follow the railways schedule, the other one, that it has encouraged the foundation of 
Travel Associations. In the desert with a good car one doesn’t need a road, any trails 
could be trace as long as one can find his way. Desert was open very early to cars.

Associations also invented a new kind of tourism: touring by car. In the early 20’s 
Transat started tours by car in the desert, and began to built small hotels on its edge to 
find accomodation for the tourists. However as there was not much to do or to see, tou-
rism in the desert is characterized since its origin by itinerancy.

Constitution of an imaginary
Among the descriptions of the desert, 

and especially of the desert at night, that 
filled the tourist imagination was The one 
thousand and one Night, book translated  
first at the beginning of the XVIII cen-
tury and which could explain the vogue 
of Orientalism. Desert became a place 
which was no longer a wild landscape but 
also the location of magic cities, beautiful 
princesses and charming princes.

During the first phase of the car tourism 
The Little Prince published in 1943 gave a 
new, different image of the desert, a place 
of innocence far from the modern civilisa-
tion. The French aviator Antoine de Saint-
Exupéry’s most famous novel includes a 
number of drawings which are reprodu-
ced in most versions. Most of the story is 
about planets and stars, the Little Prince 
himself has falled from the sky from a 

small planet, B612. Saint Exupery himself landed by accident in the desert and indeed 
as an aviator has looked at the starlight and has imagined the story from that vision.

As The Little Prince was translated in 160 languages, one can argue that this vision 
was shared by a large number of people. 

Movies also played a role in the construction of the fascination for the desert as a 
sublime place as well as a dangerous place to be. 

The Ten Commandements, distributed in 1956 and Lawrence of Arabia distribu-
ted in 1962, contributed to the imaginary of the desert as the place both mythical and 
dangerous, where the western civilization is trying to find a truth. In the desert the night 
represents the Life opposed to the day when the sun is burning.

Lawrence before attacking Aqaba, retreated during the night to think about his plan. 

Front cover of Le livre des Mille nuits et Une nuit, edi-
tion 1926, traduction Antoine Galland (1646-1715), 
BNF. Photograh by Virginie Lefebvre.
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Nights in the desert are not always synonymous with a quiet time, battles occurred at 
night, as well as celebrations. However the discussion between Sherif Ali and Lawrence 
set the different position of the protagonist an English man and an arab vis a vis the 
desert and also about dark night opposed to clear one :

“I think you are another of these desert-loving English...No Arab loves the desert. We 
love water and green trees, there is nothing in the desert. No man needs nothing. Or is 
it that you think we are something you can play with because we are a little people? A 
silly people, greedy, barbarous, and cruel? What do you know, Lieutenant. In the Arab 
city of Cordova, there were two miles of public lighting in the streets when London was 
a village...”

Here the presence of light is seeing as a glorious sign of the past, as the dark desert is 
synonymous with desesperate wilderness.

Today Desert tourism is an itinerant one, most of the tourist stay one or two night in 
the same place, moving from a camp to an other staying in hotel with confort or a plain 
tent without electricity. It is quiet remarquable however that tour organizers try to avoid 
the use of electricity in order to give a better experience. At the same time electricity will 
soon reach the smallest settlements and this attitude will become artificial. 

The phenomena of industrialization explained the enduring fascination for genuine 
quality of the dark sky of the desert. 

Starlight and National Parks 
One of the main destination for desert tourism in the US is the system of National 

Parks. However in Arizona parks and monuments have protected their night sky, cities’ 
light pollution remains. At Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument in Arizona, the haze 
of city lights reaches up to 30 degrees above the horizon.

Some cities, often led by local astronomers, have already reacted. Tucson has the 
strictest lighting codes in the country, designed primarily to protect nearby Kitt Peak 
National Observatory. New Mexico recently passed the Night Sky Protection Act, which 
puts new rules on outdoor lighting.

 In the US the National Park organization estimates that only 10 percent of the nation’s 
population can see the Milky Way. 
Night sky has always been looked at 
as simply a natural resource,” says 
National Park Service staffer Joe 
Sovick, “but the Historic Preservation 
Alliance is viewing it as a cultural 
resource.” 

Chaco Culture National Historic 
Park, also concerned about light pol-
lution, installed lights with motion 
sensors, shields and lower beams. By 
changing its lighting habits, Chaco 
was selected as the site for a $35,000 
observatory project.
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A star-filled night sky is important to preserving the desert that locals and tourists 
have come to know and appreciate. 

Earth work 
If no longer architecture is an explicit instrument to contemplate and to observe the 

starlight, Earth work artists are building sites and installations to do so. 
James Turell is investigating for a long time the notion of light, starlight or sun light 

in the desert by constructing giant earth architecture to observe them. Roden Crater is 
located outside Flagstaff, Arizona, Turrell is turning this natural cinder volcanic crater 
into a massive naked-eye observatory, designed specifically for the viewing of celestial 
phenomena. James Turell described his works:3

Roden Crater is at 7000 feet. One of the things you get at a high altitude, if you get 
away from city light, is that the universe really opens up to you. It’s a very different 
experience. I even got a county ordinance passed to preserve dark skies. 

As the Arizona sky is one of the clearest in the world, this crater serves as a celes-
tial observatory. Rooms linked by passageways are to be dug into the crater following 
precise calculation, to allow the light of the rising sun to penetrate during the solstices 
and the equinoxes. The layout of these rooms and tunnes follows rules wich allows for 
various effect of light such as the observation of eclicpses.4 James Turell’s Roden crater 
will be a destination, a non scientific place to contemplate the dark sky. 

In the Moroccan desert, at the Baha Baha lodge, the owner is currently building a 
tower for its clients to observe the sky at night. One wonder why he doesn’t use the ter-
race of the Kasbah which would serve perfectly for that purpose. It is probably like the 
observatory tower that Marie de Medicis built near her castle, to give an image of it. 

Voyageurs de monde for example try to protect its desert accommodation from light 
pollution by using gaz lamp, and very little electricity which is switched off at night. By 
doing so the sky is then again dark as desirable for its clientele. Our urban society in a 
perpetual gloomy light is in search of the exact opposite of what was desirable 100 years 
ago when electricity was implemented, and then came, La nuit desenchantée as stated 
by Wolfang Schivelbush, where no longer dark forces, and other Draculas could hide. 
The problem is that happen as some as still begging for electricity especially in desert 
location. At a different stage of their development, residents of the desert want to lighten 
the desert while for our old urban society it has to stay as long as possible a place for 
enchantment that we have lost at home.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF OBSERVATION IN 
ASTRONOMY EDUCATION AND THE NEED FOR 

CLEAR AND NONPOLLUTED SKIES
ROSA M. ROS

IAU Commission 46 Vice-president

For centuries and centuries humanity looked up to the sky and asked themselves “Where 
do we come from?” or “Where are we going?” Everybody experienced these special 
feelings.

At present, if you are living in a big city, you can not see a wonderful sky above your 
head which causes you to think about transcendental questions. If we ask students in our 
schools about the previous questions, probably their answers could be “we came from 
the metro and we are going to the bus stop”. Of course this does not create a special 
feeling for them.

At the moment in developed countries there is a decrease in the number of students 
interested in science. Astronomy is probably the most attractive and suggestive branch 
of science, but the most obvious element which could put people in contact with astron-
omy is the sky. But unfortunately the sky in developed countries is covered by a haze 
of pollution. 

The sky that our students can observe is not impressive. In the 21st century images 
are of outstanding importance, the appearance of the sky is awful. From many cities it 
is not possible to look at the sky, but when we find a space between the buildings to see 
the sky, the light pollution reduces the full numbers of visible stars to a few. “How can 
anybody fall in love with this sky?”

Our society needs more and more scientists and more and more technology must be 
used, but it looks as though we are turning our backs on science. How can this situation 
be changed? Astronomy can help to solve this problem partially if the sky is preserved 
and rediscovered by our society.

Why do people not have a positive “feeling” about science? May be it is because they 
did not have any special experiences that got them emotionally involved.  It is normal 
for all of us to remember good experiences very well, those that produced an intensive 
emotion in our live: the first time we 
rode a bike, a special film, an enjoy-
able book, the first kiss, etc, and why 
not add to this list, the first eclipse, 
the first Moon observation through a 
telescope, seeing the Milky Way or 
the auroras, etc. One of my friends 
says “the best shows are free”, and 
astronomy offers a lot of them, but 
we need a clear sky to get it.

Participants in the 10th EAAE Summer School enjoying the 
sunset in “El Roque de los Muchachos” of la Palma.
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Clear skies to promote astronomy: several arguments or points of view

Point 1: The non polluted sky for promoting emotions
The EAAE, European Association for Astronomy Education, promotes a course 

every year for European teachers. Last summer, July 2006, this author organised the 10th 

EAAE Summer School in Santa Cruz de la Palma. This was a set of general lectures, 
workshops, working groups and observations that involved about a hundred teachers 
from 24 countries. This occasion was a special anniversary for us and we decided to 
celebrate it in the Canary Islands because this special situation on the planet offers us a 
wonderful, spectacular sky. 

Specifically we organised a guided visit to “El Roque de los Muchachos”. Taking 
up the suggestion of Instituto Astrofísico de Canarias, IAC, we spent some time on 
“El Roque” at the sunset and we waited for the night in order to carry out an observa-
tion with several telescopes from the top. All the participants enjoyed this opportunity 
immensely. They told me that it was the most spectacular sunset that they had ever seen 
in their lives. Only a sunset in a “well preserved sky site” could produce such a strong 
feeling in all of them. I am sure that they will never forget this evening sitting on a stone 
and looking at the horizon.

We need to preserve a good sky so that everybody can truly enjoy it. Every sunset, 
each Moon phase, all the comets, these can be special occasions on which we can get 
significant observations and singular feelings related to nature, that is to say related to 
science. It is necessary to enhance the social conception of the science of astronomy 
giving it a positive connotation. But also there are other points to take into account: 
people love emotion as we have said but they also love adventures.

Point 2: The clear skies for the adventure of learning by doing
Not only the Earth but also other parts of the universe will probably be our future 

habitat. When Columbus discovered America, he had another objective: he was trying 
to find a shorter route to India. Currently when astronomers get information from the 
universe and study the real possibilities of going to the Moon or to Mars, they are plan-

ning the future of the generations to 
come. 

Day by day the Earth is decreasing 
in relative size because there are more 
and more people living on it. The dis-
tances between two places also seem 
to be decreasing. During the 19th cen-
tury it was necessary to spend two 
or three months to go from Spain to 
South America, at present we only 
need half a day. It looks as though 
our planet is smaller than it was some 
centuries ago and probably we can 
consider the possibility of leaving 

An amateur telescope is an excellent resource for primary or 
secondary schools.
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our planet. May be this is a good moment to start 
thinking about the probability that we will have 
a new common adventure outside our planet. It 
is a good proposal to present astronomy related 
to humanity’s future and astronautics. Scien-
tific knowledge changes very quickly in a short 
period of time. For instance, exoplanets were a 
non-imaginable concept 50 years ago, now they 
are a reality: this list constantly gets longer.

Both mentioned examples - astronautics and 
exoplanets - are not common in the curricula of 
our schools. It would be a stimulating idea to 

introduce more new scientific concepts in the school programme.  
Normally astronomy does not appear in students curricula as a separate course. 

Astronomy only appears, partially included, in courses such as physics or geography. In 
these cases, the astronomical topics presented are from ancient Greece or from two or 
three centuries ago. The astronomy that appears in newspapers, the current discoveries 
in the field of astronomy are not in evidence at school.

In general, astronomy is not introduced by means of observational tasks. The majority 
of students dislike only listening to a traditional lecture from a teacher. They prefer to 
be active and to take part in a more participative and amusing manner. All the schools 
have an “astronomy lab”: the playground of the school. Then, if they have an astronomy 
lab, they should use it! It is essential to observe by means of an amateur telescope or 
binoculars or the naked eye, but their results depend on of the quality of the sky. It is a 
good idea for students to produce simple devices in order to observe and get some infor-
mation which allows them to take measurements concerning their observations. In our 
cities the sky only offers a reduced number of visible stars because the level of pollution 
is very high. Of course it is not possible to observe “deep sky objects”, the most they can 
observe a few planets. This situation limits the number of possible objects to observe and 
the worst consequence is the reduction of the number of the kind of objects that we are 
able to observe: for instance, it is not possible to see nebulas, galaxies or clusters. If stu-
dents only have the chance to always observe planets and stars, they suffer an important 
restriction and they can not enjoy discovering new objects and face new challenges

Last 2004 European Southern Observatory, ESO, and European Association for 
Astronomy Education, EAAE, organised a contest related to the Transit of Venus which 
was visible in Europe. In Spain this contest was promoted by Real Sociedad Española 
de Física, RSEF, Real Sociedad Matemática Española, RSME and Fundación Española 
para la Ciencia y la Tecnología, FECYT with the special cooperation of IAC. The main 
objective was to motivate students’ observations of this phenomenon. Each group of 
three students and their teacher prepared a report of their experience. In particular, one 
team from a small village near to Granada wrote: “We discovered that we love to dis-
cover” and they added the list of things that they plan to do next year. For this group of 
students, the Transit of Venus was a “departure point” marking a new way forward. They 
enjoyed the adventure of science just as a scientist would. 

Students can produce their devices in order to 
make observations: learning by doing
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Point 3: The clean sky in the big cities: reasons for opening up Public Observatories
The general public does not share the idea that “science is an adventure for profes-

sionals”. Astronomers enjoy their work and can feel addicted to their work. It would be 
nice to show this to everybody because the idea that society has about science is that 
it is a boring topic and the scientists are a boring people. It is important to change this 
appreciation in particular if we want to give a more authentic approach to science. It 
would be good to introduce science in our lives as it relates to our everyday activities 
and experiences. The observation with a telescope could be a non-sophisticated method 
to achieve this approach between people and science.

In many Eastern countries “public observatories” exists and are on offer to everybody 
who is interested in looking at the sky through a telescope. These observatories give 
people the opportunity to make observations by means of semi-professional telescopes. 
This is an excellent option to present the idea of “what astronomy really means” to 
everybody in order to achieve a better understanding of this subject. Of course, the pro-
fessional observatories can offer - and they already do this - the possibility to visit their 
facilities during an “open door day”. But a day is not enough. Obviously they can not 
offer open day sessions very often, because in this case they could not work. A pos-
sible idea could be to create “public observatories”, in the countries where they do not 
exist, or to add an observatory to the planetariums that already currently exist in western 
countries. 

Constellations in the centre of our “non-polluted” cities (photo Veselka Radeva).
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Of course, planetariums are sited in big cities. Then these “public observatories” 
should be in the important cities where the light pollution is a serious problem. If we 
want people to observe at least some celestial objects, it is necessary to reduce light 
pollution.  

Also it is important to mention that amateur associations promote observations in 
several countries. Some of them have an onsite telescope. It is significant to encour-
age its use in order to invite everybody to enjoy the sky. The idea is that the people can 
feel the excitement of making observations using a telescope. It is not possible to love 
something that you know nothing about. It is difficult to feel curiosity for something that 
you can not see.

Point 4: Non-polluted skies aid the observing of special astronomical events
General audiences are easily attracted to special astronomical phenomena. It was 

easy to promote the observation of the Transit of Venus several years ago. The people 
shared the significant feeling recognising that this was a historical occasion and realising 
that they were observing a very especial event. In particular a group of students, in the 
relevant contest, referred to previously, stated: “Nobody living today has ever observed a 
Venus Transit”. So they had a feeling of being unique to be present on this occasion.

It is easier to promote and to carry out observations of eclipses in many zones around 
the world and also auroras in more restricted areas. Both are spectacular phenomena and 
share a point of surprise. This kind of occasions stimulates an important impression on 
all those present. It is imprinted on their minds for years to come: this will be a special 
“memory”. The first time experience of observing auroras borealis was unbelievable for 
the author of this paper. Of course previously I had the opportunity of seeing several 
photos, slides and films, but the reality of it was absolutely mind blowing. The whole 
sky was dancing and changing colours. Any artificial “light and sound show” was pale in 
comparison with the natural auroras. At soon as we saw the aurora while driving in the 
car, we switched off the light and we enjoyed the vision. Of course the sky in Lapland 
was wonderful and transparent. The action of the car head lamps plunged us into pitch 
black darkness: only the aurora produced the light. 

Auroras in Lapland 
(photo Sakari Ekko).
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Point 5: Good skies for combating the threat to our common heritage.
Some centuries ago the sky was more present in the everyday life of humanity. Ancient 

cultures based most of their mythology and beliefs on the sky. This is our common lug-
gage, our common shared culture. Sky is a scientific subject for schools, but it is also 
an important reference for our cultural heritage. It is important to educate pupils in this 
field and it is especially interesting to take into account this aspect in order to offer an 
interdisciplinary approach involving astronomy and ancient cultures in the school. 

The stories that our ancestors found in the sky can 
offer us different points of view. The same group of stars 
can be the main character in the same mythology sto-
ries for several countries. For instance, Orion is the same 
romance for all the European countries. But depending 
on the constellation or the place, the same group of stars 
can be the central point of several mythological legends. 
For example the three stars of the Orion belt have a dif-
ferent meaning for Aztecs, Mexicas and Mayas. In any 
case this richness should be used in order to captivate the 
interest of pupils in their past and in their future in the 
field of astronomy. 

It would be a good idea that families and schools invest 
time to explain stories to children about our common 
cultural past. Of course these situations promote imagi-
nation and creativity in all the children but it is abso-
lutely necessary to enjoy a clear and non polluted sky. 
The beauty of the skies is essential in order to offer the 
backdrop for this entire incredible world. It is difficult to 
feel the charm and beauty of something that is covered 
by thick smog.

Point 6: Clear skies for astronomy education
From my personal point of view there are, at least, three reasons to promote clear 

skies in order to teach astronomy at schools:
1) Emotion

It is important that our students feel emotions in the school. Positive emotions con-
nected with science. They must feel that science is not boring and they can enjoy and 
feel very active participating in scientific experiences or trying to investigate the reason-
ing behind and to discover the causes of several scientific phenomena.

2) Adventure
People do not believe that science is an adventure for scientists. In general, the people 

think that a scientist is a boring and absent-minded person. He is living in another world 
only vaguely connected with the normal world in which we live and he is interested in 
very strange things. The students normally do not imagine that science is a part of their 
lives and they do not think that astronomy can be very important for their future. Of 
course it is necessary to introduce more astronomy in the schools and much more current 
contents that motive all students.

At present our children can observe 
the “rabbit” in the Moon just as 
Mexicas did.
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3) Observation
We mentioned previously that all schools have an “astronomy lab”. They must use it. 

If the school does not have observation instruments, they can be produced easily. They 
can also contact an amateur association in order to organize one or two observations, 
per year, using their telescopes. Amateurs are helpful to teachers and they can suggest 
possible programs in order to carry out observations. This is a simple solution useful for 
everybody. Students and teachers can observe and amateurs have an interested public 
which enjoy their explanations. 

These three points can also be interesting for general audiences, not only for 
schools.

As we know, the best things in life are free, and astronomy illustrates the beauty of 
nature as long as we have a clear sky to look at the universe.

Conclusions 
In summary humanity needs to preserve the sky in order to:

• Enjoy the sky and feel emotional about it.
• Promote positive feelings towards astronomy and towards science in general.
• Help people to discover and taste the adventure of a new knowledge by means of 

simple observations using the naked eye, binoculars, amateur telescopes or public 
observatories.

• Impress upon humanity the beauty of natural phenomena.
• Look at the sky to rediscover the stories of our ancestors.

We can not destroy something so wonderful. We must maintain it for future genera-
tions.
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THE UNIVERSE AWARENESS PROGRAMME
The Tunisian experience

MOHAMED HEDI BEN ISMAIL

General Director, Tunis Science City.

Introduction
Children, in Tunisia, are brought up in a social and cultural environment where the 

fact of watching the celestial vault constitutes a routine act of everyday life. They are 
taught by their parents, uncles and relatives to scrutinize the stars and watch the moon. 
In fact, in Tunisia alike the whole of the Muslim countries, the sky has always been a 
source of inspiration as well as a reference and a guide. Traditionally, it helps the popula-
tion to accomplish daily tasks or satisfy spiritual needs. They are actually accustomed to 
watching the polar star for guidance or the crescent moon to guess the beginning of the 
holy month Ramadan, during which all Muslims have to fast, according to the Islamic 
precepts, from the sunshine to the sunset. Children, too, are used to observing their par-
ents and grand parents pray five times a day at periods in accordance with the position 
of the sun in the sky. Any way, scrutinizing the Sun, the moon and the stars has never 
been a novelty for children. They are actually used to it since their relation with the sky 
and cosmos is part of their family’s customs and traditions and even part of the Arab 
common cultural heritage. They feel normally and spontaneously involved in astronomy 
in their everyday life without being aware of it. 

As far as the Tunis Science City is concerned, it is important to say that in this institu-
tion charged of popularizing science, astronomy indeed plays a very important role since 
the Planetarium symbolizing this part of activity represents the leading building of all 
its  buildings. It actually constitutes an urban landmark with structure and architecture 
in line with the XXIst century. It was the first to be inaugurated in March, 1996, before 
the Tunis Science City as a whole. Besides, it celebrated its 10 years of existence in 
March, 2006. During all this time, 
the Planetarium had presented 
children as well as adults with 
fascinating shows on stars and on 
constellations. 

Enhancing astronomy within 
the frame of the international 
UNAWE programme

Being charged of developing 
strategies of diffusing science to 
the large public and particularly 
to the children, the Tunis Science 
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City has found in the inter-
national Universe Aware-
ness programme a golden 
opportunity to enhance more 
and more its efforts to dis-
seminate astronomy nation-
wide. The idea of raising 
economically disadvantaged 
children awareness to the 
beauty and the inspirational 

and captivating aspects of the cosmos with the aim of stimulating their cognitive abili-
ties appealed so much to the Tunis Science City’s scientific teams. That’s why the Tunis 
Science City’s General Direction expressed all its satisfaction when it was chosen to be 
part of this international programme in 2006. Since then, it has paid particular attention 
to the UNAWE programme and its objectives have been actually considered a priority. 
It is worth noting that since the beginning of its implementation up to nowadays, the 
Universe Awareness project has sparked children’s interest in astronomy in the whole 
of Tunisia. 

The national action committee 
This programme has been implemented so far jointly by the Tunis Science City, the 

Ministry of Education and Training, the Ministry in charge of Women, Family, Children 
and Elderly Affairs and schoolchildren and youth associations.

A national action committee, including many representatives from the above-men-
tioned Ministries and institutions as well as university professors, has been formed to 
follow up and to assess the Universe Awareness programme actions nationwide. 

The activities
Since the beginning of 2006, a series of actions has been implemented within the 

frame of the international Universe Awareness programme and planned objectives are 
being reached according to expectations. Hereafter some  actions undertaken: 

Astronomy workshops
Astronomy workshops, designed 

for young children aged 4 to 10, are 
often organised throughout the school 
year. They deal with many celestial 
phenomena such as the solar system, 
the system Sun-Earth-Moon, Saturn, 
Venus and so on…

The purpose of all those workshops 
is to help children gain a clear picture 
of celestial phenomena. 

 Following those workshops, the 
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children are invited to imagine and to model a three dimensional structure such as 
paper and cardboard models so as to enable them consolidate the information they have 
received. Indeed, those actions have so far met with great success, particularly during 
school holidays. They are even organised outside the Tunis Science City’s walls, in the 
interior of the country, for children who are unable, for financial reasons, to get to the 
Tunis Science City’s headquarters. 

Astronomy evenings
Since 2006, the scientific team of the Tunis Science City has organized a series of 

astronomy evenings, an evening on the last Saturday of every month, on various celestial 
phenomena. Those evenings have met with great success so far. Even though, it occurs 
late in the evening, children come in groups accompanied with their parents to scrutinize 
with wonder a lovely and fabulous starry night. 

Telescopes, displayed here and there, are put at their service. They are, from time 
to time, helped by demonstrators, if they wish so, when watching the starry celestial 
vault. Furthermore, exposés are always given the same night on the same theme by one 
of the demonstrators in one of the Tunis Science City’s conference rooms and thus to 
help the young visitors to better understand what they have seen and to consolidate the 
information they have yet received. The explanations are given in a way so as to help 
everybody understand and to keep something in mind. At the end of each exposé, a 
discussion is always organized to give children and even the parents the opportunity to 
ask questions. 

  
Miscellaneous actions

On the occasion of the Tunis inter-
national book fair, taken place from 
April 27 to May 6, 2007, in the exhibi-
tion centre of Kram (close to Tunis), the 
Tunis Science City’s scientific teams 
set up a mobile planetarium enabling 
children to attend freely astronomy ses-
sions. The success was great. It was, 
too, an occasion for some of children to 
obtain a CD-roms on the solar system.

Construction of hands-on
The Tunis Science City demonstra-

tors have proceeded to the conception 
and construction of hands-on exhibits, 
educational and scientific material and 
tools relating to astronomy. The pur-
pose of all those material constructed 
is to better support and help educators 
in their activities with children in youth 
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clubs nationwide. Three hands-on exhibits have so far been manufactured. They are 
as follows: hands-on exhibits on horizon, on a moon phases and on Earth-Moon-Sun 
system.

The Universe Awareness programme outside the Tunis Science City’s walls
The Tunis Science City’s bus called Al Katira has played an important role in the 

implementation of the Universe Awareness programme nationwide. It has given the 
means to reach out to children in the most disadvantaged regions of the country. The 
bus has travelled even to the remotest areas, taking telescopes and mobile planetariums, 
astronomy labs and computers with interactive educational software and interactive 
astronomy CD-roms. It is planned that the bus will  tour twenty governorates on every 
year, according to a travelling calendar. 

From January to May, around 3.500 children, the age ranges from 6 to 12, took advan-
tage from the Universe Programme. It was the first time, for hundred and hundred of 
them, to look through a telescope.    They were all thrilled by the experience, particularly 
with the observations of the planets. 

Educator training workshops
To spread the Universe Awareness programme nationwide and to enforce the national 

action committee‘s recommendations, the Tunis Science City has begun a partnership 
action with the Ministry of Women, Families, Children and Elderly Affairs consisting in 
training educators in youth   clubs   in astronomy. The purpose is to create 24 astronomy 
clubs distributed over the 24 governorates with two educators trained in astronomy in 
each club with the hope of triggering initiatives in astronomy at the local level. As for 
the Ministry of Education and Training, it was agreed to train 16 school teachers, 4 peda-
gogical counsellors and an inspector in astronomy so as they could direct astronomy 
activities within their classrooms and schools.

As a first step, four districts have been chosen belonging 
to the great Tunis: Tunis, Ariana, Ben Arous, Manouba in 
which the Universe Awareness programme will be imple-

20 new other governorates in 
which the international Universe 
Awareness programme will be 
implemented  in the forthcoming 
years.
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mented. Those districts have been chosen according to their closeness with the Tunis 
Science City’s headquarters. This experience will expand to the whole country in the 
forthcoming years. 

 Up to now, interesting activities 
have been experienced especially 
by educators at youth clubs such 
as plays relating to astronomy per-
formed by children. The educators 
find it indeed interesting to teach 
astronomy by exploiting children’s 
ability to create plays and tell sto-
ries. The children, at their turn, 
feel to be involved and learn while 
having fun.

Publications
CD-roms are published by the scientific team of the Tunis Science City, the purpose 

of  which is to give children elementary notions on astronomy. 
The first interactive astronomy CD-rom has been published in Arabic and deals with 

the solar system.
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In this paper we discuss and analyze further the role of the night sky in education and 
how it can be used as an educational tool to contribute to the development of citizens’ 
/ people’s knowledge, sensitivity, imagination and understanding of their relationship 
with their physical and human environment, making them ready to suggest solutions and 
participate in decision making and implementation. We also present initiatives under-
taken in the context of various international educational projects in Greece.  Thanks to 
these initiatives, we have managed to raise public awareness, especially in the case of 
people responsible for developmental programmes, including light engineers who strive 
to protect the country against light pollution.

 Light pollution is spreading rapidly all over the world and the quality of the night sky 
is deteriorating.  The preservation of the dark sky at prime astronomical locations, the 
maintenance of its quality and the continuation of public interest in observing the stars 
depend on education. Since their importance and benefits are generally not sufficiently 
known or appreciated, it is necessary to continually promote awareness of light pollution 
and its effects. Thus, the preservation of the astronomical environment is tightly coupled 
to and requires effective education.  

 
Introduction
Educational crisis – the loss of the night sky

At the heart of the teaching crisis lies the problem of unmotivated students. Contem-
porary Quality Education encourages for future-oriented thinking and equips all people, 
women and men, to be fully participating members of their own communities and also 
citizens of the world.

This leads any individual learner towards achieving his/her fullest potential and ena-
bles a graduate student to succeed in an environment that many educational special-
ists around the world call a “rapidly changing environment.” In an educational model 
that views students as individuals at the beginning of a life–long intellectual adventure 
within a constantly changing society, students become the primary actors in the educa-
tional process rather than the dutiful audience of the teachers.

Tales around the World give visibility to local, national and international fundamental 
connection that always existed between people and the night sky.  It is also well known 
that Humanity depends on the goods and services provided by ecosystems. 

Light pollution is spreading rapidly all over the world and the quality of the night sky 
is deteriorating.  The preservation of the dark sky at prime astronomical locations, the 
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maintenance of its quality and the continuation of public interest in observing the stars 
depend on education. Since their importance and benefits are not generally sufficiently 
known or appreciated, it is necessary to continually promote awareness of light pollution 
and its effects. Thus, the preservation of the astronomical environment is tightly coupled 
to and requires effective education, through educational initiatives, activities, and events 
for children around the world on the preservation of the night sky, as through this proc-
ess the future citizens are being prepared.

A successful educational model for preserving the night sky
UNESCO has long proposed a 

model for environmental studies, 
which requires that each project 
be classified as natural, histori-
cal, social, or technological, since 
through this model we have a con-
nection with events in our everyday 
lives.

Based on this model Commis-
sions 46 and 50 and the International 
Dark Sky Association (IDA) have 
planned and implemented educa-
tional projects on preserving the 
night sky, in an effective way.

The goal of the model is “the development of citizens/people with knowledge, sen-
sitivity, imagination and an understanding of their relationship with their physical and 
human environment, ready to suggest solutions and participate in decision-making and 
implementation.” 

Projects on the preservation of the night sky provide a unique educational opportunity 
that combines the diversity and critical thinking skills of a liberal arts education with a 
solid foundation in the basic sciences. 

Within activities, which concern the night sky, students have the opportunity:
• to interact with the environment
• to be trained to make and record observations
• to find solutions and adopt new behaviors in the protection of the night sky
These activities
• cover all levels of education, formal and informal.
• are Multi-Disciplinary (involves: Physics + Astronomy + Technology 
 + Environment +…)
• depend on collaboration to manage scientific work, and 
• stress both scientific and social components.

Students and teachers who participate in those activities should make their results 
on the light pollution problem available to the public by informing and communicating 
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with local authorities, environmental associations, and scientific societies. By doing so, 
they contribute to the formation of the “critical mass” that will finally influence plan-
ning authorities to produce efficient and effective lighting schemes.  This approach has 
already been effective in many cases. 

Activities depth and the educational value of projects on ¨the night sky¨
The Starry Night involves science teachers and students in navigation in astronomy 

and science in general by giving them access to this priceless heritage. 
It is important that the students involved in the project have from its start controlled 

the project. Each student has been part of the following groups based on their prefer-
ences and abilities:

• The Astronomical Group 
• The Lighting Group
• The Social Group
• The Public Relations Group

For students to decide exactly what the focus of their area of study will be, they will 
need to engage in brainstorming. To complete the proposed activities and to understand 
the status of light pollution in their local area, they will need to work collaboratively. 
They will thus find themselves engaged in the scientific way of working!

Being part of a project like this, besides giving the students a profound insight into the 
problem that they have been working on, is very motivating and challenging for finding 
solutions.. 

This project has therefore provided the students with a very beneficial educational 
opportunity, focusing on the subject on the one side while teaching them to coordinate 
work within a group and between groups working on different aspects of the problem 
on the other.

In addition it is something one can be proud to be a part of. The challenge of locating 
and understanding the 
problems and trying to 
find solutions to them 
was a good and edu-
cating exercise for all 
the people involved. 

The project has 
also received a lot 
of attention from the 
media and younger 
(prospective) students 
at the schools. And 
it is clear that a lot 
of students are inter-
ested in continuing 
this effort.
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Through the program the students, the public, etc.
• familiarize themselves with the problems of light pollution through astronomy,  

 physics, and computer science,
• consider the cultural and social dimensions of the impact of light pollution, and
• appreciate the preservation of the heritage and environment throughout their  

 country. 

Additionally we intend to increase awareness of the effects of light and air pollution 
and to attempt to influence planning authorities to produce efficient and effective light-
ing schemes. Well–designed lights will not only cut down light pollution but will also 
save energy.  

By engaging in these activities, each student discovers how the intellect, emotions, 
body, desires, intuition, and imagination need to interact in order to have effective moti-
vation and learning.

Overview of successful projects
Our educational efforts took place all over the world.
This model was first implemented by the Greek light pollution educational program, 

which had been arranged through the Greek Ministry of Education and Religion with 
support and finance from the EU. The two–year program, which ran from 1997 to 1999, 
was a proposal of the Astrolaboratory of the Arsakeio School of Athens.

In November 2000, people from all over Europe took part in the continent’s biggest 
educational and cultural event on the Web—the “netd@ys project.” Both the Greek 
Educational Project  (selected as one of the three labeled projects” for Greece) and the 
Internet Forum on Light Pollution have been connected to the netd@ys project.   Also 
an international UNESCO-backed conference on “Youth and Light Pollution” was held 
in Athens in November 2003.

Conclusion
The twentieth century concludes in much the same way as it began--with the redraw-

ing of maps. However the new maps are not so much of geographic territory, but of 
landscapes depicting new and developing networks of finance, people, and culture.  The 
ultimate work of education is to learn to be a human being.  But as we struggle for new 
identities we must be able to transcend these notions of territory and engage new con-

cepts of energy and place.
Educating the world about astronomy 

and light pollution is a major challenge 
that can be met if we work together with 
interested organizations. Through col-
laborative efforts we can hope gradually 
to implement solutions for protecting as a 
world heritage dark skies and prime astro-
nomical sites for teaching our children to 
be human beings.
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Following the outstanding initial success of “GLOBE at Night” - a prototype effort to 
get people to go out and observe the sky, which reached more than 18,000 people in 96 
countries in March 2006 (www.noao.edu/outreach/press/pr06/pr0608.html)  – we report 
on the second GLOBE at Night campaign held during March 8-21, 2007 and outline 
plans for 2008, 2009 and beyond.  We have again benefited from in-kind support for the 
project’s Web site from the GLOBE program (Boulder, CO) and other GLOBE partners 
for participant data collection (see www.globe.gov/GaN/).

In order to provide greater sensitivity in our efforts to document changes in light pol-
lution - that will be particularly important around sensitive areas such as astronomical 
observatories and national parks - we have taken the “GLOBE at Night” concept a step 
beyond the unaided-eye constellation viewing undertaken during the 2006 version. This 
key new feature, introduced on a limited, pilot basis into the 2007 version of “GLOBE at 
Night”, is the use of Unihedron’s “Sky Quality Meters” – compact, portable, digital, sky-
brightness-measurement devices that have been recommended to us by several sources. 
GPS receivers were used in some places to provide reliable position information as a prel-
ude to future, detailed mapping of cities and their changing light-pollution footprints.  

We have already started thinking about a subsequent GLOBE at Night 2008 effort, 
which would be used to extend the work of the most accomplished 2007 teams to a 
larger number of worldwide sites. In addition to applying and further developing best 
practices in using the sky quality meters pioneered at exemplary sites, we are studying 
ways to expand the effort, both in breadth and pedagogical value.  Two possible primary 
expansion paths will be examined: (a) development and testing of kit-based light meters, 
assembled from basic hardware-store materials, such as PVC pipe, plus a special lens, 
sensor and electrical counter (based on the idea that the assembly and calibration of such 
devices has strong pedagogical value beyond simply making and recording the measure-
ments); and (b) purchase and testing of a few remotely operable, Internet-connected, 
sky-brightness meters capable of highly precise, repeatable measurements, such as those 
currently under development by one of us (D. McKenna).

In 2009, we plan to integrate “Globe at Night” into the activities associated with 
the International Year of Astronomy (http://www.astronomy2009.org/content/
view/251/63/).
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Introduction - Earlier Efforts leading up to “Globe at Night” 2006. 
The massive response to the 2006 campaign is an extension of two decades of earlier 

public star counts.  A recent article in Sky and Telescope summarizes some of these:  

1987: NAO – Tokyo – 1st annual “Star Watch”.  Supported by Japan’s Environmental 
Agency.  >10,000 people took part in a naked-eye and photographic observation pro-
gramme.  Densitometer used to measure the submitted photos.

1990: IDA “Star Watch” in North America.  Several hundred participants each year, who 
observed the Pleiades with the naked eye and with binoculars.  The results are published 
in IDA’s Information Sheet #59.  (http://www.darksky.org)

1995: Northern Virginia Astronomy Club.  Washington Post published maps of Orion for 
observers to use.  1500 participants.  Naked-eye observations over a two-week period in 
February. The “Post” published the results under the heading: “City Lights have Stolen 
the Night Sky”.   The result was a map of the DC area to 10 brightness levels based on 
700 observations taken from the downtown area - where observations down to 3.5 mag-
nitude were recorded - out to about 50 km away, where observations in the range 4.7-5.5 
magnitude were reported.
 

2001: National Star Count - part of the 2001 Austrian National Science Week.   They 
used the web and TV.  Impact – reached over 2 million people over a two-week period, 
500,000 of whom were estimated to have interest in science and technology.  A talk later 
in this session, by Günter Wuchterl - from the Thüringer Landessternwarte and a member 
of the original Pikall et al. team - will cover this important ongoing programme in much 
more detail (see also http://www.sternhell.at/).  This effort, like “Globe at Night” is also 
being specifically incorporated into the activities of the International Year of Astronomy, 
2009 (http://www.astronomy2009.org/content/view/251/63/ ). 

Figure 1. Courtesy “Sky and Telescope” – April 2007
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Building on the earlier experience of Public Star Counts – “Globe at Night 2006”.
The earlier programs such as those mentioned above as examples, have not stopped 

the spread of light pollution.  It turns out that even programs that have not carefully 
recorded the age or visual acuity of individual observers have produced median data that 
is sufficient to document that skies are still brightening rapidly in areas where compari-
sons between different years observations have been made. Key lessons learned for the 
launch of “Globe at Night” in 2006 were: 

(a) Past efforts have been too limited and infrequent to really make a difference.  
(b) The problem – and interest in it - is world wide, so we should try to reach out to 

a world-wide audience.
(c) Use of the web greatly facilitates such massive outreach and facilitates the data 

recording process. 
(d) We need eventually to include a quantitative element to obtain the best results.
(e) Useful results can nevertheless be obtained from large samples, even if the quality 

of some individual observations is low.
(f) Star maps for different magnitude limits help inexperienced members of the public 

to take part more effectively.
(g) Working with the media can greatly enhance the impact of the project and alert the 

public to the disappearing starlight.
(h) A long-term approach like the Austrian programme (http://www.sternhell.at/ - 

currently recording >2,500 observations in just one country) is necessary in order 
to obtain data on changes over a useful time base.

“Globe at Night” – 2006.
As mentioned in the abstract, more than 18,000 people in 96 countries took part in 

a project that was run on a shoestring budget. Dennis Ward (UCAR) has provided an 
analysis (http://www.globe.gov/GAN) of their observations (see Figure 2) which were 
also reported in the April 2007 edition of “Sky and Telescope”.

Figure 2.  Results from “Globe at Night, 2006” -  4,951 observations by >18,000 participants in 96 countries.  All 
continents participated except Antarctica (from which Orion was not visible at night in late March) 
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Perhaps less understood is the important message underlying the histogram prepared 
by Dr. Ward and shown in Figure 3 (and explained in the figure caption).  Humans have 
radically changed the night-time environment in much less than 200 years – without any 
understanding until recently of the underlying damage we have been accumulating (see 
e.g. Feder, 2005; Harder, 2006a,b; Pekkanen, 2007).  Our message of the last two dec-
ades is another version of the environmental alert now being raised over global warming.  
We have been more fortunate in that our message – so far – involves only win-win situ-
ations (at least where corruption associated with the award of large lighting contracts to 
international companies does not occur).  This may change with the arrival of affordable 
LED lighting technology (see section 8 below).

 The vast majority of observations for “Globe at Night, 2006” were made in popu-
lated, light-contaminated regions of the 
Earth.  Comparing their satellite-based 
“First World Atlas of the Artificial Night-
Sky Brightness” (2001) (http://arxiv.
org/abs/astro-ph/0108052) with the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) population 
density database, Cinzano et al. (2001) 
report that “About two-thirds of the World 
population and 99% of the population in 
the 48 US contiguous states and EU live 
in areas where the night sky brightness 

is above the threshold set by the International Astronomical Union for polluted status.  
Assuming average eye functionality, about one fifth of the World population, more than 
two thirds of the US population and more than one half of the EU population have 
already lost naked-eye visibility of the Milky Way.”  The effects on wildlife are just 
beginning to be realized and acted upon (see, e.g. Harder, 2006b).  Do we yet understand 
the potential human-health consequences of their last comment “…about one tenth of 
the World population, more than 40% of the US population and one sixth of the EU 
population no longer view the heavens with the eye adapted to night vision because 
of the artificial sky brightness”?  The articles by Harder (2006a) and Pekkanen (2007) 
make for sobering reflection.  All this needs to be communicated across the information 
spectrum - from policy makers and government officials to youngsters who ought to 
inherit this planet with its spectacular natural skies from us.  “Globe at Night – 2009” 
can be a primary contribution by “The International Year of Astronomy” to humanity’s 
well-being.

Some have asked about the value of observations made without even providing data 
on the age or visual acuity of the naked-eye observers involved.  By using median values 
from samples as large as those obtained by “Globe at Night”, useful guides can be 
obtained, as shown for Washington DC in Figure 1 and for the US mainland in Figure 
4.  Figure 1 shows the extra lighting within the District of Columbia as compared with 
surrounding regions.  Figure 4 shows clearly the greater lighting density on the Eastern 
side of the United States.  Such maps are worth a great deal when one remembers that 
the US throws over US$1,000,000,000 of energy uselessly upwards into the sky each 

Figure 3. Number of Observations for each Limiting 
Magnitude
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year – and that over half that energy is generated from coal with its well-known pollution 
and CO2-emission consequences. 

We can fairly claim that “Globe at Night – 2006” has been a success.  Now, how do 
we ensure that its impact produces results beyond a one-off educational splash?

Ground-based data show that at overall sky 
brightness viewed from the ground matches 
the satellite measurements of upward light to a 
remarkable degree.  This is to be expected from 
models of light-pollution based on population-
density.  Astronomers in sparsely populated areas, 
however, need measurements that depend less on 
available observers – hence an attempt to intro-
duce a variety of cross-calibrated monitoring 
schemes.  For example, mines with strong ambi-
ent lighting can expand with alarming speed near 
many famous observatories and potential future 
observatory sites. 

  
“Globe at Night” –  8-21 March, 2007

The results of this years’ campaign will unfor-
tunately not be published until the end of April 
and after the deadline for conference manuscripts.  
The group at “GLOBE” and UCAR have kindly 
provided, on the GLOBE web pages, some of the 
preliminary data - but emphasise the need for cau-
tion as the data may be revised before final pub-
lication (only a month after the final data were 
reported).  As of early April, it has been estimated 
that over 9,000 observations have been reported this time, more than twice the number 
sent in from the 2006 campaign. Some filtering of the data will be necessary (there will 
always be the school kid who thinks the name of the game is to say that he/she has seen 
more stars than anyone else, claiming limiting magnitude 7 in the centre of Paris or 
New York…) but this has to be done with care – remember, for example, that Sydney 
switched off its city lights (Figure 5) for an hour on 31st March (only 10 days outside the 
Globe-at-Night 2007 window) to call attention to global warming!  

We are here in La Palma. How much impact did Globe at Night have in Spain and 
on the islands?  Frankly, not very much.  This meeting will help us understand why 
and what we have to do about it. We still do not have a truly world-wide collaboration 
going yet.  Several countries regard “Globe at Night” as a US effort. Indeed, “Globe” 
has restricted participation in 2007 to countries that have “Globe” schools.  This policy 
is probably the main reason for the drop in the number of participating countries – 96 
in 2006 (when data from all countries was accepted) vs 66 in 2007. Canada, Britain, 
Austria and others have their own similar programs at different times of the year and 
involving different constellations.  We should discuss here how to ensure that support-

Figure 4. Comparison of “Earth at Night” 
in North America with  Globe at Night. (C. 
Mayhew & R. Simmon (NASA/GSFC), 
NOAA/NGDC, DMPSP Digital Archive) 
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ing this diversity becomes an advantage 
in gaining coordinated, truly world-wide 
coverage.

Digital Meters in “Globe at Night”
Over 140 hand-held Unihedron “Sky 

Quality Meters” were used in the 2007 
campaign.  One of us (Connie Walker) 
organized the distribution of 135 of 
these.  They were provided - as a result 
of a grant from the U.S. National Science 
Foundation – to educators, students, ama-
teur astronomers, science museum staff 
and IDA members in 21 U.S. states,and 
5 other countries including Chile (where 
NOAO has a major observatory).  In 

addition, in Chile, Gemini and the Chilean Office for the Protection of the Quality of the 
Sky over Northern Chile (OPCC) bought several more meters that have been used for 
preliminary site measurements and device inter-comparisons at professional observato-
ries and compared with other measurement methods and with readings taken with the 
same SQMs nearer to sources of light pollution that could eventually threaten the skies 
over these observatories.  

These devices have a very wide field of view on the sky.  This has advantages and 
disadvantages, so we are examining whether the meters should be modified in the future 
to allow better urban light pollution measurements. The wide field of view means that 
extra care currently needs be taken to exclude off-axis urban light sources – such as 
streetlights.  

We have found that teachers and students quickly learned to use these SQM devices 
reasonably reliably.  In Chile we have taken care to use several (numbered) meters at 
each site and then to rotate meters between sites – as we explore their potential for this 
program.  

At each site where the SQMs have been delivered, a local coordinator promoted dark-
sky education using the educational kits, and trained a number of teachers and amateur 
astronomers on using the meter.  From each area, an array of night sky measurements 
covering the community was obtained: a culminating activity was held in each area 
bringing GLOBE at Night participants together from their area to examine the local and 
national measurements as well as to discuss light pollution issues in more detail. In future 
years we will encourage student photography of good and bad lighting fixtures. This 
year’s campaign using the SQMs was designed to test one model for using the meters 
and teaching kits in a variety of mostly urban settings, using volunteer site coordinators. 
It was intended to test the efficacy of a light pollution education and measurement cam-
paign conducted by volunteer educational coordinators with limited resources.

In order to increase the educational effectiveness in classrooms of our teaching kits 
and teaching materials, NOAO will create a document that shows the linkages between 

Figure 5.  A glance at preliminary results from unaided-
eye observations taken for “Globe at Night, 2007” -  twice 
as many observations as in 2006 – but from only two-
thirds as many countries.  Final data will be released at 
the end of April 2007.
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the light- pollution education kits and GLOBE at Night activities, to the state science 
standards of each U.S. state in which NOAO has a partner, and to the (U.S.) national 
science standards (NRC) and national technology education standards. NOAO has found 
that its efforts to link its materials and supplemental curricula to these sets of standards 
for elementary, middle, and high school levels greatly increases the usability of these  
materials by teachers within the USA and promotes the acceptance of the use of these 
supplemental instructional materials by school principals and science supervisors.

“Globe at Night” – 2008.
The effort in 2008 will support ongoing student-teacher teams and build a more formal 

network of GLOBE at Night sites and coordinators.  In addition to developing and refin-
ing best practices in using the SQMs, pairs of web-based, highly-stable meters - being 
developed in Tucson, Arizona by one of us (Dan McKenna) - will be installed at several 
major observatories.  A description of these meters was published in the Commission 
50 proceedings in Prague (http://www.ctio.noao.edu/light_pollution/iau50/manchester.
html). Less expensive, possibly home-built meters may also be developed, for the peda-
gogical value of such activity.

“Globe at Night” in the “International Year of Astronomy – 2009
We are working via various Commissions of Division XII of the International Astro-

nomical Union and with the organizers of the IYA (co-author Isbell is the US point 
of contact) to incorporate “Globe at Night” activities into 2009 – possibly at several 
different times of the year and possibly naming the activities to reflect programs in 
countries such as Austria, Canada and the UK – whatever works to get the best coverage 
and impact.  We expect by that time to have the web-based, continuous Sky Brightness 
Monitoring System in place at and near most major observatories - and to have a solid 
core of experienced and enthusiastic users of the SQMs in place and active.  Our efforts 
in 2009 will provide a baseline for forward comparison and a reference for comparison 
with the satellite-based “Second World Atlas of the Artificial Night-Sky Brightness” 
which we hope will be published by that time and permit a thorough comparison of 
world-wide changes in humanity’s view of the stars over the last decade.  Perhaps we 
can co-ordinate with cities like Sydney to stage safe demonstrations of the night sky 
such as that shown in Figure 5.

2010 and beyond?
We can hope that the media publicity associated with the “Globe at Night” effort 

for the “International Year of Astronomy” in 2009 - and our consequent ability to make 
linear extrapolations of where we are headed in protection of the starlit sky - will trigger 
action in many parts of the planet.  Nevertheless a new challenge will become more obvi-
ous at about that time.  Light Emitting Diodes (LED’s) are likely to become widespread 
in highway and publicity lighting as the production costs make LED-based luminaires 
more affordable.  Exterior lighting experiments are already in place in Quebec and other 
places.  The positive public reaction to the plentiful white light has been matched by 
the enthusiasm for the low associated energy costs required to produce the sensation of 
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adequate illumination (using the photopic/scotopic wide-wavelength eye sensitivity to 
save wattage with respect to the astronomers’ preferred narrow-band sodium).  This will 
be the first time that astronomers have to face up to whether to try to lobby for external 
illumination near observatories that is less energy-efficient than other affordable, com-
mercially-available alternatives.   A more detailed examination (with modelling) is nec-
essary of how LED-based city and roadway lighting compares to high-and low-pressure 
sodium in their effects on sensitive astronomical observations.

Another promising avenue is to take advantage of the building (and lighting) indus-
tries’ desire to have buildings certified as environmentally “green”. For example, the 
LEED® green building concept (which covers lighting) needs to be extended at the 
building level to recognized design efforts to minimize unnecessary light trespass and 
skyglow. 

We are in for some exciting times over the next two decades!  Telescopes like the LSST 
are counting on our success.  So are plants, animals and probably many humans…
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BRIGHT STARS ABOVE THE BIOSPHERE
The Secrets of Polynesian Navigation

W. M. IWAND 
TUI AG

1. Even though TUI offers thousands of product ideas in its wide catalogue range across 
all European tourist source markets, there is, surprisingly, no tourism catalogue offer 
which fits the Starlight Initiative. A genuine cultural and ecological challenge! 

2. TUI’s current “La 
Palma” product closely 
follows the specific 
wishes of the respective 
target groups: nature 
experiences with (pro-
fessionally guided) 
hiking in a UNESCO 
biosphere reserve. 

3. TUI uses the annual 
environmental reports 
of its destinations for a 
sustaining quality assur-
ance of the environment, 
nature and landscape 
and to help prevent pos-
sible risks. The excel-
lent environmental 
awareness and great 
co-operation willing-
ness of the authorities 
in La Palma resulted, in 
2006, in the “La Palma 
Environmental Report” 
by Dolores Fernandez 
Martinez, TUI España 

Figure 1: Extract from the TUI Holiday Brochure “Canary Islands”: Explor-
ing La Palma´s beauty by ASI hiking tours.

Figure 2: “Light Pollution” as one 
issue of the TUI Environmental 
Criteria for Destinations .
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Service Responsible La Palma, being awarded 
the E3-Award (Excellence and Efficiency in 
Environmental Reporting) as the second best 
report worldwide. An excellent starting position! 

4. As opposed to the technical mechanical-rational 
GPS-Navigation, Polynesian Navigation is based 
on traditions, passed down customs and cultural 
experiences, which here, figuratively speaking, 
possibly do better fit to the cultural understand-
ing of the objectives of the Starlight Initiative.  
Seen this way, Polynesian Navigation here also 
represents a specific, responsible and sustainable 
understanding of tourism which is much more 
fundamental than, for example, “space travel” or 
“astrophysical observatory tourism”.

5. New sustainable tourism offers such as Starlight Tourism should not be seen as pri-
marily marketing driven but should do benefits to the specific local ecological, social 
and economic conditions in a caring, protective and long term (going across the gen-
erations) manner.

6. The development of such offers which are not only “attractive”, uplifting and unique 
but should also promote economic benefits, can only occur with a close trusting co-
operation with the local authorities such as the Cabildo Insular de la Palma. Also: the 
biosphere administration, the local specialist experts such as the ITR and the local 
tourist service compa-
nies such as the “Aso-
ciación de Turismo 
Rural”. Dialogue and 
co-operation with inter-
national committees 
(UNWTO, UNESCO, 
MAB) as well as sci-
entists, researchers and 
spatial planners will 
broaden the quality of 
the co-operation con-
siderably. 

7. The increasing local, 
regional and global 

Figure 3: E3-Certificate for Destination La Palma.

Figure 4: TUI Presentation at the International Conference “Islands Innova-
tion & Sustainable Development” on La Palma in 2002.
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challenge of climate change through global warming is a direct parameter for the 
clarity of the night sky and the luminosity of the star light. The triad of energy con-
sumption, emissions and air quality must, therefore, find direct reference in the actual 
realisation of the Starlight Initiative.

8. “Star Routes” and “Night Skies” can only be tourist “windows of opportunities” if 
a suitable specific starlight communication of these new values involves and “wins 
over” individual tourists and tourism managers as responsible partners. The “3S”: 
stars, skies, sustainability, is an exceptional perspective which must be carefully 
staged and implemented to achieve lasting success.

9. TUI sees itself not only as an observing accompanying partner of the Starlight Ini-
tiative but as a responsible partner who goes beyond its responsibilities of “good 
corporate governance” and actively and emphatically supports current and future 
generations with the goals of the initiative. These being to defend the night sky as 
man’s cultural and ecological heritage and as a right for science: “Per aspera ad astra 
– through difficulties and adversities to the stars”.
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PROMOTING A WORLD HERITAGE 
PARK IN THE SKY AT LAKE TEKAPO 

in the Mt Cook Region of New Zealand and 
developing Astro-Tourism at Mt John Observatory 

GRAEME MURRAY

Earth and Sky Ltd, Mount John Observatory, Lake Tekapo New Zealand

On about a similar latitude to Portugal but down in the Southern Pacific Ocean lies two 
islands, together about the size of Great Britain –  they are called New Zealand. 

Apart from the Maori, it was discovered by Abel Tasman in 1642 and explored fur-
ther by Captain Cook in 1769 when he was on a voyage to study the transit of Venus.  
Descendants of our Maori first found and settled New Zealand in the late tenth century 
and they called it “Aotearoa”, the land of the long white cloud. 

Surrounded by ocean and with Antarctica way to the south, those early Polynesian 
explorers were amongst the most skilled navigators in the world using the great stars of 
our southern skies.

We are a member of the British Commonwealth and have a population of about four 
million people. Our big passion is “rugby”. The “All-Blacks”.

I would like to think that New Zealand has another passion and that is Mother Nature 
and the beautiful environment in which we live. But as typical humans we often pay but 

Photography: Fraser Gunn
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lip service to such passions and then rush on with our lives and hope someone else will 
look after it while we work, play and have fun.

And New Zealanders like many other people look around them and enjoy the spec-
tacular scenery before them - and in turn encourage lots of visitors to come and do the 
same. They call this tourism; it is one of our most import industries.

But while we are aware we have a beautiful, starry dark sky above us, it is only 
recently someone has taken us by the hand saying – look upwards, as well as around you.  
This clear, unpolluted, dark sky that we still have is one of our great assets – one so very 
easily taken for granted, one so easily lost.

And quickly you become aware that most of us mere mortals have a fascination with 
the heavens above. And that there is a deep yearning to learn, see and understand more 
of this incredibly boundless last frontier, plus a noticeable desire, where possible, to try 
to play their part in helping better to protect it. 

The gateway to our Southern Island is Christchurch, and three hours driving south is 
the geometrical centre, Lake Tekapo and the Mount John observatory, latitude  44º South 
and 170º East, Mount John is New Zealand’s base for astronomical research and is oper-
ated by the university of Canterbury. Recently through the initative of Professor Muraki 
of Nagoya University in Japan, a large microlensing telescope was installed on Mt John 
to search for dark matter and new planets – maybe another earth, as it was considered the 
best site to explore the southern sky. I understand that their first exciting microlensing 
event of 2007 will be reported very shortly. 

Vast tussock grasslands where farmers grow fine wool on their merino sheep sur-
round Mount John and just forty kilometres to the north is Mount Cook; 3750 metres 

Photography: Fraser Gunn
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above sea level and New Zealand’s highest mountain. Where on crisp; clear nights the 
stars stand out to touch you in every sense of the word. 

But because of our area’s alpine beauty and recreational attractions it encourages 
“development”. The population base is quickly expanding. While our district council 
welcomes and indeed encourges development it also has shown great initiative in trying 
to protect the dark sky, and is indeed leading New Zealand in this regard. As early as 
1981 it began writing rules and regulations into its district plan: lights must all shine 
downwards; street lights are to be low pressure sodium.

The spirit is indeed there and at a local meeting residents unanimously agreed that 
protecting our night sky was a major priority. Hence we need to strive to find the most 
suitable and practical mechanism to encase our dark sky area for the sake of future 
generations. 

Existing basic rules and regulations will not be enough. So we are in touch with 
UNESCO. The dream of course is a Heritage Park or Reserve, in the sky! Because it is a 
unique sky with the Southern Cross and the Milky Way silently laid over us like a giant 
mantle. And this land below which is also special, already encompases part of a New 
Zealand National Park.

The challenge 
We would like our unique area to be part of the world heritage family – we want 

people to respect, protect, admire and embrace that concept. We want future generations 
to be able to experience, and enjoy our special dark sky. 

In a fast changing world so conscious of climate change and the environment we 
need world heritage to embrace our cause, to help create something New Zealanders can 
aspire to, something we can lift up our heads and hearts to. And in amongst all of this 
quietly sits the words “astro tourism’, a new and exciting phenomenon finding its feet 
- where you proudly can share with countless others the resultant, very special natural 
resource.

One and a quarter million visitors pass through Lake Tekapo each year – not big num-
bers in European terms, but large in our scene. So many of these visitors, who are both 
national and international would welcome the opportunity to experience and explore the 
wonder and mystery of our dark sky. So about three years ago Canterbury University 
along with Nagoya University invited a small local company, called “Earth and Sky” to 
help open the closed gates to Mount John Observatory so that people could come, see 
and learn - both by day and night.

We are just beginning. Funding is very difficult, being part commercial, part university 
but we are literally “reaching for the stars”. By day you can now drive up the mountain 
and enjoy a cup of coffee in the new astro-café with one of the most beautiful 360º views 
imaginable. And tour the facilities or look at the solar spots on the sun or search the blue 
skies for hidden stars. You can learn about astronomy as well as geology and local his-
tory. At night you can have a unique opportunity to starwatch – to explore planets and 
distant solar systems. To learn how to navigate by the southern cross or perhaps one day 
see a giant comet light up the sky. So much potential, so much to do and so important we 
play our part in educating people to appreciate and protect their night sky.
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Mount John is a unique partnership built on common objectives and trust. The four 
corner stones are research, education, environment and ‘astro tourism’. In this spirit of 
partnership the University of Canterbury have recently offered us their precious 1897 
brashear 18-inch (45-cm) refractor  telescope. 

Over eight metres long, it will need a big dome. We plan to create a special heritage 
facility down on the edge of our beautiful turquoise blue Lake Tekapo where the mass 
of passing visitor traffic will have easier access to the world of astronomy, and to better 
understand not only what is around them but particularly what is above them.

We have the will, the desire and the dreams, and most of all the unique opportunity.

Comet McNaught seen from Lake Tekapo. A spectacular phenomenon which graced our southern sky this year, and 
not due back for 85,000 years. Photography: Fraser Gunn.
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STAR PATH 
MIQUEL SERRA-RICART

Teide Observatory
Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias

The Star path is a socio-cultural program that involves science and adventure, using 
astronomical events as storyline. The approach is that young students participate in 
expeditions where they will learn to understand the sky with the help of professional 
astronomers. Both, the active participation of the young students in theses expeditions 
and the selection procedure, contribute to increase its scientific background, with three 
main objectives:

• Enthuse young people the passion to learn.
• Promote the respect for the environment, thinking in the vulnerability and fragility 

of the ecosystems.
• Strengthen the respect for foreign cultures, teaching how to coexist.

In the www.rutaestrellas.com web page all the necessary information of this project 
can be found, such as the initial experiences lived during the first three expeditions:

• Star path ‘04: Observations of austral skies from the Namib Desert (Namibia). 
One of the darkest places in the earth.

• Star path ‘05: Observation of a solar annular eclipse from Los Pedrones (Valencia, 
Spain).

• Star path ‘06: Observation of the boreal and austral skies from the summit of Kili-
manjaro (Tanzania).

The Star path has confirmed the immense capacity that the Astronomy has for scien-
tific and human education; furthermore, this project pretends to be a non-conventional 
way to incentive and to entertain young students.
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Figure 1. Milky Way panoramic from the Norma (left hand) to the Scutum (Right hand) constellations, taken from 
the Kalahari Desert (Namibia).  At the centre is clearly observed the set of dark and bright nebulas that conforms the 
Sagittarius. Photograph taken with a 300D Canon Digital Camera; with 3 minutes exposure, focal length of 15mm 
and using an equatorial platform. Copyright starryearth.com.

Figure 2. Star trails around the South Celestial Pole, taken from the Okavango Delta of Okavango (Botswana). 
Photograph taken with a 300D Canon digital camera, with 24 exposures of 5 minutes that conforms two hours 
observation, with a focal length of 18mm. Copyright starryearth.com.
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Figure 3. The Magellan’s clouds, visible during the break down (sunrise), in contrast with Aloe dichotoma (typi-
cal kind of tree from the south). The bright star at the top is Achernar ( Eri). Photograph taken with a 300D Canon 
Digital Camera, with 3 minutes exposure and a focal length of 15mm. Copyright starryearth.com.
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ORBITAL, LUNAR AND 
INTERPLANETARY TOURISM 

opportunities for different perspectives in star tourism
DIRK H. R. SPENNEMANN

Institute for Land, Water and Society, Charles Sturt University, Australia

By necessity, current star tourism is an outward looking, Earth-bound and geo-centric 
opportunity with the observer’s window to the skies constrained by his/her location. The 
emergent area of space tourism offers to remove such constraints. Moreover, as it visu-
ally and experientially places Earth into the context of other planets, space tourism will 
provide the tourist with a literally different perspective.

While the proposed sub-orbital (mass) tourism will provide a brief orbital experience, 
it is still largely focused on weightlessness and the opportunity of seeing Earth from 
orbit. Despite this, it will offer the tourist brief opportunities for viewing stars from a 
different point of view. True Space Tourism, be it ‘real’ (through tourists in space) or vir-
tual (via pay-per-drive remote controlled rovers), moves from a geocentric opportunity 
spectrum to one that provides views of Earth in space as part of a suite of offerings that 
encompasses views of planets and stars wholly unencumbered by atmospheric distur-
bances that plague an observer on Earth, and also unencumbered by constraints of the 
spatial positioning of the observer in relation to the sector of the universe viewed (as the 
viewing platform either orbits or is geo-stationary--depending on design intent). Space 
Tourism will, eventually, also provide access to the lunar and planetary surfaces (eg 
Mars) providing additional perspectives. 

This paper reviews various proposed scenarios of orbital, lunar and interplanetary 
tourism and examines the opportunity spectra each these provide for star tourism. 

 
Introduction

In late 2002 large numbers of tourists flocked to the small community of Ceduna in 
South Australia to observe the total solar eclipse of 4 December9,47, demonstrating the 
demand for such activities. Likewise, the recent passage of comet McNaught in January 
2007 attracted large numbers of star tourists to Southern Hemisphere locations. But star 
tourism is not a new phenomenon.

Researchers regularly traveled to locations were specific events could be most prof-
itably observed. While Captain James Cook’s 1769 voyage from England to Tahiti to 
observe the transit of Venus1 is possibly the most famous, the most spectacular is the 
1973 observation of the solar eclipse using the fastest commercial plane, the Concorde, 
flying at Mach 241. While these ventures go out to great lengths to observe the stars, they 
are not tourism but government and educational sector funded research endeavors.

Star tourism, as perceived for the purposes of this paper, is defined as private indi-
viduals traveling to specific locations to satisfy their desire to view planets and stars 
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either unaided (‘naked’ eye) or with the aim of optical devices (e.g. optical telescopes), 
but excludes the use of radio-telescopes.

Against a background of terrestrial star tourism and in the context of current develop-
ments in the area of space tourism, this paper reviews the various proposed scenarios 
of orbital, lunar and interplanetary tourism and examines the opportunity spectra each 
these provide for star tourism. 

Current Star Tourism
In the second half of the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth century there 

was only limited demand for star tourism. Most major cities in Europe, North America as 
well as in Australia had an observatory. Some of these observatories conducted research 
on varied scales, but most were open to the public at regular intervals thus actively 
engaging the public. The urban night skies changed in the mid-1970s when increased 
light pollution became an issue, brought about by some aspects of urbanisation, such as 
suburban sprawl with outside lights; high rises and other office blocks with brightly lit 
advertising signs and lit roof tops as architectural features; and especially high-lumen 
street lighting on most inner-urban and all near-urban arterial roads. While some of the 
observatories are still suitable for viewing the brightest celestial objects, such as the 
Moon, some planets and a few selected stars, most of these installations have ceased to 
function effectively and have become heritage places9,30 or have been transformed into 
planetaria.

Light pollution has, essentially, given rise to the modern phenomenon of star tourism. 
In order to experience the night sky and to able to see the fainter stars, the vast majority 
of urbanized people in the developed countries will have to travel to locations suffi-
ciently far away from the build-up areas. Given the heavy level of urbanization, how-
ever, wide-open spaces unaffected by light pollution in the mid-latitudes are no longer 
common and absent in Central Europe. While there is still a range of research observa-

tories, most are not open to the 
public for personal use. This 
limits opportunities for private 
star tourism. 

Ideal locations for the North-
ern Hemisphere are the Great 
Plains in North America, the 
farmlands of Western Russia 
in Europe, the grasslands in 
Asia, and most rural areas in 
the southern and central parts 
of Australia.

Being continental locations, 
however, ordinary viewers at 
such places have to contend with 
atmospheric variables affect-
ing optical observations57; and 
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with climatologic conditions such as localized weather patterns and high-level clouds. 
Oceanic island locations, such as Mauna Kea (Hawai’i) or La Palma (Tenerife) have no 
localized issues but are still subject to global weather patterns such as cyclonic systems. 
An Earth-based location, however, will always have constraints posed by the latitude of 
the observer that places limits on the sector of the sky s/he can see.

Advantages of space-based star tourism
Given the limitations inherent in Earth-based star tourism, let us now consider the 

advantages of space-based star observations. These are environmental and conceptual 
advantages.

The environmental advantages of Space-based star tourism are obvious and quickly 
summarized. That such an observation location based in Space is preferable to one based 
on Earth can be easily demonstrated by the quality of images provided by the Hubble 
Space Telescope launched in 1990 and upgraded as recently as 200247. Any space-based 
observation platform orbiting Earth or another celestial body such as the Moon or Mars, 
will have no light pollution, climatic invaguaries (such as a cloudy sky) and no atmos-
pheric distortion to contend with. Very limited atmospheric distortion may occur if an 
observation platform would be erected on Mars24, but given the lack of an atmosphere of 
note, would be near absent, for example, on the surface of the Moon. 

The conceptual advantages entail, in a literal and philosophical sense, the point of 
view. By necessity, astronomy has always been geocentric until the second part of the 
twentieth century. Although the geocentric view has been obsolete ever since Coper-
nicus’ 1543 publication De revolutionibus orbium coelestium15, it seemed to remain 
so—at least subconsciously—in many people’s minds. The ‘blue marble’ photograph of 
a complete and only slightly cloud-covered Earth taken during Apollo XVII in Decem-
ber 1972 has brought home to many a different perspective. It quickly became the icon 
of Earth in space45, highlighting our planet’s fragility.

Any earth-based star tourism will always be limited in its perspective due to the view-
ing angle of the location. Moreover, it will be geocentric with a viewer having to ration-
ally assume Earth’s position in space. Any space-based star tourism effectively removes 
this geocentric focus, creating a viewpoint that allows a tourist to personally experience 
Earth as part of the surrounding universe. Moreover, a space-based viewing platform on 
the lunar surface will allow tourists to experience a radically different phenomenon: on 
Earth we are used to sunrise and moonrise, while on the Moon we can experience ‘Ear-
thrise,’ the moment when Earth comes over the lunar horizon. The power of such shifted 
points of view must be underrated.

Space tourism
Space tourism is a reality. Apart from official passengers, such as the teacher Christa 

McAuliffe (1985, perished in Challenger explosion) and journalist Toyohiro Akiyama 
(1990), paying tourists have flown as part of joint Soviet / United States missions. Paying 
$20 million for the ultimate joy-ride, Dennis Tito became the first paying space tourist 
in 2001 (28 April to 5 May) visiting the International Space Station (ISS). The National 
Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA) condemned the agreement between Tito and the 
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Russian space agency at that time, arguing that it endangered the rest of the crew to have 
an untrained space traveler on board a mission27,63. Yet for the Russian Space Industry 
this was a vital source of income and plans were developed to expand in this market30,33. 
The Russian Soyuz module is rated for three crew, but only requires two for the supply 
and crew-exchange missions traveling to the ISS twice a year, thus providing capacity 
for one tourist

Current options
In response, soon after Tito’s flight, NASA and its partners in the International Space 

Station agreed to rules governing who could fly to the outpost as tourists24,34. With guide-
lines firmly set, several more potential space tourists began training in Russia. Since 
Tito, three other space tourists followed: Mark Shuttleworth (25 April-5 May 2002); 
Gregory Olsen (October 1-11, 2005); and most recently Anousheh Ansari (September 
18- 29, 2006)36. Other space tourists are in training with another launch planned for 7 
April 2007 taking up Charles Simonyi (flight scheduled to end on 20 April). This tour-
ism venture is a collaboration between Space Adventures Ltd, based in Arlington VA, 
and the Russian Federal Space Agency (RFSA). With a price tag of US$ 20-25 million 
and two missions per year the tourism opportunities are currently severely restricted (and 
soled out until 20092). Plans for budget spaceflight have been revealed across a number 
of space agencies and aerospace corporations36,37. Having won the Ansari X-Prize for 
successfully having a piloted craft leave atmosphere with SpaceShipOne68, VirginGa-
lactic, in collaboration with Rutan’s Scaled Composites, has plans way to construct and 
deploy a larger version, SpaceShipTwo, for suborbital flights by late 2008 or early 2009 
and has already begun to take bookings69. Both VirginGalactic and Space Adventures 
are developing SpacePorts in New Mexico (USA) and Ras Al-Khaimah (United Arab 
Emirates) respectively2.

Future options
Competing with VirginGalactic are Space Adventures who put out a collaborative 

proposal with a Russian space launch business to conduct tourist orbital flights around 
the Moon51,59 with a projected price tag of $100 million for one of two available seats 
in the first mission66. Other companies wanted to send a probe that will crash into the 
lunar surface, sending live images to be broadcast via the Internet38,40. The ambitions of 
commercial ventures are well beyond orbital tourism. Recent developments have seen a 
number of proposals emerge for lunar surface tourism55, including the development of 
accommodation55,57, at greatly reduced cost. Ultimately, all of this is a mere matter of 
time.

Clearly, such tourist ventures to the lunar or Martian surfaces have implications. 
These have been raised in terms of the management of humanity’s cultural heritage on 
Moon27,59,61 and Mars63 as well as the management of space tourists at such sites59,62, 
while the possible development impact of human presence on other bodies of our solar 
system has led to calls for a parks system on Mars1 as well as the ethical issues surround-
ing the accidental introduction of contaminating life forms to bodes such as Mars68.
Demand
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In the past decade a number of studies has been carried to assess the market for 
space tourism in Japan15,16, the USA6,17,49, Canada17, Germany1, the United Kingdom2 
and more recently Australia19,20. The studies demonstrate that interest in space tourism 
is high, ranging from 34%49 to over 80%15, with men being more interested than women. 
All studies showed that cost was a major factor. The British study, for example, put the 
costing into the relative spending capacity of the respondents and found hat while 100% 
would be prepared to spend one month’s income on the experience, but only slightly 
more than 20% would be prepared to spend half their annual income on the experience2. 
Because of the cost factor, the market study carried out by Futron in 20026 limited itself 
to respondents with a net worth (or annual income) exceeding $1 million. 

Motivations
The studies also solicited respondents’ motivations for the tourism experience, usu-

ally in form of multiple choices (or rankings) from a predefined and limited set of 
options. ‘Viewing Earth’ ranked highest as motivation in the British2, German1, Japa-
nese15 and US/Canadian surveys1 The surveys based on the Collins’ questionnaire found 
that between 25 % and 32% of all respondents were interested in making ‘astronomical 
observations.’ This option ranked third highest in the Japanese15 and US/Canadian sur-
veys1 and fourth highest in the German surveys1. The British survey gave respondents 
the option ‘to look deeper into space’, which was found to represent the second highest 
motivation2.

Realities?
While most of the purely privately-run proposals seem to have faltered (such Tran-

sOrbital), and other private projects are facing technological set-backs (Space Explo-
ration Technologies56), projects proposed in close collaboration with RFSA or NASA 
have more chance of success. While the current offerings carry an exorbitant price tag 
($25 million) and while projected initial sub-orbital tourist opportunities will also be 
very expensive ($100,000 and up)69, there are economic studies that suggest that space 
tourism is likely become more affordable soon12,14,49, especially if combined if a mixed 
market approach (government and private passengers) is espoused29. Given the failures 
of many privately-run proposals, others, however, have argued that space tourism will 
remain a luxury market for the foreseeable future7. 

Models of space tourism and opportunities for star tourism
Space-based star tourism basically assumes that the observer is located outside the 

Earth’s atmosphere for the duration of the time spent on observing the stars or planets. 
A range of options either exists or can be conceptualized, ranging from suborbital to sta-
tionary locations on the lunar surface. In the remainder of the paper we will review the 
opportunities for star tourism as the manifest themselves in the various options.

Suborbital
The opportunities for star tourism on such sub-orbital flights are limited as the flights 

are of short duration (15-20 mins) and the majority of that time the passengers will focus 
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on the novelty feelings of near weightlessness (although mainly strapped into their seats) 
and will be observing Earth from space. On a technical level, payload space in a subor-
bital spacecraft will be at a premium, which will limit the nature and size of a telescope 
that can be carried as such instrumen-tation will compete with the space—and payload 
weight—of one or two fee-paying passengers. Given the speed of the suborbital plane, 
a telescope will also require complex tracking mechanisms to stay on target. Finally, 
actual suborbital flight time in such an experience will be limited and at best one or two 
people might be able to avail themselves of the opportunity to view stars from (near) 
space.

Orbital flights
In the orbital tourism model, a crew-rated spacecraft would enter orbit and re-main 

there anything from a few hours to two days, with the spacecraft circling Earth every 
90 min-utes. The tourists would be confined to the spacecraft. Several of the previ-
ously stated limitations, especially cabin space, also apply to orbital flights. The oppor-
tunity for star tourism will depend on the duration of the flight and the number of orbits. 
Depending on the configuration of the orbits most of the universe will be visible from 
an orbiting spacecraft. Despite this, however, the relative closeness to the earth will still 
provide a limited ‘vantage’ point. Cost models have shown that or-bital flights may not 
be significantly more expensive than sub-orbital flights if we disregard the ad-ditional 
training (and associated costs) required for orbital flights.

Orbital space ‘Hotels’
As early as the 1960s the development of on space ‘hotels’ had been mooted30 with 

a range of design proposals on record7,13,21,52. The space station or hotel model sees 
a crew-rated spacecraft docking with on orbiting or geostationary space station, with 
tourists moving from the ferry craft to the station. At present, the limited number of 
space tourists enters the ISS. The ‘hotel’ models either propose a stand-alone commer-
cial space station, or a tourist accommodation module attached to the ISS. Regardless of 
models, the infrastructure costs associated with commercial space station developments 
where space tourists can stop over and move from the confines of the spacecraft are 
several magnitudes larger than ‘mere’ orbital flights.

Some of these proposed stand-alone hotel developments are projected to provide an 
artificial level of gravity by having the space station slowly rotate around an axis27,52. 
While this will provide tourists with a viewing experience not unlike a rotating restaurant 
on a high rise or televi-sion tower, it will hamper serious star tourists as it will limit the 
time a specific target can be in focus. That limitation can be overcome by positioning the 
observatories at the endpoints of the rotational axis. Several proposed design concepts, 
however, use these ‘stationary’ locations for life-support and docking locations.

Technical considerations aside, the viewing experience from these locations will be 
more pro-found as tourists have more time and leisure to concentrate on celestial objects 
of interest. This is counterbalanced by the fact that, apart from arrival and departure only 
the same surface area of Earth will be visible from the geostationary hotels and that part 
of the universe will be blocked by Earth.
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Inter-lunar space
Additional designs see the placement of such space hotels in the inter-lunar space12. 

The costs involved in both infrastructure development and ongoing maintenance/supply 
will be a magnitude larger as thrust will be required to leave Earth’s gravitational field. 
From the point of star tourism such hotels will dramatically enhance the tourist experi-
ence. The distance to Earth will result in a dramatically enlarge window to most of the 
universe bar the small segment that is obscured by Earth. The main benefit will be the 
ability to experience Earth as a ‘blue marble’ in space and to experience Earth as a planet 
among others.

Lunar orbit
The next level of space hotel developments sees such installations placed in stationary 

locations in the Moon’s orbit12. As before, the level of costs involved in both infrastruc-
ture development and ongoing maintenance/supply will be much higher than locations in 
Earth’s orbit but essentially not much more than developments in the inter-lunar space. 

From the point of star tourism such hotels would further enhance the tourist experi-
ence. In addition to being able to experience Earth as a ‘blue marble’ in space and to 
experience Earth as a planet among others, observers will be able to view the far side of 
the noon, which remains invisible from Earth. Further, tourists will be able to experience 
the phenomenon of Earthrise. On the downside, the proximity of the Moon itself implies 
that parts of the universe will be blocked from view.

Ultimately, the design of any of the Earth orbital, inter-lunar and lunar orbital stations 
is interchangeable. The cost differential will rest in the costs to construct and supply 
such facilities past the Earth’s gravitational field.

Lunar surface
The final options sees developments of facilities on the surface of the Moon. Costs 

involved with infrastructure development, maintenance and supply, as well as emer-
gency evacuation in case of infrastructure malfunction are several magnitudes higher 
than in any of the previous options. Plans have been mooted to place a radio telescope 
on the far side of the moon, thus avoiding interference from radio waves emanating from 
satellites orbiting earth26. 

From the perspective of star tourism, any observation location on the lunar surface has 
limitations, as the Moon itself will block much of the universe. The only major advantage 
is the opportunity for tourists to walk on the lunar surface, thus replicating an experience 
that has so far been limited to only the dozen astronauts of the Apollo missions.

 While any location on the nearside of the Moon will essentially replicate what is 
already offered by stations in lunar orbit, a station erected on the far side of the Moon 
will provide tourists with advantage point that makes them part of space without the 
reassuring visual presence of their own planet, Earth.

Virtual star tourism
The final option that needs to be canvassed is that of virtual star tourism. This involves 

the deployment of a version of the Hubble space telescope that is controlled by commer-
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cial interests. The telescope can be tasked to view sectors of the universe based and the 
desires of a fee-paying public, with the images relayed to the viewer via the World-Wide 
Web (WWW). Such a development is in essence a mere extension of the pay-per-view 
binoculars and telescopes available at many tourist locations. There are proposals to land 
one or more remote controlled rovers on the lunar surface that can be ‘driven’ (i.e. con-
trolled) by fee-paying viewers on Earth such as proposed by the now-defunct LunaCorp 
Project45. Again, viewing occurs through the WWW. Such developments would provide 
a real low-cost and low-personal risk alternative to real space tourism, but also provide 
a much-reduced experience.

Discussion
While the general implications of the models for star tourism have been raised as part 

of the discussion of the options, there are more attributes that can and need to be con-
sidered. Table 1 compares the models for space tourism mentioned above and correlated 
their potential against a range of attributes: general aspects of star tourism, the tourists 
themselves, society as a whole, and the probability that such developments will occur in 
a 5, 10 and 20-year time frame.

The attributes set out in Table 1 were scored on a six-point scale with higher num-
bers indicating better outcomes. The average scores for the space tourism models by 
attribute group (Table 2) show that virtual star tourism scored the highest (4.0) followed 
by the existing Earth-based option (3.5). All space-based options scored similar (3.1 to 
3.3). There are, however, substantial differences between the various attribute groups, 
such as comparing cost vs. experience. The scoring weighted every attribute and very 
attribute group equal. If we weight the options based on star viewing quality and cost, 
for example, then the virtual tourism option far outscores all other option. At the same 
time, that options ranks for far lowest in terms of tourist experience. If we weight for 
star viewing quality and tourist experience, then the lunar surface option outscores all 
others, followed by orbital and inter-lunar space options. Such options, however, are also 
the most costly.

Outlook
We can anticipate market segmentation. At the elitist end of the spectrum we will see 

a very limited supply of very high cost opportunities to space stations in the interlunar 
space and on the surfaces of the Moon and eventually on Mars. For the foreseeable 
future they will be as exclusive at the currently available space travel opportunities to 
the ISS. The information available on the demand for space tourism (see above) suggests 
that Space tourism is viable if prices could be lowered to the $50,000 mark. The ‘mass 
tourism’ end of the market will focus on suborbital and especially orbital opportunities, 
while the low-end of the market will avail themselves to the virtual option.

Literature on the motivations of potential space tourists (see above) suggests that 
viewing Earth from space is the main motivation for the majority of people. Viewing 
the universe as a whole and its elements (individual stars and planets) is important to a 
segment of the market, but at present, and in the near future, not sufficiently so to make 
the industry viable in its own right. Ultimately, star tourism will need to be seen as value 
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Table 1. Attributes of the Space-based Star Tourism Opportunities 
compared to Earth-based and Virtual Opportunities.

1) Moon shadow; 2) on Earth and on the Moon, but excluding CO2 cost; 3) after deployment.

Table 2. Average scores for each space tourism model by attribute group. 
Data from Table 1 scored 0-6

Earth- 
Based

Sub-orbital Orbital
Orbital 
Station

Inter- 
Lunar 
Space

Lunar Orbit
Lunar 

Surface
Virtual

Star Viewing Quality 2.8 3.0 4.3 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.3 5.5

Tourist (Experience) 2.2 3.4 3.8 4.4 4.6 4.8 5.6 1.0

Tourist (Costs) 4.8 3.7 2.0 1.8 1.5 1.5 1.0 5.8

Society 3.8 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.3 2.0 3.5

Probability 6.0 4.8 4.0 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.0 4.5

Total (excl. probability) 3.5 3.2 3.1 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.1 4.0

Earth- 
Based

Sub-
orbital

Orbital
Orbital 
Station

Inter- 
Lunar 
Space

Lunar 
Orbit

Lunar 
Surface

Virtual

Star Viewing Quality

Light Pollution Some None None None None None None None

Exposure of sky Hemisphere Limited Variable High High Variable Limited 1) High

Duration of Observation V. Long V. Short Short Long Long Long Short V. Long

Atmospheric disturbance High Low None None None None None None

Tourist (Experience)

Quality of Experience Medium High High V. High V. High V. High Extreme Low

Sense of Adventure Low Medium High V. High V. High V. High Extreme Nil

Exclusivity (early) Low V. High V. High V. High V. High Extreme Extreme Nil

Exclusivity (projected) Low Medium Medium High High High Extreme Nil

World View Geocentric Geocentric Mixed Mixed Universal Universal Universal Universal

Tourist (Costs)

Financial Cost to Tourist Low Medium High High V. High V. High Extreme Very Low

Risk to Tourist Low Medium V. High V. High V. High V. High V. High Nil

Tourist Fitness (physical) V. Low Low V. High V. High V. High V. High V. High Nil

Tourist Fitness (mental) V. Low Low Medium High V. High V. High V. High Nil

Training required Nil Short Long Long Long Long V. Long Nil

Capacity (nº of Tourists) V. High High Medium Medium Medium Medium Low? Extreme

Society 

Environmental Impact 2) Low High High High High High V.High V.Low

Carbon Cost Low High High High High High High V.Low

Earth Resource Depletion Medium High High High V. High V.High V.High Low

Risk to Others Low Medium Low Low Low Low Low Nil3)

Probability 

In next 5 years In place High Low V. Low V. Low V. Low V. Low Medium

In next 10 years In place V. High High Medium Medium Medium Low V.High

In next 20 years In place V. High V. High V. High High High High V.High

In next 30 years In place V. High V. High V. High V.High V.High V.High V.High
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adding to the space tourism product. It is conceivable that viewing Earth from orbit will 
one day become a commonplace option and loose its novelty value. Star tourism can 
then be ready to provide that ‘little bit extra.’
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What is ecological light pollution?
Longcore and Rich describe artificial light that alters the natural patterns of light and 

dark in ecosystems as “ecological light pollution”.7

Ecological light pollution comprises direct glare, chronically increased illumination 
and temporary, unexpected fluctuations in lighting. The sources of ecological light pol-
lution are very various and found in nearly every ecosystem in the form of “sky glow, 
illuminated buildings and towers, streetlights, fishing boats, security lights, lights on 
vehicles, flares on offshore oil platforms, and even lights on undersea research ves-
sels”.7

Impacts of light pollution
Because the study of light pollution is still in its early days the impacts of this prob-

lem are not fully understood. While the increased brightness of the night sky is the most 
familiar of the many effects of light pollution (it is the most obvious and astronomers 
recognized it many years ago) many other alarming aspects are still unexplored: for 
example, the fact that light pollution leads to a great wastage of energy. On a global 
scale, approximately 19% of all electricity used produces light at night.18 The by-prod-
uct of electric illumination generated by the burning of fossil fuels, is the discharge of 
greenhouse gases. These gases are responsible for global warming and the exhaustion 
of non-renewable resources.

Light pollution produces many other impacts on the environment. Harmful effects 
involve the animal kingdom, the vegetable kingdom and mankind. While light pollution 
is eminently detrimental to nocturnal and migratory animals and to animals in flight, 
it  also produces harmful effects on 
plants.

IMPACTS ON PLANTS

Plants use darkness in many differ-
ent ways. The management of their 
metabolism, their development and 
their life programmes are affected. 
Plants measure and react to night length 
which means the duration of darkness. 
For this reason short-day plants require 
long nights. If such a plant is illuminated 

Figure 1. © Merlin D. Tuttle, Bat Conservation Interna-
tional, Inc.
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temporarily during a long night, it reacts and interprets as if it had experienced two short 
nights, instead of one long night with a disruption. As a consequence its flowering and 
developmental patterns possibly will be entirely disrupted: short-day plants normally 
bloom in the autumn when the day length shortens. They utilise the long nights to start 
the onset of flowering; and subsequently, as the nights lengthen, the onset of dormancy, 
which enables them to resist the harshness of winter.1

Trees provide entire ecosystems to numerous animal species. They are harmfully 
affected by light pollution. Trees have to adjust to seasonal alterations, and artificial 
light hinders them from doing so: various trees are kept from losing their leaves by light 
pollution. This has a consequence on the animals that depend on trees as their habitat. 
For instance, birds are prevented from nesting in trees as a result of the surrounding light 
pollution.

IMPACTS ON ANIMALS

Life has emerged with natural patterns of light and dark, so disturbance of those pat-
terns influences numerous aspects of animal behaviour.7 Light pollution can confound 
animal navigation, change competitive interactions, alter predator-prey relations, and 
affect animal physiology.

Threats to birds
The effect of light in the form of fire or lamps attracting migratory and non-migratory 

birds at night, especially when foggy or cloudy, has been known since the 19th century 
and was and still is used as a form of hunting7. The reasons for disorientation of birds 
through artificial night lighting are not well known. Experts suggest that the navigation 
of birds using the horizon as orientation for the direction is disrupted by lighting and 
sky glow12. 

Lighthouses
The attraction of lighthouses and ships for birds was first recorded since the first 

operation in the mid 19th century and was the basis of the first detailed records of bird 
migration.

The number of casualties depends on the location of the lighthouses and was higher 
on the migration routes on the East Coast of the USA. Early surveys on the coast of 
British Columbia recorded an annual mortality of over 6,000 birds at 45 lighthouses. 

Figure 2. Doñana, World Heritage site. © José María Pérez de Ayala.
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The fatalities at light-
houses depend on the type 
of signal used. Fixed white 
lights attract more individ-
uals than flashing or col-
oured lights5.

Light beams / Ceilometers
The attraction of light 

beams has been observed 
since the 1940s when 
meteorologists installed 
ceilometers - light beams - 
to measure the cloud height 
especially at airports. In 1999 Bruderer et al. studied the behaviour of birds exposed to 
a light beam and an X-Band radar. The light beam caused a change in the flight direc-
tion up to 15º°and a decrease of velocity up to 3m /sec. Approximately 50,000 migratory 
birds (largest kill ever recorded at a ceilometer) died on October 6-8, 1954 at Warner 
Robins Air Force Base in Georgia, when a cold front moved over the Southeast7.

Filtering the longer wavelength of the lamps used and changing the units from a fixed 
beam into a rotating one, significantly reduced the number of casualties12.

Offshore oil / Gas platforms / Light induced fisheries
Due to the fact that oceans have less artificial light sources compared to terrestrial 

environments, the effect and range of single artificial lighting is much higher. As a con-
sequence of these circumstances marine birds are highly attracted by these sources. The 
birds are attracted by the flares of the platforms and can be directly injured or killed by 
heat, collision and oil; but also indirectly by the trapping effect of the light that leads 
birds to circle around the light source reducing their energy reserves and making them 
unable to reach the next shore or decreasing their ability to survive the winter or repro-
duce. Light induced fisheries use their light to attract fishes and squids but also have an 
effect on birds. Hooks then can injure these birds12.

City lights / Horizon glow
The permanent growth of cities and the associated increase in artificial lighting by 

streetlamps and illuminated buildings has fatal consequences for migratory birds. These 
mostly nocturnal migratory species are disorientated and attracted by the sky glow 
which cities produce during the night. This effect arises especially under foggy and rainy 
weather conditions, with the result that hundreds and even thousands can be injured or 
killed in one night at one building.

The Fatal Light Awareness Program in Toronto, Canada has recorded data of col-
lisions of birds with man-made structures for over 10 years. They recorded about 160 
species of birds as victims of collisions. According to Daniel Klem Jr., biologist at Muh-
lenberg College in Pennsylvania, more than 100 million birds are affected by collisions 

Figure 3.  Source: Gabinete Paralelo. “Consejo para el Proyecto Argentino” 
Foundation.
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each year in North America and many of the species involved are recognised as endan-
gered species.20

To decrease the number of cases several cities (Toronto, Chicago, New York) started 
“Light Out Programs” to reduce the effect of sky glow and to protect migrating birds. 

Towers
The growing number and height of telecommunication and broadcasting towers cause 

a growing number of fatal collisions with migratory birds. These structures sever migra-
tion routes, mostly of songbirds.

Two reasons are given for collisions with towers. The first is when birds flying in poor 
visibility do not see the structure early enough to evade it (blind collision). The second 
mechanism for mortality arises when there is a low cloud ceiling or nebulous conditions, 

and lights on a tower refract off water 
particles in the air creating a lit up array 
around the tower. Birds lose their stellar 
cues for nocturnal navigation under these 
weather conditions. Furthermore, they 
lose all wide orienting perspective they 
might have on the landscape because 
they are flying beneath quite a low cloud 
ceiling. When passing the illuminated 
area, it could be that the increased vis-
ibility around the tower becomes the 
strongest cue the birds have for naviga-
tion, and as a result they tend to stay in 
the illuminated space near the tower. 
Mortality occurs when they fly into the 
structure and its guy wires, or even col-
lide with other birds as more and more 
passing birds overcrowd the quite small, 
illuminated space.22

Newer studies show that using rotat-
ing or blinking red lights and white 
strobe lights can reduce the effect of 
trapping birds at illuminated towers, but 
there is still work to do to improve the 
understanding of the whole effect on the 
migration process12.

Threats to sea turtles
Effect on adult females

Artificial light has several effects on female turtles searching locations for nests and 
on hatchlings finding the sea. The female turtles avoid illuminated beaches for their 
nests with the effect that the nests are concentrated on the less illuminated and shaded 

Figure 4. Image of Florida at night showing the extent of 
light pollution threatening the Everglades National Park, 
a World Heritage Site and Ramsar wetland, hosting one 
of the most remarkable biodiversity areas of our planet. 
Source: P. Cinzano, F. Falchi (University of Padova), C. 
D. Elvidge (NOAA National Geophysical Data Center, 
Boulder), 2001. The first World Atlas of the artificial night 
sky brightness. Monthly Notes of the Royal Astronomical 
Society,  328, 689-707. © Royal Astronomical Society. 
Reproduced from the Monthly Notices of the RAS by per-
mission of Blackwell Science.
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parts. This can cause a selection of a suboptimal nesting habitat or special concentration 
of nests, with effects on the number and sex ratio of hatchlings produced and higher 
hatchling mortality.13,17 The nesting behaviour itself can be affected by many factors. 
The overall nesting success of sea turtles in Florida is between 50% and 80%. The proc-
ess can be abandoned when turtles encounter digging impediments, large structures, 
unsatisfactory thermal cues or human disturbance. After ending the nesting process, the 
turtles return to the sea. This process can be affected by artificial light. In a few cases, 
lights from car parks, road lighting and housing developments attract the turtles.

Effect on hatchling sea turtle orientation
The hatchlings themselves are affected by the sky glow and direct illumination too.

The way that hatchling marine turtles find the sea is based on the fact that the nocturnal 
horizon over the sea is brighter than that over the land.10,13  The artificial light of street 
lamps, houses or sky glow of cities, especially on nights with little or no moon, can 
dis- or misorientate the hatchlings on their way to the sea. Because of these orientation 
problems, the hatchlings crawl in the wrong direction where they are threatened by 
dehydration, predators, and high temperatures after sunrise.

Solutions
To minimise the negative effects of artificial lighting, new strategies of light man-

agement are necessary. Light must be used more precisely. It should be less intensive 
and in longer wave-lengths so it is less disruptive to the wildlife. The regulations must 
be implemented through laws as is already done in most counties in Florida for exam-
ple.8,13

Threats to fish
Reaction (attraction and avoidance) of fish to artificial light depends on the species 

but affects their natural behaviour in both ways. There are several studies on the use of 
artificial light at fish farms and deep-sea fish. Most of the studies show that fish avoid 
white light sources. Nevertheless, there are species that are attracted by light and this is 
used to catch them by sport anglers or industrial fisheries.

Light attraction method to catch Mukene
Light attraction is widely used by anglers to catch fish in the dark. The FAO reports 

that fishing with floating lamps is used at Lake Victoria to catch the Mukene using 
scoop-nets and nets pulled from the shores (beach seines) and from canoes (lampara 
nets). This method can endanger nursery grounds for immature Mukene, Nile perch and 
Tilapia because it is used in shallow waters near the coastlines3.

Salmon farms
Submerged light increases swimming depth and reduces fish density of Atlantic 

salmon in production cages. These artificial photoperiods are used to postpone sexual 
maturation and increase growth. Studies in these farms suggest that salmon position 
themselves in relation to the artificial light gradient to maintain schooling behaviour6.
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Halibut farms
Light used in Halibut farms influences their swimming behaviour. Artificial light 

influences the swimming depth and the swimming activity: Halibut swim less and grow 
more. It may be that the fish are particularly sensitive to ultraviolet damage. Evidence 
of damage (skin lesions, etc.) has been observed in Halibut. This is particularly the 
case for fish that are acclimatised to indoor conditions, and which are moved out in the 
spring, when the sun is most intense. Farmers can protect their stock with the use of 
shade nets.4

Deep-sea fish
A study of lighting techniques in deep-sea fish observation pointed out that white 

light disrupts the natural behaviour of deep-sea fish. Observations showed that the “aver-
age number of fish appearances on camera was significantly greater under red light 
than white light”16. Reasons are the adaptation of the eyes of deep-sea fishes to the dark 
environment and the possible damage to eyes by bright lights.

Conclusion
The variety of environmental conditions is 

important because it contributes to the partition 
of resources and greater biodiversity. Various 
natural processes can only happen during the 
night in darkness. Examples are resting, repair-
ing, celestial navigation, predating or charging 
of systems. For this reason, darkness has the 
equal and amendatory functional importance 
as daylight. It is indispensable for the healthy 
functioning of organisms and whole ecosys-
tems.

Recommendations
•  Much more research is needed on the effects 
of light pollution
• Public and government awareness shall be 
intensified in view of the value of protection, 

avoidance and decrease of light pollution. Public opinion would need to be shifted 
regarding light trespass and “second hand” light, the wastefulness of excessive night 
lighting and the importance of using the right lighting for the right situation.

• Legislation needs to be developed to support and require dark sky friendly lighting 
through by-laws, modified engineering standards and building codes19.
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LIGHTS OUT! 
FOR NATURE 

TRAVIS LONGCORE AND CATHERINE RICH 
The Urban Wildlands Group, USA

Humans have radically transformed the physical characteristics of the nighttime hours in 
ways that would have been unimaginable only a hundred years ago (Figure 1, Longcore 
and Rich 2004).  The cost of industrial development, affluence, and mass consumption 
has been the loss of natural patterns of darkness over vast expanses of the Earth’s sur-
face, both on land and at sea (Cinzano et al. 2001).

Those concerned with the nighttime environment, whether scientists or advocates, 
regulators or lighting manufacturers, in the private or public sector, together face the 
challenge of restoring the night sky and natural patterns of light and dark in a global 
economy.  We are motivated by an affinity for the night sky (Mizon 2002), respect for 
our natural heritage, concern for our own health (Stevens and Rea 2001, Pauley 2004), 
and a desire to protect the night for the other living beings with which we share the 
planet.  

Astronomers were the first to express concern about the widespread proliferation of 
artificial night lighting, and they rightfully raised the alarm about the degradation of the 
night sky (Riegel 1973).  Concern about the effects of artificial lighting on wildlife and 
plants has been a relatively recent phenomenon (Verheijen 1985, Upgren 1996, Outen 
1998).  This is not to say that scientists were not interested in the effects of light on other 
species.  Naturalist William Beebe was fascinated with the ability of ultraviolet lights 
to attract juvenile fish, as documented in a sketch from an expedition in 1935 (Figure 
2).  But Beebe’s observations were not motivated by concern that lights had widespread 
ecological consequences.  

A substantial and growing 
body of research on the eco-
logical effects of artificial night 
lighting is now available (see 
Rich and Longcore 2006).  New 
scientific articles that extend this 
knowledge are being published 
at a steady rate (e.g., Oro et al. 
2005, Baker and Richardson 
2006, Miller 2006). Sufficient 
information is now available to 
devise policies to  mitigate and 
avoid the range of profound, 
adverse consequences on other 

Figure 1. The view of Los Angeles from the Mount Wilson Observa-
tory showing the extent of night lighting. 
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species caused by artifi-
cial light at night.

Urban planners and 
open space managers 
can incorporate this 
knowledge to better pro-
tect nature at night.  Here 
we provide examples 
of three general types 
of impacts on wildlife:  
direct mortality, altered 
reproductive behaviors, 
and disrupted interac-
tions between species.  
These examples give an 
indication of the breadth 
of this problem and of 
the opportunities for 
solutions.

Lights that kill
Anyone with a porch light knows that lights can kill.  Many insects are attracted to 

their deaths at lights; in Germany alone, the estimate of total insect deaths at streetlights 
in a summer is 100 billion (Eisenbeis 2006). 

Migratory birds are attracted to the lights on tall towers when weather conditions 
are adverse.  In North America, an estimated 4–5 million birds are killed per year in 
collisions with towers, their guy wires, and each other.  Most of these are Neotropical 
migrants, birds that migrate to Central and South America, which are already under 
severe population stress (Banks 1979, Shire et al. 2000, Longcore et al. 2007).  Based 
on past patterns, we have calculated that two species of federal conservation concern, 
blackpoll warbler and bay-breasted warbler, suffer losses of over 100,000 individuals 
each year (Longcore et al. 2007).  Over 10,000 individuals of an additional 20 species 
of conservation concern are killed annually.  A change in lighting type would probably 
eliminate up to 80% of this mortality (Gehring and Kerlinger 2007), and the U.S. Federal 
Communications Commission is considering such a change based on expert testimony 
from us, other groups, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Although they are not afforded the same attention as birds, the mortality of insects 
can be significant.  In a study along a forested stream, a single streetlight installed on 
the bank attracted and killed as many caddisflies as emerged from the stream along an 
entire 200 meter stretch (Scheibe 1999).  This process is described by Professor Gerhard 
Eisenbeis as the “vacuum cleaner effect,” vividly evoking the image of lights sucking 
insects out of the surrounding habitat (Eisenbeis 2006).

Beachfront lighting and sky glow threaten the survival of hatchling sea turtles and 
affect the nest site choice of female turtles (Witherington 1992, Salmon et al. 2000).  

Figure 2. William Beebe shows the attractive effect of different light types on 
fish on an expedition to Bermuda in 1935. Reprinted from the Bulletin, pub-
lished by the former New York Zoological Society, now known as the Wildlife 
Conservation Society.
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Hatchlings are disoriented by lights and fail to make their dash to the ocean and out to 
sea.  This problem was identified first in the 1960s (MacFarlane 1963) and many pro-
grams have been put in place to control beachfront lighting (Salmon 2006).

Interference with reproduction
Even when lights do not kill wildlife, they can interrupt important behaviors such as 

those associated with reproduction.  For example, stray light can wash out the visual 
messages between male and female fireflies (Lloyd 2006).

In a recently published article, two Canadian researchers investigated the effects of 
intermittent light on the reproductive behavior of northern green frogs (Baker and Rich-
ardson 2006).  They counted the number of calls by males to attract mates under natural 
ambient darkness and under the light of a flashlight shined on them.  This simulates the 
effects of a security light on a motion detector or the flash of lights from a passing car.  
The results show a significant 44% decrease in the number of calls and a 675% increase 
in the number of moves made by individuals (Baker and Richardson 2006). 

Under different circumstances, extra light causes species to expend energy calling at 
night.  In another recent article, current and historic singing records for American robins 
were used to show that males sing well before dawn only in those locations with high 
light levels (Miller 2006).  Subsequent research on European robins concluded that day-
time noise is a more important predictor of nighttime singing, although locations where 
birds sang at night were on average brighter than areas where birds did not sing at night 
(Fuller et al. 2007).  Our analysis of the data reported by Fuller et al. (2007) suggests 
a threshold effect where increased illumination allows nocturnal singing in noisy loca-
tions; no birds sang at night at any of the darkest 20% of locations, even if the location 
was noisy during the day.

The effects of lighting can extend to the ocean.  Seabirds are attracted to and inciner-
ated at flares at oil platforms, migratory birds are killed running into cruise ships, and 
lighted squid boats each shine 
30,000 Watts into the ocean 
(Montevecchi 2006).  But 
even sky glow at the level of 
the full moon could easily dis-
rupt the tightly synchronized 
spawning of corals.  Under 
normal lunar cycles the release 
of coral larvae, also known 
as planula, always follows 
the new moon, presumably 
to reduce predation on these 
larvae.  This synchronization 
breaks down in experiments 
where corals are subjected to 
perpetual full moon illumina-
tion (Jokiel et al. 1985).

Figure 3. Ecological and astronomical light pollution is caused by lights 
at night.  Figure reprinted from Longcore and Rich (2004).
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Predators, prey, and night lights
Lights at night also disrupt ecological interactions.  Predator–prey interactions are 

particularly vulnerable to influence by lighting.  In general, additional light benefits the 
predator, except when the prey are found in groups where individuals warn each other 
of predators, such as flocks of birds and schools of fish (Longcore and Rich 2004).  But 
examples of lights increasing nocturnal predation are many.  

In a study of European storm-petrel nests in caves on an island off the coast of Spain, 
the birds in the cave illuminated by city lights were killed far more often by gulls than 
those in the cave facing away from the city (Oro et al. 2005).  In addition, bird survival 
decreased after completion of a major lighting project in the city, declining significantly 
in the years that followed (Oro et al. 2005).  In a separate study of black-vented shearwa-
ters, another seabird, nesting birds were predated far more in the light of the full moon 
than the dark of the new moon, again by gulls (Keitt et al. 2004).

Young salmon, known as salmon fry, migrate from the streams where they hatch to 
the ocean.  They migrate en masse at night, cued by illumination levels, and this timing 
is designed to reduce predation.  Researchers in the Pacific Northwest documented 
harbor seals positioning themselves under lights on a bridge to locate and capture the 
outmigrating fry (Yurk and Trites 2000).  When they turned off the lights, predation 
levels declined at first but then increased as the seals relocated under other lights from 
the town.  They were found eating salmon fry under the lights of a ball field, a sawmill, 
and other urban glow (Yurk and Trites 2000). 

A recent study from Florida showed alteration in the foraging behavior of beach mice 
under night lighting (Bird et al. 2004).  Some species of these small rodents are feder-
ally endangered and they are an important part of the coastal dune ecosystem.  The 
research found that beach mice reduced the proportion of bait stations they visited closer 
to lights.  In addition, this pattern was found for both low-pressure sodium vapor lights, 
which are generally considered to have fewer environmental impacts because they are 
less attractive to insects, and for yellow “bug lights,” which are also promoted as being 
turtle-friendly and mandated for this reason (Bird et al. 2004).  In this example, we see 
that lights that reduce impacts for one species are not necessarily benign for others.

Nature needs the night
Our question, from this ecological perspective, is whether the international commu-

nity is up to the challenge of restoring the night.  The geographic scope is great, extend-
ing throughout the world from urban lights, roadway lights, tower lighting, light-induced 
fisheries, offshore oil production, and many other sources (Longcore and Rich 2004).  

The range of species is also great, extending across all major taxonomic groups and 
habitats.  Any species that evolved with natural patterns of light and dark is potentially 
susceptible to adverse effects of artificial lighting.  Direct glare, sky glow, and steady 
and intermittent lights from urban to rural environments, both on land and at sea, all 
alter the nighttime environment, causing both ecological and astronomical light pollu-
tion (Longcore and Rich 2004).

Unfortunately, there is no one-size-fits-all solution to mitigate the effects of artificial 
night lighting on nature.  Some species are sensitive to yellow light, others to blue.  
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As we have seen, turtle-friendly 
lights still disrupt foraging of 
endangered beach mice (Bird et 
al. 2004).  Attraction of migratory 
birds to tall towers can be reduced 
by using flashing lights (Gau-
threaux and Belser 2006), while 
flashing lights in other contexts 
would be detrimental.  Effec-
tive solutions will be place- and 
habitat-specific, such as a road in 
Florida where lights that attract 
turtles were replaced by LED 
lights embedded in the pavement 
(Figure 4, Salmon 2006).

Our message is simple.  Nature 
needs the night.  Substantial 
progress has been made in under-
standing the many effects of light 
on other species and indeed on 
humans as well.  We hope that 
readers will put this knowledge 
to work — as researchers, as 
advocates, as regulators, and as 
informed citizens. 
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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to outline the need for indepth research in scotobiology. 

A description of scotobiology is followed by discussions of the areas of science that con-
stitute Scotobiology, and some details of the university and government laboratory and 
field research that is needed to improve our knowledge-base in this important subject. 
Finally, some suggestions are included for sources of funding that may assist research 
scientists to fund their own laboratories and to help support students or technicians in 
scotobiological research. This is an exciting opportunity for a university to take the lead 
in this new field of science.

Background/Definition
The science of Scotobiology – the biological science of darkness – was developed at 

the International Symposium entitled “Ecology of the Night”: Darkness as a Biologi-
cal Imperative, held at Muskoka, Canada in September 2003. Scotobiology is a clearly 
defined new field of science that covers all biological systems that operate in the night, 
and which require and depend upon the absence of light to function normally. It is rela-
ted to photobiology (the biology of systems that require or depend upon light) in that 
the light receptors are probably related. However, it is not simply a negative aspect of 
photobiology, but specifically the biology of systems that require darkness. The concept 
was developed to cover the wide range of subjects presented at the Symposium that 
although from many scientific disciplines, clearly had a single focus: the biological and 
sociological effects of anthropogenic light pollution of the night.

Scientific Scope
The Science of Scotobiology covers many areas of research in which a variety of 

papers and reports have been published:
•  Animals, birds, and insects - particularly their behaviour: feeding, social, breed-

ing, migratory behaviour, attraction to light.
•  Plants - critical aspects, particularly the timing, of their development, flowering, 

onset of dormancy, etc.
•  Human health – the correct functioning of the immune system; disease, cancer, 

sleep disorders, etc.
•  Sociological, anthropological and cultural aspects of light pollution – including 

astronomy, the relationship of native peoples to the night, the fact that whole gen-
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erations of people grow up who seldom see the stars on a dark night, or who have 
never seen the Milky Way in all its magnificence.

The Need for Further Research in Scotobiology
In general, many areas of biology fall within the description of scotobiology. These 

include aspects of the physiology and biochemistry of animals and plants, human bio-
logy (e.g. endocrinology, immunology, sleep disorders, etc.) and the underlying mecha-
nisms of animal and plant behaviour. A more detailed (but by no means exhaustive) list 
of studies already published can be accessed on Internet sources. Particular reference 
can be made to the “proceedings” of the “Ecology of the Night” symposium held in 
Muskoka in 2003 which follows. Further scotobiological research is needed in all the 
areas listed below:

•  Human health – particularly as affected by the disruption of the normal 24-hour 
cycle of light and darkness by night-time light, including effects on the diurnal 
operation of the immune system, the increased incidence of illness, particularly of 
cancer, and other physical and psychological effects of night-time light pollution, 
including mental health and stability.

•  Animal and insect behaviour – including feeding, breeding and social behaviour 
and, particularly in the case of birds and insects, their attraction to light and the 
disorientation of their normal behaviour by bright lights.

•  Plant reactions to light pollution. There is already a large amount of literature on 
the control of plant behaviour, especially flowering and the onset of dormancy, by 
their measurement of night length, and the disruption of this behaviour by illumi-
nation at night. However, more research, particularly field analysis, is needed on 
the specific effects of wavelength and intensity of light pollution.

•  Human sociology: little is known yet about the effects of light pollution on the 
mental health of humans and societies of various racial and cultural backgrounds, 
particularly native peoples. This aspect of scotobiology needs further research to 
determine if there are problems, as has been suggested, and their scope.

There are several general themes that permeate many or all of the research areas 
noted above. These include the physiological and biochemical mechanisms that medi-
ate the light responses in plants and animals that affect the normal operation of dark-
requiring behaviours, the wavelength and intensity of light pollution affecting specific 
behavioural characteristics of animals (especially birds and insects) as well as plants, 
and the genetic basis of transduction systems that mediate the interference by light of 
dark-requiring processes. Research on these underlying phenomena is urgently required 
for a clear understanding of the basis of these scotobiological systems.

Products of such research will lead to techniques for determining the safe limits of 
light pollution, in terms of its intensity, duration, timing, wavelength, etc. Only with 
such well-founded scientific information will it be possible to establish and enforce 
effective control measures on light pollution.
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Future Funding for Scotobiological Research
Scotobiological phenomena are important for human society for several reasons, all 

of which relate to their monetary value for society. Their importance for human health 
and social well-being is evident, and the possibility of decreasing health problems and 
increasing work-productivity are clearly valuable. In addition, the human ecology of 
the dark (exemplified by the institution of “Dark Sky Reserves”) is becoming of greater 
interest to government agencies, which are increasing the funding of such enterprises. 
The importance of decreasing or eliminating, so far as possible, the ecological damage 
caused by light pollution on animal, bird, insect and plant associations is also evident, 
and the present focus on interest in ecological concerns indicates that scotobiological 
research is already an important area of ecology that will demand increasing support. 
Furthermore, many of the species affected by light pollution are of considerable econo-
mic value, either as aesthetic objects or because of human activities (farming, hunting, 
etc.) that may depend upon them. Finally, there are secondary social costs that may be 
substantially reduced as result of scotobiological research. These include the saving of 
very large sums of money for energy resulting from the reduction of light pollution, the 
possibility of saving energy by using ecologically sound lighting for towers, buildings, 
etc. that need to be illuminated for safety reasons, and the reduction of health and indu-
strial operating costs through increased understanding of scotobiological phenomena.

All these points suggest avenues for attracting research funds. It has been suggested 
that parks & reserves agencies should consider such funding for students doing research 

Figure 1. Image of North America at night showing the extent of light pollution. The amount of darkness in the 
boreal forest region that should be protected is clearly visible (outlined in red). Image source: NASA. Goddard 
Institute for Space Studies. Satellite Images of World Night Lights in Global Warming Research.



on scotobiological problems that relate to the ecology of parks. Government funding 
agencies will respond to well-reasoned applications for research funds for programs that 
not only increase knowledge, but also have important industrial or sociological conse-
quences. Industrial funding may also be available for projects relating to human health 
and productivity. Various non-governmental agencies dealing with ecological reserves 
might well be approached, as well as astronomical organizations. Finally, there is great 
interest in light pollution abatement in several European countries, particularly Czecho-
slovakia and Sweden, but also including the governing body of the European Union. The 
possibility for developing financial assistance for specific projects that would satisfy this 
interest would be well worth following up.

Finally, scientific organizations and funding agencies are aware that major underta-
kings for social changes, such as reducing light pollution, must be supported by science 
if they are to be successful. This may be a telling point for university and government 
laboratories wishing to develop funding for research on phenomena relating to the dark 
– for scotobiology.
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ISLAND BIOSPHERE RESERVES 
AND THE PROTECTION OF 

THE NOCTURNAL ENVIRONMENT
ARNOLDO SANTOS

Scientific Committee. La Palma Biosphere Reserve.

“Some people transplant in spring, but the inhabitants of Babylon do it when the constellation of 
the Dog rises, which is the time that most people do it because plants germinate and grow quicker in 
this season.”

Theophrastus, 6th Century B.C. “History of plants”

“Is there any light-house at the Azores: if so, land-birds would probable sometime fly against the 
glass and be killed. In this case it would be advisable to examine not only their feet and beaks for earth, 
but to try the whole contents of their alimentary canals and place such contents on damp pure sand 
under a small bell-glass and see if any seeds were present which would germinate. If so to grow the 
plant and name it”

Letter from C. Darwin dated on 2 July 1881 to Francisco Arruda Furtado

We know that in general, islands are eco-systems with a small surface area, but where 
biological phenomena of pronounced importance occur and develop and where we often 
find a rich and varied flora and fauna characterised by a high degree of endemicity. 
Among these islands, Hawaii, the Galapagos, 
Juan Fernandez and the Canaries are leading 
examples, world wide, because of their high 
percentages of endemic species – over 40% 
(in the case of the flora) of their native biota.

The very fact that they are island eco-
systems makes the biological processes that 
occur in them specially delicate and interes-
ting, including facets such as their population, 
colonisation and internal development. Due 
to the fact that they are complex and a lack of 
research however, little is known about how 
they should be handled and conserved.

In the case of the Canary Islands, the recent 
creation of research centres has partially off-
set the deficit of information available for 
managing the biological wealth of these eco-
systems, but at a time when the list of species 
to be found in the islands and the range of 
each one of these remains incomplete, a task 

The Queen of the Night (Cereus nycticalus = Selen-
icereus pteranthus) chromolithograph by Ernst Heyn 
(1895)
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that will take many more years to finish, there 
are practically no sophisticated studies that have 
been conducted on the reproductive biology of 
many of these species and, therefore, studies of 
their survival, or studies aimed at understanding 
the relations between living creatures and the 
night life. I think that, in general terms, these cha-
racteristics can be applied to most of the island 
territories that form part of the Biosphere Reserve 
network.

One of the issues that affect islands and that 
has been significantly associated with their biolo-
gical wealth is the role they play on the migratory 
routes followed regularly for thousands of kilo-
metres by millions of birds, most of which use the 

night time and its stars for navigating, using complex and still mostly unknown proces-
ses, in order to find their way along routes that sometimes cover thousands of kilome-
tres. This is an especially important case if science wants to conduct migration studies, 
requiring clean skies with a full moon for counting the numbers of passing birds.

Many studies have already highlighted the importance of the stars in the life cycle of a 
wide range of organisms, including species of turtles, amphibians, bats and many birds, 
even if these are highly complex and, as yet, little understood mechanisms that not only 
involve direct vision, but other factors related to the position of groups of stars, polarised 
light, magnetic fields or different combinations of these factors.

Another factor that we must not loose sight of with regard to the possible repercus-
sions of poor stellar visibility, and especially due to the effects arising from inadequate 
lighting (excessive, poorly installed, etc.), are the repercussions that have an impact on 
the survival of several sea birds, particularly during the stage that they are first learning 
to fly, after breeding on coastal cliffs. This is a well known phenomenon in the Canary 
Islands and several campaigns have been organised to recover the birds most affected, 
in particular the Little Shearwater (Puffinus assimilis), an endangered species, whose 
chicks are dazzled by the lighting of the built up areas, causing the chicks to become 
disorientated, fly into buildings and, in many cases, their death.

According to the latest data provided by BIOTA Canario (Izquierdo et al., 2001, 2004) 
the total number of known species to date in the Canary Islands amounts to 13,333, 
3,665 of which are endemic terrestrial species, with insects as the largest group with 
some 2200 exclusive species. This latter is one of the groups that is affected by lighting 
at night, which both disturbs their habitats and causes them to make untimely forays that 
can lead to their death, although, obviously their size makes them less noticeable and 
they make less “environmental noise” in comparison with the problems caused for birds 
and other vertebrates.

It can be fairly said that artificial light is especially harmful in island eco-systems 
where there is an abundance of endemic species and they are distributed throughout the 
island territory, suffering the direct and indirect impacts of “social progress”. If we bear 
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in mind the wealth of endemic species in the Canary Islands, and the fact that many of 
them are distributed through much of the island area, each one according to its own diffe-
rent eco-system, it is highly difficult and complex, although absolutely necessary to esta-
blish a strategy to protect the night skies, even if many of these species can escape the 
prejudicial effects of artificial light, especially in the mountainous areas. I believe that 
we are still a long way from being able to know exactly how many species are currently 
suffering the negative effects of artificial lighting, and how many are really in danger 
because of this threat. It is therefore recommendable to establish cautionary measures 
for any territory, in the specific case of lighting, and appropriate controls must be put in 
place to monitor public and private installations to avoid the unnecessary illumination of 
some areas and thus make significant financial and environmental savings.

The World Network of Biosphere Reserves, many of whose member reserves are 
genuine laboratories with ideal conditions for studying these phenomena, represents an 
especially important framework for establishing a research system aimed at making a 
significant contribution to the observation, study and control of these effects, and to 
make a positive contribution to maintaining biodiversity and opening innovative new 
paths in the field of sustainable development.

The baobabs comprise eight species with large, spectacular, nocturnal flowers. The African baobab, Adansonia 
digitata, has long been known to be bat-pollinated. On the island of Madagascar, Adansonia rubrostipa (above) is 
pollinated by long-tongued hawkmoths. © Giuseppe Orlando.
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CANADIAN DARK SKY 
INITIATIVES

R.G.S. BIDWELL1, R. DICK2, P. GOERING3 AND D. WELCH4.
1 Queen’s University; 2 Royal Astronomical Society of Canada; 

3 Muskoka Heritage Foundation; 4 Parks Canada.

During the 1980s Canadian astronomers became concerned that city sky glow could be 
seen for hundreds of kilometres, compromising the observation of faint celestial objects. 
These concerns took root in 1991 when the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada 
began to inform governments about light pollution impacts on astronomy, the environ-
ment, security and cultural values. Light during sleep is now also known to affect human 
health.

The environmental impacts of light pollution have attracted people interested in wild-
life and its behaviour. For example, bird migration is affected by urban lighting. The 
Fatal Light Awareness Program was formed in 1993 to find a solution to the problem in 
Toronto. Volunteers document and publicize the magnitude of the problem. The City of 
Toronto recently adopted a lights-out policy for the protection of migratory birds.

The multiple impacts of light pollution are uniting Canadian astronomy and conser-
vation communities in a movement to establish dark sky reserves. These are wilderness 
areas which have policies to prevent light pollution and which offer opportunities for 
the public to enjoy the heavens, to protect the night environment, and to preserve cul-
tural traditions and values associated with the night sky. Canada’s first such reserve, the 
Torrance Barrens Dark Sky Reserve, was established in 1998 in the Muskoka district 
north of Toronto. Several others have since been designated, such as Point Pelee and 
Elk Island National Parks. The adoption of dark sky policies by park agencies indicates 
their recognition of the issue and the need to find solutions for both environmental and 
social reasons.

As a result of the 2003 international symposium on the Ecology of the Night, one of 
the authors (Bidwell) coined the term scotobiology for the science of the dependence 
of plants, animals and their interactions upon natural dark periods. Ecosystems operate 
24/7, and we encourage scientists to examine the consequences of artificial outdoor 
lighting on ecological integrity.

The conclusion is clear. Light pollution is seriously damaging to humans, plants and 
animals. It knows no boundaries: highway, city, transmission tower and building lights 
indiscriminately harm or kill wildlife, and attract it away from its natural environments. 
Social and legal constraints must be established on night-time lighting to make dark 
skies a fundamental property of the wilderness and our experience of it. Reducing stray 
light in urban and peri-urban areas will help to restore the public’s attachment to the 
night sky and will contribute to energy efficiency targets for sustainable societies.
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The Light Pollution Abatement Program of the 
Royal Astronomical Society (RASC)

Light pollution is composed of three aspects: glare, light trespass and sky glow. Glare 
is light that shines directly into the eyes and reduces visibility by inhibiting our ability 
to see into shaded areas. It usually results from unshielded or misdirected lighting. Light 
trespass is light that shines where it is not needed, typically across property lines and 
into windows. Sky glow is caused by light that shines upward and is scattered off dust 
and aerosols in the lower few kilometres of our atmosphere. It is seen at a great distance 
as the dome of light over urban areas.

There have been calls in the name of energy efficiency and privacy for the reduction 
of unnecessary outdoor lighting since the oil crises of the 1970s. However, Canadian 
concern about the impact of light pollution on astronomy started in 1989 with the pub-
lication of the second edition of Nightwatch by Terence Dickinson (1989; ref. 1). The 
growth of lighting within cities was increasing at an alarming rate, and city sky glow 
could be seen for hundreds of kilometres, compromising the observation of faint celes-
tial objects. In 1991 the RASC established a committee to manage its Light Pollution 
Abatement (LPA) Program (www.rasc.ca/lpa/index.shtml), with chapters in six cities. 
The Committee created a focus for the growing discontent of RASC members with the 
erosion in the quality of their observing sites. The LPA Program mission was to assist 
members to promote better lighting practices within urban areas.

However, the program was labour intensive and volunteers were in short supply. A 
more efficient and effective program was needed if the growth in light pollution was 
to be stopped or reduced. Starting in 1998 a new LPA Program concentrated on con-
tacting and speaking to officials of local and federal governments to inform them of 
the growing problem of light pollution and the degradation of the environment due to 
inappropriate lighting. The program focus moved from astronomy and concentrated on 
the harm it caused to the environment and its impact on public security. This change in 

focus attracted more established environ-
mental groups involved with wildlife and 
its behaviour. For example, bird migra-
tion is severely affected by urban light-
ing. This message caught the attention 
of the public better than the complaints 
of a few astronomers. Although biolo-
gists and botanists have known about 
the affects of nocturnal lighting for some 
time, research of the last ten years has 
also revealed that nocturnal lighting 
adversely affects human health. This 
gives us another argument for reducing 
light pollution.

Although the LPA Program began as a 
grass roots effort, it did not have national 

impact until the media became involved. 
“Hunting the Future” by First Nations artist, poet and 
illustrator Michael Robinson.
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To bring the message of light as a form of pollution to the public, an RASC award pro-
gram was extended to governments and corporations. Award ceremonies are organized 
to maximize media coverage. After less than ten years, light pollution was brought into 
the public eye and LPA has become adopted by municipalities and federal government 
departments. Media coverage also made volunteer efforts much more effective. Whereas 
a 7-hour display in a shopping mall with several volunteers would be seen by several 
thousand people, a thirty-minute interview with a reporter could be seen by a hundred 
thousand people during a prime time newscast and picked up by the networks and broad-
cast nationally.

In Canada, light pollution has been featured in a documentary on the nature of light 
and has been the subject of a planetarium program and display. It is a principal compo-
nent in the Green Plan for Calgary, southern Alberta. Communities like Abbotsford in 
southern British Columbia, Oshawa in southern Ontario and Mississippi Mills in eastern 
Ontario have adopted fully shielded lighting fixtures wherever possible for all municipal 
lighting.

Although municipal bylaws are effective at limiting pollution, the process of bylaw 
enactment is complex and it is not guaranteed that a bylaw’s effectiveness will survive 
committee review. A less political route can be more effective. By requiring that LPA 
policies be followed when a construction project is proposed, poor lighting practice 
can be prevented, thus avoiding the problem a bylaw might control. This process rarely 
attracts much attention on city councils or in the media. By using site control agreements 
to enforce the use of full cut-off fixtures, many municipal activities are regulated without 
fanfare.

With the recognition by Parks Canada of the importance of the nocturnal environment 
to a healthy ecosystem, several provincial and federal parks have been designated dark 
sky reserves that will limit further degradation. More remote parks will receive the des-
ignation of dark sky preserve to prevent any degradation in the nocturnal environment.

The Fatal Light Awareness Program (FLAP)
Many species of birds migrate at night. Guided in part by the constellations, they are 

attracted to, or distracted by, lights from skyscrapers, broadcast towers, lighthouses, 
monuments and other tall structures. The birds either flutter about the light until they 
drop from exhaustion, or actually hit the object. Approximately half die from injuries 
suffered in the collision. Many require medical attention. Head trauma, broken beaks 
and feather damage are typical injuries. Others are just stunned and revive in a couple 
of hours. However, trapped in a maze of bright office towers, their chances of making it 
out alive are slim. Gulls, cats, crows and other predatory animals soon learn to patrol in 
search of easy meals. As day breaks the birds often collide with windows which reflect 
the surrounding environment, often with fatal results. Those that manage to avoid further 
window strikes may starve to death.

FLAP, a volunteer based-organization, was formed in 1993 to help to find a solu-
tion to this problem (www.flap.org). Volunteers patrol the financial district to recover 
fallen birds. Healthy birds are released back into their natural habitat, while the injured 
are transported to rehabilitation centres. They document and collect dead birds where 
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they are later used as specimens for accredited institutions. More importantly, FLAP 
educates tenants, cleaners, security staff and managers of office buildings on how best 
to minimize lights at night or to control the escape of light in areas where people work 
late. In an effort to reach a broader audience FLAP partnered with the City of Toronto. 
This resulted in Toronto being the first city in North America to pass a migratory bird 
protection policy. It is now working on a light pollution bylaw (www.toronto.ca/light-
sout/index.htm).

Dark sky reserves
The World’s first dark sky reserve may be 

Michigan’s Lake Hudson State Park Dark Sky 
Preserve established in 1993. In Canada, the con-
cept of extending dark sky friendly policies from 
an urban area to a rural area was proposed by one 
of the authors (Goering) at community meetings 
in the Muskoka District, north of Toronto, in the 
Spring of 1998. With the support of the Muskoka 
Heritage Foundation and the Ontario Ministry of 
Natural Resources (O.MNR), a group of inter-
ested parties met in July 1998 to recommend dark 
sky protection to the newly established Torrance 
Barrens Conservation Reserve. By July 1999 the 
Torrance Barrens was officially announced by 
the O.MNR as Canada’s first dark sky reserve 
(www.muskokaheritage.org/natural/torrancebar-
rens.asp). Since then, all fifty-two conservation 

reserves in the Parry Sound region, east of Lake Huron, have had dark sky protection 
written into their management guidelines.

During the next two years, several articles were published in newspapers and maga-
zines. The idea of permanently preserving the night sky in protected areas seized the 
attention of many people and groups. Television interviews and radio discussions indi-
cated a broad public interest in the idea of establishing a dark sky reserve within a two 
hour drive of several million people. The Torrance Barrens story inspired the Fraser 
Valley Astronomy Society to lobby the city of Abbotsford, 75 km east of Vancouver, 
to declare its outlying McDonald Park to be a dark sky reserve in 2000. Like Torrance 
Barrens, the idea of a daylight park for conventional public park use and a dark park for 
amateur astronomers stuck a chord with local authorities and the public. In both cases 
there are policies to ensure a dark buffer zone around the park.

Since March 2003 the Mont Mégantic ASTROLab, southern Québec, has campaigned 
against light pollution from the surrounding communities and to establish a dark sky 
reserve in order to preserve the astronomical research at the Mont-Mégantic Observa-
tory. See Legris, this conference, and www.astrolab.qc.ca. It developed an action plan 
based on raising public awareness, developing technical guidance and promoting regu-
lation for the conversion of alternate lighting equipment. The city of Sherbrooke and 
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thirty-two surrounding communities within 50 km of the observatory have adopted light 
pollution regulations.

Typical activities at dark sky reserves, such as annual celebrations, public awareness, 
star parties (e.g. www.muskokastarparty.com), park interpretation and lobbying of local 
municipalities and land holders to control lighting, continue to involve many commu-
nity groups.

Parks Canada initiatives
The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada recognizes three Parks Canada sites to 

be dark sky preserves. Fort Walsh National Historic Site is part of the interprovincial 
Cypress Hills Dark Sky Preserve declared in 2004. Point Pelee and Elk Island National 
Parks received the same status in 2006. Refer to www.pc.gc.ca for locations.

Even prior to these recent developments, Parks Canada protected its dark skies. 
There are seven small towns within national parks, and the management plan for each 
of gives direction to reduce light pollution (www.pc.gc.ca for downloadable copies of 
most plans). For example, from the Field Community Plan, Yoho National Park, “Star 
gazing is one of the highlights of a park visit for many visitors, particularly city dwell-
ers” (p.12) and “Lighting should enhance the streetscape, draw attention to positive 
elements, and eliminate light pollution” (p.65). Or from the community plan for Jasper, 
“Although an appropriate level of street lighting is essential for public safety, poorly 
installed outdoor lighting is energy 
inefficient, intrudes on adjacent 
properties and reduces night sky vis-
ibility” (p.18). Both plans add more 
detailed guidance than cited here, and 
similar rationales and prescriptions 
can be found for Lake Louise in Banff 
National Park, Wasagaming in Riding 
Mountain National Park, Waskesiu 
in Prince Albert National Park, and 
Waterton in Waterton Lakes National 
Park, “Street lighting ... will have an 
illumination that will allow for night 
time viewing of stars, night vistas and 
moonlit peaks (p.33). Internationally, 
the best known national park and park 
town is Banff, but this became a self-
governing town in 1990. Neverthe-
less, in 2005 it passed a bylaw to curb 
light pollution and render much of 
today’s lighting non-conforming.

As well as these explicit protec-
tions of the night sky, Parks Canada 
has several other means to encourage Northern lights from southern Québec. (http://epod.usra.edu)
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the elimination of light pollution.

• Most of the land of national parks is truly wilderness, even by North American 
standards, and is zoned accordingly to prevent the intrusion of buildings, roads and 
other artefacts of the built environment.

• Light pollution reduction is included in its greenhouse gas emission reduction pro-
gram.

• A pivotal ministers report on the ecological integrity of national parks stressed the 
importance that visitors should experience parks that are not disturbed by human 
activity. The report used the Torrance Barrens Dark Sky Reserve as an example of 
appropriate use and the provision of an unspoiled wilderness experience (Parks 
Canada 2000, p.11-5; ref. 2).

• Several parks promote night sky viewing as part of the park visit experience. 
Wapusk National Parks, for example, promotes “watching the northern lights 
dance in the night sky.”  In 2007 Elk Island National Park starts a program of night 
sky interpretation and star parties.

Parks Canada continues to develop and implement dark sky policies through such 
means as developing guidelines for outdoor lighting on Park Canada lands and sites, 
community plans that prescribe lighting standards, visitor experience programs and 
public education.

Ecology of the night
In September 2003 the Muskoka Heritage Foundation hosted the International Ecol-

ogy of the Night Symposium (www.ecologyofthenight.org). This event brought together 
many experts on the impact of light pollution on biology, human health and public safety, 
and presented the argument for controlling light pollution. Symposium themes covered: 
1) scientific and biological interests; 2) human health; 
3) achieving dark sky compliance through vol-
untary and regulatory means, and 4) the 
importance of the night sky to the cultural, 
spiritual and historical worlds.

The biological and medical impacts 
of light pollution are increasingly well 
known, but there is less thought given 
to the subjective impacts on culture 
and society. Light pollution leads to 
the loss of first-hand experience and 
knowledge of an essential part of the 
natural world. It is sad and astonish-
ing that two-thirds of North Americans 
have never seen, and never will see, the 
Milky Way. The aurora borealis cannot be 
seen from within most Canadian cities and sub-
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urbs. We also lose the link to the inspiration of much mythology, exploration, art, music 
and literature. In the developed world, we have created a culture of the illuminated sky 
and lose our affection for the night.

The symposium helped to establish a new word, scotobiology, for the science of the 
behaviour and dependence of species and ecosystems on natural dark, and the disrup-
tive effects of light pollution. Research has shown that light pollution seriously affects 
the health and behaviour of most animals, particularly mammals, birds, amphibians 
and insects (Rich and Longcore 2006; re. 3). Their food gathering and feeding habits, 
mating and sociological behaviour, and their health and well-being are all disturbed 
by flashes or periods of light during the night. In particular, birds and insects may 
be disorientated to the extent that their migration habits are affected, or they may 
fly into lights and be killed. Some plants are also adversely affected by nightly light 
pollution, to the extent that their capacity to reproduce or to enter winter dormancy 
may be compromised. Conversely, some plant species may benefit from extended illu-
mination, but in naturel systems this causes unnatural changes in plant succession. 
In humans, sleep-time illumination interferes with hormone production, leading to 
increased susceptibility to diseases such as cancer and psychiatric or psychological 
disorders. The effects of light pollution on social behaviour are less well documented, 
but are reportedly sufficiently serious to cause concern, particularly for native popula-
tions for whom a clear and uninterrupted view of the night sky is an important part of 
their heritage. A web search will reveal many reference, such as http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Scotobiology.

Into the night ...
Efforts continue on various fronts. Every month web searches find more references 

to scotobiology.  Environmental non-government organizations are starting to recognize 
dark skies as one more value to protect in the natural environment. Later this year, the 
Mont-Mégantic ASTROlab will host the 2007 Symposium of the International Dark Sky 
Association (www.astrolab-parc-national-mont-megantic.org/data/ida).

Opportunities to protect extensive biological systems are limited to countries like 
Canada, Brazil and Russia that have the Earth’s last remaining large scale forested envi-
ronments. Other highly industrialized regions and countries in the world, such as West-
ern Europe, Japan and the contiguous United States, can no longer can provide similar 
pristine nocturnal environments on this scale. Canada can and does protect portions 
of its boreal forest, and such protection could be extended to include dark sky poli-
cies to guard against light pollution. Such an opportunity lies in the recent proposal of 
the Boreal Forest Framework introduced to the public in 2003 by an alliance of eleven 
groups representing conservation organizations, first nations and industry.

Conclusion
Light pollution is seriously damaging to humans, plants and animals. It knows no 

boundaries: highway, city, transmission tower and building lights indiscriminately harm 
or kill wildlife, and attract it from its natural environments. Social and legal constraints 
must be established on night-time lighting to make dark skies a fundamental property of 
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the wilderness and our experience of it. Reduced stray lighting in urban and peri-urban 
areas will help to restore the public’s attachment to the night sky and will contribute to 
energy efficiency targets for more sustainable societies.
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STUDYING THE ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS 
OF LIGHT POLLUTION ON WILDLIFE: 

AMPHIBIANS AS MODELS
SHARON WISE

Department of Biology, Utica College, Utica, NY U.S.A.

With the expansion of human habitation near and within natural habitats, fragile ecosys-
tems are increasingly exposed to artificial night lighting. Amphibians (particularly frogs 
and salamanders) are important components of many forest and aquatic ecosystems. 
Amphibians are particularly sensitive to environmental changes and, thus, are impor-
tant indicators of the health of ecosystems. Amphibian populations have been declining 
world-wide as a result of environmental perturbations including increases in UV -B 
radiation (due to ozone depletion), global warming and climatic change, habitat loss 
and destruction, and acidification caused by acid rain. Light pollution may also contrib-
ute to global decline of amphibians, because many amphibians are nocturnally active 
or have biological rhythms regulated by light. This paper will summarize methods of 
conducting research designed to determine the impact of light pollution on amphibians, 
including laboratory experiments, field experiments, and natural (observational) studies.  
Laboratory experiments, in which night lighting is manipulated under controlled condi-
tions, have resulted in information about changes in hormone production, growth, and 
metabolism resulting from the introduction of light during normal dark periods. Field 
experiments, in which the introduction of artificial night lighting is controlled, have 
provided evidence for short-term changes in activity and reproduction of amphibians 
in response to the additional of artificial night lighting. Natural (observational) studies 
have demonstrated an effect of artificial night lighting on foraging activity of toads, 
but few other natural studies have been conducted on amphibians.  Results of all these 
studies demonstrate that artificial night lighting has the potential to affect foraging and 
breeding as well as growth and development of frogs and salamanders. Thus, artificial 
night lighting should be considered an additional factor that negatively impacts amphib-
ian populations and more research is needed to assess the potential magnitude of such 
impacts on biological diversity of amphibians.

 
Introduction

Light pollution seems to have a widespread, negative impact on many different spe-
cies1.  The evidence for the impact of light pollution in migratory birds2, hatchling sea 
turtles3, and insects4 is striking, because of the large-scale mortality that has occurred 
as a result of artificial night lighting.  Such mortality makes the impact of light pol-
lution on these species more obvious and quantifiable.  However, for other taxa, the 
impact of light pollution on populations may be more subtle, yet equally important.  In 
such species, light pollution may affect such aspects of the biology of these species as 
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physiology (e.g. growth and metabolism) and behavior (e.g. reproduction and foraging 
activity) causing stress that negatively affects populations exposed to this environmental 
pollutant.

Amphibians, including frogs and salamanders (very little is known about the basic 
light-relevant ecology of caecilians), are good models for examining the impact of light 
pollution on wildlife for several reasons.  First, many species are nocturnally active, such 
that reproduction and activity primarily occur during dark periods.  Secondly, amphibian 
species are widespread, abundant, and important components of terrestrial and aquatic 
ecosystems as both predators and prey.  For example, the redback salamander, Plethodon 
cinereus, is a major predator of invertebrates in the forest of Eastern North America.5 
In some areas, the total biomass of these salamanders is higher than for any other verte-
brate species.6  Third, many amphibians are sensitive to changes in habitat7 and thus are 
considered indicator species, such that amphibian populations are often among the first 
to show declines in degrading habitats.8,9  Finally, amphibians are undergoing global 
decline for a variety of reasons including habitat loss, ultraviolet radiation (UV-B), acid 
rain, water pollution, exploitation, climate change, and infection (e.g. fungal disease, 
chytridiomycosis)7,10.  However, a combination of these factors, or other “enigmatic fac-
tors” (sensu Stuart et al.10), may be the cause of population declines in some species7,10.

Light pollution is a potential stressor that may exacerbate declines in populations of 
amphibians.  Light pollution increases ambient illumination, disrupts photoperiod, and 
changes spectral properties of night light that may affect the physiology, behavior, ecol-
ogy, and evolution of frog11 and salamander12 populations. Unfortunately, only a few 
researchers have directly examined the effects of light pollution on amphibians.  The 
focus of this paper is to (1) discuss ways in which the impact of light pollution can be 
studied and monitored in amphibians, especially when direct mortality is not a likely 
outcome; and (2) provide examples from the literature and unpublished studies of the 
results obtained from these types of studies.

I advocate a multilevel, or multidisciplinary, approach when studying the impacts of 
light pollution. This approach should include both laboratory and field experiments, as 
well as natural (observational) studies.  Each methodological approach has its benefits 
and limitations13, such that a combined approach will allow us to understand 1) the 
mechanisms by which light pollution affects species, and 2) the overall effect on popula-
tions.  Laboratory experiments are conducted using controlled environmental conditions 
in the laboratory in which only the ambient illumination is manipulated between control 
(dark conditions) and experimental treatments (lighted conditions), while all other envi-
ronmental factors such as temperature, food, and humidity can be kept constant between 
treatments. However, laboratory experiments lack the realism of the natural world13 (Fig. 
1), and may only provide information about the potential effects of the variable on natu-
ral populations and specific effects of light at night on the physiology or behavior of the 
study organism.  In field experiments, the ambient illumination in lighted treatments, but 
not in unlighted control treatments, can be controlled by the researcher; whereas other 
environmental factors are allowed to vary naturally.  However, field experiments lack 
the very high level of control that is characteristic of laboratory experiments because the 
organisms are also exposed to variable environmental conditions.  The benefit of field 
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experiments over labora-
tory experiments is that the 
results are more represent-
ative of the effects of night 
lighting under natural con-
ditions13 (Fig. 1).  Natural 
(observational) studies are 
conducted using existing 
sites that differ in light 
levels (e.g. naturally dark 
habitats and artificially 
lighted habitats).  There is 
no control over ambient 
illumination or other envi-
ronmental factors by the 
researcher (the researcher 
can only measure existing 
levels).  Thus, in natural 
studies, there is very little 
control over the variable 
of interest or other envi-
ronmental factors, but the 
results are much more 
likely to reflect what is occurring under field conditions13 (Fig. 1).

Using a multi-level, combined approach involving all three types of studies will allow 
us to understand 1) the mechanisms by which artificial night lighting affects organisms 
(e.g. the cellular, physiological, and behavioral effects of light on organisms) and 2) the 
overall effect of artificial light at night on population size and structure.  Laboratory 
experiments examining cellular physiology, including cell division, cellular function, 
and periodicity (i.e. melatonin production and the natural rhythms of cells) will allow us 
to understand the effect of light at the most fundamental level of the organism.  Labora-
tory and field experiments, using controlled conditions, and natural studies can be used 
to examine the effects of light at night on systems physiology, such as hormonal and 
metabolic changes as the result of artificial light and the effects on growth and reproduc-
tive development (i.e. day length has a widespread effect on timing of gonadal matura-
tion in a wide variety of organisms14). Additionally, these methodologies can be used to 
determine the effect of lights at night on behavior, such as activity patterns, aggression, 
foraging, and reproduction, and ecology such as population distribution (e.g. avoid-
ance of or attraction to light), population size, and species interactions (e.g. competition 
and predation).  In this paper, I will provide examples of laboratory experiments, field 
experiments, and natural studies for both frogs and salamanders when possible.  The 
examples I have included in this paper are provided as generalizations of the types of 
research done at each level, and are not meant to be a comprehensive review of the field.  
For a comprehensive review of the effects of light pollution on amphibians see review 

Figure 1.  A multi-level approach to studying the ecological effects of arti-
ficial night lighting on wildlife.  Methodologies include laboratory experi-
ments, field experiments, and natural studies.  For each type of design, there 
is a trade-off in control over variables (in red or darker shade if grayscale) 
and the realism of the results, i.e. how likely these results would occur in 
nature (in blue or lighter shade if grayscale).  Laboratory experiments pro-
vide a high level of control to determine the physiological and behavioral 
effects of night lighting, but there is very little realism.  Field experiments 
provide less control (medium/low amount); light levels can still be manipu-
lated, but other environmental factors may increase the variability of the 
results.  Field experiments provide more realistic results.  Natural studies 
use existing levels of light in the natural habitat; thus, there is very little 
control over the system.  However, these studies provide realistic evidence 
of the effect of light in natural habitats.  Theoretical concept modified from 
Diamond13.
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of frogs by Buchanan11 and salamanders by Wise and Buchanan12. For each example, I 
will explain the methods used to examine the impact of light at night, the variables that 
were measured, the results, and the implications for the impact of artificial light at night 
for amphibians.

Laboratory Experiments
Most laboratory experiments examining the effects of light on physiology and behav-

ior of amphibians were conducted to determine the extent to which light acted as an 
environmental cue for circadian or seasonal changes in hormone levels, growth, metabo-
lism, and reproduction (reviewed by Buchanan11 and Wise and Buchanan12).  Research-
ers often examined such effects by exposing animals to constant light, constant dark, or 
varying photoperiods.  These researchers often did not report detailed information about 
the spectral properties or illuminations used during these studies11,12.  These experiments 
are simple in that the intensity of light at night is not varied (and in many studies light 
intensities at night were the same as those used during daylight hours), but the number 
of hours per day these amphibians are exposed to light is varied.  Varying the intensity 
of light at night to levels similar to those produced by artificial night lighting (directly 
or from sky glow), will allow for extrapolation to a variety of potential artificial lighting 
conditions. Regardless, these earlier experiments have provided information about the 
impact of light at night on the physiology and behavior of frogs and salamanders.  Cur-
rently researchers are investigating directly the effect of artificial night lighting on physi-
ology and behavior, and include more sophisticated measurements of light intensity and 
spectral characteristics of light, as well as treatments that vary light intensities.  Such 
experiments are important in determining the direct impact of artificial night lighting on 
physiology and behavior in controlled conditions.  The results of these experiments pro-
vide predictions for the effects we might see in natural habitats, where controlled condi-
tions are not possible to create and causal factors may be more difficult to determine.

Gern et al.15 performed a representative physiological experiment examining the 
impact of light (and temperature, another important environmental cue for amphibians) 
on the concentration of plasma melatonin in neotenic tiger salamanders (Ambystoma 
tigrinum).  Melatonin is a master hormone that is regulated by photoperiod; production 
occurs during dark periods and is inhibited by light16. As part of a larger study, Gern et 

al. examined the effect of con-
tinuous light or a 12L:12D pho-
toperiod (lighted during the day 
and complete darkness at night) 
on plasma melatonin concen-
trations.  They found higher 
plasma melatonin concentra-
tions during the dark cycle of 
the 12L:12D photoperiod than 
during the daylight period, but 
when in constant light, there 
was no difference in melatonin 

Figure 2.  Tadpoles of the same age exposed to different nocturnal illu-
minations.  The tadpole in A, from the darkest lighting treatment, is 
metamorphosing.  The tadpole in B still retains the larval body form 
and is not yet ready to metamorphose.
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levels over the 24-hr period.  Melatonin production was lowered in salamanders kept 
under constant light. In amphibians, melatonin is important in the regulation of thyroid 
hormones (involved in metamorphosis of frog tadpoles), gonadal development, repro-
ductive behavior, skin coloration, thermoregulation, and ability to adapt visually to dark-
ness14,17.

In a more recent study by H. Savage, K. Bingel, B. Buchanan, and S. Wise (not yet 
published), a variety of nocturnal illuminations were used to measure the effect of light 
at night on growth and metamorphosis in tadpoles of the African clawed frog, Xenopus 
laevis.  These researchers exposed tadpoles to a 12L:12D photoperiod, with daytime 
light levels of 100 lx (comparable to bright room lighting) and varying nocturnal illu-
minations of 0.0001 lx (very dark night), 0.01 lx (comparable to bright moonlight), 
1 lx (comparable to dawn or dusk), and 100 lx. The researchers found that the tad-
poles differed in amount of growth in the different nocturnal light treatments; at the 
end of the experiment, a greater proportion of frogs in the darkest lighting treatment 
metamorphosed than in the other lighting treatments (Fig. 2).  Even small amounts of 
light at night (comparable to bright moonlight, or artificial lights from anthropogenic 
sources) may delay metamorphosis.  If this finding applies to other species of frogs that 
are limited in the length of the larval stage by drying (such as those in temporary ponds) 
or temperature (those in vernal pools), such delayed metamorphosis may decrease the 
chance of escaping a pool before it dries or cools and may increase mortality in tadpoles 
exposed to artificial light at night.

Field Experiments
Most field experiments have examined only the short-term effects of artificial light at 

night on behavior of amphibians.  In these experiments, artificial illumination under the 
control of the researcher is introduced into natural habitats.  The control treatment, no 
artificial light, is an important additional treatment that must be present in such designs.  
However, this control may be difficult to achieve in light-polluted habitats, particularly 
where sky-glow is a problem.  Two such simple, short-term experiments are explained 
below.  More complex designs should incorporate variation in light levels, manipulated 
by the researcher, to determine the effect of low-intensity and high-intensity illumina-
tion on the behavior or population distribution of amphibians.  Additionally, long-term 
experiments, examining the effect of artificial light on amphibian behavior, reproduc-
tion, and population distribution over longer periods of time (e.g. a season or a year) 
need to be done.  

Baker and Richardson18 examined the reproductive behavior (calling) and movement 
activity of male green frogs, Rana clamitans melanota, in Ontario, Canada that were 
exposed to artificial light (flashlight or torch) or a control (no artificial light) on moon-
lit nights (higher natural ambient illumination) or darker nights (new moon or cloudy 
nights, lower natural ambient illumination).  In the artificial light treatment, frogs were 
illuminated using the flashlight for 5 min before observations began (habituation period, 
so that the eyes of the frogs could partially adapt to the rapid increase in illumination).  
Observations were made using an infrared (IR) viewer, because frogs cannot use IR light 
for vision19. In the control treatment, behavioral observations were made using the IR 
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viewer under natural ambient illumination after a 5-min habituation period.  Baker and 
Richardson found a reduction in number of calls and an increase in movements by males 
in the artificially lighted treatment compared to the control treatment, regardless of the 
natural ambient illumination (moonlight or no moonlight).  A reduction in the number 
of calls by males may affect selection of mates (mate choice) by females20.  If such an 
effect is long-term and widespread, the result may be changes in the population dynam-
ics of frogs exposed to artificial night lighting.

Wise and Buchanan (unpublished) conducted a field study examining the short-term 
effect of artificial night lighting on the foraging activity of the redback salamander, 
Plethodon cinereus.  These salamanders occupy the leaf litter in eastern North American 
deciduous forests, maintaining territories under cover objects (rocks and logs) that pro-
vide protection from predation and desiccation21,22. Their above-ground foraging activity 
is limited by moisture to rainy or humid nights, so these salamanders emerge from under 
the leaf litter and cover objects to forage on the forest floor21,22.  To determine the effect 
of artificial night lighting on foraging activity of redback salamanders, transects were 
established in forested areas at the Mountain Lake Biological Station in Virginia, U.S.A.  
Half were lighted by strings of white minilamps placed in the transects (Fig. 3), whereas 
the other control transects were not lighted by minilamps. Light levels were 0.01 lx 
(comparable to bright moonlight) on the forest floor in the lighted areas and 0.0001 lx in 
the control areas. The researchers systematically walked each transect in random order 
beginning 1 hr after dark (2200-2310 h) and counted the number of salamanders found 
on the forest surface.  There were significantly more salamanders active on the forest 
floor in the dark transects than in the lighted transects.  This field experiment demon-
strated a short-term reduction in activity of salamanders that were exposed to artificial 
night lighting.  These salamanders, like many other species, are limited to foraging on 
the forest floor during moist periods at night.  The introduction of light at night reduced 
this activity.  If chronic exposure to artificial night lighting has similar long-term effects 
on salamanders, artificial night lighting has the potential to limit foraging opportunities, 
which may ultimately reduce growth and reproductive output, survival during winter 
hibernation (during which salamanders presumably do not feed and must rely on stored 
fat for energy23), and population size and distribution.

Natural Studies
There are very few natural (observational) studies that examine the effect of artificial 

night lighting on amphibians.  Natural studies provide information about the impacts 
of existing artificial light on wild amphibian populations.  However, in natural studies 
experimental and environmental factors are not controlled and other factors, besides arti-
ficial light, may be responsible for detected differences in lighted and unlighted areas.  
For example, artificial lighting often occurs in areas where there is habitat destruction 
or fragmentation.  Thus, it is very important to have a control treatment (dark areas) that 
is similar in as many ways as possible to the habitat in lighted areas.  Additionally, light 
levels should be measured when possible, although natural studies are valuable even 
without such information.  Natural studies can be used to study short-term and long-term 
effects of artificial night lighting on populations, and may provide especially valuable 
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evidence for the impact of chronic artificial night lighting on amphibian populations 
over seasons or years.

Baker24 examined the impact of artificial night lighting on distributions of common 
(European) toads, Bufo bufo, at Walton Lake, Milton Keynes, U.K.  Tadpoles of this 
species often metamorphose into juvenile frogs simultaneously; thus, there is often a 
mass emigration of newly metamorphosed toads away from their aquatic environments.  
During one of these mass emigrations, Baker counted the number of young toads aggre-
gating in lighted areas under street lamps and in darker control areas between these 
lamps (Fig. 4).  He found more toads under lighted areas than in unlit areas.  Baker 
hypothesized that toads aggregated under street lamps because of the increased insect 
abundance (prey for toads) found there.  Although such aggregations may be beneficial 
in providing toads with an abundant, conspicuous food source, Baker hypothesized that 
such aggregations may also make toads more susceptible to mortality as a result of bicy-
cle or automobile traffic.  Mazerolle et al.25 demonstrated that amphibians are vulnerable 
to mortality by automobile traffic, and lights, such as headlamps may increase the risk of 
mortality in some species of amphibians.

Conclusion
The ecological impact of light pollution on wildlife is a relatively new field of study, 

especially for taxa other than insects, sea turtles, and birds.  The effect of light pollu-
tion on amphibians is only beginning to be intensely examined.  In studying the effect 
of artificial night lighting on amphibians as well as other taxa, it is important to use a 
multi-level approach that includes the use of laboratory experiments, field experiments, 
and natural (observational) studies.  For amphibians, most information about the poten-
tial effects of artificial night lighting comes from laboratory studies that have examined 

Figure 3. Transects used 
for field experiment by 
Wise and Buchanan 
(unpublished). These 
transects, placed in for-
ested areas (A), were 
either lighted with strings 
of minilights (B) or were 
left dark (as controls).

A

B
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the effects of variation of photoperiod or 
continuous lighting on hormone levels, 
growth, metabolism, activity, and for-
aging. These studies demonstrate that 
light at night affects basic physiological 
and behavioral biology of a wide vari-
ety of amphibians.  More recent studies 
by Savage, Bingel, Wise, and Buchanan 
(unpublished) have examined the inten-
sity-specific effects of different nocturnal 
light levels (from relatively dark to rela-
tively bright) on growth and development 

of frogs.  However, such complex, controlled studies need to be done on a variety of spe-
cies before making generalizations about the potential impacts of artificial night lighting 
on all amphibians.

Very few field experiments and natural studies of light pollution have been performed 
using amphibians.  Field experiments are conducted in more natural settings under con-
trolled conditions, i.e. the researcher should have the ability to manipulate light levels 
and include appropriate dark control conditions.  To date, field experiments include only 
those that have examined the short-term effect of artificial night lighting on amphibian 
behavior such as reproduction, activity, and foraging (e.g. studies by Baker and Richard-
son18 and Wise and Buchanan, unpublished).  Long-term field experiments are needed to 
examine the chronic impact of artificial night lighting on aspects of amphibian popula-
tions such as foraging behavior, reproductive behavior, reproductive output, population 
distribution, and population size.  Even fewer natural (observational) studies have been 
performed.  Natural studies are important in providing evidence of the effect of light 
pollution on populations under existing conditions.  These studies are often difficult to 
conduct, because lighted habitats must be matched with unlighted habitats (control) to 
make appropriate comparisons.

Currently, there is no comprehensive research incorporating laboratory experiments, 
field experiments, and natural studies for any single species of amphibians.  This lack of 
intensive study at multiple levels may be because the potential importance of artificial 
night lighting as an environmental pollutant has only recently become a concern in the 
amphibian ecological and conservation literature.  In order to understand the widespread 
impact of artificial lighting on amphibians and other taxa, more comprehensive research 
needs to be conducted.  Regardless, the limited information we have indicates that artifi-
cial light at night negatively impacts a wide variety of amphibian species.
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Figure 4.  Baker counted the number of newly metamor-
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lighted areas (B).
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DARK SKY PRESERVES 
IN HUNGARY

ISTVÁN GYARMATHY1, ZOLTÁN KOLLÁTH2, ANDRÁS PINTÉR3

1Hortobágy National Park Directorate, Debrecen. Hungary 
2Konkoly Observatory, Budapest, Hungary 

3Duna-Dráva National Park Directorate, Pécs, Hungary.

The hungarian protected area network (national parks, wildlife reserves) almost overlaps 
with the dark-sky areas – according to the satellite evaulation (P. Cinzano1). This fact 
indicates their legacy in protecting dark skies as nature conservation is deeply interre-
lated with protecting the nocturnal landscape. Our goal was to identify those areas which 
could be suitable for the nomination to be dark sky preserves.

The first steps in establishing a dark sky preserve in Hungary have finished. The 
project was initiated at the 2nd Light Pollution Meeting in Hungary, October 27, 2006. At 
this occasion the director of the Duna-Dráva National Park Directorate and the president 
of the Hungarian Astronomical Association signed an agreement on the formation of a 
Dark Sky Preserve at the Zselic Landscape Protection Area. Our preliminary data on sky 
background demonstrate the excellent sky quality of the region. 

According to the agreement, signed at the 2nd Light Pollution Meeting in Hungary, 
the Duna-Dráva National Park Directorate (DDNPD) includes the conservation of the 
night sky in its management plan and the Hungarian Astronomical Association (HAA) 
performs a night sky monitoring at the Zselic Landscape Protection Area (ZLPA) and in 

Protected areas (brown) and light pollution (growing from black-blue-green-yellow to red).
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its neighborhood. An educational foot-
path is planned in the region which 
gives information on astronomy, light 
pollution and the nocturnal habitat of 
local species. The DDNPD and HAA 
also agreed to contact the neighboring 
municipalities to involve them in the 
project. 

The Zselic region, which is located 
at the South-West part of Hungary, is 
one of the best locations for dark skies 
in Hungary. The area of the ZLPA is 
9042 hectares, and its major part is 
woodland. 

The plans of the dark sky preserve 
had a very good press coverage in Hun-
gary; most of the major newspapers, 
television and radio stations reported 
the related events. 

Since the signing of the agreement 
we have negotiated with the mayors of the neighboring villages. We have received posi-
tive reactions form all the 17 municipalities. We plan to sign an agreement with the 
mayors, to include a night sky friendly lighting code in their regulatory plans. In this 
agreement the Lighting Society of Hungary will be involved, too. Inside the ZLPA there 
is only a limited volume of artificial light source . The outdoor lighting fixtures are related 
to the recreational buildings of the local forestry. During the renovation and extension of 
these buildings the lighting system will be replaced with a night sky friendly system. 

We have started the monitoring of the night sky background in the region. We will 
construct a detailed light pollution map of the ZLPA and its neighborhood. Our pre-

liminary results suggest that 
on clear nights the quality 
of the sky is better than 21 
magnitudes per square sec-
onds. 

It is estimated that the 
requirements of IDA for 
dark sky parks will be satis-
fied within a year, and the 
ZLPA will be nominated as 
a silver level dark sky park. 

The ‘Zselic Starry Sky 
Preserve’ plays role also as 
a pilot project for further 
similar initiatives. Prelimi-

The woodland at the Zselic region provides perfect habitat for different 
species. The population of invertebrate animals is particularly diverse due 
to the tranquil environment.

The brightness of the night sky vs. the distance from the 
city center of Kaposvár. The sky brightness is measured in 
magnitudes per square arcsecond. It is clearly visible that the 
largest light pollution source is Kaposvár. However, its effect 
is considerable only within a circle with 7 km radius. Note 
that some of low sky brightness measurements are taken 
close to the smaller settlements of the region - the light pol-
lution from these villages is negligible.
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nary plans exist at the Hortobágy National Park, to continue our joint efforts for protect-
ing dark sky in Hungary. 

The National Park is one of the darkest areas in Hungary, which would be a good 
candidate to be the second national “Dark Sky Preserve ”. Its significance is mostly 
related to the protection of the high biodiversity.  A special monitoring program is going 
to start to survey the nocturnal species. We have also started negotiations with the local 
stakeholders, and with the regional regulatory boards. We do hope that Hortobágy can 
be nominated as a dark sky park in a year too.
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Sky background meas-
urements in the Zselic 
region. The average 
brightness of the night 
sky around the zenith 
was measured by an 
Unihedron Sky Qual-
ity Meter. The sky 
brightness is given in 
magnitudes per square 
arcsecond. The small 
black dots with three- 
letter-codes show the 
settlements in the 
region.

The Hortobágy National Park – the biggest Hungarian biosphere reserve, part of the World Heritage - has mainly 
dry, mostly alkaline grasslands, and has also wet-marshy habitats, both forming a peculiar mosaicsturctured natural 
habitatplace.
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THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
STRATEGY OF THE URDAIBAI 

BIOSPHERE RESERVE
KIKO ALVAREZ DÁVILA

Basque Country Regional Government, Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve

The Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve is situated in the central, coastal area of the province 
of Bizkaia (Basque Country Region). The territory, which covers the water drainage 
basin of the River Oka, encompasses an area of 22,000 hectares and includes, fully 
or partially, 22 municipal districts. The main population settlement are the Towns of 
Gernika-Lumo and Bermeo, and the total population resident in the Biosphere reserve 
amounts to some 45,000 people, plus several thousand more during the summer. Despite 
the major industrial development of the district throughout the 20th century, the area has 
maintained its rural character and has maintained the largest coastal wetlands of the 
Basque Country, the Mundaka Estuary, in an acceptable state of conservation.

This is a relatively well conserved territory, where scenic and ecological diversity is 
high, despite that fact that has been totally transformed by man. In general terms, it can 
be divided into the salt marshes, the Cantabria holm oak woods, the shoreline and the 
countryside. In the area of the Reserve, there is also a great diversity of historic and cul-
tural elements that constitute a rich and diverse cultural and ethnographic heritage. 

In order to tackle the challenges faced by the district with a different philosophy 
and approach, that is, to define a new regional development model, the Basque Coun-
try Regional Government proposed the area as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve. After 
being accepted as part of the World Network of Biosphere Reserves (December 1984), 
The Basque Country Parliament adopted the Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve Protection and 
Planning Act, Law 5/1989, of the 6th of July, with a view to protecting and enhancing 
the recovery of the ecosystems involved, as a whole, because of its natural and scientific 
interest and its potential for environmental education. The aim is to establish a regional 
development model that will make it possible to conserve the natural and cultural values 
of the reserve without mortgaging its economic and social development. Two fundamen-
tal tools have been established for this: the Use and Management Master Plan (Decree 
242/1993) and its later modifications (Decrees 27/2003 and 181/2003), in an attempt 
to meet the conservation and regional planning objectives for this area, and the Socio-
economic Activities Development and Harmonisation Programme – PADAS from its 
initials in Spanish (Decree 258/1998), as a framework for establishing an integral plan-
ning approach based on the principals of sustainable development.

The objectives of the model proposed may translate into the following prospective 
images:

• A rural space that has been developed as a multi-functional space, with special 
emphasis on the sustainable management of natural resources and everything that 
has an impact on the quality of life in the countryside.
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• A competitive, environmentally friendly industrial sector working towards sus-
tainable means of production that will preferably recover the environmentally 
degraded areas.

• A tourist industry working towards improvements in management, structuring and 
overseas promotion.

• A well connected territory that optimises and enhances existing infrastructures.
• An area in which the very most is made of resources and efforts, with a maximum 

degree of co-ordination with the public administrations and private partners.

As a strategy document in sustainable development matters in the Reserve, the 
PADAS sets five strategic objectives, divided into ten strategies and 22 lines of work 
that are implemented in over 100 development proposals encompassing different aspects 
like water supply, waste water management, energy, solid domestic waste, quality of life 
in the countryside, transport sustainability, forestry management, land planning, natural 
and heritage resource planning and others.

One of the lines of work of the PADAS is “Adaptation and development of energy 
supply, diversifying supply and aiming for its environmental integration”, which is 
implemented through the following action proposals:

• Harmonisation of facilities with environmental protection.
• Development of an electricity distribution grid based on the inclusion of environ-

mental criteria.
• Urdaibai Environmental Energy Industry Plan.

In this sense, one of the achievements obtained with the application and development 
of the PADAS has been the drafting of an Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve Energy-Envi-
ronmental Master Plan that includes a section on improving public lighting and its effi-
ciency in the Urdaibai municipal districts.

Along these lines, in 2003, a first diagnosis was made of the status and situation of 
the public lighting installations in the municipal districts falling in the Reserve. The 
study concluded that 11 of the 20 districts studied presented low or inexistent levels of 
light pollution, eight presented average levels of contamination and only one municipal 
district presented high levels of light pollution. The results led to the development of 

Town of Bermeo, in the Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve. Mouth of the Urdaibai Estuary from Cape Matxitxako. 
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a set of proposals aimed, on the one hand, at improving energy efficiency and, on the 
other, at reducing light pollution. Since this first study, and always based on sustainabi-
lity criteria, we have worked towards implementing measures in the lighting system that 
will enable us to attain the objectives set.

In 2005, a technical and economic assessment was made of the possibility of imple-
menting public lighting measures aimed at attaining energy improvements in the areas of 
supply and design, setting as a general criterion that “All road lighting must be installed 
or adapted to reduce the environmental impact …… with regard to energy consumption 
and pollution or night glare,…”.

Within the framework of this study, with regard to light pollution, the proposals are 
basically aimed at using street lamps with bulbs that will prevent or limit the light being 
emitted upwards, as well as the correct assembly of the lamps in a suitable installation 
position, as lamps were detected that, while having a suitable design, were not installed 
with the right inclination. Proposals were also made with the aim of adjusting power 
levels to the minimum possible to get the desired lighting results by controlling power 
surges and by defining lighting parameters and levels. Finally, and also aimed at mini-
mising the impact of light in the domestic field, the recommendation to use devices for 
appropriate use of lighting were taken on board, with a view to achieving appropriate 
management of energy consumption based on time of day and needs.

Bearing in mind that the competence for addressing these proposal lies with the Town 
Councils of the Reserve, a proposal was put to these Councils in the sense of establishing 
municipal exterior lighting by-laws to Protect the Environment by improving Energy 
Efficiency and by reducing Light Pollution, to be included voluntarily in municipal regu-
lations.

We are currently in a period of profound and collective reflection, designing the 
Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve Sustainable Development Strategy, so that this strategy can 
act as a guideline for the future and to become a benchmark for action in the context of a 
view and a project that is shared by the district as a whole. The participation of the popu-
lation is essential to the success of this process and this has to be attained by involving 
the social, economic and political stakeholders and by mobilising local leaders and local 
society as a whole.

As part of the aforementioned Strategy, an integral and strategic diagnosis is being 
conducted on different aspects, including the atmosphere, referring to the tools available 
for evaluating and controlling air, noise and light pollution, with a view to establishing 
scenarios and critical issues and, hence, jointly defining the view and the objectives of 
the Reserve in the form of commitments, programmes and lines of action.

Contact
Kiko Alvarez Davila, Conservation Director of the Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve. Dept. Environment 
and Regional Planning. Basque Country Regional Government. www.euskadi.net/urdaibai 
E-mail: k-alvarez@ej-gv.es
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POLITICAL SOLUTIONS FOR 
ENERGY AND INDUSTRY POLLUTION 

HARMING THE STARLIGHT
JOSÉ LUIS PENACHO

Ministry of Industry and Energy. Spain

Mankind has made remarkable advances in technology since the advent of the Industrial 
Revolution. These developments have allowed us to achieve, at least for some segments 
of the world population, reduced levels of effort in our work and a greater comfort level 
in our common lifestyle. Many activities carried out nowadays require significantly less 
use of our own energy and effort compared to what was needed not even two centuries 
ago. Nevertheless the global price that mankind has paid is very high if we take into 
account the full impact of energy on ecology.

These decisions have led to the environment as one of main areas that is affected. 
In practically every place on Earth, diverse human activities (industry, transport, elec-
tric power generation, agriculture, leisure, wars, finances; etc.) are launching enormous 
quantities of dangerous contaminating gases that are distributed on the entire surface 
of the planet, unfailingly affecting all layers of the earth´s atmosphere. The gases that 
contaminate the atmosphere among other effects, interrupt night and day vision of the 
the sky.

This effect is due to the interference in the natural transmission of light, since light is 
an energy form and allows objects, including their details and colors, to be seen. Light 
takes place in natural and artificial sources. Sources of light are all objects that emit a 
visible light. Natural sources of light are 
the sun, stars, and polar auroras. Light-
ning flashes are also the product of elec-
tric atmospheric discharges. We can not 
forget that also some insects, known as 
fireflies, exist that emit light or shine in 
darkness. There are five properties which 
are more characteristic of light:

1.  Light Propagation 
2.  Light Reflection 
3.  Light Refraction 
4.  Light Absorption
5.  Light Diffraction

From the point of view of atmospheric 
contamination due to the emission of 
gases from industry, electricity, transport, 
and light pollution, directly linked with 
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the production of electricity, the most important properties of light to consider are:

• Refraction of light: It consists on deviation that luminous rays experience when cross-
ing media of different densities. A typical well-known case is due to light rays cross-
ing from air to water. We observe that they modify their angle of incidence as they 
cross the water´s surface. In this occasion light is said to be refracted.

• Absorption of light: All bodies reflect light, for that reason they can be seen. Then, 
when bodies do not receive light, they can not be seen. Likewise, the color of objects 
depends on the type of light that they reflects. This means that if an object is red, it 
is because it reflects the light of that color, and the other colors are absorbed by the 
object. This phenomenon is known as light absorption.

• Diffraction of light: Another luminous phenomenon is the diffraction of light, which 
can also be considered as a light property. This phenomenon occurs whenever an 
opaque body is placed in the path of light emitted by a luminous source, separating a 
fraction. In 1665 the Italian scientist F. M. Grimaldi observed a ray of light coming 
out from a very small perforation in the window blind on which the sun was shining. 
In the path of this light ray, he placed a small object and observed the shade that was 
projected on a screen. He found that the edge of the shade was not clear but diffuse 
and that color bands were also formed where illuminated and dark regions were found 
to be alternated. Additional observations by Grimaldi led him to come to the conclu-
sion that light “undulates” around borders of opaque obstacles illuminated by a very 
small source of light.

Beneficial properties of 
the atmosphere.

The terrestrial atmosphere has 
indispensable properties for the 
development of life. It protects us 
from the ultraviolet light of the sun, 
from X-rays and gamma rays, as 
well as from the lethal flow of very 
high energy particles that come from 
outer space. Vapor and the carbon 
dioxide from the atmosphere absorb 
the infrared radiation emitted by the 
surface of our planet, creating the 

greenhouse effect, which maintains the temperature of the Earth in an appropriate range 
for the survival of all the biological different species that inhabit the planet. This way 
atmosphere absorbs almost all types of radiation that our eyes cannot perceive and it 
allows visible light to pass through, allowing us to contemplate twinkling stars at night. 
For more than three hundred years, all telescopes observed starlight through the trans-
parent window of the atmosphere. However, in spite of its transparency, there are several 
effects that the atmosphere provokes in starlight.
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Aberant effects of atmosphere 
on visible light coming from 
outer space.

Visible light is partially and 
unequally absorbed by the atmos-
phere. This effect even occurs in an 
astronomical observatory, usually 
located at altitudes over two thou-
sand meters. We fail to receive 40% 
of the blue light from a star; it is 
either absorbed or dispersed by air 
molecules. Since blue is absorbed 
more than red, a reddening of stars 
occurs if compared with their colors 
seen from outer space. The same effect can be noticed in the evening, that is, the redness 
of the sun at sunset, when the light has to cross a larger layer of air. This phenomenon is 
known as atmospheric extinction.

There is another effect caused by the atmosphere: the twinkling of stars. Frequently 
we notice that the stars do not seem to stay fixed, but instead lightly oscillate around 
their position. This effect is due to the dispersion of starlight caused by air molecules, 
and it happens when its light passes through the atmosphere that creates an effect of an 
enormous lens in movement due to atmospheric turbulences. This phenomenon occurs 
more frequently in stars that are near the horizon since their light has to cross over longer 
longitude of atmospheric layers than those that we see in the zenith. 

Harmful effects on starlight, originally anthropogenic, are provoked by the emission of gases 
in the combustion of fossil fuels for the generation of electric power, in transport, and in some 
types of industrial processes.

Pollutants emitted by gases of escape of automobiles, airplanes and ships.

The automobile has made unstoppable advances in its presence in everyday life 
throughout the world during the last several decades, and the same happened in other 
means of transport (aeroplanes, ships, trains). These increases have contributed to an 
increase in atmospheric contamination. The main pollutants released are: carbon mon-

oxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), 
un-burnt hydrocarbons (HC), and 
lead composites.

The environmental impact in 
the transport sector depends, in 
great measure, on the consump-
tion of non-renewable fossil fuels. 
Emissions not only deteriorate air 
quality in the cities, they also con-
tribute, in great measure, to creat-
ing global environmental problems, 
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such as, the global warming from the emission of 
GEI (CO2, N2O and CH4),   acidification of medium 
(by emission of NOx, SOx and NH3) and the forma-
tion of ozone in the troposphere from the emission 
of precursory ozone gases (NOx, CH4 and, CO).

Motors that use gasoline as fuel mainly emit 
carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons 
and lead composites. Main diesel motors (i.e. trucks 
and ships) emit polluting solid particles in form of 

soot that results in black fumes, unburnt hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides and sulfur diox-
ide coming from the sulfur contained in the fuel.

Pollutants emitted by gases of industrial boilers of electric power generation.

Energy generation, production, and energy consumption coming from fossil fuels are 
the main reasons for climate change, and they contribute to other problems of atmos-
pheric contamination (acidification and contamination for ozone troposphere, air qual-
ity, etc.) They are also responsible for the consumption of a great quantity of resources.

Facilities in this sector use fuels such as coal, fuel-oil and natural gas. Production of 
pollutants depends in great measure on the quality of fuel and, especially on the copper 
sulfate combinations contained in it and of the type used in the combustion process.

During the combustion process the sulfur contained in the fuel in form of sulfur 
dioxide, together with other pollutants, such as nitrogen oxides, carbon dioxide, heavy 
metals and a wide variety of substances is freed into the atmosphere. When it is used 
as fuel coal, fine abundant particles are emitted that can be transferred at long distances 
through upper layers of the atmosphere.

Pollutants emitted by industry.

Industrial pollution is characterized by the large quantity and diversity of pollutants 
produced in different stages of industrial processes. On the other hand, industrial emis-
sions usually combine specific, easily controllable emissions, with diffuse emissions 
that are hard to control. 

Types of pollutants produced by industrial centers basically depend on the type of 
production process, which technology is used and raw materials. Industrial activities that 
produce atmospheric pollutants are quite varied, but the main centers are in production 
processes used in basic or leading industries, which follow: 
• Iron and steel industry. This sector produces all type of pollutants and in important 

quantities, the main ones being: particles, SOx, CO, NOx, fluorides and red fumes 
(iron oxides). 

• Petroleum Refineries. Here SOx, HC, CO, NOx, ammonia, fumes and particles are 
most common. 

• Chemical industry.  The effects that take place depend on the type of process. These 
include: SO2, sulfuric, nitric and phosphoric acid clouds. Unpleasant scents are fre-
quently generated.

• Basic aluminum industries and fluorine derivatives. They produce emissions of 
derived pollutants of fluorine.
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Light pollution is another man-produced aspect harming starlight. It has an energy 
origin and accompanies the contamination produced by the electricity generation proc-
ess.

Light pollution is a shining or brilliant glow in the night sky, and is produced by the 
diffusion of artificial light. As a result, the darkness of the night diminishes and light 
from stars and other emitting bodies progressively disappears. Fog and atmospheric pol-
lution end up forming a layer of gray color that adopts the form of a luminous cloud on 
cities. Abundance of suspended particles (CO2, NOx, SOx, etc.) increases light disper-
sion, so tis effect increases in areas with greater air pollution. If dispersed light comes 
from luminaries with a wide emission spectrum, the effect is considerable, because 
luminous radiations of stars with similar wavelength are no longer visible and can not be 
captured by observation equipments.

The main causes of light pollution are:

a) The use of correctly designed shieldings in outdoor lighting and luminaires with the 
purpose of sending light where needed, avoiding its dispersion toward the sky above 
the horizon level. 

b) The indiscriminate use of luminaires without any shielding, a standard practice in new 
urban developments. 

c) The absence of control on the use of laser projectors with leisure/publicity purposes. 
d) The absence of regulation for the scheduling of the illumination of buildings of monu-

mental interest. 
e) The preference for Mercury Vapor Lamps (MVL) in wide urban sectors, since the 

emission bands of this type of light is very wide.  They produce strong emissions 
outside of the visible spectrum, especially in ultraviolet wavelengths, which are those 
that spread and diffuse most in the atmosphere. In addition, some of their emission 
lines almost coincide with those of nebulae, an effect that makes them almost invis-
ible in urban areas.

Other harmful effects that this type of pollution produces are:
a) Accompanying effect on electric power consumption and, therefore, fossil fuels.

 Light pollution directly repercutes on electric power 
consumption, which in turn repercutes on the emis-
sion of gases that contaminate the atmosphere. It 
is important to recall that in an urban luminaire, if 
one draws a vertical line from the bulb to the floor, 
the light that is inside the cone is determined by an 
angle of 70º, and only this light is completely taken 
advantage of. The range between 70º up to 90º is a 
light that rather dazzles and, between 90º and 180º, it 
gets completely lost. Since most of these luminaires 
do not have shieldings that totally cover the lamp, or 
use refractors that disperse the light instead of con-
centrating it, and being their inclination not parallel 
to the horizon level, only 22% of the produced light, 
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in the best cases, is effectively useful. When shieldings are not used, the quantity of 
wasted energy exceeds 50% of the total light produced. If, in addition, the closing of 
the luminaire is made of opal methacrylate, 50% of the light produced can not reach 
the exterior, and the energy waste is high, approaching 80% of the total. The use of 
MVL’s also presents negative effects with regard to energy consumption, since they 
need 70% more energy than High Pressure Sodium Vapor lamps and 140% more than 
Low Pressure Sodium Vapor lamps. 

b) Ecological Effects
 The emission of gases to the atmosphere (CO2, NOx, SOx, vapor, etc.) due to the com-

bustion of fossil fuels was initially responsible for the distortion of starlight proper-
ties because of the increase of the density of air layers, of certain effects of ionization 
of these particles, of the modification of the ozone layer (provoked by some CFC’s), 
and the random variations of thermodynamic variables of the atmosphere, etc. Acid 
rain (SOx) helped lead to the destruction of rainforests, and of the increase of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) that affects the global warming of the planet (greenhouse effect). 

 Data from Greenpeace estimate that, if we continue the growing rate of global energy 
consumption to 2020, only considering emissions of SO2 and CO2 in coal thermal 
plants and, obtaining a savings between 30% to 50% of its estimated consumption, 
emissions of between 2.3 and 3.8 millions of tons of SO2 and between 39 and 64 mil-
lions of tons of CO2 could be prevented from entering the atmosphere.

c) Economic Effects
 The consumption of wasted energy is an expense which is difficult to justify. Elec-

tric power is excessively expensive because, among other causes, we undersell it in 
excess. 

d) Effects on road safety and citizens.
 The excess of illumination and shining areas hinder the vision of drivers and therefore 

produce a decrease in road safety. Therefore, lights that are not properly covered or 
that have shining refractors, such as poorly adjusted projectors, installed near high-
ways, represent risk factors which can not be ignored.  

Main solutions against atmospheric deterioration that harms starlight
Solutions that we should look for must be global and should be undertaken from all 

involved areas covering different collectives. These solutions should be comprehensive 
and global, understood in items focused toward two important dimensions: collective 
and singular.

The first has a lot to do with world politicians. The second pays closer attention to the 
daily activity by each one of us in the social and family environments that we spend time 
in. By way of orientation the following ones should be on the political agenda: 

Global politics 
Promotion of a common educational policy, reflecting a cultural and psychological 

order that re-orients the attitude of citizens with the objective of adopting an active and 
committed role in their day-to-day responsibilities. Participation in the following activi-
ties which need to be carried out:   
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General policies:
• Avoid those activities and prod-

ucts that generate CFC emis-
sions.

• Reduce consumption of fossil 
fuels.

• Look for and use alternative 
sources of energy. 

Industrial Policies in R+D+i:
• Improve the quality of fuels and 

machinery efficiency.
• Promote the design of non-polluting industrial systems and equipments, or that pro-

duce a minimum degree of emissions.
• Improve systems of collective transport. Guarantee that they are efficient with regard 

to pollutant emissions. 
• Promote the search for alternative sources of energy.
• Encourage the design, production and installation of effective outdoor lighting.

Regional policies:
• Redesign urban planning policies in all territories.
• Encourage the use of resources by changing consumption habits. 
• Promote the observation of regulations and promotion of new attitudes by local popu-

lation. 

Private area policies: 
• Avoid actions which waste energy by introducing a severe sanctioning system.
• Learn to save electricity, water, paper, fuels, etc.
• Keep automobiles and machinery in good condition to stop the emission of pollut-

ants. 
• When necessary, use air conditioning systems sensibly.

 

Concepts under study Procedures Attitudes

Composition and properties of the 
atmosphere.

Stratification of atmosphere layers.

Problems of   atmosphere.

Atmospheric weather. Determining fac-
tors: (Pressure, Temperature, tmospheric 
humidity.)

Meteorological phenomena. (Winds, 
Clouds, Aqueous Meteors.)

Weather Maps

Supply and properties of nitrogen.

Supply and properties of oxygen.

Supply and interactions with other gases 
and particles.

Atmospheric thermodynamics.

Carry out experiences guided to the study 
of air and its interaction with light. 

Collection, representation and interpre-
tation of relative meteorological data in 
relation with pollutants and starlight. 

Interpretation of meteorological maps of 
interferences of solar light properties.

Design and Construction of simple 
devices for detection and measurement 
of light interferences in the atmosphere

Valuation of regulation which guarantee 
quality and security in meteorological 
and astronomical testing laboratories.

Promoting international networking of 
work groups.

Develop political awareness in the main-
tenance of good quality air.

Awareness campaigns stressing the 
importance of the modification of air 
components and the effect it has on  
starlight atmospheric  phenomenon and 
living beings.

Table 1: Policies to improve the quality of starlight related with energy 
consumption by means of improving atmospheric air.
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THE RIGHT TO STARLIGHT 
UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

PHIL CAMERON1

Space Travel Law Association (STELA) 

It is often said, “there is nothing new under the sun” and this is true for the laws protect-
ing the Right to Starlight.  This essay focuses on international law principles as found 
in International Travel, Outer Space, and World Heritage law and treaties.  I define Star-
light broadly, to include all celestial bodies that could be seen from the Earth, such as: 
asteroids, planets, meteoroids, galaxies, et cetera thereby expanding the scope of the 
Starlight Initiative to Starlight, and the Light of All Celestial Bodies.

International law is frequently based on thousands of years of precedent, and it is the 
application of these established international legal norms and principles to the new situ-
ations, or to restate long existing situations, that leads to the creation of so called “new 
law.”  This was felt when Sputnik was launched on October 4, 1957 because until that 
moment, according to the laws of most States – outer space, the stars and the heavens 
above, were under the sovereignty of the State whose territory was beneath these stars.  
With Sputnik passing overhead every 98 minutes, a new custom in international law was 
instantly created overnight – the right to launch objects into space above any State’s 
territory, and arguably the removal of every State’s exclusive dominion to the starlight 
produced by the heavens above its territory.  

From its inception, the development of space, and all of the benefits that derive from 
space, has been founded on the principles of equality, openness, and cooperation of all 
of humanity2.   In part from these principles the Right to Starlight arises, as evidenced by 
the numerous international treaties that have recognized that outer space, and likewise 
the starlight it produces, is our Common World Heritage to be shared and enjoyed by all 
of humanity.  

Starlight Is Our Common World Heritage
First let’s understand the evolution of “common heritage of mankind” from previous 

conventions.  Although the Outer Space Treaties from the 1960’s used the term “man-
kind,” the more modern and gender neutral term of “humankind” has been adopted in 
most recent legal instruments and international treaties have also moved from “Common 
Heritage of Mankind” to “World Heritage”3. Thus the Right to Starlight might best be 
framed as a “World Heritage” property right owned by all of humanity.

 The law of World Heritage Rights as presently understood, was crystallized in Article 
I of the Outer Space Treaty, signed by most countries including the Launching states 
of China, Russia, the USA4,  holding that Outer Space is “the Common Heritage of 
All Mankind.”  So that one State – through light pollution or other means – may not 
interfere with another State’s right to explore space through starlight.  The Outer Space 
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Treaty describes how outer space, as a territory, along with the objects that derive from 
it, cannot be owned by individuals or States5.   Therefore, as one State cannot exclude 
another from space exploration, as all peoples have a right to utilize outer space as a 
property right for tourism, and to enjoy and access starlight for recreation, artistic and 
religious inspiration, scientific development, or any other pursuits.

“Outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, shall be free for explo-
ration and use by all States without discrimination of any kind, on a basis of equality 
and in accordance with international law, and there shall be free access to all areas of 
celestial bodies”.6 This means that States cannot prevent other States from having access 
to any other form of space for exploration including the use of Starlight.7   

Although this doctrine subsequently was a basis for appropriately designated 
UNESCO World Heritage Sites being set aside as destinations for all of humanity to 
enjoy, it is of importance to the Starlight Initiative that prior to later heritage conven-
tions, outer space had already been designated as the “common heritage of mankind”.8 
The Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 
(1972)9 (hereinafter World Heritage Convention)’s primary mission is to define and con-
serve the world’s heritage, by drawing up a list of sites whose outstanding values should 
be preserved for all humanity and to ensure their protection through a closer cooperation 
among nations.  The World Heritage Convention is easily construed to include heritage 
destinations such as outer space and locales that provide starlight.  A natural heritage 
property is considered to be of outstanding universal value for the purposes of the World 
Heritage Convention.  Outer space and the starlight it produces is arguably a natural 
heritage and the Space Treaties collectively treat outer space in a similar manner with 
outstanding universal value, to be used, enjoyed, and explored by all humanity.  

The Preamble of the World Heritage Convention holds that “the deterioration or dis-
appearance of any item of the cultural or natural heritage constitutes a harmful impover-
ishment of the heritage of all the nations of the world”10. This protection appears again 
in the 1994 Universal Declaration of Human Rights for Future Generations: 

Persons belonging to future generations have the right to an uncontami-
nated and undamaged Earth, including pure skies; they are entitled to its 
enjoyment as the ground of human history of culture and social bonds that 
make each generation and individual a member of one human family.11

UNESCO has undertaken activities for the safeguarding of cultural heritage related 
to astronomy under the “Astronomy and World Heritage” project launched by the World 
Heritage Centre in 2003.  This concept was taken up again by UNESCO in 2005 as:

The sky, our common and universal heritage, is an integral part of the envi-
ronment perceived by humanity. Humankind has always observed the sky 
either to interpret it or to understand the physical laws that govern the uni-
verse. This interest in astronomy has had profound implications for science, 
philosophy, religion, culture and our general conception of the universe.12

This in turn led to the following concepts taken from the Proposed Draft Decision:
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… astronomical observations 
have profound implications for the 
development of science, philoso-
phy, religion, culture and the gen-
eral conception of the universe… 
discoveries of astronomers in the 
field of science have had an influ-
ence not only on our understanding 
of the universe but also on tech-
nology, mathematics, physics and 
social development in general… the 
cultural impact of astronomy has 
been marginalized and confined to 
a specialized public…13 

These protections for Starlight are nec-
essary as the impact that Starlight has held 
on humanity has been expressed in works 
of religion, art, literature, science, philoso-
phy, business, and travel.

 
Protection of Religious use of Starlight 

The idea of holding the heavens as a religious site is found by nearly every major 
world religion, as well as, most of the world’s more localized religions.  As such, gen-
eral protections offered by treaties in regard to religious significance have long been in 
place including the United Nations Charter and the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights, and numerous other instruments14.  These include protection to practice 
religion, hold religious beliefs, tolerance, cultural diversity, and maintain religious cul-
tural identity.  While the reduction of Starlight may not be a deliberate and calculated 
attempt by States to eliminate religious beliefs, the State’s complacency about not pro-
tecting these beliefs that are attached to Starlight, have the same result of constraining 
religious identity.

Starlight as a Product derived from Outer Space 
Space, as a Common Heritage of Humanity, also includes the principle that activities 

of people in outer space affect us all. “That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for 
mankind...” as Neil Armstrong declared on his historic first moon excursion in 1969.  
Everything discovered, invented, created, destroyed, explored, defined, developed, and 
so on, in outer space will gradually trickle down and reach all people everywhere.  As 
such, the activities carried out in outer space, the right to conduct such activities, and the 
benefits from those activities belong to World Heritage.15    One State cannot exclude 
another State from participating in this form of sustainable development of the territory 
owned by all of humanity, nor in the participation of viewing Starlight, no more than 
one State can forbid another State from touring the high seas.16 As such, Starlight plays a 

Star trails above Mauna Kea Observatory (Hawaii). 
Photograph courtesy of Richard Wainscoat.
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significant part in sustainable development that involves the balancing of diverse social 
and economic needs of all peoples in the present while respecting the needs of future 
generations.  

Primarily, those States involved in space endeavors are guided by the principle that 
all potential scientific discovery and investigation is for the betterment of all people, and 
as such, any action undertaken in space affects us all17. The Liability Treaty’s Preamble 
States that the activities of a State acting in outer space affect all mankind when “Recog-
nizing the common interest of all mankind in furthering the exploration and use of outer 
space for peaceful purposes.” This concept is further explored in Article 4 of the Moon 
Treaty, which States that:

“The exploration and use of the moon shall be the province of all mankind 
and shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all coun-
tries, irrespective of their degree of economic or scientific development.
Due regard shall be paid to the interests of present and future generations 
as well as to the need to promote higher standards of living and conditions 
of economic and social progress and development in accordance with the 
Charter of the United Nations.”

This principle holds true for all celestial bodies as would be observed through Star-
light, the Moon merely being the celestial body explored in the greatest detail, and being 
relevant at the time the Moon Treaty was drafted.

Ownership of Space Objects 
Celestial bodies and natural objects, such as all the stars, galaxies, asteroids, meteor-

oids, comets, the Moon, Mars, et cetera are owned by no one, as “no man’s land” like the 
high seas and Antarctica, and are treated as our common World Heritage.  The Interna-
tional Astronomical Union (IAU) holds that “As an international scientific organization, 
the IAU dissociates itself entirely from the commercial practice of “selling” fictitious 
star names or “real estate” on other planets or moons in the Solar System. Accordingly, 
the IAU maintains no list of the (several competing) enterprises in this business in indi-
vidual countries of the world”18. On the other hand, the IAU has recognized the public’s 
naming of small bodies in space through The IAU’s Small Bodies Names Committee.  
“The committee oversees the process of giving names to some of the nearly 12,000 such 
objects discovered to date.”  And “After 10 years have elapsed (from the time of discov-
ery), it’s fair game and almost anybody can propose a name,” said Brian G. Marsden, 
then secretary of the naming group.19    

Manmade objects launched into space, on the other hand, fall under a different theory, 
that of State based ownership.  A telescope satellite, such as the Hubble Telescope20  
launched into orbit is a manmade object and is not a celestial body.  This is an important 
distinction as it means that a satellite is like a sovereign ship floating on the high seas 
and under the full jurisdiction of the State.21  
Rights According to Travel and Tourism Law 

Starlight is a cultural and scientific property right, owned by all of humanity, protected 
by international law and norms, whose guardianship has been entrusted to individual 
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States, for the benefit and enjoyment of all human kind.  As a property right, Starlight 
must be made available to the owners of this property, so that members of humanity may 
freely enjoy their property and be free to travel to it for scientific and leisure purposes.  

Starlight could be found everywhere, in the same way that clean pollution free air 
could be found everywhere, but the current trend in industrialized and post-industrial 
societies, has made Starlight a more scarce a commodity.  The right to Starlight therefore 
does not seek to enable Starlight views to all communities of humankind, as in metropol-
itan areas where floodlights at night bear their own technological, safety, convenience, 
and aesthetic merits22, although this has certialy been proven possible with examples 
found in Tuscan and Flagstaff Arizona of the USA, but to provide all of humankind 
to have access through reasonable travel to nearby locales that provide Starlight.  The 
goals of the Starlight Initiative would then be tailored to Starlight as a right of travelers, 
and here enters the Right to Starlight as a matter of tourism for leisure and scientific 
travel purposes.  Therefore, the Right to Starlight is a right for persons to travel to areas 
where Starlight is provided and protected, particularly when such view are not available 
in their home city.

It is through State based implementation of international laws and norms and the 
development of national tourism laws that practically enables the traveler to realize and 
exercise her Right to Starlight.  Starlight can then be seen as a commodity for consump-
tion by tourists and economic gain for the local tourism industry, and the State, resulting 
in a means of tourism and sustainable development.

Travelers
Tourists have particular rights, as found in the law that recognizes the rights to: 1. 

to enjoy starlight in space; 2. to enjoy starlight from terrestrial spots on Earth; and 3. 
to enjoy starlight while traveling for touristic and scientific purposes.  Examples, of 
the legal protections are found in treaties, statutes, case law, and local organizations23 
regarding light pollution for the environment, ecology24, and of State based patrimonial 
rights to landscape and starlight views25. 

Hosts 
The sustainable development aspect is felt by the State that is acting as a host show-

casing the starlight to the scientific traveler and tourist.  The United Nations along with 
other governments and non-governmental organizations have sought ways in which 
regular and continuous economic development can lead to the betterment of mankind.  
Pursuant to these goals, sustainable development as advocated by Bruntland to be “devel-
opment that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs. It contains within it two key concepts: the concept 
of ‘needs’, in particular the essential needs of the world’s poor, to which overriding pri-
ority should be given; and the idea of limitations imposed by the State of technology and 
social organization on the environment’s ability to meet present and future needs”26. 

A significant part of sustainable development involves the balancing of diverse social 
and economic needs of the present and respecting the needs of future generations.  Here 
it is important to recognize that the access to starlight will normally be found in the rural 
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areas that are frequently in need of greater development, compared to the metropolitan 
areas whose development has blocked out views of starlight.  

Cultural patrimony rights to scenic views are a part of intellectual property law, and 
hold yet another binding protection for the Right to Starlight. Although owned by no 
particular individual, it has been established that certain landscapes cannot be misappro-
priated by others to deceive consumers into believing that products originate from that 
particular region, nor can power lines or other modern encroachments displace the land-
scape portrayal that has been used and enjoyed “virtually untouched since the Middle 
Ages”27. In the Tuscany case, the landscape was deemed as the backdrop for “renais-
sance paintings, 19th century novels and innumerable Italian movies,” and had remained 
virtually untouched since the Middle Ages”28. That is to say, these intellectual property 
rights to certain views are held to be owned by a community.  In the same way, Starlight 
views, particularly those that have centuries’ old ties to literary, religious, scientific, and 
artistic uses find protection under the these same cultural patrimony rights.

Providers of Travel 
We quickly see that a great deal of jobs, affecting both individuals and whole econo-

mies, can be tied in with the concept of tourism and sustainable development of Starlight 
locales.29 The need to produce a product for which tourists are willing to take their time 
and money to visit and purchase is of the utmost concern for the financial needs of the 
host country and its individual citizens that will act as hosts and guides for the tourists.30  
The UN World Tourism Organization emphasizes this point: 

The challenge for stakeholders involved in all industries is to find a bal-
ance between sustenance, prosperity and people’s desire to improve their 
financial/material well-being, with the underlying need for identity, com-
munity, religion, home and family. Travel and tourism can play a vital 
role in balancing these forces. It not only provides the livelihoods for both 
rural and urban communities, but has the capacity, when planned, devel-
oped and managed properly, to enhance community relations and build 
bridges of understanding and peace between nations.31

From the provider of travel and host State point of view, cultural landscapes would 
also rightly encompass Starlight, and therefore receive protection according to the Herit-
age Convention in a manner like that already adopted by UNESCO.32 Here it is worth 
noting that the Right to Starlight could easily be attached to existing World Heritage 
sites, merely ensuring extra protection of preventing outside lights from interfering with 
the natural and historic views that accompany the site many of the 830 properties pres-
ently designated.33 At the same time taking care to not condemn such renowned artificial 
lighting as is found in Spain with the floodlights of Seville’s Cathedral, whose nighttime 
illumination is specifically lauded in travel journals, yet is a designated World Heritage 
site.34

Enforcement of the Right to Starlight 
International law enforces international legal obligations, including property inter-
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ests.  Here, World Heritage is the property of all humankind, and while there may be 
protective laws, enforcing this is another matter, as only States can sue other States 
under this type of international treaty.35 A State is responsible for the activities that 
occur within its jurisdiction – whether they are authorized or unauthorized.  Protection 
of cultural heritage is not as fundamental as say protection for the necessities of life or 
human rights, as such would not warrant sanctions like those provided by UN Security 
Council threats of Art 39.  

Within the framework of International Law and State based legal instruments36, Pro-
tection of Starlight could then be implemented in the same manner as previous instru-
ments  of heritage law that: 1. Reaffirms the sovereign rights and responsibilities, towards 
the International Community, of each State for the protection of its own cultural and 
natural heritage; 2. Calls upon the International Community to provide all the possible 
assistance needed to protect and conserve the cultural and natural heritage of Starlight: 
3. Invites the authorities of States to take appropriate measures in order to safeguard the 
cultural and natural heritage of Starlight: 4. Further invites the States to co-operate with 
UNESCO, the World Heritage Committee, the UNWTO, and the Starlight Initiative with 
a view to ensuring effective protection of its cultural and natural heritage in Starlight.37 

While punishments in the form of Sanctions or suspension of diplomatic relations are 
more appropriate for a State’s violation of more fundamental Human Rights, enforcing 
organizations for Starlight, could instead offer rewards for States that implement and 
provide Starlight areas for travelers.  This would naturally take the form of organizations 
mobilizing their scientific and touristic pursuits towards those States that are in fact 
providing Starlight.  The recognition, and conversely boycott, by these organizations 
towards those States would provide the economic remedy and motive sought to ensure 
Rights to Starlight are protected.

Conclusion 
Having established these rights under international law, the conclusion is that there 

exist duties for both States and international organizations to protect the World Herit-
age Right to Starlight, as well as, their duties to foster the rights of travelers, hosts, and 
providers of travel to enjoy this Starlight “property interest” that belongs to all humanity. 
The existing legal instruments demonstrate the protection for the Right to Starlight, but 
it is the States that act as custodians of World Heritage that are charged with ensuring 
these rights are enforceable, and in turn made available to all of humanity.
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THE EUROPEAN LANDSCAPE CONVENTION
WELFARE AND STARLIGHT

MAGUELONNE DÉJEANT-PONS

Head of the Spatial Planning and Landscape Division, Council of Europe

“Two things fill the mind with ever new and increasing admiration and awe, the more 
often and steadily we reflect upon them: the starry heavens above me and the moral law 
within me.”

Kant, Critique of Practical Reason

“ The landscape…
… is a key element of individual and social well-being and … its protection, manage-

ment and planning entail rights and responsibilities for everyone.”

Preamble to the European Landscape Convention 

The human being has a special responsibility towards the environment, and even a 
solemn responsibility to protect and improve it for present and future generations, states 
the Stockholm Declaration adopted in 1972 by the United Nations Conference on the 
Environment. Humans must, as the World Conservation Strategy, adopted in 1980 points 
out, maintain essential ecological processes and life supporting systems preserve genetic 
diversity and ensure the long term use of species and ecosystems. However, they can 
only do this if their rights in certain areas are recognized.

The first principle of the Stockholm Declaration proclaims: “Man has the funda-
mental right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions of life, in an environment of 
a quality that permits a life of dignity and well-being...”. The international community 
thus affirmed for the first time the importance of the human right to the environment. 
Twenty years later, the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development recognized 
that environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all citizens, at the 
relevant level. 

What progress will have been made by then to implement this principle? While the 
human right to the environment no longer seems to be disputed, it is now time to guar-
antee enjoyment of that right. The question of “human rights and the environment” was 
discussed again at the United Nations World Summit on sustainable development in 
Johannesburg and the importance of the Aarhus Convention on Access to information, 
public participation in decision-making and access to justice in environmental matters 
stressed. 

The need to preserve the world environment is of such vital importance, since it now 
concerns every human being, that the question of human rights to the environment can 
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no longer be ignored, tackled indirectly or treated as a marginal issue. These rights are 
precisely defined in appropriate instruments. Progress in this direction seems inevitable, 
because of its absolute necessity. 

The Council of Europe1 has the task of promoting democracy, human rights and 
the rule of law, and of addressing the major problems facing cotemporary society. The 
Recommendation Rec. (2002) 1 of the Committee of Ministers to member states on 
the Guiding principles for sustainable spatial development of the European Continent 
(PDDTDCE-CEMAT), adopted at the 12th Session of the European Conference of Min-
isters responsible for Regional Planning (CEMAT) of Council of Europe member states 
seeks to protect Europeans’ quality of life and well-being taking into account landscape, 
cultural and natural values2. 

Adopted in Florence (Italy) on 20 October 2000 and came into force on 1st March 
2004, the European Landscape Convention is aimed at promoting the protection, man-
agement and planning of European landscapes and organising European co-operation 
on landscape issues. It is the first international treaty to be exclusively concerned with 
all dimensions of European landscape. It applies to the entire territory of the Parties and 
relates to natural, urban and peri-urban areas, whether on land, water or sea. It there-
fore concerns not just remarkable landscapes but also ordinary everyday landscapes and 
blighted areas. The Member States of the Council of Europe signatory to the European 
Landscape Convention declared their concern to achieve sustainable development based 
on a balanced and harmonious relationship between social needs, economic activity and 

Engraving from the book “L’atmosphère: météorologie populaire” by Camille Flammarion, 1888.
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the environment. The cultural dimension is also of fundamental importance.
The terms used in the Convention are defined in order to ensure that they are inter-

preted uniformly by everyone concerned with the well-being of Europe’s landscapes: 

• “landscape” means an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result 
of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors;

• “landscape policy” means an expression by the competent public authorities of 
general principles, strategies and guidelines that permit the adoption of specific 
measures aimed at the protection, management and planning of landscapes; 

• “landscape quality objective” means, for a specific landscape, the formulation by 
the competent public authorities of the aspirations of the public with regard to the 
landscape features of their surroundings; 

• “landscape protection” means action to conserve and maintain the significant or 
characteristic features of a landscape, justified by its heritage value derived from 
its natural configuration and/or from human activity; 

• “landscape management” means action, from a perspective of sustainable develop-
ment, to ensure the regular upkeep of a landscape, so as to guide and harmonise 
changes which are brought about by social, economic and environmental proc-
esses; 

• “landscape planning” means strong forward-looking action to enhance, restore or 
create landscapes.

In each area of landscape, the balance between these three types of activity depends 
on the character of the area and the objectives agreed. Some areas may merit the strict-
est protection. At the other extreme, there may be areas whose landscapes are severely 
damaged and need entirely reshaping. Most land-
scapes need a combination of the three modes of 
action, and some of them require some degree of 
intervention. In seeking the right balance between 
protection, management and planning of a land-
scape, the Convention does not aim to preserve 
or “freeze” the landscape at a particular point in 
its lengthy evolution. Landscapes have always 
changed and will continue to change, both through 
natural processes and through human action. In 
fact, the aim should be to manage future changes 
in a way which recognises the great diversity and 
the quality of the landscapes that we inherit and 
which seeks to preserve, or even enhance, that 
diversity and quality instead of allowing them to 
decline. Any government wishing to implement 
the principles of good governance needs to give 
due emphasis to landscape in its national and 
international policies. Photogaph by César Portela.
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The Contracting Parties undertake to protect, manage and/or plan their landscapes by 
means of a whole series of measures at national level: 

• to recognise landscapes in law as an essential component of people’s surround-
ings, an expression of the diversity of their shared cultural and natural heritage, 
and a foundation of their identity; 

• to establish and implement landscape policies aimed at landscape protection, man-
agement and planning; 

• to establish procedures for the participation of the general public, local and regional 
authorities, and other parties with an interest in the definition and implementation 
of landscape policies; 

• to integrate landscape into its regional and town planning policies and in its cul-
tural, environmental, agricultural, social and economic policies, as well as in any 
other policies with possible direct or indirect impact on landscape3. 

The Contracting Parties undertake also to co-operate in the consideration of the land-
scape dimension of international policies and programmes, and to recommend, where 
relevant, the inclusion in them of landscape considerations.  They further undertake to 
co-operate in order to enhance the effectiveness of measures taken under the Convention, 
and in particular: to render each other technical and scientific assistance in landscape 
matters through the pooling and exchange of experience, and the results of research 
projects; to promote the exchange of landscape specialists in particular for training and 
information purposes; and to exchange information on all matters covered by the provi-
sions of the Convention. Transfrontier landscapes are covered by a specific provision: 
the Parties undertake to encourage transfrontier co-operation at local and regional level 
and, wherever necessary, prepare and implement joint landscape programmes.

It is possible to recall the Council of Europe’s role in addressing the major problems 
facing society.  At the Third Council of Europe Summit, heads of state and government 
of the organisation’s member states pledged to improve “the quality of life for citi-
zens”.  In the section of the Action Plan on “promoting sustainable development”, they 
recognised that the Council of Europe would, on the basis of the existing instruments, 
further develop and support integrated policies in the field of environment, landscape 
and spatial planning, in a spatial development perspective. The European Landscape 
Convention sets out to secure precisely this quality of life for citizens, as is stated in its 
preamble: “landscape is an important part of the quality of life for people everywhere: 
in urban areas and in the countryside, in degraded areas as well as in areas of high qual-
ity, in areas recognised as being of outstanding beauty as well as everyday areas”.  It is 
wrong to suppose that the quality of a given area is irrelevant or unimportant, or a luxury 
we cannot afford.  Quality of territory, including quality of the sky light is synonymous 
with quality of life:  ecological life, social life, cultural life and economic life. Land-
scape is where all four pillars of sustainable development converge.  It is the cornerstone 
of sustainable development.

Starlight can be considered as an important part of the landscape dimension. Several 
experiences of light plan of cities are developed through Europe. The experiences of 
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Gand in Belgium or Lille in France, can be mentioned. Some countries started also to 
analyse the issue of light emission in a very broad and sustainable approach. The Guide-
lines adopted in Switzerland on light emissions were notably presented at the Fourth 
Meeting of the Workshops for the implementation of the European Landscape Conven-
tion held in Ljubljana, Slovenia, on 11 and 12 May 2006 on “Landscape and society”. 

In these early years of the 21st century, it is important to recognise that human rights, 
as defined in the 1950s in the wake of the second world war and as enshrined and recog-
nised in the European Convention on Human Rights and the European Social Charter, 
must gradually evolve to accommodate new concerns, with due regard for what may be 
termed “the territorial and heritage aspect of human rights”.  Admittedly, this concept 
needs to be explored and developed further, but it is difficult to see how we can possibly 
not be concerned about what happens to the land around us, land that is, by nature, finite 
and which it is up to us to pass on to future generations. Or how we can possibly not 
care about what happens to our natural and cultural heritage, an invaluable asset yet one 
that is all too often irreversibly threatened.  It is important, therefore, to consider these 
new rights, but also the new duties and responsibilities that go with them.  The European 
Landscape Convention talks about “rights and responsibilities for everyone” while the 
Council of Europe Framework 
Convention on the Value of 
Cultural Heritage for Society 
refers to “rights and respon-
sibilities relating to cultural 
heritage”.  That means work-
ing together to look after our 
world for future generations, 
and finding the best ways to 
protect, manage, develop and 
shape them, as it were. 

The right to the environ-
ment can be considered as 
one of the major human rights 
of this century, since the most 
fundamental human right of 
all – the right of existence – is 
under threat.

In any hierarchy of human 
rights, if such a thing were 
possible, it would have to be 
placed among the most impor-
tant of all. For many years 
now scientific experts have 
been pointing out that it is not 
just the quality of life but life 
itself which is in danger. The Valle de La Orotava, Tenerife. Photograph by Federico de la Paz.
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growing number of dangerous substances allowed to find their way into water, the soil 
and the atmosphere is leading to an increased pollution. Together with the over exploita-
tion of resources and destruction of landscapes, these factors are transforming what were 
once nuisances into serious dangers for the human race and the whole biosphere. These 
risks extend not just beyond State frontiers but also beyond the frontiers of the Earth.

Moreover, a thoroughly modern concept, landscape combines all four elements of sus-
tainable development: natural, cultural, social and economic.  It is a constantly evolving 
story, the main thread of which may be grasped by examining the history, characteristics 
and modern reality of a particular area, and the way society perceives it. A unique setting 
and meeting place for populations, landscape is a key factor in the physical, mental and 
spiritual well-being of individuals and societies.  A source of inspiration, it takes us on a 
journey, both individual and collective, through time, space and imagination.  
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THE RIGHT TO THE STARLIGHT 
IN LEGISLATION

international, national and local laws and regulations 
HIROJI ISOZAKI

Meiji Gakuin University, Japan. 

Light pollution needs comprehensive approach
Light pollution impacts on astronomy, starlight views, nocturnal landscapes, as well 

as the agriculture, environment, wildlife, security and cultural values. It may damage 
and hamper the health and behavior of humans, plants and animals, the lives and breed-
ing cycles of plants and animals, especially migrating animals. A solution for the light 
pollution requires a comprehensive approach, including scientific, educational, eco-
nomic, technical and social perspectives. Here, I will take a legal approach to the star-
light view. 

Starlight is common heritage, but its view is extremely of a local nature. 
Under international law, the outer space and celestial bodies are commons and out 

of national sovereignty. Then the starlight, starry sky, can be identified as the common 
heritage of mankind. However this recognition does not help for us to insist the right 
to starlight views. Because those starlight views depends greatly on local places. The 
causes of difficulty to view starry sky do not lie in the outer space nor in the celestial 
bodies, but lie in each local places and conditions, such as air pollution, light pollution, 
tall buildings, etc. In addition, starlight views also depend on local places. Each local 
places has their own view of night sky, usually based on their culture, tradition, legend, 
environment, etc. 

International laws are not prepared for the light pollution. 
Although not a few MEAs (Multilateral Environmental Agreements), such as the 

Ramsar Convention, the World Heritage Convention, the Convention on Migratory Spe-
cies or the Biodiversity Convention, are relevant to light pollution, there is not a concrete 
provision to set out a direct control measure on out door illumination. However, there are 
some provisions that indirectly refer to light pollution, as well as voluntary guidelines. 
For example, guidelines for EIA under the Biodiversity Convention and the Ramsar 
Convention require to assess light pollution. Also under the Convention on Migratory 
Species, some national reports referred to disturbance of marine turtle by lights. 

CBD VIII/28. Impact assessment (UNEP/CBD/COP/8/31, Page 267)

Appendix 3: Aspects of Biodiversity: Composition, Structure and Key Processes.

Influenced by: Effects of human activities that work on a similar (or larger) scale as the area under considera-
tion. For example, by emissions into the area, diversion of surface water that flows through the area, extraction of 
groundwater in a shared aquifer, disturbance by noise or lights, pollution through air, etc. 
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Basic principles of environmental law cover the light pollution. 
In addition, basic principles of environmental law, including ecosystem approach, pre-

vention of environmental harms, precautionary approach, multi disciplinary approach, 
sustainable development, CEPA (Communication, Education and Public Awareness), 
international cooperation, participatory management, prior assessment and monitoring, 
generally cover the light pollution problem. Those principles are categorized as follows: 

It is indispensable to take those principles into consideration in developing a comprehen-
sive policy and an effective rule for the light pollution. Laws, regulations and measures 
based on basic principles of environmental law will be more persuasive and be obeyed. 

Domestic laws are well prepared for the light pollution, but still need further 
development. 

At national level, a lot of domestic local laws set out direct provisions on light pollu-
tion and the right to starlight, in Europe, America, Japan and others. 

For example in Japan, local ordinances on starlight were enacted by the Bisei (lit-
erally means “beautiful star”) Town, Okayama Pref., 1989 and by Takayama Village, 
Gunma Pref., 1998, as well as by other cities including Kyoto City which adopted a 
new ordinance in 2007 for protection of landscape. The voluntary light control guide-
line and guidance were also adopted 
by the Ministry of Environment; a 
guidelines in 1998 and revised one 
in 2006, a local planning manual in 
2000 and a guidebook in 2001. 

Among legal measures taken by 
existing domestic laws and regula-
tion, as shown in Table 1, not only 
direct control measures for the light 

Figure 1. A Pamphlet on the light pollution by the Ministry of 
Environment, Japan 

Basic Principles Basic Procedures 

Ecosystem approach  Access to information 

Prevention of environmental harm Public participation 

Precautionary approach EIA and SEA 

Multi discipline approach Monitoring 

CEPA

International cooperation 

Ramsar VIII.9. Impact assessment (Ramsar COP8 Resolution VIII.9, page 20) 

Appendix 2: The screening criteria 

Category A: Environmental impact assessment mandatory: 

Indicative list of activities for which an environmental impact assessment could be mandatory: 

(c) At ecosystem level (screening questions IV and V in annex I above): Have direct influence on legally protected 
areas, for example by emissions into the area, diversion of surface water that flows through the area, extraction of 
groundwater in a shared aquifer, disturbance by noise or lights, pollution through air. 
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pollution, but also indirect control measures, such as local environmental management 
plan, clean air protection, landscape protection, energy conservation, prior assessment 
or public participation, play very important roles.

The starlight view should be guaranteed in every day life in the city. 
The right to starlight should be realized not only in country side, where an astro-

nomical observatory or a nature protection area is located, but also in urban areas where 
people, especially children live, as same as the right to clean air. 

The right to starlight is not a single subject, it is a bundle of rights. It extends over 
environment, ecology, energy, community, culture and spirit, as well as legend, folk 
tale, juvenile story, and traditional knowledge. Thus, it is supported by the basic human 
rights; in particular, right to live; upon the minimum standard of wholesome and cul-
tured living, and upon dignity and quality of life. The right to starlight could also be 
based on the concept of the Diversity of Biology and of Culture. 

Such a right will be well ensured with an effective procedure, especially EIA (Envi-
ronmental Impact Assessment) including SEA (Strategic Environmental Assessment) 
based on public participation. Such prior assessment should take an integrated approach 
in order to assess multilateral aspects, such as ecological, environmental, biological, 
cultural, spiritual, educational and social aspects. 

For effectiveness, monitoring procedures and implementation/compliance procedures 
are also indispensable. 

Recommendation
For protection of the right to the starlight, at least, the Environmental Impact Assess-

ment Guidelines adopted under the Convention on Biological Diversity (Dec. VIII/28) 
and the Ramsar Convention (Res. VIII.9), that refer to the effects of disturbance by 
lights, should be fully applied in both international and domestic levels. 

IMPACT 
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Light Pollution Control
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Local Lighting Plan

    

Local Environmental Plan
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Wide Administrative Plan

  

Table 1: Impact and Measures
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For the action to be taken in order to make necessary measures and procedures clearer, 
the Starlight Initiative 2007 should propose, based on the Decision VIII/28 on EIA 
Guidelines under the Convention on Biological Diversity, a draft resolution and a possi-
ble guidelines on light pollution, together with a report of the Starlight Initiative 2007 as 
a Basic Document, in cooperation with concerned Contracting Parties and NGOs, to the 
coming COPs of the Convention on Biological Diversity, the Bonn Convention (CMS), 
the Ramsar Convention and the World Heritage Convention.
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EXPERIENCE AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF REGULATIONS 
IN DEFENCE OF THE NIGHT SKY

MARTIN MORGAN-TAYLOR

School of Law, DeMontfort University, Leicester, United Kingdom

Introduction
Light pollution, or obtrusive light is now subject to legal regulation in various jurisdic-

tions across the world.  The purpose of this paper is to outline the justifications for these 
new laws, to highlight examples of the different mechanisms used for regulation, and the 
levels of success obtained or expected in defence of the night sky.  The United Kingdom 
approach will be cited by way of a case study, and compared to other approaches in other 
jurisdictions such as the Model Lighting Ordinance of the USA.

A Global Definition and Justifications for Legal Regulation
Light pollution is a global problem; therefore it needs a universally acceptable defini-

tion.  (One acceptable in law for the purposes of regulation, by the lighting industry and 
by other technical bodies who help set the parameters.)  One problem with the expres-
sion “light pollution” is whether light can in itself be a pollutant in law.  Indeed it could 
be argued that the definition of pollution be modified to expressly accept light (and noise 
for that matter).  To avoid this problem the International Commission on Illumination 
(CIE) has used the expression “obtrusive light, which it defines as: “Spill light which, 
because of the quantitative, directional or spectral attributes in a given context, gives rise 
to annoyance, discomfort, distraction or a reduction in the ability to see essential infor-
mation.”1  So does this definition cover all the core issues posed by bad lighting?  

First and most graphically bad lighting may catch aerosols in the sky and scatter caus-
ing “sky glow” which graphically blots out the night time stars.  Tackling this effect is 
of course core to the protection of the night sky.  It will also meet the CIE’s definition 
if the loss the night sky is an “annoyance or discomfort”.  Moreover, the loss of the sky 
may be the loss of “essential information” to the professional or pro-am astronomer.  
However, astronomy is the “canary in the mine”, for obtrusive lighting may also lead 
to other problems.  Indeed, it is probable that calls for legal regulation and enforcement 
are more likely to be successful if based primarily on these other factors rather than the 
loss of the night sky alone, and so they will also be outlined.  This is because these other 
problems include the fact that wasteful lighting is wasted energy which is wasted carbon 
emissions (climate change).  Wasted money will also adversely affect national economic 
competitiveness.   Indeed, the Czech Republic appears to have adopted the Clean Air Act 
2002 (which has never been put into practice) law partly due to the negative economic 
effects of wasted energy.  However, this factor is not present in the CIE definition.  Gov-
ernments have been keen to discourage car usage, and more recently aeroplane usage 
due to their carbon footprints.  However, the carbon cost of wasteful lighting has not as 
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yet been taken on board by governments, nor are there as yet any formal governmental 
estimates for this form of wastage from lighting, although the author suggests the fol-
lowing figure.  

It is known that there are 22 million dwellings in the UK, if one in ten have a 500-watt 
floodlight there will be 2.2 million lights. Generating 1 kW-hr of electricity produces 
0.43kg of carbon dioxide emissions (UK average). Most lights are on an infra-red switch, 
but most activate needlessly when, for example, cats or pedestrians walk by. If an aver-
age light is on for half an hour a night, then the statistic is (2.2m x 500 w) x 0.50hr/night 
= 550,000 kW-hr/night. Per year this must be multiplied by 365 = 200m kW-hr/year. If 
1 kW-hr produces 0.43kg of carbon dioxide, then some 73m kg/yr of carbon dioxide 
is produced as a by-product from producing the electricity needed to power domestic 
floodlights within the United Kingdom.

If a new diesel car produces 150g of carbon dioxide per kilometre travelled, then just 
under 49,000 cars would have to travel 10,000 km per year to produce this figure. This 
means that the carbon dioxide produced by domestic floodlights alone is statistically 
similar to that produced by the average car usage of a large town of c. 92,500 persons 
(assuming one car per 1.9 persons).2 The implications are clear if this figure is extrapo-
lated to all artificial lighting, it must be a sufficiently significant form of waste to deserve 
regulation.  What is probably stopping obtrusive lighting from having an equal level of 
regulation as other forms of energy misuse is the psychological factor.  That is lighting 
is seen to be akin to safety, security and wellbeing; whilst regulation should be reserved 
for the direct polluters, such as cars and aeroplanes.

Other problems arise when light shines into bedroom windows and night time light-
ing has now been linked to cancer in humans.3 This may explain why night shift works 
appear to be at a higher risk of certain forms of cancer.4 There may be parallels between 
the negative health effects caused by light as there is by noise.  For example, noise has 
long been known to cause physiological responses in relation to the effects on sleep.5   
Sleep is a necessity and a reduction may lead to a loss of concentration, increased irrita-
bility and generally reduced efficiency and quality of life.  

Admittedly, there are comparatively few studies as yet on the problems caused by 
lighting, and more research would be welcomed.  Moreover, with noise it appears that 
the subject does not need to be fully awakened to suffer the same negative effects as 
someone who has been deprived of sleep altogether.6 Indeed, the research considered 

above concerning cancer risks 
does not restrict itself to lighting 
that wakes the subject, the risk 
factor is the effect on the human 
hormonal system due to the level 
of light entering the bedroom and 
the subjects eyes (which may be 
intermittent).  

Disability glare from artificial 
lighting can cause problems, as 
the iris is designed to contract to 
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cut down the amount of light entering the eye, glare can cause momentary blindness and 
pain. This disability glare is perhaps most problematic to light shining into roads, which 
may temporarily blind road users.  It is also particularly an issue for the elderly, as the 
muscles controlling the iris tend to become less efficient with age.7 The 500watt security 
floodlights commonly used by householders are usually angled outwards, so that the 
resulting glare removes any positive passive surveillance benefit which the lighting may 
have. The CfDS website highlights the effects of angling floodlighting so as to reduce 
these effects.8

Obtrusive lighting can also cause quite extensive ecological problems.9 Buildings are 
often floodlit using upwardly facing lights, often all night long.  Moreover, skybeams, 
laser or other concentrated light beams are sometimes used as a means of advertising 
for businesses.  Bats10 and birds11 can become confused by artificial lighting, disrupting 
breeding cycles.12 These animals may become drawn in by artificial light, especially in 
poor weather. These problems may be made worse due to many nations encouraging 
a move towards a 24 hour culture.  Insects may also be adversely affected. Many may 
simply fly around light sources until they drop of exhaustion, and so fail to breed.13 

This in turn may mean that animals further up the food chain (such as birds) suffer due 
to reduced prey numbers. Glow worms are also threatened by lighting, as well as by 
changes to habitat and pesticides.14

It is submitted that these environmental and ecological effects are potentially serious 
and could perhaps be a major factor in encouraging legislation.  As a result it is recom-
mended that any attempt to protect the night sky includes these wider aspects.

It is submitted that the CIE definition is succinct and well drafted so as to deal with 
some of the primary effects of obtrusive lighting, but it does not address some of the 
consequences; namely the climate change, financial, ecological or health effects that 
may be caused.  However the definition provided by the CIE avoids any controversy 
surrounding these other elements as suggested above.  Further, as obtrusive lighting is a 
multi-disciplinary subject, the technical terms encompassing all disciplines must be con-
sidered in order to avoid confusion; which it must be stressed the CIE has avoided here.  
One must use the correct legal terminology if asking for legal regulation, and it must 
be couched in the correct lighting terminology (or other technical terminology for that 
matter), otherwise the legislator or the lighting engineer may be confused and the result-
ant regulation of little use.  For example many definitions of light pollution include the 
expression light trespass.  However trespass is a legal term in common law jurisdictions 
such as the UK, Ireland, the USA, New Zealand and Australia.  As such it has a specific 
legal meaning and requires a direct physical intrusion, which is as yet untested in a court 
of law.  However, nuisance which is also a legal term, has been tested in common law 
courts.  It is also the mechanism which has been used by the UK Government to regulate 
certain forms of obtrusive lighting.  The author is aware of a number of cases where the 
use of the expression trespass has confused law enforcers in the United Kingdom.

It is recommended that the CIE definition is used, but that the important wider impact 
of obtrusive lighting not expressly mentioned in the definition (but dealt with earlier in 
this paper) is included for consideration.  However this recommendation should not be 
taken as indicating that the author does not consider that light may be a pollutant.
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Legal Approaches
The law can take several routes in order to tackle obtrusive light.  It may proactively 

seek to regulate the types of lighting which are fitted, ideally at planning stage or by 
controlling the types of fitment available.  Such a proactive system clearly helps to pre-
vent problems arising in the first place.  Secondly, the law may seek to retrospectively 
tackle the problems which existing lighting can cause, or it may attempt to do both.  It is 
proposed that the best solution is to do both, for the proactive system will not deal with 
pre-existing problems.

The Law in the United Kingdom
The United Kingdom which is addressing both forms of control will now be cited as 

a case-study.15 England and Wales have made artificial lighting subject to the criminal 
law by using the pre-existing statutory nuisance regime.16 The new law is a result of vari-
ous British Government consultations, where the problems caused by nuisance exterior 
lighting and light pollution were highlighted.17 It also follows campaigns by the British 
Astronomical Association’s Campaign for Dark Skies and the Campaign for the Protec-
tion of Rural England (The CPRE).  

This measure is designed to tackle already existing obtrusive lighting.  S.102 of The 
Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005 has inserted para.(fb) into s.79(1) of 
the Environmental Protection Act 1990 to the effect that ‘‘artificial light emitted from 
premises so as to be prejudicial to health or a nuisance’’ may be a statutory nuisance.  
This has added lighting to the pre-existing statutory nuisance regime which has its origins 
in the Nineteenth Century.  Light has joined existing statutory nuisances (such as noise 
and smells) probably because a well established regulatory framework already existed, 
rather than adopting a sui generis approach.  (Adding light to the statutory nuisances was 
another of the recommendations of the Parliamentary Select Committee.  However the 
author did not agree with this recommendation and replied at consultation stage stating 
that the provision would have little practical benefit for the reasons addressed below.18   
However, some problem lighting is now regulated.  

The new law is not intended to regulate all aspects of obtrusive light generally, but 
only a very specific sub-category; that is exterior lighting which meets the criteria for 
statutory nuisance.  It is clear from DEFRA’s guidance notes that:

‘‘. . .although light pollution might affect the aesthetic beauty of the night sky and 
interfere with astronomy, it is not necessarily also a statutory nuisance. The statutory 
nuisance regime is not an appropriate tool with which to address light pollution per 
se’’.19 The following analysis will further show that the criteria for statutory nuisance 
does not really cover protection for the night sky,20 this is largely due to the historic 
nature of the statutory nuisance regime which was set up in the 19th Century to deal with 
threats to human health such as contagion and infection.  In order to amount to a statu-
tory nuisance, the law requires the lighting to meet one of the following two criteria, it 
must be ‘‘prejudicial to health, or a nuisance’’, (under s.102 of the Clean neighbour-
hoods and Environment Act 2005).  In other words, there must be a negative effect on a 
human (health or nuisance) and so the night sky per se is not protected.  

The United Kingdom’s Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) 
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was asked for an opinion by a local authority as to whether an amateur astronomer 
viewing the night sky from their own garden could meet the criteria.21 The opinion cited 
the accepted view that the complainant must have a reasonable day-to-day use of their 
property adversely affected in order to have an actionable statutory nuisance.  Authority 
for this also comes from the 19th Century, it must be,

“…an inconvenience materially interfering with the ordinary physical comfort of 
human existence, not merely according to elegant or dainty modes and habits of living, 
but according to plain and sober and simple notions”.22 Otherwise there is a defence f 
hypersensitivity.23

It is clear that this defence would almost certainly be used against an astronomer.  
However, it is also clear that astronomy as a hobby or a profession is really only adversely 
affected by bad lighting.  Good lighting without disability glare, over lighting, or incor-
rectly angled luminares will have a significantly lesser negative affect on astronomy.  As 
a result it could be argued that there is no hypersensitivity as the defendant would only 
be required to improve health and safety and save energy, without any loss of social 
utility.  

Defras opinion stated that astronomy as a hobby would be unlikely to amount to an 
“ordinary physical comfort”. The opinion stated that the hobby “is clearly distinguish-
able from ordinary physical comforts of human existence such as the need to sleep or be 
free from noise or dust or (poignant) smell.  Accordingly the issue of abnormal sensitiv-
ity is unlikely to be of a type recognised by the common law of nuisance”.24 The author 
disagrees with the application of this judgment to the 21st Century.  It is submitted that 
the meaning of what amounts to an “ordinary physical comfort” must also change to 
reflect the mirror-image meaning in modern society, for the whole physical fabric of 
society has changed since this judgment.  Hobbies were reserved for the wealthy in the 
1850’s but hobbies are now positively encouraged today across the entire social strata of 
society.  The UK’s Royal Astronomical Society was only formed in 1820 and the Brit-
ish Astronomical Association was not formed until 1890.  It is proposed that it would 
be problematic to say that hobbies are not ordinary physical comforts today.  Moreover, 
when is a person engaging in astronomy as a hobby?  It could be argued that the opinion 
misses the point, for the night sky is half of the physical environment and for everyone 
to view not just astronomers.  Either this opinion or statutory nuisance itself misses the 
point here.

The restrictive nature of the statutory nuisance regime is further complicated by the 
inclusion of a list of exempted premises: ‘‘airports, public service vehicle operating cen-
tres, harbours, goods vehicle operating cen-
tres, railway premises, lighthouses, tramway 
premises, prisons, bus stations and associated 
facilities, premises occupied for defence pur-
poses.’’25 The author is unable to find a logi-
cal reason for this list, and it is submitted that 
the list probably owes its existence solely to 
the power of political lobbying.  This is a 
pity as these premises need good lighting the 
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same as any other and so their exemption means that they can freely use light that creates 
disability glare (and so has negative health and safety implications).  The exemptions are 
not needed as all business and listed sports facilities have the defence of “best practica-
ble means”.  This is a balance, whereby the social utility of the lighting is set off against 
the remaining nuisance after all reasonable measures taken to reduce the negative effects 
of the lighting have been taken.  The UK Campaign for Dark Skies is continuing to meet 
with Government Ministers to discuss the removal of this list.

Further, there is no statutory nuisance if there is no land owner being adversely 
affected able to bring the action (as the issue is whether a human has been adversely 
affected).  This is particularly important for astronomical heritage sites, such as stone 
circles and temples on public land.  There will also be no statutory nuisance if the ama-
teur astronomer is not on their own property as they are not being affected in the use of 
their own property.  Also will the professional astronomer meet these criteria, or will 
they be deemed to be unreasonable users who should go abroad?    

Perhaps more success will be had by dealing with lighting at the planning stage.  Eng-
land and Wales are working on a proactive guidance note for obtrusive lighting at plan-
ning stage.  However, the structure of planning guidance is currently under review with 
the “Planning for a Sustainable Future: Consultation”26 underpinning the “Planning for 
a Sustainable Future: White paper”.27 There is at present no central government advice 
on obtrusive light to aid planners or business developers and the result has been a very 
mixed approach by local authorities.  It was hoped that there would be a Lighting Annex 
to Planning Policy Statement 23: “Planning and Pollution Control (2005) (PPS23).  The 
annex in whatever form it ends up will be subject to full consultation including the astro-
nomical community.  This annex was recommended by a Parliamentary Select Com-
mittee Report of the UK House of Commons.28 However, work on the annex is on hold 
pending the outcome of the wider planning consultations.  Scotland has recently adopted 
its “Controlling Light Pollution and Reducing Lighting Energy Consumption”,29 which 
is a best practice guide.  However the Scottish guide was written without any consulta-
tion with the astronomical community in the United Kingdom and it makes no reference 
to the night sky.  

The planning stage offers an opportunity to create lighting zones.  However this 
approach is not without problems, in as much as light travels considerable distances.  
Therefore permitting higher levels of upward light in urban centres will not stop it travel-
ling and adversely affecting the sky in national parks or other areas which will no doubt 
be subject to more restrictive lighting schemes.  The United States enjoys a considerable 
land mass and so this problem may mean that their national parks may be much further 
away from cities than most of their European counterparts, although the deterioration of 
the night sky at professional observatories such as Mt. Palomar underscores the distance 
that lighting really can travel to have a negative effect.  However, there is no clear alter-
native to lighting zones and they are also recommended by the UK Institute of Lighting 
Engineers in their Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light.30

Further, Derek McNally of the IDA and the Royal Astronomical Society has stated:
“It is all the more regrettable that direction on light as a nuisance being considered by 

Defra and CLG (Communities and Local Government) seems out of step with growing 
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interest in the public for the preservation of dark skies, development of fledgling tourist 
businesses offering access to dark skies in the UK and the beginnings of a movement 
in N. America of the concept of Dark Sky Preserves (e.g. at natural Bridges National 
Monument in the USA and others in Canada) and Dark Sky Parks (e.g. Mt. Megantic 
in Canada).  Only the Dark Sky Park concept is of interest in the UK context given the 
amount of light pollution now existing over virtually all the readily accessible UK… In 
view of the inadequacy of the 2005 legislation… attention should be turned to the estab-
lishment of Dark Sky Parks.”31 The author would fully support such parks.

The Model Lighting Ordinance of the USA
The International Dark Skies Association and the Illuminating Engineering Society 

of North America (IESNA) is finalising a Model Lighting Ordinance for the USA.32 
This ordinance aims to tackle all aspects of bad lighting.  The draft version of the MLO 
intends to define five lighting zones, prevent over lighting, limit high angle brightness, 
restrict light encroachment and to limit skyglow.  The MLO is designed to be a compre-
hensive preventative measure and as it is being co-drafted by representatives of the US 
lighting industry it should be workable by the lighting industry. Interestingly limits on 
lighting installed for public benefit shall not be imposed; however, communities shall 
be encouraged to evaluate and improve their public lighting systems based on MLO 
recommendations.33

Conclusion
In time it hoped that obtrusive lighting will reduce, but it is clear that this is not going 

to be voluntary practice, legislation is needed.  It is hoped that the United Kingdom’s 
combined approach will have a positive effect, and that it, the US Model Lighting Ordi-
nance and other approached round the world will encourage other jurisdictions to learn 
from these different experiences.  However the time has come for a global approach to 
this global problem.  It is also hoped that knowledge of the wider environmental and 
ecological effects of obtrusive lighting may lead to meaningful central European action, 
and that a future EU Directive could regulate artificial lighting on these grounds.  Cur-
rently the global approach is patchy and further conferences and discussion groups will 
help to work towards global action to tackle obtrusive lighting.
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THE RIGHT TO STARLIGHT, ANOTHER STEP 
TOWARDS CONTROLLING POLLUTION AND AN 

EFFICIENT USE OF NATURAL RESOURCES
JOSÉ MARÍA GARRIDO LÓPEZ & JAVIER DÍAZ-REIXA SUÁREZ

Nature, Consultoría y Gestion s.l., Tenerife, Spain

Formulating the right to starlight: basic aspects of the legal regime.
When starlight, something so simple and consubstantial to mankind since the dawn 

of time, attempts to become a right that requires respecting, or restoring if has already 
been affected, it takes on a dimension that contains a complexity of relations that are 
only detectable when the other side of exercising rights comes into play: that is the 
obligations.  

The right to starlight, or to dark skies if you prefer, entails the implicit obligation of 
avoiding, attenuating or correcting all elements or factors that have an impact on the 
“clarity” of the night, making light pollution the main risk factor that deteriorates the 
integrity of this right. 

Light pollution is the unwanted consequence of an excess of lighting that, moreover, 
is poorly directed, producing the illumination of the dark sky. This definition is the result 
of a simplistic conception of what an excess of lighting means, as if light is energy, we 
are not only talking about dazzling the dark skies, we are also talking about energy cor-
ridors, vibrations and radiations, we are talking about burning fossil fuels, landscape 
and nocturnal wildlife, of cultural deterioration, obstacles to research of the cosmos, of 
health and welfare, of squandering and redistributing the wealth of finite or non renewa-
ble resources, of climate and of global warming.

Light pollution however, finds its best footing the recognition of the atmosphere and 
its associated components as a natural resource of undoubted transcendence for living 
conditions on Earth. Air pollution does not understand or respect administrative barriers 
or national sovereignties, as the consequences of its impact have a world wide repercus-
sion, so emphasis must be given to developing conventions and conferences that make it 
possible to reach international agreements in which climate and pollution acquire a joint 
platform of analysis.

Legal regulation to control light pollution is merely another step in the complex task 
of regulating the origin and dispersion of pollutants, which is why we will touch upon 
the most frequent techniques that have been established for controlling and preventing 
pollution, if only briefly: 

The classification of activities by their environmental impact 
The regulatory classification of activities depending on their degree of environmental 

impact  makes it possible to submit these activities to certain special processes to vali-
date their development with regard to the corrective measures they should include and to 
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certain distances that should be maintained between them and other activities or human 
settlements in the territory. 

The environmental nature impregnated in these regulations when they specify that 
the process for obtaining licenses or the technical requisites to be taken on board, must 
be based on objective criteria that guarantee protection. It would be advisable to include 
all activities that produce gratuitous or merely festive light pollution to be classed as 
bothersome or unhealthy, so that they adopt corrective measures or, if applicable, they 
are eliminated by direct ban.

Environmental Impact Evaluation 
The Evaluation of the Environmental Impact is conceived with a double purpose: first 

as a technique of self control for the activity of the public administrations, and second, 
as an administrative intervention instrument, that is, the public or private nature of the 
activities is irrelevant to the purpose of the evaluation.

 Apart from following the maxim coined in health matters: “prevention is better than 
cure”, the application of prior corrective measures means lower economic and social 
costs than when it is a question of remedying the harmful effects of the pollution produ-
ced after the event. 

In the evaluation of any work or project, light pollution obviously must be evaluated 
just like any other kind of pollution, and corrective measures must be established, if 
necessary, to limit, restrict or eliminate the harmful consequences of its effects on heri-
tage resources and the environment.

Application of Environmental Management Systems and Audits
The use of these techniques of implementing environmental management is aimed 

at stimulating the use of the best environmental practises by all kinds of companies and 
organisations. These Environmental Management Systems and their later audits, reviews 
and evaluations of the system, are the voluntary tools available for companies and orga-
nisations that operate in the traffic of goods and services in the world wide market to 
make environmental improvements. 

Although the voluntary nature of sticking to these practises makes them far less effi-
cient, it is also true that the quality of the products supplied and services provided in a 
highly competitive market depends on the accredited environmental behaviour of the 
companies involved. 

Homologations
With the homologation procedure, the public administration can control the process 

of certain products and activities that have an impact on the environment, but, instead of 
conducting individual and case by case checks, they set out the compulsory requisites 
and conditions and check that the authorised prototypes are the same as the components 
that are to be mass produced. 

This way, certain elements and products are subject to a preliminary administrative 
audit and if this is passed, these elements and products are accredited with the identifica-
tion of a label or logotype placed on or built into them. The homologation of lamps that 
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meet the previously established requisites 
could thus become an effective instrument 
to control light pollution.   

The declaration of Protected Natural Areas
Although the declaration of Protected 

Natural Areas is a legislative technique 
that acts to indirectly protect an area from 
light pollution, its repercussion in these 
matters is obvious, because the proces-
ses that affect or may affect the develop-
ment of the essential ecological processes 
in their territorial area are analysed with 
greater stringency and in greater detail, as 
the conservation of their resources take 
priority over any other factor that is not 
backed by an express declaration of gene-
ral interest. 

Promoting and declaring “Starlight 
Reserves” as an extra declaration, or part 
of an already declared Protected Natural 
Area, or autonomously because of the cli-
matic conditions and territorial location of 
the area in question, may open a door that 
is vital for the effective configuration of 
the right to starlight. 

Light pollution in regional, environmental and town planning.
The spatial overlapping of activities and uses with polluting repercussions, will have 

a greater or lesser environmental impact depending on the exact location chosen for said 
activities and the correct application of the pertinent corrective measures. The relations 
between regional planning and the protection of the environment have been highlighted 
on many occasions, both to quantify the impact that incorrect or inexistent planning has 
and for extracting results from correct planning. 

The European principal of subsidiarity recognised in the old slogan “think global, 
act local”, indicates that, whenever possible, decisions should be taken on the political-
administrative level that is closest to the man in the street, and this principal finds an 
ideal place in regional, environmental and town planning for being put into effective 
practise.

From this viewpoint, measures to protect the dark skies should be introduced throug-
hout the planning system so that, like a regulatory cascade, they flood down to the 
last step and person, where their application should be reflected in practise, that is, in 

Nocturnal lighting of sea and beaches are clear exam-
ples of useless light waste that are common in tourist 
areas. Above: Cullera, Valencia (© Francisco Colomer), 
Below: Playa de las Canteras, Gran Canaria (Source: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/rol1000/, License terms: 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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Local Councils and with regard 
to planned building works and 
economic activities setting up in 
the region. 

The lack of basic central 
government rules to regulate 
this situation is not an obstacle 
for regional authorities to exer-
cise their legislative powers in 
the area of environmental pro-
tection and to regulate this right 
by imposing measures aimed at 
reducing or limiting light pol-
lution. This is an aspect that 
has been profoundly reinforced 

since the European Directive 2001/42/CE and of the Council of the 27th of June 2001 
on Evaluating the effects of certain Plans and Programmes on the Environment2 came 
into effect.    

Therefore, if light pollution is an environmental aspect deriving from taking deci-
sions associated with the power over regional and town planning, its effects should be 
evaluated and duly corrected like any other incident of this nature.

Nevertheless, and despite the autonomous character of the evaluation of this pollu-
ting factor in planning decision as a consequence of applying regulatory mandates, it is 
true that its express recognition in each and every planning instrument makes the system 
fire proof to avoid cracks that in practise translate into pollution and wasted energy.

This enables each Region to design is own policy, adapted to its specificities and to 
develop the best instruments for protecting its own resources. In the case of this Region, 
the host to the Starlight Conference, we have reached a point at which it is relatively 
simple to introduce this environmental variable in the tasks of planning. 

In the case of the Canary Islands, apart from the Protection of the Quality of the Skies 
Act, there are several legal provisions and rulings of regional planning instruments that 
enable us to live in the hope that the islands can remain in the vanguard in this terrain.

The Canary Island Regional Guidelines for General Planning and Tourism Act, Law 
19/2003, of the 14th of April, considers light pollution as a form of air pollution, and it 
takes on board rulings that contain clear and explicit mandates that have to be included 
in regional and town plans at all lower levels (parts or districts of the island or municipal 
plans). Hence, Guideline 20, established as a rule of direct application, indicates the 
following: 

“1. The public administrations will pay relevant attention to the quality of the air, 
noise and exterior lighting, because of its everyday impact on the quality of life of 
residents and visitors to the islands, because of its influence on the harmonious 
life of citizens and because of its impact on the formation of an increasingly acute 
and desirable sensibility with regard to the environment. The Environmental Qual-
ity Planning Guidelines shall establish the planning framework in these matters. 

Saturn. @ NASA and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA). 
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4. The Canary Island Government shall care for the light quality of the archipelago 
and shall set adequate levels for maintaining the activity of astrophysical observa-
tion in optimum conditions, the saving and appropriate harnessing of energy and 
respect for the wild life”. 

For its part, Guideline 22, dealing specifically with light control, includes the fol-
lowing mandates:  

“1. The Environmental Quality Planning Guidelines shall establish the criteria and 
rulings that guarantee an adequate light control of each one of the islands, on a 
foundation that will include the determinations contained in the regulations on 
protecting the astronomic quality of the observatories, including the elimination 
of intrusive lights. 

2. With a view to preserving and improving the light quality of the Canary Islands, 
the Environmental Quality Planning Guidelines shall indicate, at the very least, 
the light quality objectives by island and, if necessary, as a function of the vulner-
ability to light pollution, by smaller areas, such as areas affected by astronomic 
observation, urban media, the proximity of protected areas, proximity to major 
roads, etc. All of this notwithstanding the competences of the State in matters of 
lighting and sign-posting of coasts, ports and airports. 

3. The Environmental Quality Planning Guidelines shall determine the methods of 
control and monitoring for light quality, creating to this end a Light Prevention 
and Correction Commission made up of representatives of the main stakeholders 
involved. 

4. Within the areas of their competence, the municipal by-laws shall develop the con-
tents of the Guidelines in this matter, notwithstanding the convenience of regulat-
ing this area without waiting for the regional government to provide planning 
for this field. The Canary Island Government, in conjunction with the island and 
municipal authorities, shall design a standard model of environmental by-laws for 
possible adoption by municipal authorities”. 

These provisions of the Guidelines Act should be complemented in their respective 
functional and regional areas of planning by Island Planning Master Plans and by Gene-
ral Planning Master Plans (on a municipal scale). The hierarchical dependence of the 
Partial Plans (that plan parts of a municipal district, previously delimited and planned 
on a structural level by the General Plans), in turn, ensures that the entire legal town and 
country planning system and the natural resources planning system become impregnated 
with said determinations to avoid or prevent light pollution and preserve the quality of 
the sky for astronomic observation.

On the island scale, progress in this direction is slower, as there is a certain hetero-
geneity in the degree to which determinations of this nature are incorporated, given that 
some Island Plans include planning criteria and determinations, with a varying degree of 
precision and regulatory quality, while others do not contain even a minimum allusion 
to these matters. 
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The most precise plan in this area is the Island of Gran Canaria Plan3, which contains 
determinations that are directly applicable in this area, and which are presented below:  

“Article 93.- Starscape: Light Pollution. 
1. In order to significantly diminish light pollution on the island, the competent 

Administrations will adopt the necessary measures to start a gradual process of 
adapting lamps, bulbs and other forms of exterior lighting so that these will mini-
mise their light pollution. These measures must be applied, in any event, to new 
lighting projects (especially new building development projects and road lighting) 
and to plans to replace existing lamps. 

2. The competent Administrations shall promote the design of a regulatory device for 
light pollution on Gran Canaria with the following aim: 

•  To apply the criterion of energy efficiency and to obtain an energy saving in exte-
rior lighting. 

•  To prevent an alteration to the natural light rhythms (day/night) and its effects on 
protected wildlife. 

•  To recover the starscape and the possibility of enjoying a star-studded sky through-
out the island. 

•  To eliminate intrusive interior and exterior lights, which will enhance the quality 
of life of the people. 

•  To eliminate dazzle and, therefore, increase safety on the highways and byways. 
•  To favour astronomic and astrophysical observations. 
3. The aforesaid legislations will regulate both public and private exterior lighting, 

ornamental lighting, bulbs and other sources of light, and it shall establish the 
exceptions that are exempt from its application on urban, urbanisable and rustic 
land. The regulations shall address the following aspects at least: 

•  It may establish a zoning of the island as a function of vulnerability to light pollu-
tion. 

•  It shall determine the characteristics of exterior lamps so that their light bulbs will  
always emit their light beams below the horizon and in such a manner as to illu-
minate its object, while avoiding flows of light beyond the area intended to be lit 
and into the upper hemisphere, above the line of the horizon of the beams of light 
reflected in the glass. 

•  It shall determine the kinds and characteristics of the lamps to be used, establish-
ing preferentially those that achieve greater energy efficiency. 

•  It shall establish provisions to avoid intrusive lights produced by both exterior and 
interior lights. 

•  It shall establish the provisions necessary for projects subject to authorisation to 
define the characteristics of any interior or exterior lighting that could cause light 
intrusion in the exterior. 

•  It shall establish the conditions for the Public Administration to include compli-
ance with whatever provisions may be contained in the regulations in the terms 
and conditions of the administrative clauses of contracts. 

•  It shall determine the regime of sanctions, inspections and control. 
•  It shall establish the deadlines and the conditions for applying its contents”.
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The general situation is fairly heterogeneous and does not depend on, or bear the 
slightest relation to the distance or proximity of the respective municipal district to the 
sites of greatest astronomic quality, or their potential capacity to improve or aggravate 
the situation. It does however appear to depend on the professional expertise of those 
responsible for designing the plans, or on their capacity to keep their know-how up to 
date in matters and disciplines related to the techniques of town and country planning.

We have seen how legal planning deals unequally with planning in this matter, and this 
aspect of planning misses a common reference that is duly accepted by the International 
Community; a loophole that can be filled in by the final declaration of this Conference. 
A solid declaration is vital, not only to be able to openly demand compliance and to 
attribute responsibilities, but 
also so that suitable corrective 
measures can be taken whene-
ver an activity is established in 
the territory that has an impact 
on the dark sky.  

The future is, as always and 
in any event, inevitable. The 
recognition of new rights and 
obligations is on the table. The 
profiles of the legal regimen 
of the right to starlight are fast 
becoming clear. A final effort 
and we will all gain. 

Notes and References
1 Nomenclature of Bothersome, Unhealthy, Harmful or Hazardous activities.
2 Strategic Environmental Evaluation, as this Regulation is known, has been enacted into Spanish 

Law with Law 9/2006, of the 28th of April.
3 Decree 68/2004, of the 25th of May, whereby the non substantial deficiencies of the Gran Canaria 

Island Planning Master Plan are corrected (BOC nº 112, of the 11th of June 2004, (continuation in 
BOC nº 113).

© Giuseppe Orlando
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THE CANARIAN SKY LAW:
APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

FRANCISCO JAVIER DÍAZ CASTRO

Head of the Sky Protection Unit. Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias.

Introduction
In 1988 the Spanish Parliament passed Law 31/88 concerning the ‘Protection of the 

Astronomical Quality of the IAC Observatories’, now known as the Canarian Sky Law. 
In 1992 a regulation was passed governing the application of this law and establishing 
the OTPC. 

Right from the beginning the law had quite specific objectives concerning the mainte-
nance and, where possible, improvement of the magnificent quality of the skies over the 
Canary Islands. To accomplish these objectives numerous interventions in the installa-
tion of exterior lighting were made in order to lessen the adverse effects of light pollution 
affecting the IAC Observatories. Other aspects, including road safety, large savings in 
energy and environmental issues, were taken into account  to make the Sky Law a model 
to be emulated in the fight against light pollution.

Light Pollution
There exist many definitions of light pollution, but one of the most accurate is the fol-

lowing: ”The emission of luminous flux from artificial nocturnal sources in intensities, 
directions and/or spectral ranges to a degree that is unnecessary for the performance 
of tasks in a given area where illumination is to be installed”. This defines the kind of 
pollution that we are able to avoid.

Light pollution is produced by poor screening of outside lighting and/or the use of 
unsuitable lamps, which causes  part of the light to be directed towards the sky, thereby 
not being fully exploited for the purpose of illuminating our streets, squares and sports 
facilities. Excess illumination (reflection) also has a great impact, producing more illu-
mination than is necessary and involving the use of lamps of low efficiency with a high 
ultraviolet content.

Directing this wasted light towards the ground and where it is needed leads to impro-
ved lighting and saving of energy, both of which are beneficial to the environment. Good 
design of lighting installations must control light emission to illuminate only what is 
required, with the quantity of light needed for the activity concerned and with the most 
efficient and suitably adapted light source.

The ornamental lighting of buildings, together with luminous advertisements must,  
adopt a design that avoids directing the light towards the sky and must be turned off 
when not serving their purpose (during the hours of early morning).
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Beginnings and evolution of 
legislation governing the control 
of light pollution 

There was great development in 
legislation for the specific protec-
tion of astronomical observatories 
in the 1980s. This type of legisla-
tion with respect to the Observa-
tories is currently continuing to 
expand while building on present 
legislation.

At the end of the 1990s legisla-
tion came into force concerning 
protection to control light pollu-
tion, not only for telescopic instal-

lations but also with regard to environmental issues (energy saving, the natural habitat 
and comfort of users). 

Examples:
� Catalonia Law (2001)
� Law protecting the night environment – Balearic Islands (2005)
� Navarre, Andalusia, Cantabria, Cordova, Burgos, etc.
� The Torrance Barrens Conservation and Dark Sky Reserve Canada (1999).
� Italy and Chile (astronomical legislation), United Kingdom (Wales, 2007)

There is a boom in the study of the impact of artificial nocturnal light on the environ-
ment that will shortly generate more specific legislation to protect the flora and fauna of 
natural spaces.

Objectives of the protections laws
The objective is to minimize the impact 

or influence of light pollution. Not all the 
impact can be avoided. Statistically, the 
amount of light pollution is directly pro-
portional to population size.

For example, on La Palma light emis-
sion on the horizon was reduced in the 
1990s to 50 percent, which implies that 
the number of light fixtures existing in the 
1990s could be at least tripled before arri-
ving at previous levels of light pollution 
with the impact of the new fixtures being 
minimized.

Figure 1. Lamps with emission into the ultraviolet adversely 
affect both fauna and humans, favouring the incidence of cancer. 
In the picture, effect on insects attracted by the lamp.

Figure 2. Promoting the use of more efficient lamps in 
public lighting.
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The astronomical quality of the sky alone is usually an insufficient consideration in 
convincing the public. But light pollution affects a large number of other factors that are 
relevant to the majority of the population (energy consumption, the environment, road 
safety, etc.), so this helps us to join forces in the protection of the astronomical sky. For 
this reason this has led to current protection rules from an environmental point of view.

Adverse effects of artificial light
� Brightness-sky glow (loss of 

natural nocturnal landscape and 
indirect illumination of natural 
habitats).

� Glare.
� Intrusive light.
� Over-illumination.
� Energy waste.
� Use of low-efficiency lighting.
� Light waste outside the area to 

be illuminated.
� Illumination of sensitive natu-

ral habitats.
� Contamination of spectral lines of astronomical observation interest.
� Use of lamps with emission into the ultraviolet (insects, dispersion, cancer).
� Disorientation and disorders in birds, insects, and fauna in general.
� Direct and indirect (insects) interference to plants.

Basic criteria for reducing sky glow, glare and spectral contamination
In order of priority:
� Avoid light emission on the horizon. The most damaging emissions are those emitted 

close to the horizon.
� Turn off illumination in monuments, sport infrastructures, ornamental lighting, lumi-

nous advertising, etc., at midnight.
� Aim to use recommended (CIE) minimum luminotechnical levels, especially after 

midnight.
� Maximum “k” coefficient usage.
� Use only sodium vapour lamps for roads, all other illumination being of low ultravio-

let radiation output. 

Free technical assessment
It is difficult for all technical designers of illumination to have sufficient information 

to fulfil both objectives. Technical assessment is normally carried out by technicians 
working for lighting manufacturers, which are often impartial.

The OTPC provides fair assessment to designers, providing new specifications for 
designers to demand of the manufacturers.

Figure 3. Over-illumination is unnecessary and harmful.
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Problems that have arisen in the 
application of the canarian sky 
law
� Limitations and changes clash 
with the tendency of human inertia 
to continue doing the same thing 
through habit. 
� Technicians unaccustomed to 
adjusting designs in detail to meet 
new limits. Much is relegated to the 
manufacturers’ own techicians, who 
are normally not impartial.
� Unwillingness among some 
manufacturers and designers to offer 
through their products and ideas a 
technical solution in an effort to con-
travene protection standards (to be 
ahead of the competition, selfishness, 
the explosive expansion of lighting, 
etc.).              
� Use of lighting fixtures with 
purely ornamental aims, with total 
disregard for efficiency and useful-
ness of lighting. They require very 

high levels of power in order to provide the necessary illumination. 
 �  The desire to make architectural or advertising designs stand out from their surround-

ings in an egocentric and exaggerated manner, the design criteria failing to meet 
recommendations or legal requirements. 

�  The widespread belief that erroneously associates glare with good illumination. The 
public need to be taught the true objectives of good illumination, which involve look-
ing at the object being illuminated (walkways, roads, building facades, monuments, 
etc.) and not at the light fixture itself.

�  Solving lighting problems in the cheapest and least efficient way possible (resulting 
in directing light outside the zone to be illuminated). This is typically the case with 
municipal authorities in which investments are unconnected with the costs of main-
tenance (electricity consumption), or the attempts by urbanization projects to reduce 
the number of illumination points, thereby increasing the amount of useless glare, the 
increase in distance causing a decrease in lighting efficiency (such projects not being 
accountable for maintenance costs).

�  Designing low-contamination lighting installations that nevertheless have very poor 
quality parameters (excessive distance between fixtures, low altitude installation with 
respect to the area to be lighted, unsuitable optics with respect to the object to be 
illuminated, etc.) and justifying the poor design in terms of protection limitations. 

 �  The greatest offenders in not fulfilling legal requirements are the municipal authori-

Figure 5. Glare caused by non appropriate lighting can lead to 
serious problems of insecurity.

Figure 4. Useless energy waste should be avoided.
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ties (the majority), the very authorities charged with invigilating the fulfilment of the 
law in the case of the Canary Islands. 

�  The lack of effective regulatory mechanisms, both preventive (but binding) and 
enforceable (big problem).

Examples of energy savings
Energy savings in lighting are obtained mainly according to the following criteria:
�  Use of suitable lamps.
�  Use of efficient lamps.
�  Avoiding over-illumination. The pupil of the human eye is reduce through glare. 

The presence of neigbouring well-lit installations, the increase in lighting level 
produces a domino effect of over-illumination in cities.

�  The turning-off of sports-facilities, decorative and ornamental illumination at 
times when there are insufficient spectators to justify its full use.

Final comments
The conservation of the environment is an an aspect of ever-growing importance; it 

is therefore inevitable that when we speak of the future, it is inevitable that we tend to 
include it in our considerations. Apart from the indirect consequences of an increase in 
energy savings to the improvement of the environment (less consumption of solid fuels, 
less emission of carbon dioxide and other particles), we often forget that by illuminating 
the night sky we are disturbing the natural processes of many animals and plants that 
could be adversely affected by the intrusion of unwanted light in their normal lives (as is 
the case of Canarian shearwater, which becomes totally disorientated when dazzled by 
artificial lights). There is a growing number of studies dedicated to the impact of lighting 
installations on biodiversity in given regions (of several hundred kilometres), especially 
on insects which form a very important link in the food chain. Similarly, other studies are 
being carried out on the 
impact on human health, 
such as the alteration 
of the circadian cycles, 
cancer and other kinds of 
illnesses. We should the-
refore alway bear in mind 
that badly focused ligh-
ting increases light pollu-
tion (glare) in our skies, 
causing us to lose one of 
the greated spectacles that 
nature can offer us and 
denying us a knowledge 
of the universe.

We must learn to forget 
erroneous sayings such as 

Figure 6. Plaza de Europa, at Puerto de la Cruz (Tenerife) before and after its 
adaptation to the Sky Law criteria.
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‘the more light, the better’ and avoid the tendency to think that glare means lots of light 
(glare actually causes us to see less, hence increasing our sense of insecurity). Neither 
should we forget that life is based on the alternation of light and dark, and that when God 
created light He did not eliminate darkness.

Contact and Information
Sky Protection Unit’s (OTPC) page on the Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias website: http://www.
iac.es/servicios.php
C/ Vía Láctea s/n – La Laguna 38200 – Tenerife - Spain. Tel.: +34 922 605200. E-mail: fdc@iac.es

Figure 7. View of the Roque de Los Muchachos Observatory on La Palma (ORM).
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INTELLIGENT 
LIGHTING CHALLENGES

NIGEL E. POLLARD 
Director, Division 5, International Commission on Illumination (CIE)

Artificial lighting is one of the wonders of the modern age, that has bought untold beni-
fits to mankind and without which most of us could simply not lead our current life-
styles. It is also remarkably good value for money in most developed countries, and for 
those living in less well developed ones, the opportunities now offered by low power 
LEDs, will hopefully soon bring similar benefits to those currently having to still rely on 
candles and keosen lamps, to light their homes.

Over the last hundred years or so, the lighting 
industry has done wonders to raise the efficency 
and overall quality of both light sources and lumi-
naires and with the software design tools now 
available there is no excuse for poor, wasteful 
design solutions. However, it is a businnes, and 
to exist needs to make money and sell more, and 
more lighting products. The profession has written many good technical standards, but 
some would also say that it is still to close to the industry and that many lighting levels 
are still set to high, and if the wider world joins the US led growth in legisative actions, 
then they could go higher still - “to be on the safe side”. Hopefully, if the latter is the 
case, then we can guide the lawyers towards light quality, rather than just the light quan-
tity. 

An addition to this mix within the last twenty years or so, has been added that of the 
independant lighting designer. These, usually from a knowledge base in architecure or 
theatre lighting, while independant of the lighting equipment manufacturers, are how-
ever obviously guided by their clients who may or may not be interested in energy con-
servation issues when it comes to the attractive façade lighting of their €1 billion resort 
hotel.

It is here that we find that 
LIGHT, apart from its basic fun-
tion as an aid to vision is in real-
ity much, much more. Amongst 
other things it can be a very 
good and cheap form of adver-
tising, whether it is that €1bil-
lion hotel overlooking the sea, a 
single brightly lit bar-restaurant 
in a small village or a whole city 
nightscape with an image known 
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worldwide. In such a world, its overall installation and runnings costs may well be very 
small when compared to its perceived benefits and monetry returns. 

Since the IAU and CIE first took notice of the problems of artifical sky glow in 1980 
with their joint Publication “Guidelines for minimising urban sky glow near astronomi-
cal observatories”, much has happened, particulary following the proactive lead taken 
by the International Dark Sky Assocciation (IDA) which was formed in 1988. There are 
now have two further CIE publications:

• No. 126:1997 “Guidelines for Minimising Sky Glow” 
• No. 150: 2003 “Guide to the limitation of the Effects of Obtrusive Light from Out-

door lighting installations” 
and a vast library of material from the IDA, as well as a number of national publications 
in such countries as Australia, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, Spain, the US and the 
UK. 

However, while the CIE publications have both found almost universal acceptance as 
“Guides”, it is interesting to note than when the limiting values for obtrusive light from 
Pub. 150 were put into a European “Standard” for lighting exterior work areas, one of 
the EU Counties most positive towards Dark Skies, voted against it, giving the reason 
that limits on obtrusive light are not consistent with task lighting standards. The said 
country also has a large lighting industry.   

We have also had problems in the UK (Eng-
land) where a start had been made to bring artifi-
cal lighting into environmental law as a possible 
statuary nuiscence when it interfers with some-
one’s use of their property or is prejudical to 
someone’s health. Unfortunately, as with our 
aforementioned Europeon partner, a few people, 
in other government departments this time, seem 
to be convinced that minimising bad lighting 
means no lighting.  We have therefore been left 
with a number of excemptions that are unintel-
ligent. Thankfully the UK (Wales) legislation is 
looking better in that the excemptions are only 
allowed if they can prove “best lighting practise” 
has been used.    

This usefully returns us to the subject 
of this session which is mostly about “best 
practice” and how if we all work together, 
and that is the key – Clients - Designers-
Industry- Governments and Law writers, 
we can hopefully move forward and start 
to claim back the night sky for our future 
generations to learn from, take inspira-
tion from and enjoy…….without having 
to switch-off all the lights. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
INSTEAD OF PROHIBITIONS

the Swiss approach against negative light emissions
ANTONIO RIGHETTI

Federal Office of Environment. Switzerland.

Preliminary remark on “light emission”
In most cases the English term “light pollution” was and still is interlinked with the 

term “light emission”. The literal translation into German might give the false impres-
sion that the term denotes polluted light. When used excessively, however, it is the light 
itself, which is the source of pollution. In this case, light is a disturbing factor and is 
referred to as negative light emission in this article (i.e. harmful or undesirable light 
emission).

From the sky as a natural source of light to the sky darkened by artificial light
Over thousands of years, the night sky inspired poets to write numerous poems. The 

firmament bore clues for astronomers and their theories. Without astronomy the dis-
covery of new countries and continents would have been even more complicated. Fur-
thermore, lovers enjoyed the sight of the Milky Way. In addition, natural light emitting 
from the sun, the moon, and the stars is an integral part of the landscape. In the Swiss 
landscape concept1 the term landscape is defined by “present and future natural factors 
such as underground, soil, water, air, light, climate, fauna, and flora in combination with 
cultural, social and economical factors”. The light of the stars enables people to visualize 
the landscape at night. Dusk and darkness change this visual experience in a natural way. 
Our sense organs react to this optical variety in a particular way, e. g. our impressions are 

different from those per-
ceived in bright daylight. 

Artificial light, however, 
detracts from this natural 
phenomenon and compro-
mises our perception. For 
instance, in the highly illu-
minated sky of the Swiss 
Mittelland, only a few 
dozen of the 2000 stars 
which would be visible to 
the naked eye can actually 
be seen. The fascination of 
the universe is lost in the 
sea of lights. As a result, we 
suffer a cultural loss. Great 

Figure 1. The Milky Way – soon only visible to a few chosen people?  
(photos: Kobler).
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importance is attached to undisturbed natural backlight, wherever the natural landscape 
makes for a true experience, e. g. in national and natural parks, in preserved areas or 
regions with tourist potential.

Man is about to turn night into day. As soon as the night falls millions of artificial 
lights are switched on. The atlas of artificially lit night sky shows that 20 % of the world 
population – half of which are Western European – is no longer able to see the Milky 
Way with the naked eye.

Frequently, light emissions are signs of progress, prosperity and, prestige. Today, light 
emissions snowball worldwide. Everything is being illuminated, illumined, and visual-
ized. The emissions result in drastic changes to our natural environment. The negative 
consequences on nature and environment are manifold:

• Destruction of the natural night landscape (incl. the space above us). This may for 
example result in the disappearance of the visible starry sky (scenic and cultural 
aspect).

• Influence on circadian and endocrine systems of men and animals (biological and 
medical aspect).

• Impairment of natural habitat of nocturnal animals, which has far reaching, even 
fatal, consequences for innumerable animals (ecological and ethical aspect).

• Increase of disturbance by men through glare and flare in populated areas (physi-
cal and psychological aspect).

• Waste of energy due to light spill (energetic and technical aspect).
• Blunting and estrangement concerning visual values of intact natural nightly 

landscapes and adaptation to the uncontrolled light spill (emotional and aesthetic 
aspect).

 

Figure 2. Artificial light changes our landscape. (photos: Kobler and RSGB/NOAA, down to the right)
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A broadly targeted publication with 
recommendations as signposts for a 
sustainable usage of artificial light

Against the publication described 
above, the Federal Office of Environ-
ment decided to publicize a report on 
this topic in 2005. The aim of this report 
is to point out the causes and the con-
sequences of environmental pollution 
caused by undesirable light emissions. 
Furthermore, the publication contains 

recommendations and inputs on how to avoid light emission without the loss of comfort 
and security. The recommendations are primarily meant for owners, operators, planners 
(esp. architects and electro planners), manufacturers of exterior lighting systems, depart-
ments for the protection of nature, landscape and environment as well as for communal, 
cantonal and federal authorities responsible for issuing permits. A further aim of the 
report is to sensitize the public to this complex problem. The recommendations given 
in the report follow a simple principle: light should only be used where needed. It is 
absolutely useless to direct light towards the sky or into ecologically sensitive regions. 
This undifferentiated direction of light wastes energy, harms creatures and devalues the 
experience of the landscape. In detail this means:

• The necessity for illumination has to be proven: In most cases there is no actual 
need for exterior lighting. This applies especially to situations, where there is enough 
light already. In case of constructional changes, superfluous illumination should be 
removed.

• Technical possibilities to reduce negative effects should be used: many luminaries 
can be shielded in order to direct the light to a specific area. In this case, the light 
source can be shielded or its light beam can be systematically converged with help of 
integrated optical installations (e. g. mirrors and reflectors). Basically, the light beam 
should have a limited angle. Furthermore, objects should only be illuminated to a 
certain extent and not more than necessary. Often, 
dim light can have a better effect than glare. In 
addition, illuminants with a low percentage of 
short wave light should be used.

 Sodium steam high pressure lamps and par-
ticularly sodium steam low pressure lamps treat 
insects relatively conservatively, are energy-
saving and have to be maintained less frequently. 
Finally, a sealant can help to prevent insects and 
spiders from encroaching upon the illuminant. 

• Illuminants should be arranged in a target-oriented 
way: generally, each illuminant should be directed 
towards the floor. Especially streetlights should be 

Figure 3. Illuminants with a good sealant, illuminating 
specific objectives only, without dispersing remaining light 
skyward.

Figure 4. Sodium steam low pressure 
lamps: the best ecological and economical 
solution.
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installed in such a way that they do not illuminate the surroundings, e. g. bedrooms or 
ecologically sensitive areas.

• Wherever possible, the duration of illumination is to be limited: luminous intensity could 
be regulated analogue to noise control in which lower permissible values from 10 p.m. 
through to 6 a.m. have been sanctioned. For example, provided that security regulations 
allow this action, light should be switched off after 10 p.m. in ecologically sensitive 
areas.

Actions can also be taken in the surroundings of lights, in order to indirectly diminish 
the negative consequences of light emission. If the ground has to be illuminated strongly, 
one needs to pay attention that the floor is not coloured in a bright or even reflecting 
hue. When choosing a light system, one should watch out for a system that can easily be 
maintained and cannot be reached by passers-by.

Besides the level of planning and technique, the publication also contains references 
to legal means which help to reduce or avoid negative light emission. In this respect, the 
following proposals are formulated as an “invitation” and primarily address the cantons, 
which are responsible for the implementation of the existing legal remedies.

In this context, the cantons are invited to:
• Review and formalize their regulations on buildings and environment and the here-

with associated rulings concerning light emissions in order to enforce a proceeding of 
building licence for all lighting equipment 
of big constructions and large facilities as 
well as for historical buildings and facili-
ties.

• Enact a ban on the operation of installa-
tions, which are directed skyward and do 
not meet security or illumination require-
ments of buildings (e. g. Sky beamer, laser 
spot light, spot lights for advertisements or 
similar artificial light sources), which are 
meant to protect species, biotopes or the 
landscapes. If the enactment of a ban is not 
feasible due to technical, operational or 
economical reasons, the handling should 
be restricted as far as possible.

• Inspect existing light installations of big 
constructions and large facilities, includ-
ing historical buildings and facilities, in 
order to avoid light emissions and to reno-
vate these installations. Sky beamers are 
an exceptionally aggressive form of light 
emission. All of the light dissipates into 
the sky.

Figure 5. Sky beamers are an exceptionally aggres-
sive form of light emission. All of the light dissi-
pates into the sky. (photo: Haenel)
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Basically, a reduction of light emission is possible. The moment this aim is achieved, 
one can safely speak of a “win-win-situation”. In other words, there are no disadvan-
tages for neither man nor nature and landscape, but only lots of advantages such as:

• Economical benefit: in order to avoid negative light emissions light must be pre-
vented from radiating into the universe. As a result, energy use and energy costs 
can be reduced.

• Ecological benefit: an elaborated exterior lighting lessens interferences. Conse-
quently, there is enough space for ease and recreation at night time. It must be 
borne in mind that the latter are important factors regarding the preservation and 
the improvement of the quality of life for men, flora and fauna. 

• Creative benefit: artificial light is an important factor for the arrangement of exte-
rior spaces. However, this implies that the surrounding is as dark as possible to 
ensure contrast.

• Aesthetic benefit: we are about to lose the night as a beauty of nature. The unhin-
dered sight of the starry sky has fascinated people ever since. Fewer light emis-
sions enable us to enjoy the natural landscape by night without any interference.

First encouraging experiences 
Despite being published only a little over a year ago, the recommendations have been 

proven successful. The topic is basically more present. Initiatives regarding the reduction 
of negative light emissions were taken on all levels. Producers of electricity are actively 
trying to find solutions. Manufacturers of lamps promote products, which attract insects 
to a lesser extent. Communities enact regulations, which prohibit or at least constrain 
the unnecessary use of light for advertisements. Furthermore, organizations eventually 
develop standards, which are meant to regulate the use of light effectively. – However, 
it will be a long journey and numerous challenges are waiting for architects, planners, 
manufacturers, and all of us who use artificial light in any form.

Notes and References
1.  1998, Publisher Federal Office for Environment/Federal Office for Spacial Development/purchase 

order  number 412.708.
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Figure 6. Legal requirements on the prevention of light emissions of the Coldrerio City Council (February 2007).
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THE NOISE 
OF LIGHT

RAMÓN SAN MARTÍN

Universidad Politécnica de Cataluña, Spain

Even though light, from a physics point of view, belongs to the domain of energy, 
man’s use of light lies in the field of information.

In fact, lighting technicians try to develop a process which can be described by Dia-
gram1.

 Interaction of light radiation with objects and spaces should be able to stimulate the 
receptors of the human retina, in this way activating the process of visual perception 
that, in most cases, is indispensable so that the observer can carry out his activity under 
proper conditions.

The wide development of artificial lighting, whose application has reached the most 
diverse fields in human activity, with an increasing intensity that does not show any signs 
of stopping, has been based on this process from its beginnings in the 19th century, its 
early acceptance in the 20th century, and foreseeable continuity in the 21st century.

Use of artificial lighting is encouraged by the benefits previously cited, and produces, 
given its intensity, an “overflowing” phenomenon. 

Light cannot be kept in homes, streets, work places. Accumulation of individual uses 
invades the general environment: light invades the environment. And when we have to 
pay the electricity bill at the end of the month, we can deduce that we extract the neces-
sary resources to have that light available from that same environment that we have 
invaded.

Diagram 1
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The previously mentioned diagram is the product of many years of research - is accu-
rate, but incomplete. The diagram ignores that the useful functions of a process are 
always accompanied by parasitic/interfering functions that are unwanted but indispen-
sable for the operation of the System. The diagram also excludes the necessary resources 
for the operation, and the residues generated by the same. (Diagram 2)

 It may seem strange that the ”information” block is included within the residuals 
generated by artificial lighting, but this is where it belongs.

We usually associate the word noise with sensations of sound. However, Signal 
Theory defines noise as that impulse that does not transmit any significant information, 
independently of the type of information.

By analogy, light stimuli that do not contain significant visual information, should 
be considered visual noise. They generate an increase in the consumption of necessary 
energy for the transmission of the message, but do not contribute to the information, on 
the contrary: they weaken and hide it.

Light Pollution is a clear example of visual noise. We all agree in the benefits of night 
lighting, but we need to recall that this is always the case when it contributes information 
and avoids noise. From this focus we derive two conclusions:

• Lighting techniques are not only about light; it must be complemented with the 
study of the silence in the form of shade, semi-darkness, and darkness.

•  lighting techniques must be consider opinions from Human and Natural Sciences, 
by contemplating a multidisciplinary approach and collaborating with the affected 
sectors.

Diagram 2
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Shade, semi-darkness, and darkness: Lights that respects the night
Sun light activated the appearance of life on our planet. But human beings on Earth 

have conceived their systems in the alternation of light and darkness that is characteristic 
of our geological cycle. Even in Christian mythology “God made light”, “separating it 
from darkness”, but without destroying it.

We have often heard the expression: “light is life”, but this is not certain: life reflects 
a harmonious alternation between light and darkness.

Lighting experts and technicians tend to overlook this evidence. Rightfully enthusi-
astic about the important possibilities that we have discovered, we can forget about the 
value, the beauty, and the need for darkness, and we should, once again, go back. It can 
seem an excessively generic - almost philosophical - approach but it is not the case. 

This translates in:

• Product engineering
• Design analysis
• Regulations and legislation

This is what our team of Estudios Luminotécnicos at the Polytechnic University of 
Catalonia is experimenting both in teaching and in its Doctoral Research and Techno-
logy Transfer. Dr. Pedro Sanhueza and the author, at the last annual meeting of the Spa-
nish lighting technical sector held in Zamora, made the following Action Proposals:

• Product Development
- Combat intrusive light: limiting opening angle and range
- Asymmetric optics in unprotected luminaries
- Controlled FHS when some lighting is needed in higher levels
- Improvements in SLI and the L/A ratio
- Control of beams by means of lenses
- Reduced and/or regulated power lamps
- Spectral distributions in non-polluting bands
- Regulation and turn-off systems

• Photometry
- Complete Photometric documen-

tation of luminaires and beams.
- Development of calculation tools 

about:
- Upward Glare Flux 
- Intrusive light
- Limits on light beam intensity

• Regulations
- About maximum
- About excess
- About balance
- About the GAM2/ lux ratio
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• Design:
- Areas to illuminate / Areas to protect
- Visual noise
- Design of light/shade/darkness
- Social, human, and nature users

Multidisciplinary approach: Collaboration between different sectors
An example of this approach was offered in the 1st Symposium on Light Pollution 

held in Barcelona, Spain, in November 2004.
This Symposium brought together for the first time two institutions with interests in 

the field of Light pollution, but whose actions have been up to now independent: the 
Division 5 from the International Commission on Illumination (ICL) and the Internatio-
nal Dark Sky Association (IDA). They decided to jointly organize a symposium on how 
to deal with this type of pollution, under the perspective of its causes and effects

Several sectors and groups participated in the symposium bringing economical sup-
port, lectures, posters, conferences and round table debates:

•  Politicians belonging to the industrial and environmental areas at the national, 
regional and local level.

•  Representatives from the Environmental sector: biologists, ecologists, astronomers 
and other groups with an interest in the topic.

•  Technicians, planners, installers, managers, manufacturers, and professionals in 
general from the illumination and energy sector.

Most Symposium participants found the meeting a very positive experience, mainly 
because it gave an opportunity for dialogue among different groups to promote the 
exchange of knowledge and to contribute to the dissemination of the problem. In spite 

Figure 1. This nocturnal image of planet Earth from a satellite –quite familiar to all of us– clearly shows the wide-
spread social use of lighting. Source: Earth at Night. 2000 November 27. C. Mayhew & R. Simmon (NASA/GSFC), 
NOAA/ NGDC, DMSP Digital Archive.
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of the unavoidable differences of opinion and points of view, the symposium took place 
within a climate of mutual understanding with positive and constructive attitudes.

Nevertheless, due to external reasons, the posterior outreach of the Symposium had 
to face several operational difficulties, although its spirit is still alive and it has already 
found a way to develop. A new process is now being launched: LLUMINIT.

LLUMINIT 
Centre d’Estudis i Documentació sobre Contaminació Lumínica
(Research and documentation centre on light pollution)

The first foreseen activities, whose preparation has already started, and in which we 
expect the collaboration and participation of several experts, are the following:

• Preparation, presentation and dissemination of the Conclusions of the 1st Interna-
tional Symposium of Light Pollution (Barcelona - November 2004)

• Development of Blended Learning on light Pollution
 
- The phenomenon: causes and consequences
- Technical aspects
- Legislation and Regulation
- Policies concerning adaptation and prevention 
- Training and dissemination

Courses were basically developed on-line, although a few traditional classroom ses-
sions were offered to facilitate the attendance by interested groups. The first version will 
be directed to the general public, without a need for specific knowledge about lighting, 
although later versions will probably be developed.

Conclusion
Artificial lighting contributes to saving lives, widening the horizon of human acti-

vity, creating beauty and emotion and providing well-being and amusement. It can be 
considered as an asset of humankind, but if used without care or moderation it harms 
biodiversity, invades our intimacy and deteriorates the environment. With respect to the 
STARLIGHT initiative, it removes clarity - for both poetry and science - the beauty of 
the night sky and, used without care and moderation it can also be harmful.

We should illuminate, but still respect the night, if we want to say, in the words of Ray 
BRADBURY: “I am not switching off the light: I am turning on the night”

Contact 
Ramón San Martín, Universidad Politécnica de Cataluña. Organizing Committee of the “Simposi 
sobre Contaminació Lumínica”. Av. Diagonal 647, plta. 10, 08028 Barcelona. Tel: +34 93 4017168.  
Email: ramon.san.martin@upc.edu
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EUP PROJECT. 
DARK SKY ECO-LABELLING 
IN THE LIGHTING INDUSTRY

FRIEDEL PAS

European Liaison Officer International Dark-Sky Association

Introduction
The study is a result of the EU directive for eco-design of Energy-using Products 

(EuP), Directive 2005/32/EC. The purpose is to fine-tune the environmental impact of 
these products during manufacture and lifetime. Not only energy is included, but also 
water use, production impact, … The best solutions will be selected for the products by 
studies with co-operation of stakeholders from industry, environmental and consumer 
associations. It can also result in fine-tuning eco-labels for e.g. washing machines. The 
complete content of the directive can be downloaded from the following location: http://
ec.europa.eu/enterprise/eco_design/directive_2005_32.pdf

The directive is explained at the following webpage: http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/
eco_design/index_en.htm

The studies for EuP reports has to be done with a defined frame work and analyzing 
methods. Also the EuP for light has to follow the here defined rules.

It is not necessary for reports to be written for all energy-using products, only for 
products meeting criteria such as important environmental impact, and volume of trade 
in the internal market and clear potential for improvement, for example where market 
forces fail to make progress in the absence of a legal requirement.

Also, for light, an EuP study was ordered by the European Commission. It was split 
into two lighting products: office lighting and street lighting. Other outdoor lighting 
products which are in a lot of cases a lot more energy-wasting then street lighting where 
not adopted in the scope of the study. In this way the study cannot give the complete 
picture linked to outdoor lighting and  also cannot propose for all lighting problems the 
best available techniques.

It should be useful to provide also a 
study about other outdoor lighting sys-
tems. The reason that this is not adapted 
for the moment is because the European 
Commission has the opinion that this 
lighting is difficult to solve on a product 
level. Some products that are not good 
solutions for one application could be 
the best solution for another application. 
For that reason a report on product level 
for other outdoor lighting made, in the 
opinion of the EU, no sense. On the other 
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side, on the basis of studies in Flanders we learn that energy consumption of outdoor 
lighting other than street lighting is more then 40% of the total outdoor lighting energy 
consumption. Most of them with much more energy waste then street lighting. In the 
Netherlands 60% of light sent to the sky is the result of lighted greenhouses.

The scope of the project and definitions.
The EuP study deals with the environmental impact of the products during manufac-

turing and during life cycle. It involves all components of the lighting system i.e. the 
lamp, ballasts and luminaires.

The final version of the document for street lighting was published on 2 March 2007. 
The document for office lighting is expected in May 2007. The documents can be down-
loaded from the following site: http://www.eup4light.net

The product category for the street lighting report is defined as follows: “fixed lighting 
installation intended to provide good visibility to users of outdoor public traffic areas 
during the hours of darkness to support traffic safety, traffic flow and public security”

For these products are provided the following aspects in the study:
1. Product Definition;
2. Market and economic analysis;
3. Consumer Behavior & Local Infrastructure;
4. Technical Analysis Existing Products;
5. Definition of Base Case(s);
6. Technical Analysis of Best Available Technology 
(BAT) and BNAT;
7. Improvement Potential;
8. Scenario, Policy, Impact and Sensitivity Analyses.

This proceeding will discuss only light pollution related aspects of the report.
IDA Europe participated in the study as a stakeholder for the report about street light-

ing. All other stakeholders in the projects were related to the lighting industry. IDA was  
informed quite late on about the process of this study and so registered when a large part 
of the study was already finished. When reading the draft, light pollution was not much 
referenced, and most of the information about it was scientifically incorrect. IDA Europe 
tried to correct this information intensively. 

Lighting systems for street lighting discussed in the report had to match with the 
performance requirements in existing European standard EN-13201-2. The lighting per-
formances are specified for different road types on base of traffic speed and density. 
The road types are in general defined in EN-13201-1 which is not a standard to give the 
regions and countries more freedom in defining road categories. The road types in EN-
13201-1 are very complex and with a large number of types. Simplified, the study this 
road types where reduced to 3 main road types as follows:

• Category F or “Fast Traffic”: fast motorized traffic use only, having only lumi-
nance requirements (cd/m²). Also corresponding to classes ME1 to ME5 or MEW1 
to MEW5 for new installations.

• Category M or “Mixed Traffic”: motorized traffic, slow moving vehicles, and pos-
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sibly cyclists and pedestrians with only luminance requirements (cd/m² ). Also 
corresponding to classes ME2 to ME5 or MEW2 to MEW5 for new installations.

• Category S or “Slow Traffic”: mainly urban and pedestrian areas, with illuminance 
requirements only (lx). Corresponding to classes CE0 to CE5, S1 to S6 and ES, 
EV and A classes for new installations.

Analysing the existing situation
The report lists the current legislation on product-related aspects of street lighting 

systems. Most of them are technical specifications in European norms and directives. 
Initially there was mentioned no legislation in EU member states on products for street 
lighting, especially not related to light pollution. IDA Europe mentioned that, in several 
regions in Italy, legislation on light pollution exists and has very strict product-related 
design criteria. They are all based on the Lombardy law with have the following product-
related key factors:

• Over 90º only 0cd/klm is allowed. So no upward light or only Full Cut-Off lumi-
naires.

• The existing minimum luminance / illuminance norms as defined in other regula-
tions (e.g. 13201-2) are at the same time also the maximum norms.

• All luminaires need to be equipped in such a way that they could be dimmed after 
midnight.

• Luminaires cannot sold before first being certified by a recognized lab and the 
results signed by the director of the lab, to check they match with the conditions 
required in this law.

The report contains a lot of data analysis about the current situation on the market 
and the situation in the past of luminaries, lamps and ballasts. Some of the numbers are 
interesting to have a picture of the lighting situation in Europe.

However, the numbers should be used with a lot of caution. The data was gathered 
from Europrom data; and inquiries. All data seems to be not complete or not inventor-
ized in detail. Especially, data as the result of the inquiries seem to be incomplete data. 
In a lot of cases there was no response, data were not available or they were not offering 
it because they did not want rivals to know their market position. Some estimates were 
made for that reason on the basis of road length. For that reason the report expects that 
these data can be seriously underesti-
mated. Only data from Belgium; Ire-
land, United Kingdom and Sweden.

From these data we learn that there 
is, in Europe, about 5318766 km of 
road. It is estimated that there are 
58,904 million luminaires in use. That 
means that for each person there is 0.12 
luminaires. On one km of road 11.075 
are installed. This means that in an 
average of every 90 meters there is one 
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luminaire installed. In practice on illuminated roads luminaires are installed with an 
average distance of 30 meters. In that case about 1767120 km of road in Europe should 
be illuminated or 33.2% of  European roads are illuminated. In 2005 the total energy use 
for street lighting in Europe was estimated at 35.058 GWh. The average burning hours 
per year are estimated at 4000 hours. On the basis of these estimates we can calculate 
that the average installed power per luminaire in Europe is about 149 Watt.

Consumer behavior and use phase
In the chapter about consumer behavior is also discussed the trend to install more 

public lighting to decrease crime and road safety. It is important that the study reports 
that lighting surely increases the feeling of security, but also that the absolute reduction 
of crime by public lighting is not proven, and controversial. This is because there are no 
large-scale studies. The report declares that it sounds logical that lighting alone cannot 
cure criminality; social control is also an important factor. Several studies show that 
lighting can displace criminality from more brightly lit places with social control to less 
brightly lit places. An opposite shift in criminality from poorly lit places to brightly-lit 
places without social control also seems to be possi-
ble. This is explained by the fact that light is simply 
helpful for the selection of the crime location and the 
execution of criminal activities. If no social control 
or surveillance is present, this lighting will only help 
criminals.

There are also some problems reported in energy 
savings on public lighting. Making energy saving 
products for street lighting commonly available will 
not result automatically in real energy savings on 
public lighting. Most of these problems are related 
to lack of interest by several partners.

First there is the lack of interest in energy sav-
ings by local authorities. This is the result of budget 
and planning of investments for new street lighting, 
payback period for new investments, risk for quality 
complaints for new technology, general resistance 
against changes, etc. On the other hand a new trend 
called ‘city beautification’ can be intended. The most 
important parameter here is an aesthetic one and 
might compromise eco-design of street-luminaires. 
In many cases design architects are dominating 
projects and it will be important that these people are 
aware of environmental impact (see also limitation 
in 3.3.4) and advantages of new eco-designed prod-
ucts. In some cases the energy reduction realized in 
street lighting can be used for spilling on monument 
lighting. 
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There is also a lack of a skilled work force. The proliferation of more advanced light-
ing energy saving techniques can require additional skills that people responsible for 
design and installation might be lacking. Especially lighting energy saving techniques 
where complex telemanagement technologies are used. Optical systems that require 
fine-tuning related to the real surroundings. When urban architects are more involved in 
street lighting they need technical lighting designer skills.

Light pollution.
In the report, light pollution is split into two types of light pollution. Astronomical 

light pollution that obscures the view of the night sky, and ecological light pollution that 
alters natural light regimes in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. 

Astronomical light pollution is related to skyglow. Researchers were originally claim-
ing that this was mostly caused by FCO fixtures because they reflect more light directly 
to the sky. The way they describe the process of sky glow was completely incorrect and 
also influenced some descriptions of how skyglow has to be reduced. In the final report 
they recognize that sky glow is mostly caused by light going into the sky at an angle of 
0° to 10° degrees. This lighting will be more diverted in the sky and causing sky glow at 
a larger distance. That is a clear result of the research of Cinzano et al. (2000a). 

On the ecological consequences, the report declares that there are not already clear 
proofs that light pollution has mitigating effects. Also effects on health will be not clearly 
proven. This is in contradiction with the book ‘Ecological consequences of artificial 
lighting’. The report recognizes that there are indications that possible consequences 
exist. But as long they are not proven; the report will not encourage actions to reduce 
light pollution in the eco-design of the products. IDA Europe cannot agree with this 
point of view. When there are strong indications it is better to prevent the problems 
increasing until such time as there is proof in one or the other direction.

The report also defines problems in the way that energy saving products are used. 
The report indicates that even the most efficient luminaires can lead to a waste of light 
when they are not properly used, due to a wrong tilt angle orientation or optics of the 
luminaire, therefore proper lighting design and installation are of equal importance to 
obtain energy efficient street lighting. The report indicates that installation instructions 
need to accompany the luminaire. IDA Europe notes that in most cases, such instruc-
tions are undelivered to the installation teams. In practice the installers still install the 
lighting products the wrong way. This is because they do not understand the instructions 
and plans, or because it is difficult for the people in the field to draw attention to these 
instructions. A better solution would be that installers are obliged to be well educated in 
correctly installing lighting.

BAT and  BNAT
In the chapter on Best Available Techniques, there are not many solutions presented 

that will result in better lighting. Only three aspects are a little related to light pollution. 
The most important is improving the luminaire maintenance factor (LMF). For this they 
want to increase the degree of ingress protection degree. They propose for that reason an 
IP 66 for the optical component. This optical compartment has so to be protected against 
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dust and damp, and so guaranteed after repetitive opening of the luminaire for lamp or 
control gear replacement, and is designed to withstand the high temperature variations 
that can occur.

The second method for increasing the LMF is the use of self-cleaning glass. This 
glass is treated with a coating that reduces the build-up of external dirt. UV rays activate 
the self-cleaning coating to break down and disintegrate dirt. The surface of the glass is 
hydrophilic which means that the rain spreads over the glass, instead of forming drops, 
and washes away the residue.

This can be positive for light pollution when properly used. At installation the light 
level is installed higher then needed because of the reduction of the performance of the 
luminaire over time. This still matches the lighting norms with the lower optical per-
formance. If this could improve this performance for a longer time, over-lighting is no 
longer necessary, resulting in less reflection to the sky.

The other aspect is increasing the Utilisation factor by limiting the Upward Light 
Output Ration (ULOR) and increasing the Downward Light Output Ratio (DLOR). 
Light sent to the sky will be limited in this way and should result in less light pollution.

The report does not specifically choose  Full Cut-off luminaires or luminaires with 
0cd/klm over 90 degrees. In the eyes of the researchers this results in less performance 
and higher energy consumption. They define that in most cases the Space/Height Ratio 
(SHR) for FCOs is 1:4. So the distance between light poles can be 4 times the height 
of the light pole. That is less then for luminaires with curved glasses. They mostly have 
a SHR of 1:5. This result in more light poles and so in more energy consuming lamps. 
That has to result in higher energy consumption. The reason for this shorter SHR is 
because of the Brewster angle effect, that increases the internal reflection and reduces 
the angle the light hitting the road surface.

The researchers indicated initially also that FCOs will reflect more light and send-
more light straight to the sky. Initially they claim that this will result in more skyglow. 

Experience has shown that in regions where legislation requires FCO luminaires, the 
lighting industry resolves this problem in a short time. In Lombardy several luminaires 
with flat glasses have a SHR of 1:5 to 1:5.7. The difference is in the use of an anti-
reflection coating to reduce internal reflection. The EuP report does not recommend this 
technique because it is still not yet commonly available in Europe. IDA Europe found 
that a bad choice, because practice showed that insisting on it results in a short life of 
luminaires with this technique. Lighting manufacturers declared that they do not offer 
that everywhere, because the coating is protected by a patent. The patent was established 
in 1978 and is now already long since expired.

The reflection of more light is because more light is hitting the target area. This can 
be solved by dimming the light to the required light level.

As Best Not Available Technique (BNAT) the EuP street lighting report refers to 
street luminaires with LED lighting. They could be very energy efficient in the near 
future. Manufacturing LEDs requires a lot of polluting materials and is a very energy 
consuming process. The study has not checked whether, with these problems, LEDs will 
still be an eco-design solution in the future.
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Recommendations
The report has several recommendations for better lighting with, in the first place, less 

energy consumption. I will in this proceeding speak only about light-pollution-related 
recommendations.

A first recommendation is providing a kind of label on the boxes of the luminaires. 
This label would be a required information sheet for the luminaire with the following 
eco-design parameters:

• Street light indication + road category
• Photometric data
• LMF for first 4 years
• Maintenance instructions.
• UF for standard road conditions.
• Installation instructions for optimizing UF
• Installation instructions to minimize light pollution.

Most of this information is already available in the boxes or 
catalogues of the manufacturers. In most cases the persons for 
whom the information is intended do not know how to interpret the data. Without good 
education of the users, this recommendation will not have much result.

The report also advises the provision of generic eco-design requirements on reducing 
light pollution. It is not specified what this has to include. It requests the manufacturers 
to do research for solutions reducing light pollution. These techniques could only be 
implemented when having no negative effect on the energy efficiency of the luminaires. 
When more evidence is available about environmental consequences, standardization 
commissions have to develop harmonized standards to reduce light pollution.

The report also defines limitations for the ULOR and a minimum DLOR to increase 
the efficiency of the luminaires. In the report this is defined in the table below. When 
putting these values in the formula ULOR/(ULOR+DLOR) you get the Upward Flux 
Ratio (UFR). They are put in the last column of the table, after values recommended by 
the report. 

This could not be accepted as a good recommendation for reducing light pollution 
or energy saving by IDA Europe. In all situations a lot of energy is wasted and sent to 
the sky at angles causing most skyglow. While FCO solutions with better energy per-

formance are available on 
the market. For slow road 
category and lamp watt-
age of less then 50 watts 
it is allowed to waste up 
to ¼ of the energy. Discus-
sion with the researchers 
showed that this is allowed 
to not exclude decora-
tive lighting. IDA Europe 
notice that several 35W 

ULOR max DLOR min UFR

luminaires cat F+M 
all lamp wattages 5% 75% 6.25%

luminaires cat S
150W ≤ lamp

100W ≤ lamp < 150W

50W   ≤ lamp < 100W

             lamp < 50W

5%

10%

15%

20%

75%

75%

70%

65%

6.25%

11.76%

17.65%

23.53%
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luminaires for functional lighting are on the market with a UFR of 20%. There are more 
and more energy efficient light sources, that will result in more light to the sky by this 
definition. For decorative lighting it would be better to limit also the maximum lumen 
output of the lamps. Otherwise this will not result in less energy consumption, and in 
more light pollution. For all other situations a UFR of 0% is necessary.

Apart from light spilling into the sky, spilling energy, this will also cause a lot of glare 
what is bad for visibility and thus for traffic safety. This is for places with slow traffic. 
That means that there are also a lot of pedestrians and bicycles and so visibility is even 
more important for traffic safety. While the study has the intention to propose solutions 
with ecological benefits, there is a proposal where a lot of light is spilled in the sky and 
causing light pollution - which has several ecological and health consequences, spilling 
a lot of energy while energy savings would be a better ecological solution and allow 
solutions that cause less visibility and traffic safety.

A UFF from 6.25% is also allowed for road categories F and M. It is also declared 
that this will reduce light pollution. That is true, but only a smaller part is reduced. This 
will send light into the sky at small angles. Scientific research has shown that this light 
will cause more light pollution and over a wider distance.

The report recommends also the use of dimmable ballasts. It is recommended to 
require this for new luminaires intended for road categories F+M before 2010. For others 
it will be recommended to do it before 2015. This recommendation is useful to reduce 
light pollution as a result of reflection, because it can better control maximum lighting 
and avoid overlighting. Also, it is possible later in the night with lower traffic density to 
reduce the lighting level.

One additional recommendation is mentioned in the report. It is not adopted as a 
real recommendation because it is not product-related. The report requests to change 
the standard EN-13201 in such a way that also maximum lighting levels are adopted. 
That can avoid the possibility for overlighting in an easy way. At the other hand is also 
requested to specify the road categories not on the basis of daily traffic densities but on 
hourly traffic density. This makes it easier to reduce lighting later in the night when less 
traffic is still on the roads.

In the scenarios, we can see that, when no recommendations are implemented, the 
energy consumption increases all the time. When implementing all BAT techniques, the 
researchers expect that the energy consumption will be markedly reduced from 2010.

Contact
Friedel Pas. Contract owner for EuP study: VITO, Boerentang 200, 2400 Mol, Belgium. Project Team 
Members: Paul Vantichelen, B. Jansen , T. Geerken, M. Vanden Bosch (Laborelec), V. Van Hoof, L. 
Vanhooydonck (Kreios), A. Vercalsteren Project website: http://www.eup4light.net
IDA Europe stakeholders: 
Friedel Pas and Andreas Haenel, Germany; Dr. Jan Hollan, Czech Republic; Dr. Fabio Falchi, Italy.
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MONT-MÉGANTIC ASTROLAB 
LIGHT POLLUTION ABATEMENT PROJECT

How to create a Dark Sky Reserve in an 
inhabited area and preserve astronomical research

CHLOÉ LEGRIS

ASTROLab of Mont-Mégantic

Mont-Mégantic ASTROLab, National Park and Professional Observatory
Mount Megantic is located within the Mont-Mégantic National Park (PQ, Canada) 

which also includes an Educational Center in Astronomy (ASTROLab) and a Profes-
sional Observatory that belongs to Montréal, Laval and McGill Universities. 

The Mont-Megantic Observatory (OMM) is one of the best-instrumented University 
Research Centres in the World. It houses a 1.6-meter telescope, which is the third largest 
in Canada. The Observatory has the darkest sky of all research Observatories in Canada, 
which makes it one of the best facilities in the country.

Because of the treat created by light pollution on the research capabilities and scien-
tific effectiveness of the Mont-Mégantic Observatory, the “Light Pollution Abatement 
Project” was initiated in 2003 by the Mont-Mégantic ASTROLab.

Figure 1: Mont-Mégantic Observatory
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The Action Plan
As part of the light pollution abatement project, the action plan is being implemented 

in three components, which are awareness, regulations and lighting fixture conversion, 
in order to create one of the greatest reserves of dark sky within a habited area and to 
ensure the sustainability of astronomy research in Quebec and Canada. This project 
has always been managed so as to reconcile a maximum number of objectives, thereby 
creating strong regional – and even national – cohesion. Light pollution abatement is a 
sustainable development project and a way to achieve energy efficiency.

Actions lead by the ASTROLab had many positive repercussions such as :

• Impressive media attention has been accorded to this project creating great awareness 
and interest across Québec province and Canada ;

• Regulation has been adopted by the municipalities of the Granit and Haut-Saint-
François regional county municipalities (32 municipalities total – 50 km radius) and 
by the City of Sherbrooke (60 km away, pop. 175 000), the first of its kind across 
Canada (see the Map of the three Intervention Zones);

• A technical and regulatory guide have been written intended for a wide range of 
stakeholders to help them develop their lighting knowledge and understanding of the 
standards adopted;

• Education and technical support have been offered municipalities, electricians, engi-
neers, urban planner, architects, hardware stores, etc.;

Figure 2: Light Pollution around Mont-Mégantic. From the inside of the observatory, we can se light pollution from 
La Patrie (15 km away) on the left side and from the right window, the glow from Sherbrooke city (60km away). 
By Sébastien Giguère. 
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• Collaboration has been developed with a research center dedicated to the light pol-
lution measurement and modeling called GRAPHYCS (www.graphycs.qc.ca). An 
intelligent dome will be installed at the top of the mountain in order to measure every 
night the light pollution. Also, this collaboration brought us broadening the research 
topics (human health, ecology, ...) by encouraging new researchers from various 
universities and college to collaborate with us to create a “Light Pollution research 
center”. This center should be operational in 2008-2009, and by 2010 between 5 and 
8 researchers will actively work in this center;

• Because of the expertise developed and the credibility gained, great attention has 
been accorded from Governments and different groups such as, Natural Resources of 
Canada, Energy Agency of Quebec, Hydro-Quebec, Quebec Transport ministry, etc., 
this will translate, in the next few years, into National politics and regulations. 

A way to achieve energy 
efficency

Altough the Mont-Mégantic 
project contribute significantly 
to saving the dark sky in the 
Mont-Mégantic region, it also 
serve as a reference initiative that 
will contribute to the develop-
ment of responsible and efficient 
management of outdoor lighting 
across Quebec and Canada. 

From the satellite images of 
light pollution and different cal-
culation made, it was possible to 
estimate the amount of energy 
used to light the sky in Québec 
province. These studies show 
that Quebec is one of the most 
illuminated areas in the world 
per capita. By applying some basic principles – efficient lamps and lighting fixtures, 
adequate lighting levels and controlled operating hours – it is estimated that the potential 
energy savings would amount to several hundreds of GWh annually in Quebec. These 
studies were presented at different governmental public consultations and made a clear 
difference towards the attention given to the project leaded by the ASTROLab.

The Lighting Fixture Conversion
Now that awareness, education and regulation have known great success, the lighting 

fixtures conversion project has begun in fall 2006. The project includes the replace-
ment of 2500 lighting fixtures within the 16 municipalities closest to the Observatory. 
About 500 sites are planned to be converted in all sectors (industries, roadway, individu-
als, farms,...). Many efforts have been made since 2003 to do so and the ASTROLab 

Figure 3: Map of the three intervention zones around Mont-Mégan-
tic Observatory

Zone1: 50% of light pollution. Zone 2: 25% of light pollution

Zone 3 (Sherbrooke city): 25% of light pollution
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have found 1.3 millions $CD. Financial support is offered by Hydro-Québec, Natural 
Resources of Canada, Municipal Affairs of Québec, Eastern Township Council, Mon-
tréal, McGill and Laval Universities, Mont-Mégantic National Park and Mont-Mégantic 
Observatory. 

By achieving this, a reduction of 25% the total light pollution measured at the Mount 
Megantic is anticipated by mid-2008. Preliminary results of this conversion project are 
pretty conclusive:

• Local population is greatly participative;
• 40% energy efficiency in roadway lighting;
• 75% energy efficiency in private lighting;
• At the end of March 2007, 0.45 GWh/yr were already saved;
• Light pollution measures will be made by the end of 2007.

These pictures taken by Guillaume Poulin are from La Patrie Municipality before the 
roadway conversion and after the roadway conversion

Outside this “priority conversion zone”, Sherbrooke city and Quebec Ministery of 
Transport has also started to replace their lighting fixtures and reduce the actual illumi-
nation levels. In Sherbrooke City, no more 400 watts will be installed and many of them 
are replaced by 100 and 150 watts.  Quebec Ministery of Transport will also replace all 
their roadway lighting fixtures near the Mount Megantic and Sherbrooke city. 

Notes and References
1. DUTIL, Y., 2001. Light Pollution in Quebec, in the proceedings of Symposium No. 196 of the Inter-

national Astronomical Union: Preserving the Astronomical Sky, R. J. Cohen & W. T. Sullivan, Eds., 
p. 134.

2. LEGRIS, C., 2005. L’efficacité énergétique en éclairage comme moyen de réduire la pollution 
lumineuse, a study made for the Energy efficiency Agency of Québec : http://www.aee.gouv.qc.ca/
pdf/municipalites/efficacite_eclairage.pdf, 16p.

3. LEGRIS, C., 2005. Techincal and Regularory Guide for outdoor lighting, a publication made for 
the Ministry of Natural Resources of Canada: http://cetc-varennes.nrcan.gc.ca/en/eb_o/pg_gp/p_
p.html, 61p.

Figures 4 and 5: Before and after.
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR DARK SKIES: 
PROGRESS IN THE UK 

OVER 18 YEARS
GRAHAM BRYANT

Campaign for Dark Skies: United Kingdom

The Campaign for Dark Skies was formed in 1989 by concerned amateur astronomers 
aware that there was a gradual degradation of their night sky by the insidious encroach-
ment of light pollution. The first meeting of those concerned amateur astronomers was 
held at the Head Office of the British Astronomical Association at Burlington House, 
Piccadilly in London.  Most of those astronomers were members of the BAA; the BAA 
continues to offer valuable support to the Campaign to this day.

Over the intervening years the Campaign has matured, moving from a fringe issue 
to mainstream. Light Pollution is a topic that receives regular newspaper column inches 
in addition to television and radio broadcast interest. The term ‘light pollution’ was 
almost unheard of at the formation of the Campaign, it is now a common term which 
probably most of the population of the UK understands. This paper highlights some of 
the successes of the Campaign in recent years and details some of the challenges and 
opportunities that remain.

At the beginning of the Campaign it was agreed to form a small committee to steer 
the Campaign direction and aims. Aware that there was much to do, the committee 
agreed to the formation of a network of Local Officers whose task it would be to cham-
pion the reduction of light pollution in their local area.

Those present at the time of the formation of the Campaign knew little of the tech-
nical aspects of lighting and needed to acquire a technical base from which to discuss 
lighting with those in the lighting industry. The 
International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) was 
contacted and was of great support to the Cam-
paign. A number of lighting companies in the UK 
were also of great help and provided the Campaign 
access to knowledge, technical details and impor-
tantly, knowledge of the lighting industry – vital if 
the Campaign was to influence lighting practise.

It was clear from the beginning that the Cam-
paign needed to influence policy makers and 
major organisations who were significant users of 
lighting. One of the early successes was the joint 
work undertaken with the Institution of Lighting 
Engineers (ILE) to produce Guidance Notes on the 
Reduction of Light Pollution. This has since been 
updated.
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The Campaign also lobbied the Highways 
Agency, a Governmental Department responsible 
for, amongst other aspects of the road network, the 
road lighting on major ‘A’ road routes and motor-
ways. The Highways Agency produced its own 
policy guidance to install full cut-off lighting across 
the road network. The Campaign still ensures it 
maintains healthy links with this agency. This was 
one of the few Government departments which took 
seriously the need to remedy the problem of light 
pollution. A familiar mantra from Government of 
the day was ‘Education not Legislation’; how-
ever, by the year 2007 the Campaign recognised 
that there have been a number of legal precedents, 
and now an Act of Parliament strengthening action 
against the worst excesses of light pollution.

During the 1990’s, the Campaign lobbied super-
market companies, working with them to install 

better quality lighting in their car parks. A large number of the supermarkets were being 
built on the edge of towns where skies were relatively dark. Many have since agreed to 
utilise ‘down lighters’ in their car parks. 

During the Campaign’s early years there was a clear need to publicise the issue of 
the loss of the night sky and highlight remedies. The Campaign worked alongside the 
Campaign for the Protection of Rural England (CPRE) in the production of a leaflet, 
Starry starry night. This was a very successful pamphlet highlighting the issues of light 
pollution and simple remedies. This is due for reprint, although this time will be wholly 
financed the Campaign for Dark Skies.

Further work has been undertaken with the CPRE in their Night Blight campaign. 
This public campaign highlighted the loss of dark sky areas over a 7 year period from 
1993 to 2000, graphically showing the increase in light pollution across the UK with 
Isophot data from the NOAA satellite.

In addition to the above, the Campaign for Dark Skies has produced its own publicity 
material with Information Sheets and posters graphically demonstrating the effects of 
light pollution on the night sky. Bob Mizon, the Campaign for Dark Skies national coor-
dinator, authored in 2001, the book, Light Pollution, Responses and Remedies.

The Campaign was slowly gaining recognition and winning the logic of the argument 
against the wasteful practice of light pollution, however, it was clear that ‘education’ 
alone was not effective. The Campaign was supportive of individuals across the UK who 
sought legal redress when persuasion and reasoned argument alone failed. Following 
a number of legal cases, the Campaign sought a legislative solution and made contact 
with the Science and Technology Committee of the House of Commons and eventually 
in 2005 the Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act was passed. This made light 
pollution (or trespass) a statutory nuisance akin to noise and could be remedied in Law. 
Unfortunately there are some exclusions and the Campaign is working to have those 
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brought under the umbrella of this Legislation.
At this point there still remain many short and long term goals for the Campaign, they 

can be summarised as:

Short Term
1) Overturning the transport-based exclusions to the Clean Neighbourhoods and Envi-

ronment Act 2005, as they have no logical basis;
2) Phasing out 500W domestic exterior lamps, a major source of light nuisance and local 

skyglow;
3) Publicising Dr Christopher Baddiley’s light-

pollution modelling work widely among 
lighting professionals;

4) Convincing the Highways Agency to use 
best light control;

5) Wide distribution of the new Starry Starry 
Night leaflet (including via website);

6) Constantly improving liaison with other 
dark-sky campaigners, and supporting IDA 
Europe’s approaches to the EU.

Longer Term
1) Having the night sky officially recognised as 

a part of our environment worthy of protec-
tion, declared a Site Of Special Scientific 
Interest and an Area Of Outstanding Natu-
ral Beauty;

2) ...leading to the protection of the night sky in 
law, as has happened in the Czech Repub-
lic (Law for the Protection of the Atmos-
phere);

3) Ensuring that domestic exterior lighting con-
forms to sensible standards in its direction 
and power;

4) Ensuring that public lighting schemes (car 
parks walkways, industrial estates etc.) have 
correct directionality and output specified 
at the planning stage.

5) Ensuring that all road lighting (including 
that in side streets) conforms to environ-
mentally friendly standards.

6) Ensuring that, in the public consciousness, 
light is perceived not just as a beneficial 
agent, but also one capable of causing as 
much nuisance as noise. NOAA Isophot data.
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In conclusion, the Campaign was formed primarily to meet the needs of concerned 
astronomers. What transpired was that this concern was felt in the wider community and 
the Campaign was drawn to help many non-astronomers. In the UK, as with elsewhere, 
the lighting industry embraced the light pollution challenge and developed technical 
solutions, the benefits of which we see today. The legislative context has also developed 
in our favour, albeit with some shortcomings.

Campaign’s such as the Campaign for Dark Skies needs to work with others, a sig-
nificant issue highlighted as never before is the awareness of the environmental impact 
of the emission of greenhouse gasses in energy production. The issue of wasteful light-
ing practices plays easily into this agenda and is one which the Campaign will have to 
exploit for the benefit of darker skies and to reduce man’s negative environmental impact 
on this planet. 

Contact
Graham Bryant, 20 The Smithy, Denmead, Waterlooville, Hampshire, United Kingdom. PO7 6YS. 
Tel. 02392 241764. E-mail: graham.g.bryant@btinternet.com
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COMMUNICATING LIGHT POLLUTION 
IN A HIGHLY INDUSTRIALISED 

COUNTRY – GERMANY
ANDREAS HÄNEL

Working Group Dark Sky of the amateur astronomical association VdS, 
Museum am Schoelerberg, Osnabrueck. Germany.

Historical roots of astronomy in Germany
Though climatic conditions now are not favourable for astronomical observations in 

central Europe, astronomy seems to have a long tradition in Germany. The orientation of 
megalithic tombs during the Stone Age (2000 BC.) seem to reflect the celestial observa-
tions of the people of this period. The entrances of these tombs are orientated towards 
the south, the highest position of the sun in the sky (Hänel, 2007). This is markedly dif-
ferent from the orientations of these tombs e.g. in Brittany/France, which are oriented 
towards the Southeast, the sunrise of the midwinter sun (Hänel, 1991). 

Another indication comes from the wooden henge enclosures, which have been found 
in Lower Austria and Bavaria, and are dated between 4900 and 4500 BC.. The oldest 
one seems to be the enclosure of Goseck in Saxony-Anhalt, where the entrances are 
oriented towards the North and the rising and setting azimuth of the midwinter sun. 
The astronomical importance of this region is sustained by the possibly oldest pictorial 
representation of the starry sky from the Bronze age (about 1600 BC.), the stellar disk, 
which has been found near the town Nebra in 1999 (e.g. Schlosser, 2005). These places 
together with the neolithic grave chamber Langeneichstätt and the Museum in Halle will 
be connected by “Himmelswege“ (sky routes) in 2008, showing the touristic usage of 
places with a prehistoric astronomical significance. 

Later, in the 19th century, important astronomical observations and research have been 
carried out at large observatories of many cities, like Berlin/Potsdam, Göttingen, Bonn, 
Jena, Mannheim/Heidelberg. This shows that celestial observations played an important 
role in the human culture and development in Germany. But these observatories had to 
tackle light pollution already 100 years ago.

Nowadays only one third (33%) of the German population has ever seen the Milky 
Way and even 44% of those younger than 30 years. This results from a poll done by the 
Emnid institute in 2002 for a popular science magazine and corresponds to the estimates 
by Cinzano et al. (2001). On the other hand astronomy is one of the sciences with the 
greatest public interest, as show the citations of press releases and scientific results of 
the Hubble Space Telescope and other modern telescopes.

Documenting Sky Pollution in Germany
In order to reduce light pollution it is necessary to demonstrate the extent and increase 

of light pollution. Politicians or administrations will never decide for a law as long as 
no reliable facts (measurements) are available that might indicate a nuisance, a threat to 
human health or considerable negative influences on the natural environment. Therefore 
measurements are essential to document light pollution. 
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A simple method is to determine the limiting magnitude of the stars or count the 
number of stars visible in a certain field on the sky, which can be done also by inter-
ested persons or students. This method has been proposed several times, Hänel (1996) 
used it for the Astronomy on-line project within the European week of scientific and 
technological culture in November 1996. Participants should look for the faintest star in 
the constellation Ursa Minor and report their observations via the internet. Pupils from 
Spain, Italy, Greece and Bulgaria participated, but the number of observations was very 
low, because the weather during the week was very bad.

More accurate measurements of the sky background can be done with modern digital 
single lens reflex (DSLR) cameras, where an image in the RAW format can be separated 
into the individual colours blue, green and red with many astronomical image reduction 
software. The green picture corresponds crudely to the visual V band of astronomical 
photometry and the technical V photometry, so that the sky background can be measured 
in this wavelength domain. This method has been used to measure variations during one 
night and the decrease of the sky background brightness away from a city centre. 

Faster and easier measurements can be made with the Sky Quality Meter from Uni-
hedron (detailed test by Cinzano, 2005). Using this instrument, further studies on the 
variations of the sky brightness have been done, like the change between the city of 

Figure 1. Upward lights in 1993 as measured with the DMSP satellite F10. Dark and dark blue areas have low 
upward lights, yellow and red areas (especially cities) have higher upward light intensities.
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Osnabrück (160 000 inhabitants) and the public observatory of the Naturwissenschaftli-
cher Verein Osnabrück, the local natural sciences association, which is situated about 20 
km east of the city.

Unfortunately no detailed measurements of the increase of the sky background are 
known for astronomical observatories in Germany like in Italy (Cinzano, 2000). To get 
an impression on the changes, it is necessary to use other data.

First we tried to estimate the amount of emitted light from the increase of electricity 
consumption and the increasing higher efficiency of the lamps by comparing the data 
from Osnabrück, Germany and the USA (Hänel, 1999). In Germany the electricity con-
sumption for public lighting has remained nearly constant, though the number of lamps 
has increased, mainly due to the expansion of settlements.

This can be demonstrated more descriptive for a broader public with the data of 
the US Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DSMP) satellites, especially as the 
National Geophysical Data Center has published in 2006 data for all satellites and all 
years between 1992 and 2003 (NGDC, 2006). Though these data seem to be not very 
well calibrated and they do not show the background sky brightness like the World atlas 
of Cinzano et al. (2001), they are very valuable to demonstrate the extent of light that 
is sent unused towards the sky. The difference of two years demonstrates impressively 

Figure 2. The same for the year 2002, measured with satellite F15.
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the changes in upward light emissions. More details about the methods used to derive 
the data are given by Hänel (2006). Figures 1 and 2 show the upward lights in 1993 and 
2002 for central Europe as measured by the DMSP satellites, and figure 3 is a difference 
picture. These pictures demonstrate very well the correlations between emitted light, 
population density and increasing use of land for residential and transport needs.

To make regulations against light pollution possible, it is first of all necessary to 
inform about the negative aspects of too much and wrong artificial light. Therefore 
informing the public and deciders about the problem is one of the main objectives of the 
working group DARK SKY of the German Amateur Astronomical Society VdS (Verein-
igung der Sternfreunde).

It is not well known, how much different sources contribute to light pollution, best 
information is available for street lighting, which might also be the best controllable. 
Though there exist norms for minimum illumination, many roads in Germany are less 
illuminated than recommended, which seems to have no negative effects. In addition 
many municipalities are obliged to reduce or even switch off light during the night for 
financial reasons. Therefore a characteristic number like the specific electric energy con-

Figure 3. The differences of the data from 2002 and 1993 clearly show the increase of upward light in central 
Europe. In black regions no changes have been observed, because upward light was either too faint or the scan-
ner camera was saturated. This is the case in the centres of large cities (e.g. London, Paris, Milano, Berlin). Small 
increases of upward light are yellow, larger increases red, a small decrease is shown in violet, a larger decrease in 
blue. If the decrease of lights in the west of the Netherlands and around London is true or an instrumental effect is 
not yet clear.
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sumption with about 44 kWh/person/year is quite low. On the other hand more buildings 
are illuminated intensively to contribute to city beautification. But in Germany light 
might be classified as a negative environmental influence (immission), especially if it 
has considerable negative impacts or nuisances. The Länderausschuss für Immissions-
schutz (board of the Länder for the protection against immissions) has defined in the 
“Licht-Richtlinie” upper limiting values in 2000. These maximum illumination values 
on vertical windows of dormitories are between 1 lx at night for living areas and 5 lx for 
industrial areas. At the moment they can be applied only to private lights, not for public 
street lighting.

Meanwhile many producers of street luminairies have recognized that light pollution 
is a problem, so they inform about light pollution and one firm even advertises with “star 
friendly” full cut-off luminaries.

One way to preserve dark starry nights could also be within large surface nature pre-
serves, which however have not yet dealt with the theme light pollution. So we proposed 
this theme for some German nature parks. 

To propagate the problem more, we plan an exhibition on light pollution for the 
“International Year of Astronomy 2009”, which shall be rented to natural science muse-
ums, science centres and planetariums.
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CHANGING THE WORLD, 
ONE LIGHT AT A TIME 
(my dark sky ‘toolbox’)

BOB CRELIN 
Crelin Creative

Growing up in the USA in the 1960s and‘70s, I witnessed many profound changes in our 
world. The fading view of my starry night skies sounded an alarm for me – its cause made 
no sense, no one benefitted from it- but, its remedy seemed easily within reach of our 
modern society. Our now customary use of electric lights to prolong the day had begun to 
conquer the night – and, it was happening slowly enough to evade public awareness. For 
me to help to set things right, I needed ‘tools’ - tools with which I could not only educate 
people about light pollution, but also tools to control the indiscreet and wasteful use of 
outdoor lighting. The year was 1994, and I went right to work.

Thirteen years later, the tools that I ‘forged’ have helped to greatly increase awareness 
of light pollution and have initiated real changes in the ways that people light the night. 
Today, I open my toolbox to you, with the hope of changing the world. 

Tool 1
The Local Lighting Law -getting active in the community

The town where I was raised, Branford, Connecticut, 
was beginning to lose the night sky. The poorly designed 
and excessive outdoor lighting from town and commercial 
properties was spilling far beyond the property where it was 
being used. I knew that my community had laws in place to 
regulate many different things. I thought, why not control 
poor outdoor lighting too? Glare and intrusive light spill 
affects everyone in a negative way - not just astronomers. 
I began recruiting support at the local star gazing events, 
where I handed out pre-addressed post cards to the towns-
people who came. These cards requested that Branford 

town officials enact a new law to stop light pollution. Enough of these postcards arrived 
in the Town Planner’s mailbox to illustrate the citizens’ concerns. This opened the door 
for me to start a conversation. Even though I was new to the law-making process, I was 
able to work together with the Town Planner to write a brand new lighting regulation for 
the town. Assembled as a simple set of guidelines with some illustrations, the Town of 
Branford’s outdoor lighting law was enacted in 1997. 

This new law caught the attention of several other communities. Town officials across 
the state of Connecticut began to request that I speak to their commissions about the 
benefits of outdoor lighting regulation. I put together a program in which I showed pho-
tographic examples of good and bad lighting, as well as a very effective demonstra-
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tion of glare and shielding 
using a simple ‘clip-on’ light. 
Inspired by these presen-
tations, nearby towns and 
cities began to enact their 
own lighting laws. In 2002, 
the story detailing my expe-
rience was published as 
a feature article in Sky & 
Telescope magazine called, 
“How I Beat Light Pollution 
in My Hometown”

June, 2007 will mark the tenth year of the Branford, CT lighting law. Since the law’s 
enactment, the town has experienced an explosion of commercial growth and develop-
ment – however, all of the new compliant lighting has created model examples of not 
only excellent light pollution control, but energy conservation too! 

Tool 2
The GlareBuster light – getting started, right in your own backyard

As public awareness about light pollution grew and new lighting laws were enacted, 
the demand for night sky-friendly lighting products began. New commercial-grade 
lighting fixtures, called ‘Full Cutoff’, or ‘Fully Shielded’ type began to become avail-
able- but, the retail store shelves continued to offer nothing new for the homeowner. 
The restless designer within me dreamt of a foolproof, non-light polluting alternative 
to the ubiquitous home floodlight – these are the glary, bare bulb (PAR) floodlights that 
can be found above every garage and backyard across the entire United States. Work-
ing with Perry Maresca, an old friend and schoolmate in the lighting business, I began 
modeling the prototype light fixture on my dining room table. Thus started the process 
that materialized my dream and birthed the “GlareBuster” light for the homeowner. This 
light fixture’s patented design was carefully crafted to disallow incorrect mounting, so it 
would be unable to produce glare or light 
trespass in most installations. Since its 
introduction to the market in July 2001, 
the GlareBuster has now been sold across 
the USA and in Great Britain. For it’s 
noted performance as a dark sky lighting 
fixture, the GlareBuster has been recently 
chosen for use in several US National 
Parks by Chad Moore and the NPS Night 
Sky Team.

Due to the GlareBuster’s success, for 
2007 we have introduced a new model 
called the GB-2000, which is listed under 
the ‘ENERGY STAR’ moniker. Energy 
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Star is an identifying mark awarded to outstanding energy conservation products. These 
products are qualified through the stringent requirements of the US Environmental Pro-
tection Agency. Now the GlareBuster light is not only friendly to the night environment, 
but a great energy conservation product as well. 

Tool 3
Tell the Children – bringing the message to the future generations

After realizing that the Milky Way and the star-filled skies of my youth were being 
swallowed up by the encroaching glow of city lights - I knew that I had to act. 
The children born into this new star-starved era of our history would have difficulty 
believing that, only a generation ago, a breathtaking view of universe waited outside 
nearly everyone’s backdoor. Now I, one of the last “children of the starry nights”, faced 
a quickly fading opportunity to help make things right for our future.

I began devising educational resources to tackle the tallest obstacle in the way of 
correcting the problem - a lack of public awareness. I spoke publicly, educating about 
the issues surrounding light pollution. During this time, I crafted a rhyming children’s 
manuscript called, There Once Was a Sky Full of Stars. I was determined to introduce the 
younger generation to the wonders of the night sky, why we are losing them and- how we 
can all fix the problem of light pollution. I shared the verse wherever I had an audience 
and it was enjoyed by young and old. The manuscript then found interest to be made into 
a children’s book, and was eventually published by Sky Publishing of Cambridge Mas-
sachusetts in late 2003. As a perfect match for the rhyming verse, illustrations for the 
book were created by artist, Amie Ziner. Lush, 
colorful scenes fill the pages, clearly depicting 
the glory of the star-filled sky, and the power-
ful impact of manmade light. The first, modest 
paperback run of the book sold out, and it was 
re-introduced as a large hardcover book in 2006. 
For the young reader or listener, There Once Was 
a Sky Full of Stars’ simple message is understood 
after one reading, and with hope, held within the 
heart for the rest of their lives.

Through my journey and through my own 
eyes, I have seen the seeds of hope that will 
someday restore the magic of our starry night 
skies. Using the right tools, anyone, from the 
neighbor next door to the government official 
can gain an entirely new awareness of outdoor 
lighting- and rediscover the night. 

Contact
Crelin Creative. BobCrelin.com. E-mail: info@bobcrelin.com
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CONTRIBUTION OF AMATEUR 
ASTRONOMERS TO THE CONSERVATION 

OF SKY QUALITY 
JUAN JOSÉ MANZANO1,  RAFAEL BARRENA1,2, Mª JOSÉ HERNÁNDEZ1

1 GOAT.-  Grupo de Observadores Astronómicos de Tenerife
2 IAC - Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias

Introduction
This conference offers a great variety of reasons to observe the sky at night. Of all 

these reasons we prefer to choose the simplest one: its spectacular beauty.
The authors of this communication are amateur astronomers, members of the Group 

of Astronomical Observers of Tenerife (GOAT), who dedicate part of their free time to 
the contemplation of the landscapes of the universe and, some of them, make valuable 
scientific contributions with great dedication and effort. All of us are directly implicated 
in the problem of preserving the quality of the sky and, in this communication, we will 
briefly detail the activities and projects that, to preserve the possibility of ever being 
astonished by the cosmos’s landscapes, we can make from our condition of amateur 
astronomers.

Some famous amateur astronomers
The definition of amateur astronomer is very broad and includes a great number of 

people interested in observing and knowing the firmament. Amateur astronomer could 
be a person who observes the sky periodically and is interested in the study of its ori-
gins, evolution, its relationship with Mankind throughout history and its artistic and/or 
technical aspects in greater or smaller measure, not being this activity his main source 
of income.

The difference between professional and amateur is not clear, sometimes someone 
who at first observed the sky as a hobby later has dedicated to it exclusively. On the 

Mount Teide, a privileged area for astronomical observation, recently declared a World Heritage Site. 
Photograph: Rafael Barrena.
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other hand, we have also the examples of those who working for important observatories 
and universities dedicate their free time to activities like observation or astrophotogra-
phy.

There are many and varied examples. Hevelius, famous by its engravings of the con-
stellations in the XVII century, studied Law and worked at the familiar business, a brew-
ery in Poland, before devoting himself to astronomy exclusively.

Percival Lowell, who predicted the existence of Pluto, studied mathematics and for a 
time he worked in the field of diplomacy in different countries until, obsessed with the 
Martian channels, he founded its own observatory on Arizona in 1894, which continues 
its activities nowadays.

Heinrich Olbers practiced medicine as a profession between XVIII and XIX centu-
ries, devoting himself to the study of physics, mathematics, the orbital calculation of 
comets and asteroids, discovering several ones (Ceres, Shovels, Vesta...), postulating the 
theory of a planetary cataclysm as the origin of asteroids. He also considered the origin 
of the tail of comets, and postulated his famous paradox about why the sky is black if 
we are surrounded by millions of stars, solved much later by the theory of the expansion 
of the universe.

William Herschel was a musician and student of philosophy, languages and math-
ematics until he was 35 years old when he became interested in astronomy. The discov-
ering of Uranus completely catapulted him to fame and, being named Royal Astronomer, 
he devoted himself to this activity. He studied the binary structure of the Milky Way, the 
stars and the sun movements, compiling data that would give origin to Deyer`s General 
New Catalogue.

Edwin Hubble studied Law and was an outstanding sportsman before devoting him-
self to cosmology, making many valuable contributions like the discovery of the expan-
sion of the universe and the calculation of its age and size. Even Einstein developed 

his theory of relativity while working in an office of 
patents.

More recently we can honour famous Alan Hale, a 
contractor engineer of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
and Thomas Bop, headmaster in a factory of con-
struction equipment, discoverers simultaneously of 
the comet that takes after their names, Hale-Bop, one 
of most shining comets ever observed seen in 1997. 
We may cite also Yuji Hyakutake, professional pho-
tographer and comet hunter for pleasure, who with 
powerful prisms binoculars discovered the comet that 
takes after his name. In 1993 the Spanish Francisco 
García Díez  discovered the most shining supernova 
in the north hemisphere in the last twenty-three years 
(the SN 1993J) and two years later in 1995, the Brit-
ish George Sallit found a small planet with his tel-
escope installed in the back garden of his house. 

During the Space Race era there were many ama-

Figure 2: From right to left and from up to 
down: Hevelius, Heinrich Olbers,  William 
Herschel and Percival Lowell.
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teur astronomers who with their observations data contributed to the plans for choosing 
the best places for moon landing of the vehicles of the North American lunar program, 
although this selenític interest declined after the cancellation of the program. Today, 
prestigious amateur associations compile many data about binary stars, comets, aster-
oids, novas and supernovas that are used by professionals in their own studies.

This brief summary of historical personalities gives us a perspective of the impor-
tance of this hobby in the development of astronomical studies.

Astronomy and society
Nowadays, one of the paradoxes of our society of the information era is the breach 

between society and the scien-
tific community. Although there 
are good popularising programs, 
documentaries on television and 
access to web pages by Internet, 
the complexity of the different 
scientific issues and the fact that 
publicity is so aimed at the spec-
tacularity of achievements or dis-
coveries influences in a kind of 
dissociation between the special-
ized scientific world and a society 
that is practically only interested 
in tangible, useful and immediate results. 

Perhaps astronomy is one of the less valued branches of science because the direct 
application of its discoveries is not perceived as something ready to use at once. Thanks 
to the space exploration we have got great improvements in things useful in every day 
life, but it is much more difficult to show the advantages that exploring the universe may 
give to a consumer society.

In this point is where amateur astronomers can be useful as a bi-directional nexus 
between both positions, appreciating the advances that take place in the fields of astron-
omy we also contribute to the attainment of results or the verification of them like, for 
example, the collaboration between professional scientists like Joe Patterson, astrono-
mer of the University of Columbia and a group of about thirty amateurs worldwide, ded-
icated to the study of the binary systems of cataclysmic variables. Collecting this data 
needs a time of observation impossible to get in an observatory and that is demanded 
from amateur astronomers. The same could be said of the study of the Sun, asteroids, 
meteorites, planets and comets. In particular, several members of our Group are active 
collaborators in locating and cataloguing new smaller planets, comets and asteroids 
through the Minor Planet Centre, supported by the Astronomical International Union, 
with interesting results so far. 

As amateurs we are as interested in the latest discoveries as in the historical evolu-
tion of astronomy or in a great variety of other individual interests due to the different 
kinds of amateurs. We are as hinges in a context in which, without being strictly mem-
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bers of the scientific community, we 
approach it and pass what we have-
learned to relatives and friends who 
know less about it.

The improvement of the quality 
of equipment and better communi-
cation in Internet have allowed the 
rapprochement of the amateurs to 
areas previously exclusive of pro-
fessionals, and that same equipment 
is available and used, in an altruis-
tic way, in events that due to their 
spectacularty attract the interest of 
the great public serving as a contact 
point between both communities.

Contribution of amateur astronomers to the conservation of sky quality
Is evident the interest that we have in maintaining and improving the quality of noc-

turnal sky. But only interest is not enough to stop the progressive deterioration of the 
quality observations; it is necessary to act. We are now going to enumerate the different 
ways in which our Group has participated directly or through our members to face the 
deterioration of this quality, as well as proposals for the future.

Of course, the possibilities of a group of amateurs are limited and its greater potential 
is as organizers of activities of spreading and awareness. The diversity of occupations 
of members of an association have effects on the possibility of access to other people 
who, without being enthusiastic of astronomy, can value the virtues that a sky clean of 
contamination entails. It is not a question of going out with placards but of attracting 
and teaching the public so that, interested in the activity that is being made, can perceive 
the problem of light pollution and, sensitised about it, can be more receptive to activities 
of protection. Nevertheless a sum of citizen denunciations can contribute a lot to aware-
ness, the adoption of specific measures and also to the application of protective laws 
against light pollution. In this aspect, specific denunciations by means of writings to the 
City Council of La Matanza and La Orotava in Tenerife have been made, and has been 
constituted a specific group to deal about this problem.

It is obvious that the international associations or those with more members have 
greater weight at the moment of demanding authorities to make laws and programs of 
protection, especially if they go with official organizations. But smaller associations 
can also make contributions in different ways. The first one is with the behaviour of its 
members, giving example of citizenship and protection of the environment, being care-
ful of the observation places wherever they go. Another way is through the organization 
of specific events used for promotion of astronomy and awareness of the values related 
to it. Events as the “Celebration of Stars” organized by Cienciamanía in Güimar, in 2006 
July, in which the GOAT participated together with the Museum of Science and the 
Cosmos, Astroamigos and Alpha Cygni in a day of observation in Puertito de Güimar 

Pleiades. Photograph by GOAT. 
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with a great attendance of public.
The “Marathon Messier” also attracted a big number of curious people to participate 

in the observation of the 110 objects of the famous Messier catalogue during two con-
secutive weekends in March. Without any budget and by worth of moth publicity this 
activity allowed all assistants to observe through telescopes of members of the Group, 
waking up more serious interests in some of this people who later on have become one 
more of our group. 

Another activity in which we also participate is this Conference with an exhibition of 
astrophotography that, with the title “Canarias, a balcony to the Universe”, can be seen 
for the first time in this Conference. Later on it will be exhibited in the Assembly Hall 
of the School of Engineers of Santa Cruz de Tenerife and  become tan itinerating exhibit 
going from the Museum of Science and the Cosmos to many other different cultural 
places.

We also have collaborated in diverse mass media, from specialized magazines to 
digital news bulletins that promote local and provincial cultural activities. One of our 
supporters directs the program “Star Dust” in radio “Onda CIT”, a weekly program of 
one hour dedicated to astronomy; one of our members take part as collaborator in the 
sundays radio program in the channel SER “Objective the Moon”, commenting astro-
nomical events and talking about the importance of darkness for star observation.

We cannot forget those astronomers who have turned their hobby in a way of earning 
their lives, having created a small business to sell equipment and organize excursions 
where groups are made conscious of the importance of the degradading effects of lumi-
nescence in the sky. This is a small sample of the increasing interest that astronomy is 
arousing in the population, generating enough demand to maintain business with sales 
and popularising excirsions on a weekly basis. Although this activity can be considered 
professional, it is the one which makes that more new people find a real interest in astron-
omy and it is the most interesting one to sensitise about the problem of light pollution.

In addition all and each one of us advertise these activities in our daily lives, to our 
family, friends and in our workplaces. In this respect the amateur astronomers related 
to teaching and education can reach greater approaches to the goals of awareness and 
popularising astronomy. The work in this field is, obviously, very important, being fun-
damental the accomplishment by young students of activities that attract their interest by 
means of observation and experimentation. 

Between the teachers related to the 
GOAT, Héctor López is a wonder-
ful example to illustrate these multiple 
aspects that an amateur can perform. 
Apart from making small excursions 
that include observation, he serves as a 
reference to other teachers in his Center 
in questions related to astronomy.

Continuing in this field of activity, 
one of our members, Federico Fern-
andez Porredón, now president of the 
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Association for the Teaching of Astronomy (ApEA), a national association of teachers 
of schools related to this activity. It is remarkable that, in some secondary schools, learn-
ing of astronomy has turned from being a sporadic activity to become a subject matter 
within the curricula of the students.

Internet is, of course, another window to show our activities. By means of its web 
page (http://www.astrosurf.com/goat/) and forum associated to it the GOAT maintains a 
permanent contact with local amateurs, as well as with amateurs from all over the world, 
advertising the wonders of our skies with our photos and commentaries. In addition, by 
this way of communication hundreds of associations get to be known and promote its 
activities. We need only enter in a web finder to reach thousands of web pages, many 
from official organizations, but a lot more from amateurs. organizations and forums that 
contribute to the spreading of this subject and the contact between people with same 
interests.

But it is still possible to do more activities in local communities, youthful associa-
tions, schools and high schools, programming events to observe and giving lectures 
that need a little budget, since the necessary equipment for the observation and time are 
afforded by the amateurs. It is usual that in spectacular events, like for example the past 
total eclipse of the moon, many curious people meet around the telescope of an amateur 
who allows them observe the event. That is the most valuable contribution that can be 
complemented with information that could lead to create new enthusiasts of astronomy 
or people well aware of the importance of the quality of the sky.

Conclusions
Throughout history astronomy has been one 

of the main motors of philosophical change and  
there have been many amateur astronomers who 
have cotributed with their discoveries to scientific 
evolution.

At the present time, the complicated lines of 
research have produced a gap between the scien-
tific community and a society that asks for imme-
diate results of scientific reserch. The difficulty 
in finding resources for the observation together 
with the great quality and low cost of observations 
made by amateur astronomers is giving way to a 
symbiosis between both groups, favoured by the 
tremendous advance for the communication that 
is Internet.

In addition the amateur astronomers are useful 
to spread historical and scientific knowledge being 

able to exert a positive influence in the rest of society predisposing it to the importance 
of conserving the light of stars to benefit future generations.
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LIGHTING POLLUTION AND 
INTRUSIVE LIGHT EVALUATION 

IN RESIDENTIAL AND RURAL AREAS
 ALBERTO JOSÉ CABELLO, CARLOS FEDERICO KIRSCHBAUM

Departamento de Luminotecnia, Luz y Visión. Universidad Nacional de Tucumán. Argentina.

Introduction
The study of Lighting Pollution (LP) demands of reliable indicators to estimate the 

effects on different social sectors, climates and environments. This work describes part 
of a larger study carried out on urban and rural areas of the Northwestern area of Argen-
tina including cities, towns, villages and scattered houses. The aim is to study LP not 
only from the photometric and energetic point of view but also recording people’s per-
ception of the phenomenon. This paper informs about three cases including photometric 
surveys, lighting design approaches and environmental considerations. The reference 
for the photometric analysis are the parameters recommended by the International Com-
mission of Lighting (CIE) in order to limit the disturbing light in installations of public 
lighting1. Preliminary results about human assessments in a urban residential area are 
reported in other work12. Some basics optical characteristics of the urban environment 
studied were reported in a former paper13.

Characterization and regulation of the lighting pollution 
The regulation of the environmental impact associate to LP which produces distur-

bances to diverse groups of the community, astronomers, citizens, environmentalists, 
etc., has been proposed by the CIE in Publications Nr 126 and CIE TC - 121, 2. 

The CIE publication Nr 1261 introduces the foundations of Lighting Pollution and 
proposes recommendations with respect to the maximums values allowed for lighting 
installations. In the Publication CIE TC 5-122, other aspects are covered such as the dis-
turbance or interference of the light, in particular the effects on the residents of houses, 
citizens in general and on users of transports and signaling systems. 

In both publications are used 
the following definitions: 

a) ULOR (Upward Light 
Output Radio).

b) ULORINST (upward light 
output ratio installed).

c) System of Division in 
Zones: For zones E1, E2, 
E3 and E4, the ULORINST 
ratio is 0%, 0-5%, 0-15% 
and 0-25% respectively.
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Besides, Publication [2], considers the vertical illuminance in windows, the intensity 
of the luminous points outside of the illuminated area, the average luminance of the 
surfaces of vertical facades in the buildings and the disturbing glare in the street and 
road lighting systems.

Equipment
The photometric studies of the lighting installations were performed with a LMT 

luxmeter B360, a Minolta luminance meter LS-110. The evaluation of luminaries were 
carried out in laboratory tests with a mirror LMT goniophotometer GO-DS 1600.

Evaluation in a residential zone
The public lighting system in residential areas facilitates the displacement of vehicles 

and pedestrians. In the case of automotive traffic it must improve the nocturnal visibility 
of the drivers in the detection of obstacles, other vehicles and pedestrians. On the foot-
paths it must make possible the visual orientation of pedestrians, to detect obstacles, to 
identify names of streets, numeration of houses and fundamentally to allow the pedes-
trians to recognize attitudes and characteristics of other people who circulate. Also, is 
important for the visual appearance of the environment and may intrude in the houses. 
This approach is considered in the lighting design since the 80´s3 in several countries4. 
In Argentina these proposals have not yet been considered in national recommendations 
although, since several years, it is studied in the Department of Lighting, Light and 
Vision of the University of Tucumán5, 6, and some Municipalities have produced their 
own recommendations14 .

The following sections summarize a retrofitting of the public lighting in a quarter of 
San Miguel de Tucumán city. The Neighbors Association of the quarter asked assistance 
to the local university in order to evaluate the public lighting conditions. The request 
was the start point of a project involving the Neighbors Association, the University and 
the Municipality7, 12. .

Description of the district
The city (27º latitude South, 65º longitude West), 400 m above see level, wet sub-

tropical climate and 500 000 inhabitants. The quarter is displayed on 14000m2
, with 

800 inhabitants living in individual houses and 6 buildings of 10 floors each distributed 
along 8 streets and 5 alleys. The streets are 6 - 9 m width and 120 m of longitude with 
footpaths 2.7-4m width. The surfaces of the majority of the streets are of concrete and 
the footpaths are of concrete, stones or tiles with adjacent zones of soil and grass. The 
urban design includes roads of access and exit to the zone with secondary streets and 
alleys. The transit of vehicles is low, involving mainly the vehicles of the residents and 
services. Like most of these areas the public space of footpaths and streets are utilized in 
an important proportion by pedestrians. 

Public lighting previous to the retrofitting
The lighting installation consisted of luminaries of symmetric distribution luminous 

around the axis vertical with a cover of polycarbonate with reduced optical control of 
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the luminous flux distribution (Figure 1). The luminaries, equipped with 150W clear 
HPS lamps, were mounted in one sided installations, 6.5-7 m high on streets with dense 
vegetation, specially orange trees on both footpaths. The geometry and heights of the 
luminaries generated intense shadows on footpaths. The level of illumination in the area 
was insufficient. The correction to this problem consisted of increasing the efficiency 
and control of the luminous emission of the luminaries, adding to them simple controls 
of the luminous flux distribution, for example shields -Figure 2-. The criterion adopted 
in this project was to use accessories and simple procedures of low cost, to facilitate a 
process of improvement of the optical operation of the devices, promoting the adoption 
and reproduction to municipal administrations with limited financing. 

New Public Lighting System 
The new lighting system was composed by a two sided alternated posts distribution 

with shielded luminaries with 100W HPS lamp (similar to Figure 2), 5 m high, aimed 
on the streets, with a separation of 40 m in each footpath (20 m between consecutive 
posts).

The illumination before and after the retrofitting
The calculated levels of average horizontal illuminance on streets and footpaths are 

compared in Table 1. The results show an improvement of the average values, being 
the retrofitting efficient also with respect to the energy consumption, since the power 
installed by block has been reduced in a 20%, whereas the average levels are practically 
duplicated. Paradoxically, the increase of the levels of road illuminance could be coun-
ter-productive to the effects of the LP reduction, because the higher the illuminance, 

Place

Average horizontal, vertical Iluminances and uniformities - [lux]

Before After 

Eh Min/Avg Min/max Eh Min/Avg Min/max

Street 11.6 0.33 0.16 21.9 0.36 0.1

Footpath left 11.9 0.34 0.17 14.2 0.34 0.11

Footpath right 5.7 0.49 0.23 13.1 0.33 0.1

Ev window at 7m high. Pos.1 13.2 0.94 0.89 0.57 0.52 0.33

Ev window at 7m high. Pos.2 5.6 0.97 0.94 0.87 0.45 0.20

Table 1. Illuminance Levels before and after retrofitting.

Figure 2.- Luminarie after retrofitting.Figure 1.- Luminarie before the retrofitting. 
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the larger is the road reflected component towards the atmosphere; but this increase is 
compensated with the screening of the reflected flux by the dense vegetation existing on 
the streets8, 9.

Facade luminance before and after the retrofitting
Table 2 shows the variation of facade luminance measured at different heights, before 

and after the retrofitting on a 10 floor building. Figures 3 and 4 show the facade before 
and after the retrofitting.

Evaluation of results 
Table 3 shows both types of luminaries used before and after the retrofitting and its 

corresponding percentage of ULORINST emitted from their mounting position. 
Analyzing the upward light emission for both luminaries, is evident that luminarie 

Nº2 not only fulfills the E3 zone requirements indicated in [1], but that also can be used 
in zones of the E2 type, that is in rural areas. In summary, the retrofitting was successful 
not only from the point of view of the improvement of the efficiency of electrical energy 
consumption, but also on outlook, security and visual guidance of the public space. 

Figure 3. Facade before retrofitting

Table 2. Luminance in building facade [cd/m2]

Distance to ground [m] 4 6.5 9 11.5 14 16.5 19 21.5 24

Before Retrofitting [cd/m2] 2.6 4.4 1.8 0.65 0.5 0.42 0.38 0.35 0.28

Alter Retrofitting [cd/m2] 2.5 0.6 0.5 0.41 0.34 0.32 0.31 0.3 0.24

Table 3. Main characteristics of the analyzed luminaries

Nº Luminarie closing lamp

Efficiency [%]

Glare controlInf. emission

(0-90º)

Sup. emission

(90-180º)
Total

1
Clear 

polycarbonate

HPS

150W
51% 31% 82% Non-cutoff

2
Clear 

polycarbonate

HPS

100W
75% 5% 80% cutoff

Figure 4. Facade after retrofitting
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In addition to this photometric evaluation, a neighbors assessments evaluation were 
performed about visual aspects of the zone. The results, commented in another work12, 
suggest that the sensitivity of the neighbors to the potentially offensive effects of the 
public illumination is low. This data indicates a subject for further investigation to estab-
lish the visual comfort indicators for the population of the region.

Evaluation in a rural town
This section includes the analysis of the existing public lighting system in the rural vil-

lage named “El Puestito” (26º25’55” S, 64º45’6” W), located 75 km away to the North-
east from the city of San Miguel de Tucumán. It is a rural population of approximately 
3500 inhabitants living in 500 houses, distributed in a surface of approximately 500 km2. 
There is a nucleus of 100 houses and 500 inhabitants, around the official dependencies 
such as the Administration of the Commune, the Center of Primary Attention of Health, 
the Police Station, the Buses Terminal and stores. An important area of the commune 
is placed in the Yungas region, subtropical moist forest which encompass a narrow belt 
N–S on the West slope of the mountains from the Northwest Argentina to Venezuela. El 
Puestito is placed at the low Yungas (500 – 1200 m osl).

Public Lighting 
The Public Lighting system at this village consists of two types of luminaries, fixtures 

of symmetrical luminous distribution around the vertical axis provided with a glass cover 
similar to already analyzed in the residential area (type Nº1) and globes, both equipped 
with 250W HPMV tungsten-ballasted lamps (see figures of Table 4). The luminaries 
type Nº1 are mounted in wood posts, 5 m high, with a arm of 0.50 m, an approximated 
amount of 60 dispersed units are installed in the zone. The globes, 23 units, are concen-
trated along an avenue, with a spacing of 20 m between posts 5 m high. 

Classification of the zone according to CIE 126
In the area there are two zones with different levels of environmental luminosity, 

morphology and habitat characteristics. The urban center or populated zone (E3) and the 
fields with dispersed houses (E2). According to CIE in both zones the maximal upward 
emission of luminous flow should be ≤ 15% for the E3 zone and 5% for the E2 zone. 
Table 4 shows the photometric characteristics of emission of luminous flux of both 
types of luminaries. None of the luminaries fulfills the maximum limits of emission of 

Nº Luminarie closing lamp

Efficiency [%]

Glare controlInf. emission

(0-90º)

Sup. emission

(90-180º)
Total

3
Opaline

polycarbonate

HPMW

250W
35% 40% 75% Non-cutoff

4
Opaline

polycarbonate

HPMV

250W
45% 31% 76% Non-cutoff

Table 4. Main characteristics of the analyzed luminaries in a rural town
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upward luminous flux, being highly polluting from the point of view of the CIE recom-
mendation. Particularly, the luminaries type globe, emits upwards 40% of the available 
luminous flux and 35% downwards. Besides, if we consider that the zone of interest to 
illuminate is within the area limited by the angles of emission of 60º with respect to the 
vertical axis, we conclude that it is an extremely inefficient luminarie to solve the light-
ing demand.

Influence of the artificial light source in the quantity of insects observed in the proximities of 
a luminarie.

The trajectory of the moon from its appearance in the horizon to the sunrise, is used 
by most of the species of insects as direction and point of reference for the fulfillment 
of certain vital cycles, whereas during the periods of dark moon, the activities of the 
insects are modified to fulfill other different vital cycles (larval state, feeding, growth 
and reproduction). Some species of insects complete all their vital cycle during only a 
complete lunar cycle of 28 days, being the presence and/or absence of lunar light the 
indicators of beginning and/or end of each vital cycle11. This means that in absence of 
moonlight, a greater amount of insects “is disoriented” in their cycles by the presence of 
an artificial light source, being attracted by this one until its death in most of the cases, 
thus interrupting some of its vital cycles and being in danger therefore the continuity of 
the species11. 

We are carrying out an experiment with light-traps in order to determinate the amount 
of insects by order trapped by light sources of different color temperature14. Preliminary 
results are showed in Table 5 where are summarized the amount of insects trapped 
according to the color temperature of the luminous source.

• Tc < 2800K: corresponds to CF warm white and HPS lamps
• Tc> 4000K includes CF cool white, HPM and MH lamps 

The orders of insects verified in the traps were Coleoptera (beetles), Diptera 
(flies, mosquitoes, black flies), Hemiptera (bugs), Homoptera (leafhoppers, cicadas), 
Hymenoptera (ants, bees, wasps), Lepidoptera (butterflies, moths), Neuroptera (libe-
lullas or dragon fly).

We can observe that the luminous sources whose Tc > 4000K, attracts until 50% 
more of insects in each order, except in the orders Homoptera and Neuroptera, where 
the attraction is similar. 

In the zone object of this evaluation, the presence of 23 globes with 250W HPMV 
tungsten-ballasted lamps directed in all directions is sufficient to attract a great amount 
of insects during the phase of dark moon, with the consequent ecological damage to all 
the biological chain of the affected zone.

Tc[K]
Source* Coleoptera Diptera Hemiptera Homoptera Hymenoptera Lepidoptera Neuroptera Total

Tc < 2800K 60 182 68 129 91 27 7 564

Tc > 4000K 117 316 99 106 224 194 4 1060

Table 5. Amount of insects by order
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The solution to this problem 
is the replacement of luminar-
ies type globe by others with 
screening systems to direct the 
light towards the zones where it 
is really needed, that is, towards 
horizontal surfaces like roads 
and footpaths. Replacement of 
light source is other subject not 
less important, because a more 
adequate light source should be 
whose characteristic wavelength 
and color temperature differs substantially from the full moonlight, for instance HPS 
lamps, temperature color around 2000K with lower effects in the attraction of insects.

Recommendations about luminaries 
Considering the light distributions of the studied luminaries and the way that the out-

door space is used by inhabitants and visitors as well as energy efficiency and minimal 
upwards light emission, it is recommended to install luminaries like the types shown in 
Table 6.

The luminarie type Nº5 is adequate for lighting systems of parks and gardens equipped 
with 150W clear HPS lamp, with a ring of metallic louvers to avoid glare; being this 
luminaries the better to replace the 23 globes of the access avenue. The luminaries type 
Nº6 is the same that the luminaries (type Nº1) in the rest of the commune, but equipped 
with 150W HPS lamp and with metallic screen (similar to type Nº 2). Both luminaries 
substantially diminish the environmental impact reducing the luminance contamination. 
Both luminaries fulfill the requirements of the recommendation [1] for zones E2 and 
E3. 

Evaluation of intrusive light at a astronomical observatory
The influence of the dispersed light in the atmosphere around an astronomical observ-

atory was carried out in a area of the Calchaquies Valleys, an semiarid Andean canyon 
land placed along 156 km at the West of the Tucuman City. The observatory is on a hill 
of a place called Ampimpa, 2600 m osl. The economic activities of this region are based 

Nº Luminarie closing lamp

Efficiency [%]

Glare controlInf. emission

0-90º)

Sup. emission

(90-180º)
Total

5
Clear

polycarbonate

HPS

150W
41% 15% 56% Semi-cutoff

6
Clear

polycarbonate

HPS

150W
73% 5% 78% Cutoff

Table 6.  Main characteristics of the proposals luminaries 
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on goat cattle breeding, agriculture of subsistence, small wine yards, paprika farming 
and mills, elaboration of crafts and tourism. 

The main sources of dispersed light are the public lighting systems of two nearby 
towns: Amaicha del Valle (2000m osl, 5000 inhabitants, 360 sunny days per year) 8 
km away from the observatory and Santa Maria (1800 m osl, 25000 inhabitants), 30 km 
away on the southwest direction of the valley. 

The public lighting of the towns and roads around the observatory are composed 
mainly by luminaries type Nº 1 with clear HPS 150W or 250W HPMV tungsten bal-
lasted lamps and shielded fixtures (type Nº 2) with incandescent 75–150W lamps. The 
urban design of the towns follows a “chess board” distribution of streets organized 
around a main square. The glaring effects of a small amount of luminaries on the road 
near the observatory are reported by the telescope operators. Figure 5 shows a nocturnal 
view of the distribution of luminous points around the observatory, specially the lights 
from Santa Maria City, with an amount of 1500 HPS lamps.

Measurements of vertical (Ev) and semi cylindrical (Esc) illuminances were per-
formed on the dome of the observatory’s telescope, aiming the detectors towards the two 
towns. The average results are recorded in Table 7.

The analysis of these results suggests that the semi cylindrical illuminance Esc could 
be a most significant photometric magnitude of the dispersed light reaching 180º around 
the detector.

Conclusions
The three cases described are different in urban environmental and inhabitants char-

acteristics as well as by geographic and climatic aspects, but have a common link, the 
use of a similar inadequate technology for public lighting. The experience carried out at 
the urban residential area of San Miguel de Tucumán city shows that introducing simple 
and low cost modifications is possible to control lighting pollution and intrusive light 

Figure 5. Nocturnal view from the observatory. To the left, far lights of Santa María city, to the right, near lights of 
Amaicha del Valle town.

Table 7. Vertical an Semi cylindrical illuminances on observatory’s telescope window

Measurement target from Observatory dome (26º36 S , 65º 53 W) Ev [lux] E Sc [lux]

Amaicha (26º 36 S, 65º 55 W) 0.01 0.30

Santa María (26º 40´S, 66º 3´ W) 0.02 0.32
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as well as to increase energy efficiency. Another important objective was to enhance 
footpaths lighting in zones with dense and medium heights vegetation.

Although the magnitude of the pollution in the rural areas has still not been estimated 
in our studies, is possible to emphasize the multiplying effect of this study on the rural 
towns of Argentina and the region where the technological standards and design criteria 
are similar to the analyzed ones in this work. The economical impact of the reduction of 
the public lighting electrical energy consumption in towns of the studied scale is large. 
By example, in the smallest settlement studied, El Puestito, the monthly cost of electrical 
energy destined to public lighting represents currently around 60% of the total electric 
bill of the commune10. As the research work progress, more valuable data will be avail-
able to contribute on these very important questions related with the environment, the 
comfort and security of the inhabitants and the economy of rural towns.

Figure 6. Astronomical observatory used 
for pedagogic and divulgations proposals in 
Ampimpa  (hill in a semiarid Andean canyon 
land placed along 156km at the West of the 
Tucuman City -26º36 S , 65º 53  W. The main 
sources of dispersed light are the public light-
ing systems of two nearby towns:  Amaicha del 
Valle (2000m osl, 5000 inhabitants) 8 km away 
from the observatory and Santa Maria (1800 
m osl, 25000 inhabitants), 30 km away on the 
southwest direction of the valley. 

Figure 7. type reflector, diameter 28 cm, luminosity f8,  eye-
glass interchangeable
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THE EVALUATION OF 
THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

OF ROAD LIGHTING
PIERANTONIO CINZANO

Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologia dell’Inquinamento Luminoso, Thiene, Italy

Roadpollution is a simple software for the analysis of road lighting installations and for 
the evaluation of their environmental impact in terms of light pollution produced. It pro-
vides a detailed report including a large number of parameters which allow to quantify 
the quality of the lighting design, its effectiveness in energy saving, its correspondence 
to the requirements for minimizing light pollution and its compliance to laws against 
light pollution. This report is an useful “identity card” of the lighting installation where 
all useful parameters can be found.

Introduction
Lighting designers can profitably use Roadpollution to check the quality of their 

design and to experiment how to improve energy saving and light pollution control. 
When a satisfying design is reached, the report obtained with Roadpollution can be 
attached to the lighting plan. It constitutes an additional value and it helps the designer to 
emphasize the good qualities of the lighting installation toward customers, public opin-
ion and environmentalists. Roadpollution is not intended as a lighting design software, 
even if it computes all typical parameters: certified softwares and optimization software 
like Easy Light (www.cielobuio.org) should be used for lighting design.

Roadpollution can be also profitably used by peoples involved in control of light 
pollution to check the energy saving and the environmental impact of a lighting instal-
lation, based on two fundamental documents: the lighting design and the luminaire’s 
photometrical data. In lack of the first, input parameters can be obtained with an on-site 
inspection of the installation. Note that a check of the compliance of the actual lighting 
installation with the lighting design should be carried on in any case. The compliance 
of a lighting installation with laws against light pollution is usually verified directly on 
the two cited documents, however Roadpollution can help to check the accuracy of the 
lighting design or when the lighting design is unavailable or incomplete.

What the most interesting parameters in the Roadpollution Report are?
A proper minimization of light pollution requires that (1) the light reflected by lighted 

surfaces be limited to the necessary by avoiding overlighting, (2) the upward light emis-
sion by the luminaires be minimized, (3) the downward light emission wasted by the 
luminaire outside the road surface be minimized as much as possible so that the light 
reflected needlessly from these surfaces be minimized too.

One of the first rules for minimizing light pollution and maximizing energy saving is 
to not over-light. Hence firstly it should be checked that the average maintained lumi-
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nance of the road surface is both not lower than the level required by safety rules for 
that road class and not higher than it. A luminance higher than the necessary means that 
more energy than necessary is consumed and more light pollution than necessary is 
produced by the light reflected from the road surface. This is always should be explicitly 

Roadpollution is freely downloadable from www.lightpollution.it/roadpollution/ and it works under Windows XP. 
It writes a file with a detailed Report in text format with customizable header. Another file contains data tables like 
e.g. the distributions on the road surface of luminance, horizontal, semicylindrical and vertical illuminance, veiling 
luminance, glare ratio, etc. In order to obtain correct results users MUST READ the User Manual and FAQs.
The required input data are:
1) Light flux of the adopted lamps. This value can be smaller than the standard output of the lamp when a flux 
controller is assumed to be active.
2) Road width.
3) Pole spacing.
4) Luminaire overhang in respect to the road border.
5) Luminaire tilt. The tilt should always be zero in lighting installations careful of minimizing light pollution. How-
ever the limits to the upward luminous intensity per unit flux required by some laws against light pollution allow 
small tilts to some luminaires, so this possibility was included in the software. The tilt is intended “in respect to the 
position of the luminaire in the photometrical data file”. This position in rare cases could differ from the “suggested 
position of installation” or from the zero tilt of their optics.
6) Pole height.
7) Maintenance factor, accounting for lamp depreciation etc.
8) Kind of surface according to CIE classification (C1, C2, R1, R2, R3, R4).
9) Name of the file with the input photometrical data in Eulumdat format of the chosen combination of fixture, 
optics, lamp and lamp position. The Roadpollution Tools allow users to convert IES 1991 and IES LM-63-95 files of 
type C photometry in a pseudo-Eulumdat format readable from Roadpollution. The responsible user should verify 
line by line the compliance with Eulumdat format (see the User Manual) because non-standard files could produce 
wrong results.
10) Computational grid: 1 for italian standard UNI 10439; 2 for CIE Publ. 140 (2000) and european standard EN 
13201-3 (2004); 3 for ANSI-IESNA RP-8-00; 4 for a 100 x 50 high resolution grid; 5 to 9 for grids customized by 
the user by editing the file grid.dat.
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required by a good law against light pollution (e.g. the majority of the regional laws in 
Italy prescribe it). For some kind of installations, like e.g. pedestrian areas, safety rules 
refers to the maintained illuminance rather than to the luminance, so this one will be the 
parameter to be checked. Where laws against light pollution prescribe the use of flux 
controllers to reduce luminance/illuminance after curfew time, they can be also used for 
small adjustments of the luminance/illuminance before curfew.

In order to check the energy saving capabilities of a lighting installation, fundamental 
quantities are the installed lamp flux per unit length per unit luminance and the installed 
lamp flux per unit area per unit luminance (also called photometric efficacy). The first 
is useful for comparing more installations on the same road and the second is better for 
comparing installations on roads of different width. These quantities should be as small 
as possible. Good installations with full-cut-off fixtures are expected to arrive under 
300 klm/km per cd/m2 and 40 lm/cd, with best reported values down to 200 klm/km per 
cd/m2 and 25-30 lm/cd respectively.

If the photometric efficacy is too large, a fundamental parameter to recognize the 
causes is the utilance or used fraction of the luminaire flux, which gives direct informa-
tion on the quantity of light that the lighting design makes to be sent on the road surface 
and outside of it. The reduction of the light wasted outside the road, i.e. the maximiza-
tion of the utilance, not only is the more effective way to reduce energy consumption but 
also allows to reduce the useless light pollution produced by the light reflected by those 
surfaces which should not be lighted. The fixture efficiency (fraction of lamp light which 
is actually emitted) is a less important parameter because a fixture could be poorly effi-
cient but it could be able to send a greater fraction of light on the road surface whereas 

a more efficient fixture could waste a lot of light outside 
the road.

However, a look to the calculated downward light output 

Roadpollution is made for two lane roadways but it can be used for more 
complex roads by properly specifying the grid size and the observer posi-
tion. For other lighting installations, it can provide those parameters which 
do not depend on the luminaire disposition and the lighted area (e.g. upward 
light intensities and upward fluxes of the luminaires). It also evaluates the 

upward intensities per unit flux of a projector, its 
upward fluxes and its illuminance distribution on 
the ground surface. An unsupported feature allows 
to obtain a 3D plot of the upward intensity of road 
lighting installations, including both fixture emis-
sion and road reflection (a simple model of Lam-
bertian plus specular reflection fitted to CIE road 
tables).
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ratio DLOR (downward fixture efficiency) it is worth. It is unlikely that a fixture with 
downward efficiency under the common range 65%-80% will allow a lighting design 
with a good photometric efficacy. The utilization factor (utilance times the fixture effi-
ciency, expressed as fraction) is another useful parameter but it mixes the utilance which 
depends on the lighting installation design with the fixture efficiency which depends on 
the fixture choice. It is preferable to analyze them separately.

The lamp efficacy gives another important information related to the energy saving. It 
should be the larger available for the lamp class required by the kind of lighting.

The product of the photometric efficacy times the lamp efficacy gives the power per 
unit length per unit luminance or the power per unit area per unit luminance (sometimes 
called power efficacy or energetic efficacy). Even if these could seems more meaning-
ful parameters, usually it is more useful to evaluate separately the photometric efficacy 
and the lamp efficacy because the first strictly depends on the lighting design whereas 
the second depends on the lamp choice. The lighting designer should obtain the best for 
each of them. The power efficacy could become important in some comparisons like e.g. 
if we have to compare an installation with low poles, large spread fixtures and low power 
lamps with another with high poles, narrow spread fixtures and higher power lamps. In 
this case the photometric efficacy is not sufficient for a correct comparison because the 
lamp efficacy changes with the power of the lamp.

A parameter not related to the energy expense but to the expenses for installation 
and maintenance is the number of luminaire per unit road length (luminaires per km). 
It is less important than the photometric efficacy because usually a larger energy saving 
should be preferred to a smaller number of luminaires. In facts a larger energy saving 
usually pays off a larger installation expense in a fraction of the lifetime.

A look to the threshold increment TI and to the glare rating GR give informations on 
the care that the lighting designer devoted to the control of the disturb produced by the 
glare.

The light pollution produced by artificial light emitted upward from the fixtures of a 
light installation depends on the direction of emission of the light. Emissions at lower 
gamma, nearest to the horizon plane, are particularly effective in producing the adverse 
effects of light pollution because propagate more and add efficiently. Integrated parame-
ters like the “upward light flux” (UFR) are then poorly useful. A good way to investigate 
the light pollution by direct upward emission from the fixtures of a lighting installation 
is to look at the table of the Upward intensity per unit luminaire flux (cd/klm). It gives 
for a sample of directions, defined by elevation alpha and azimuth omega, the upward 
intensity of the luminaire emission per unit flux emitted by the luminaire. For com-
parison the emission of the road surface calculated assuming dark asphalt reflectivity is 
also shown, together with the ratio between the first and the second. We could consider 
“minimized” the unnecessary upward emission by luminaires when it is smaller than 
10% of the road emission (assuming that the road is not over-lighted). Hence the ratio 
should be less than 0.1 in particular at low elevations over the horizon.

The maximum upward luminaire intensity per unit luminaire flux allows checking if 
the installation is compliant with the limits required by some laws against light pollu-
tion. Some laws adopt a limit of 0.49 cd/klm at gamma larger than 90 degrees for almost 
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any kind of installation with few exceptions. Users should verify if the limit to comply 
with is an intensity per unit luminaire flux or an intensity per unit lamp flux. The first 
quantity is the second divided by the fixture efficiency (LORL, light output ratio of the 
luminaire) and is the one which make sense in limiting light pollution. When the fixture 
is tilted, Roadpollution provides the intensities of the inclined luminaire interpolated on 
the grid of angles C, gamma. It allows to recognize rapidly if in some directions the limit 
is surpassed. If the interpolation uncertainty cannot be neglected, the photometry is not 
interpolated but the new angles C, gamma after inclination are computed.

Finally, even if integrated quantities are usually not effective to evaluate light pollu-
tion, two of them are more appropriate than the obsolete upward light flux ratio (UFR). 
The upward scattered flux factor and the lowangle upward scattered flux factor give 
the fraction of luminaire flux, in percent, which is emitted upward and is scattered by 
molecules and aerosols along its path in a standard clean atmosphere. The first factor is 
computed on the entire upper hemisphere and the second, much more interesting, at low 
angles over the horizon (in the range of gamma 90-120 degrees) where light pollution is 
particularly propagative and additive. It is interesting compare these factors for (a) the 
direct emission by fixtures (pollution to be minimized) and (b) the reflection by surfaces 
lighted from wasted light (pollution to be minimized) with the factors for (c) the road 
surface (the only truly necessary pollution). The increase of scattered flux due to direct 
emission and the increase of scatter flux due to out-of-road light reflection over the scat-
tered flux due to reflection from the road surface should be always under 10%, both in 
the hemispheric and in the low-angle case. It should be recognized, however, that the 
light wasted on the surfaces surrounding the road, and the consequent light reflection, 
is very difficult to control so much. This is the reason because, so far, laws against light 
pollution do not limit it quantitatively.
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INDICATORS PROPOSAL 
FOR THE SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT 

OF OUTDOOR LIGHTING
ALBERTO BAÑUELOS IRUSTA, SUSANA MALÓN GIMÉNEZ

AAC Centro de Acústica Aplicada S.L.

Street lighting is one of the main causes of energy consumption for local authorities and 
therefore, must be one of the main objectives in their energy efficiency plans, adapting 
the lighting design to comply with the illumination needs established in international 
recommendations.

Having specific indicators for lighting in the sustainability indicators will help to 
increase the citizen awareness necessary to assume the changes, which are often drastic, 
and modify habits and priorities in the design and use of street lighting, justified by their 
influence on climate change and sustainable development.

With the proposal of 6 indicators for light pollution, based on AAC’s 5 years experi-
ence in this field, the aim is that the sustainable management of outdoor lighting becomes 
a priority, which will lead to a progressive increase in energy efficiency and environmen-
tal improvement and, therefore, an increase in the quality of the night sky.

Introduction
Economic development has influenced that economic aspects of lighting installations 

have moved to the background and also aspects such as efficiency have become contin-
gent upon objectives that have been considered as priorities. 

Therefore, in Spain at least, safety has been combined with a greater demand for 
lighting, which has justified a growing increase in the levels of lighting in many instal-
lations, identifying the amount of light with the quality of the nocturnal atmosphere and 
increasing the parameters of the design objectives way above the recommended levels.

This has meant that in our towns we have arrived at situations that are clearly unsus-
tainable due to the excess consumption caused by the outdoor lighting installations 
which have furthermore led to a new type of pollution: light pollution, which although it 
initially originated as a demand against the loss of nocturnal atmosphere which prevents 
people from seeing the night sky, its effects have increased to include aspects such as 
disturbance for the actual citizens due to intrusive light, the effects on the environment as 
it effects on different species and also negative effects such as glare and lack of uniform-
ity, because excessive lighting does not necessarily mean good quality lighting. 

Due to its polluting effects on suitable environmental quality, as well as the excessive 
energy consumption, street lighting should be included in the evaluations of sustainabil-
ity plans, especially considering the current priorities for reducing energy consumption 
and increasing efficiency, within the objectives to stop climate change.

Outdoor lighting is the main installation in energy consumption of local councils 
and therefore, it should be a primary objective to reduce consumption down to what is 
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strictly necessary to achieve adequate lighting, that respects the necessary minimums, 
but avoids an excess that goes beyond the design technical margin.

It is clear that this approach should definitely be included in what should be the sus-
tainability objectives and, to do this, it is necessary to establish evaluation criteria that 
allows for an objective diagnosis and monitors the evolution of the operations, for which 
indicators should be defined that are included in the bank of sustainability indicators of 
a town; since due to its environmental effects as well as its value in saving energy, the 
sustainable management of outdoor lighting should be specifically included among the 
main variables to control within the sustainability plans of towns.

The 5 years experience of AAC Centro de Acústica Aplicada, working on the devel-
opment of methodologies for the evaluation and management of outdoor lighting from 
an environmental and sustainable approach, allows us to make a proposal of sustainabil-
ity indicators for street lighting.

 
Experience

In 2002 AAC started to put into practise a methodology to evaluate light pollution, 
with the aim of transferring the experience in the evaluation and management of envi-
ronmental noise in urban areas to the environmental management of outdoor lighting.

The first project was developed for the town council of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria 
(Spain) – Environmental Service, within the project of “Design and implementation of a 
system to evaluate environmental quality: atmospheric, acoustic and lighting in the town 
of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria ”, carried out between 2002 and 2004.

The system was developed from a sustainable perspective, proposing a first bank of 
sustainability indicators of the town, based specifically on the three environmental vari-
ables considered. 

Because there are no indicator references in Local Agendas 21 that allow light pol-
lution to be assessed specifically and considering that the light pollution caused by out-
door lighting comes under direct municipal management, which also allows for adopting 
relatively simple solutions and which, contrary to other operations, are paid off in a short 
period of time, it was agreed that within the bank of basic indicators for the city, within 
the field of the study, it was necessary to establish specific indicators for this pollution.

This is why a first proposal was designed, together with the technical team of the 
project, with 5 specific indicators for this pollution.

In the case of light pollution the study was developed in a zone that was selected as 
a pilot zone in the city, the district of Triana, where a methodology was developed that 
allowed for the evaluation of the main parameters that allow the system to be assessed 
and, as a consequence of this assessment, the definition of the indicators.

This initial proposal has served as a reference to establish methodologies aimed at 
assessing light pollution and the quality of lighting in other towns and has helped in the 
search for improvements in the definition of indicators, that allow the assessment of the 
town to be summarised and serve as a reference for the objectives of action plans.

The reference for the definition of the indicators is the compliance with the specifica-
tions that are necessary for a lighting system to fulfil its function, avoiding the effects 
that may be considered as light pollution.
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The variables to respond to the indicators are identified, the methodologies that allow 
for their evaluation are established and the proposal for sustainability indicators for out-
door lighting is defined.

Based on the proposal carried out for the local council of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, 
the same approach was applied to smaller towns, of between 500 and 15,000 inhabitants, 
all of them in the Basque Country, with a different assessment scope, which allowed for 
the initial proposal to be improved and the viability of applying the indicators to differ-
ent fields to be checked. The municipalities analysed up to now are: 

•  Alegría-Dulantzi, Arrazua-Ibarrundia and Agurain-Salvatierra (Álava)
•  Mungia and Arrankudiaga (Bizkaia)
•  Aretxabaleta and Bergara (Gipuzkoa)

Indicators Proposal
The indicators to be considered with this objective must cover the different aspects 

related to the sustainability and environmental quality of outdoor lighting. This means 
they must cover the sections of energy consumption, points of light that are environ-
mentally unsuitable and the evaluation of the installation, regarding both the energy 
efficiency and the levels of lighting in the different plans of analysis: ground, façade 
and sky. With regards to the levels of lighting, understanding unsuitable lighting to be 
pollution, due to excess or deficiency in the zones that should be lit and those areas that 
do not need to be lit.

The indicators should be applied to any municipality offering results that allow for 
comparison between different municipalities, therefore the specific data of a municipal-
ity should be related to parameters that allow for generalisation.

This initial approach does not include other types of lighting, that should also be 
included in the future: ornamental, publicity, industrial, private, ...

From the experience of AAC Centro de Acústica Aplicada S.L. the proposal is for 6 
indicators for the sustainable and environmental evaluation of street lighting, that are 
described below:

Indicator CL1: Energy consumption

This indicator aims to give an overall evaluation of all the aspects that may influence 
a suitable design for the lighting system, taking into account that there are a lot of factors 
that can affect the results. But it groups together useful aspects such as the efficiency of 
the installation, the urbanistic dispersion, the large tendency to light areas that do not 
necessarily need it or the adequate economic management in the local council, taking 
advantage of the best rates.

Definition Annual amount cost? per inhabitant paid for the outdoor lighting of the municipality.

Unit Euros / Inhabitant

Calculation Annual invoices for electric consumption paid by the council for the outdoor lighting installations, plus the 
maintenance costs.

Objective Minimum consumption
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Indicator CL2: Pollutant points of light

It assesses if the lighting fittings in their 
entirety can be considered as pollutant, 
whether because of inadequate design of the 
fittings, because of their excessive flux emit-
ted above the horizontal or because they are 
fitted with a light that has dangerous residues 
at the end of its useful life.

 
Indicator CL3: Energy Efficiency

Overall assessment of the energy efficiency for the entire installations of the munici-
pality, including in the efficiency concept the actual effect of the urban design on the 
lighting needs.

Indicator CL4: Illuminance level

Definition Percentage of points of light of outdoor lighting that exceed the limits admissible for the FHS or that contain 
dangerous residues, such as mercury.

Unit % of the points of light

Calculation All the points of light will be counted that have:

a)   Fittings that involve an FHS above the admissible one for the zone where they are located, in accordance 
with the zonification by admissible glare, or

b)  Lights with especially dangerous residues (mercury, ...)

The indicator is obtained as the percentage that these points of light represent with regards to the total formed 
by the street lighting of the municipality.

Objective Zero

Definition Total energy efficiency of the outdoor lighting installation of the municipality.

Unit m2 x lux / W

Calculation Assessment by zones of the average lighting in service per the surface area to be lit.

Sum for the whole surface area to be lit of the municipality of the partial values obtained, which is divided by 
the total active power installed in the municipality.

Objective Maximum

Definition Percentage of the surface area to be lit of the municipality that complies with the objectives of international 
illuminance levels (CEI), without exceeding them by more than 20 %.

Unit % of the surface area to be lit of the municipality

Calculation Partial assessments are carried out that are compared with the corresponding average illuminance level (lux), 
being classed as a positive result if: CEI Level < Illuminance Level (lux) < 1.2 * CEI Level

% is obtained of the total surface area of the zones which have obtained a positive result regarding the total 
surface area of the municipality that needs to be lit.

Objective 100 %
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It aims to evaluate the compliance with 
illuminance levels that are suitable for the 
lighting needs of the municipality in accord-
ance with the international recommendations, 
avoiding both insufficient systems and ones 
that are too large.

Indicator CL5: Intrusive light

NOTE: A second level of evaluation could be applied that is less restrictive, for example with 5 or10 lx.

It aims to avoid unnecessary lighting on 
façades, which also disturbs the residents.

 

Indicator CL6: Sky glow

It aims to evaluate the loss of energy towards 
the sky and the contribution to the light glow 
over lit up areas, which prevents visibility of 
the stars. Reflections from the ground and 
façades must be taken into account, to incor-
porate the suitable selection of materials in 
urban design, although for an initial evalua-
tion it can be applied without considering the 
reflections based on the flow emitted directly towards the sky.

Definition Percentage of the population whose house façade is exposed to illuminance levels exceeding 2 (lx) in the 
period of reduction of the level of light

Unit % of the population of the municipality.

Calculation To evaluate the average illuminance levels in the façades of each residential building and associate it to the 
population of the building. To add up the population of the buildings with levels in the façades exceeding 2 lx 
and obtain the percentage with regards to the total population of the municipality.

Objective Zero

Definition Percentage of the installed flow that is directed towards the sky.

Unit % of Total Flow Installed

Calculation To evaluate by zones the light flow that is directed towards the sky, taking into account the contribution of 
reflections. To add up the total flow towards the sky of the municipality.

To calculate the percentage with regards to the total flow installed in the municipality.

Objective Minimum
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Results obtained for different municipalities
The results obtained from seven studies in different municipalities with different 

scopes are summarised in the table below:

NOTE: Energy efficiency data is not provided, since the results available in some municipalities have not been 
assessed comparatively nor in accordance with the proposal explained here.

Conclusions
• 6 indicators are proposed that largely cover the problems caused by light pollu-

tion.
• There are other possible indicators, but they must be assessed to see if their use is 

just technical or also in sustainability observatories.
• The relation of indicators must be considered as an initial proposal, that must be 

discussed, evaluated in municipalities with different characteristics and adjusted.
• The main objective is to inform politicians and citizens of the state of street light-

ing concerning sustainability objectives, that are so important currently, and to 
make the most of these evaluation to justify decided plans of actions.
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Indicators Nº of Data Unit Results Objective

CL1 Consumption 3 Euros/Inh. 20.6 / 30.5 / 36.7 Min.

CL2 Consumption 7 % Light Points 27 / 34 / 40 / 42 / 47 / 83 / 84 0

CL3 Consumption m2*lux/W Max.

CL4 Consumption 3 % Surface 12 / 35 / 39 100

CL5 Consumption 2 % Inhabitants 75 / 80 0

CL6 Consumption 2 (+5) % Total Flow 16 / 29 (without reflec. 11 / 18 / 18 / 21 / 27) Min.
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LIGHT POLLUTION MODELING AND 
DETECTION IN A HETEROGENEOUS 

ENVIRONMENT
MARTIN AUBÉ 

GRAPHYCS, CÉGEP de Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada. 
CARTEL, Université de Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada 

MEMO Environnement, Québec, Canada

Few attempts have been made to measure aerosol optical depth (AOD) behaviour 
during the night. One such method uses spectrally calibrated stars as reference targets 
but the available number of stars is limited. This is especially true for urban sites where 
artificial lighting hide most of these stars. In our research we attempt to provide an 
alternate method one which exploits the artificial sky glow generated by light pollu-
tion. To achieve that goal, we designed a new methodology which links a 3D light 
pollution model with in situ light pollution spectral measurements obtained with our 
detector called Spectrometer for aerosol night detection (SAND). The basic idea was to 
adjust an AOD value into the model in order to fit the measured artificial sky brightness. 
This method requires an accurate model that includes spatial heterogeneity in lighting 
angular geometry, in lighting spectral dependence, in ground spectral reflectance and 
in topography along with a detailed definition of the vertical atmospheric profile. This 
model, named ILLUMINA, computes 1st and 2nd order molecular and aerosol scatter-
ing as well as aerosol absorption. A correction for sub grid obstacles is also included. 
These model features represent major improvements to previous light pollution models. 
Therefore, new possibilities for light pollution studies will arise, many of which are of 
particular interest to the astronomical community. In this paper we will present model 
and detector features and some of the first results derived from ILLUMINA model. We 
will also present our web based spatio-temporal Sky spectral luminance measurements 
database project. 

Introduction
This paper summarizes major improvements to remote sensing and modeling of artifi-

cial sky brightness. The original goal of that research was to provide a new methodology 
to enable Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) retrieval. AOD represents the extinction of light 
passing true an aerosol cloud. This parameter is sensitive to wavelength. The spectral 
dependence of AOD generally follows a lambda-1 law. The exponent may differ slightly 
from unity depending of the size distribution of the aerosol population. This exponent 
is often referred as the angstrom coefficient. Smaller particles raise the absolute value 
of the exponent. As an extreme case, for tinny particles like atmospheric molecules the 
angstrom coefficient is of the order of 4. For that case we define the molecular optical 
depth (MOD). MOD is quite easy to model because the molecular composition of the 
atmosphere is stable (except for H2O, CO2 and ozone). AOD is more difficult to model 
because of its high spatial and temporal variability. 
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AOD is an important parameter in studying climate changes because it plays an 
important role in the atmospheric radiative forcing. Some remote sensing techniques 
allow the follow up of AOD during daytime. The most often used are sunphotometry 
and inversion of dark targets pixels on satellite imagery. Daytime techniques rely on 
the direct or indirect observation of sunlight. A problem occurs when we want to track 
AOD during the night. In that case, lidar and starphotometry may be used. The later 
technique is more powerful since starphotometers are cheaper than lidars. But starpho-
tometry requires direct observation of calibrated stars. It becomes a difficulty for urban 
sites were artificial light increase the sky brightness. Most of the calibrated stars are 
hidden by urban sky brightness. In order to overcome this drawback, we suggested using 
sky brightness as a reference target instead of calibrated stars. 

Model description
Using sky brightness as a reference target may only be possible if we are able to 

determine its value on the basis of very accurate modeling techniques. A few artificial 
sky brightness model have been implemented in the past (e.g. Garstang1) but they are 
clearly not enough accurate for our needs. These models did not account for the het-
erogeneity of the environment like the spatial variations of the ground reflectance, the 
topography, the non uniform distribution of light fixture luminosity, the variation of the 
angular light output pattern with geographical position along with vertical variations 
in atmospheric optical properties. No attempts have been made to account for sub grid 
obstacles shadowing effects (trees, buildings, etc.).

We design from scratch a new model having all these features plus the integration 
of their spectral dependences. This model called ILLUMINA2,3,4 resolve the radiative 
transfer budget in a given observation direction on a 3D grid. Computations include 
first and second order aerosol and molecular scattering. Aerosol extinction (scatter-
ing and absorption) and molecular extinction (scattering only) is also calculated along 
every light paths. The fact that we don’t account for molecular absorption means that 
we cannot uses ILLUMINA in the H2O and CO2 absorbing bands. Figure 1 show the 
remaining available wavelengths which are highlighted in blue.

Figure 1: Set of wavelength available in ILLUMINA (blue sections).
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ILLUMINA computes four different light paths which may enter the Field Of View 
(FOV) of the simulated observer. We are computing the first order scattered light (I1, see 
figure 2), the first order scattered light after a reflection on the ground (Ir1).  These two 
fluxes are also used to generate the first order light dome. This dome is considered as a 
new set of sources to compute the second order scattering (I2 and Ir2). Since the first scat-
tering dome correspond to a volume which is defined by a large amount of model voxels, 
the computation of second order contributions to the simulated luminance becomes rap-
idly a crucial problem in term of computation time. This may requires access to high 
performance computing facilities. Université de Sherbrooke own this kind of facility, 
which is a supercomputer called Mammouth. Mammouth is a large linux cluster made of 
more than 1500 pc. ILLUMINA may of course be used on a single pc but computation 
time in that case may take several days. To restrict computation time, there is a possibil-
ity to restrict the size of the first scattering dome considered in the computation by setting 
a maximum second scattering radius (MSR). The user is also asked to set the maximum 
reflection radius (MRR) and the mean obstacle height. The maximum reflection radius 
represents the light mean free path toward the ground. The mean obstacle height repre-
sents typical sub grid structure size. These structures are typically trees and buildings. 
Figure 2 shows a representation of the main computed fluxes in ILLUMINA.

ILLUMINA requires a light fixtures inventory as accurate as possible. The accuracy 
of this inventory is especially important for light fixtures located near the simulated 
observer. The inventory has to define the total luminance of a maximum of 9 kind of 
source per grid cell. Each kind of source may differ by their angular output pattern, their 
spectrum, or their height. It is also important to define each ground cell elevation to 
allow the computation of shadowing effects. 

The model vertical scale has been chosen in order to get a more accurate computation 
near the ground where light intensity and atmospheric concentrations are higher. The 
prescribed scale is divided into 50 vertical levels where the first level is 50 cm thick and 
the 50th is about 5km thick. The 50th level end at an elevation of 30 km above the lowest 
ground cell. 

As of now ILLUMINA do not account 
for azimuthal variation in the light fixture 
output pattern. This limitation requires that 
the horizontal grid size have to be chosen in 
a way that a few light fixtures are contained 
in the cell (of the order of 10 fixtures per 
cell). Since the orientation of each light fix-
ture is variable, the presence of some light 
fixtures is equivalent to having a horizon-
tally averaged light output pattern. Typical 
resolutions are of the order of 100 m. The 
maximum horizontal model dimension is 
1024x1024. This led to a typical maximum 
modeling domain of about 100km x 100 
km. Figure 2: Light paths computed by ILLUMINA
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Spectrometer description
The determination of the sky luminance with 

our modeling technique is not sufficient to track 
AOD. We also need to compare model prediction 
with in situ measurements. To achieve that task, we 
designed a portable and automated spectrometer. 
This instrument, called Spectrometer for Aero-
sol Night Detection (SAND5), is basically a long 
slit spectrometer combined with a cooled CCD 
detector. Along with the spectrometer, the system 
is complemented by a set of environmental sen-
sors (luminosity, temperature, humidity) and by 
a remotely controlled web cam. To benefit all the 

SAND features, the system has to be connected to the internet. In that case the user can 
take the control of the system remotely for manual operation or to program an automated 
observing sequence. The instru-
ment FOV is 14 deg. which allow 
a relatively good sensitivity while 
allowing the monitoring of light 
pollution multi-angular behaviour. 
Integration time in urban environ-
ment is of the order of a few minutes 
but it increases up to 2h in astro-
nomical dark sites. Figure 3 show 
an image of the opto-mechanical 
part of SAND. Detailed instrument 
specifications are given in table 1.

SAND is protected from rain 
and snow for permanent outdoor 
use. There is also a UPS to protect 
the instrument from electrical prob-
lems and form short term power 
failure. Fans and heating system 
allow maintaining proper operat-
ing temperature. A webcam is also 
installed in the system in order to 
monitor remotely the state of the 
system, which is a great advantage 
for maintenance means. SAND is 
now constructed by MEMO Envi-
ronnement6 and therefore some 
more information about this instru-
ment could be found on their web 
site.

Figure 3: The SAND spectrometer

Feature Value

Field of view without extension tube 14o

Slit width 100 microns

Focal length of collimation lens 50 mm

Collimator diameter 25 mm

Diffraction grating grooves per mm 600 lines/mm

Focal length imaging lens 28 mm

Imaging lens diameter 10 mm

CCD chip Kodak KAF-0402ME

Chip size 510 x 765

Pixel size 9 x 9 microns

CCD camera -10 oC

Main computer AMD Sempron 2600+ minimum

Network interface 1 x 10/100Mbps minimum

Ports
1 USB-2 port and 1 serial port 

minimum

RAM 256 MB minimum

Hard disk 80 GB IDE minimum

Router 4 ports

Mount LXD-75 with autostar

Maximum electric power without fans 

and heating
80 W

Battery backup APC Back-UPS ES 500

Typical duration of a direction change 60 sec

Time to flush ghost image 270 sec

Spectral band 400 nm – 700 nm

Table 1: Technical specifications of the SAND spectrometer.
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Modeling experiments
As a first step we tried to conduct a sensitive study with ILLUMINA. We assumed a 

circular city with constant light fixture luminosity per unit of ground surface. We did not 
put any topography but we set obstacles height to 7 meters and MRR to 150 meters. We 
also put a constant reflectance of 0.15 all over the domain. Light fixtures were supposed 
to be semi-cutoff, like cobraheads fixtures. Our first experiment was to estimate the 
importance of the 2nd order scattering compared to the first order scattering contribution 
to the total sky spectral luminance. This was done by setting MSR to its maximum value 
(equal to the modeling domain size) and then by setting MSR to zero. When MSR is 
set to zero, only the first scattering is computed. The difference MSR∞ - MSR0 gives the 
contribution of the second order scattering to the total spectral luminance. The results 
of that experiment for a zenithal line of sight showed big differences depending on the 
position of the observer. For an observer located right inside the city, 2nd order scattering 
contributes to about 10% of the total luminance. This clearly indicates that 2nd order scat-
tering cannot be neglected for light pollution modeling. But the most striking result was 
obtained for the case of a countryside observer. We found that the 2nd order contribution 
rises with distance from city limits and may rises up to 66% of the total luminance for 
very remote sites. This result 
is in contradiction with pre-
vious results obtained with 
simpler models. Accord-
ing to previous models the 
sky luminance for remote 
sites was supposed to be 
dominated by light emitted 
near the horizon7. In fact 
this is not the case because 
those light paths are rapidly 
stopped by sub grid obstacles like trees and buildings. Another important factor which 
may explain this discrepancy is the fact that the first order dome is a non point like 
source, it is expected that its contribution decrease less rapidly with the distance in com-
parison with first order scattering.

We also conducted an experiment to investigate an optimal value for the MSR. MSR0 
is directly related to the computational time. It is then very important in a technical point 
of view to restrict its size so that the associated error remains small (under 1% of the 
total luminance). Our experiment showed that it is achieved when MSR include all city 
lights (i.e. the distance from city centre plus the city radius).We also used ILLUMINA 
in order to conduct a public light conversion scenario. This experiment was conducted in 
the framework of a large light conversion plan around the Mont Mégantic observatory8 
in Quebec Canada. The experiment was applied to the city of Scotstown. The scenario 
was to reduce overall light luminosity by a factor of 2 along with replacing existent 
cobrahead fixtures (6% upward flux) by cutoff fixtures (Helios, 0% upward flux). A 
numerical model of Scotstown lighting facilities (figure 4) have been made at a nominal 
horizontal resolution of 150 m. Grey levels on figure 4 are proportional to the total lumi-

Figure 4: Numerical model of the luminary’s inventory for Scotstown 
Canada.
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nosity per cell. For that experiment, 
we evaluated zenithal sky lumi-
nance in downtown (yellow dot on 
fig. 4) for four cases. The two first 
cases correspond to the present sit-
uation for summer (reflectance of 
0.085 inside the city and 0.11 out-
side) and for winter (reflectance of 
0.98 everywhere). The experiment 
was done for a wavelength of 550 
nm. The two remaining cases cor-
respond to the conversion scenario 
described above again for summer 
and winter. The results are shown 
on figure 5. Excluding the fact that 
the overall luminosity has been 

reduced by a factor of 2 we can conclude that for the summer case, the effect of convert-
ing cobraheads to cutoff reduced the sky luminance by 28 percent of its initial value. For 
the winter case the effect of changing light output geometry increase the total luminance 
by 12 percent from its initial value.

We also tested the spectral behaviour of the light pollution. For that experiment we 
used the numerical model of Scotstown before conversion. We changed the wavelength 
while assuming a constant spectral flux of light fixtures. We assumed an aerosol angstrom 
coefficient of 1.3 which is typical of clear continental atmospheric conditions. Figure 6 
shows the result of that last experiment. It is interesting to notice that in the blue region 
the spectral dependence is dominated by molecular extinction (lambda-4 law) while in 
the red region, it is dominated by aerosols (~lambda-1). But an interesting feature may 
be observed around 550nm where there is a small bump on the curve. This bump was 
generated by the green reflection peak of the vegetation. In fact, inside the city, the 
reflectance has been determined by a mixing of 35% of the vegetation reflectance and 

of 65% of the asphalt reflectance. 
We also made a crude estimation 
of the relative contribution of mer-
cury lamps versus sodium lamps 
for a constant luminosity (constant 
lumen). We assumed that mercury 
light is equally produced by two 
main spectral lines (436.8nm and 
546.1nm) while the light of sodium 
is mainly generated at 589 nm. This 
gives that mercury lamps generates 
2.5 times more light pollution than 
sodium for a constant number of 
lumen.

Figure 5: Results from the Scotstown lighting conversion sce-
nario simulation.

Figure 6: Effect of wavelength for a constant spectral flux under 
clean atmosphere (AOD_550nm = 0.07) cobrahead fixtures.
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Artificial sky spectral luminance 
experiments

The SAND spectrometer was used 
in a variety of conditions. The first and 
ongoing experiment is to monitor light 
pollution temporal evolution at Mont 
Mégantic observatory while the con-
version project is in progress. We also 
conducted an intensive light pollution 
monitoring experiment in South-West 
USA during spring 2005. During this 
experiment we acquired data at Los 
Angeles, Palomar Observatory, Ajo 
National Monument, Kitt Peak National 
Observatory (KPNO), Lowell Observa-
tory (Mars Hill, Anderson Mesa, and Happy Jack), and at US Naval Observatory near 
Flagstaff Arizona. The main goal of this experiment was to test the reliability of the 
instrument over a long term experiment (21 nights). Figure 7 gives a sample of that 
database. On that figure we can clearly see the impact of moon rise which increased 
the continuum part of the spectrum (especially in the blue region). An other interesting 
feature is that we can clearly see the impact of the San Diego and Riverside Counties 
lighting code which requires Class II & III lights turned off after 11pm. Finally we 
returned to Flagstaff in spring 2006 to acquire detailed multi-angular data at US Naval 
Observatory. The later experiment goal is to validate the multi-angular behaviour of 
ILLUMINA. We choose this site because the lighting inventory of Flagstaff is relatively 
well known. By the way we returned back shortly to KPNO and we also acquired some 
data at Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory (mount Hopkins). As long as the data are 
processed, they are placed on a free accessed web database9. Interested user has to read 
and conform to data usage.

Conclusion
A lot of work remains to be done like improving the bi-directional reflectance func-

tion (BRDF) which is considered as lambertian for now. But before doing any other 
changes to the model we will concentrate our efforts toward two real condition valida-
tion experiments. The first one will exploit the data acquired in May 2006 to validate the 
multi-angular behaviour of the model and the second experiment will be to validate the 
decreasing function along distance from a source. For that case we had chosen a well 
isolated site near Baie-Comeau (Northern Canada) to be sure that no other cities may 
contaminate our data. This experiment will take place during June 2007. A graduate 
student will use the two dataset in the framework of his M.Sc. thesis. 
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CONTROLLING LIGHT POLLUTION 
AND SAVING ENERGY

LEOPOLDO RODRÍGUEZ RÜBKE

Electrical Engineering Dept., Pontifical Catholic University of Valparaíso, Chile.

Chile is a South American country allocated between 17º30’ and 56º30’ South, and between 
68º and 78º West. From north to south it is divided in 15 Administrative Regions.

In the northern Regions, between 2nd and 4th Regions exists one of the most dry 
desert in the world, with a very low rate of annual rain fall. This special weather con-
ditions offer exceptional clear night sky for Astronomical research, besides that, this 
regions have a very low population density. For all this reasons the main Universities 
and Research Associations of the world had installed their main telescopes and research 
tools here. Some of those big Telescopes are:
• Paranal, four 8.3 m diameter telescopes working together by interferometry (ESO)
• Chajnastor(proyect ALMA, Radioastronomy)
• Las Campanas (ESO)
• La Silla- ESO (European Southern Observatory)
• Cerro Tololo – AURA(USA)
• Cerro Pachon – AURA (USA)

Effect of Light Pollution on Astronomical Research
From the point of view of Astronomical Research, Light Pollution has two main 

negative effect, the first being the sky glow produced by the upper hemisphere luminous 
flux leaving the luminaries, and the luminous flux reflected toward the sky by the illu-
minated surfaces and second, the spectral characteristics of the luminous flux emitted 
by the lamp

The most negative effect is the lose of  capacity to distinguish low luminance stellar 
objects, a dramatically example is the 5m telescope of Mount Palomar, which is now 
equivalent to a 2.5 m telescope due to the Light pollution of the near cities of San Diego 
and L.A. 

Walker Law
Merle Walker proposed, based on measurements made in California cities, that the 

increases of the sky glow near a city over the natural sky glow, due to the population 
grows can be approximates for an observer distant (d) km from the city and looking the 
sky in an angle of  45º referred to the zenith.

This approximation, is known as the Walker´s Law and says that the increases of the 
Sky glow is directly proportional to the city’s population and inverse to the observa-
tion distance raised to the 2.5 power (assuming luminaries without control of the upper 
hemisphere luminous flux).
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What is the Chilean situation?
A research made by the 

O.P.C.C. of Chile, shows that if 
we don’t control the Light pol-
lution, the increased sky glow 
can be a serious obstacle for the 
Astronomy in the near future. 
This possibility leads the OPCC, 
the National Commission for the 
Environment and a team of the 
Pontifical Catholic University of 
Valparaiso to propose to the Sec-
retary of Economy to sign a Law 
to control the Light Pollution 
between the 2nd and 4th Regions.  

D.F.L. 686 (Law)
The Law 686 for the Control of the Light Pollution between the 2nd and 4th Regions 

proposes to keep the night sky quality with the following tools, among others:

• Limiting the Upper Hemisphere Flux in function of the lamp power.
• Demanding the use of high efficiency lamps, limiting by this way the spectral 

characteristics of the Lamp used.

Results
In order to satisfy the Law, 34 cities should change or modify their Public Light-

ing Systems before October 2005. By example the City of Calama had replaced 2,000 
curved lamp shields by flat lamp shields, as shown in Fig.2.

In those 34 cities 135,153 luminaires were changed and any new system cannot pol-
lute. Big Mining Companies change 32,000 
luminaries and reflectors which were polluting 

Energy Saving
The application of the Pollution Control Law 

brought an Energy Saving because it finished 
the light spill to the Upper Hemisphere, so the 
new luminaries redirect that light to the street 
increasing the efficiency of the whole system, 
besides that advantage, to force the use of high 
efficiency lamps means another energy saving.

If we consider only the energy saving from 
the Upper Hemisphere Flux not emitted, the 
saved energy was 824MWh, and knowing that 

Figure 1. Estimated grows of the sky glow due to Light pollution.

Figure 2. Calama´s Luminaires before and after 
the change of lamp shield
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in the Regions where the Law was imposed live only the 9% of the country population, 
we can say that if we apply the same Law to all the Country the energy saving can reach 
9.1GWh only by the Upper Hemisphere concept. Now if it is applied a full control of 
the Light Pollution by forcing the installation of double power Ballast and lamps of the 
higher efficiency the energy saving can be over 412 GWh.

The application of Light Pollution Control can lead to important Energy Savings, an 
item of the highest importance for mankind.
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A MODEL TO SHOW THE DIFFERENCES 
IN SKYGLOW FROM TYPES OF 

LUMINAIRE DESIGNS, 
with a view to recovering rural dark skies.

CHRIS BADDILEY

British astronomical Association - Campaign for Dark Skies.

The majority of United Kingdom is denied the beauty of dark starry skies.  Skyglow 
from the towns pervades into the rural environment and most young people have never 
seen the Milky Way.  This work below has shown that with careful streetlight design, 
dark skies in rural areas between towns could be recovered.

A mathematical model has been written by the author that reads industry standard 
photometry files of streetlight designs and calculates reflections and scattering off sur-
faces into the sky and then the downward scattering as Skyglow. It gives results for any 
atmospheric visibility, view distance, view elevation and azimuth angle. Reflection off 
surrounds including verges is included in the calculation. 

Different luminaires have been compared in similar circumstances and conclusions 
drawn about the benefit of certain designs.  Studies include tilted Low Pressure Sodium 
SOX, Cut Off High-Pressure Sodium SON in both polycarbonate and curved tem-
pered glass types, Full cutoff flat glass SON, and the effect of changing to white light 
sources.

This is the product of many years of work in support of The British Astronomical 
Association Campaign for Dark Skies.  It was a learning exercise for the author and is 
intended now as an educational tool for the benefit of the lighting industry, local authori-
ties, planners and designers.  

Presentations have been given to the UK Highways Agency.  A Guidance note 
‘Towards Understanding Skyglow’ based on this work, is to be published by the Institu-
tion of Lighting Engineers in September, coincident with their conference.

The presentation starts with some skyglow photometry measurements, followed by a 
description of the skyglow model and then the results obtained. 

Introduction and summary
This paper descibes a skyglow modelling program that reads industry standard lumi-

naire photometry files, and compares the skyglow caused from different luminaire 
designs in open or built up road locations.  The result of this work is the basis of a 
guidance note ‘Towards Understanding Skyglow’, to be published by the Institution of 
Lighting Engineers in the autumn of 2007.

Comparison Photometry
A study of scans of composite and all sky images of clear sky skyglow in rural areas 

from adjacent towns, showed a range of over 100 to 1 from a few degrees above the 
horizon to zenith as typical.
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Measurements of skyglow from a semi urban location over a period  of three months 
in all weather conditions showed a factor of over 30 to 1 in luminance according to cloud 
cover height and clear sky visibility.

The model
A description of the tracing of light paths from source to the sky is described. Then 

follows a decription of the mechanisms of specular and scatter surface reflections, with 
the properties of surfaces. 

 Scattering form air molecules and aerosols have differing properties, these are mod-
elled and scaled by atmospheric density along the scattered path any view direction to 
the sky. 

The results
Results are shown in the form of plots and tables of expected Skyglow seen at a range 

of distances and view elevation angles from test cases of road lighting, these being:

1  A comparison between a SOX luminaire tilted at 5°, a cut-off SON luminaire, and 
a full cut-off SON luminaire; all with the same illuminance at 30° gamma on the 
road, for a given pole height and roadwidth and grass surround.

2  A comparison between an identical luminaire fitted with a polycarbonate shallow 
bowl window, a glass bowl shallow bowl window, and flat glass.

3  A flat glass luminaire with peak spectral output at standard sodium D wavelength 
of 590 nm, then 550 nm corresponding to a white light source, and 500 nm with 
additional blue content.  

The implications of this are then presented.
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General description of the model
File reading and surface descriptions

The model reads industry-standard photometry files in several possible file formats. It 
takes three luminaires at a time for comparison purposes.  The program traces rays from 
the luminaire using the photometry files. It determines their path for each facet angle on 
the ground. It finds the reflectivity and actual reflection value for the reflection angle 
and the amount of scatter.  The program ray traces the emergent beam back to the sky for 
each possible skyward gamma angle and C angle.  It adds in any direct radiance from the 
luminaire to the sky at that same angle.  Two surfaces are allowed in the horizontal plane, 
namely a road of given reflectivity and surface roughness,  and usually a grass surround 
of given reflectivity and roughness. Various surfaces can be substituted.  If buildings are 
present, then reflections off vertical surfaces and in combination and obstructions are 
included in the trace.

Key mechanisms in skyglow included in the model
Surface reflections and scattering

Surface reflections increase away from normal incidence and all surfaces become 
highly reflective close to grazing angle. The scattering off surfaces does effectively the 
reverse, having a cosine distribution peaking at normal incidence and falling to zero 
grazing incidence.  This effectively follows the projection of a surface area into the view 
direction. The combination as a function of incidence angle is called the bi-reflection 
distribution function (BRDF). This is shown in azimuth and C angle projection above 
the horizontal, also in 3D orthographic projection, for a typical road and grass combina-
tion.

Figure1. Scatter reflection. Incident light to a surface is reflected and scattered thus :- A small amount of back scatter 
from double retro-reflections between surface facets. Specular reflection, angle of reflection = angle of incidence, 
small amount of spread for surface facet tilt variations. Surface scatter according to roughness, follows the projected 
surface area in viewed direction (cosine of the view to surface normal angle).
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 Sky view scatter path and geometry

The combined light from these various routes at a given elevation to the sky is then 
propagated to the point where it intersects the line of view to the sky of the observer.  
The scattering in the unit cell at that location is calculated, based on the atmospheric air 
and aerosol density for that altitude.  Also calculated are the scattering probabilities for 
the air molecules and aerosols for that scatter angle into the view direction cone.  The 
components per unit view distance along the view path at a given view elevation are plot-
ted and then summed up to give the total contribution of luminance to the observer. The 
sum is for all points along the view path allowing for scattering, attenuation, and path 
geometry. Plots of all these contributions were shown.

Figure 2: Bi-directional Reflectance Distribution Function. Showing dependence of scatter on cosine of incidence 
and cosine of view projection angle, and specular reflection near 1-cosine dependence on incidence angle (near 
Lambertian), increasing towards grazing.

Figure 3. Direct and surface reflected rays diagram for above horizontal high gamma view. Direct upward, ground 
reflected, and back ground with wall reflected, routes (three routes). Only the specular reflection angle routes are 
calculated. To include all possible scatter routes (such as the thin dotted path) caused by scatter facet angle distribu-
tions as a convolution would not change the overall distant view total result. 

Small incidence to normal angles Large incidence to normal angles 
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Atmospheric scattering mechanisms

Aerosols (suspended water droplets and dust always present)  are dominant in the 
lower atmosphere while the molecular density falls off with altitude to the point that 
a 10 km the atmospheric density is only a third of that in the ground. Viewing from a 
rural location, then a distant light source scatter path geometry is very much determined 
in the lower atmosphere producing a tunnel effect, emphasising the contribution from 
gamma anglees just above the horizontal, through the long scatter path lengths of the 
lower atmosphere.

Molecular (Rayleigh) scattering is strongly wavelength dependent predominating in 
the blue which is why the sky is blue during the day. Molecules are very small and 
have equal probability of scatter forwards and backwards, with a 50% of that figure 
sideways

Mie scattering from Aerosols is not wavelength dependent, such as in clouds or snow.  
It is the particle size that determines the nature of the scattering. The larger the particle, 
the more the scattering is in the forwards direction.  Large aerosols such as water drop-
lets dominantly scatter in a forward direction with a small amount backwards and very 
little sideways.

This also puts an additional weighting factor for angles just above the horizontal.

Figure 4. Rayleigh scattering. In this dia-
gram the light path is indicated by the yellow 
arrow.

Figure 5. Mie scattering. In this diagram the 
light path is indicated by the yellow arrow. 
The larger the scatter particle, the more for-
wards the scatter beam becomes

Figure 6. Viewing from a distance (10’s of Km). Due to the limited height of atmosphere, the path geometry is 
dominated by shallow angles. Aerosols scatter efficiently at shallow angles. While at the zenith of the view location, 
the scatter is at right angles where aerosols do not scatter, and so scattering is then due to air molecules.

Air molecules relative scatter vs. angle Aerosol relative scatter vs. angle
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Relative contribution of ground reflection and direct radiance

For scattering in air just above the source, most of the luminance is from ground 
reflection, while at distances of 5 km beyond much of the sky luminance at lower eleva-
tion view angles is from direct luminance to the sky. 

A detailed description of the model inputs and outputs is covered in annex 1. Outputs 
for the specific cases are described below.

Figure 7. Line of sight cone of view projection to source view path and scatter path increment. A unit cell in a cone 
of sky from the viewer is seen to project side and front to the source, according to the scatter point location.  For a 
given view elevation and azimuth and path distance and source distance …. all the other distances and angles can 
be calculated, that is … the source path distance, the scatter point height, the source or reflected gamma and C 
angle of the light, and the scatter angle. The solid angle subtended by the cell at the source in terms of that for the 
viewer can be calculated. That times the scatter probability into the view direction for unit ground area gives the 
sky luminance for that increment after allowing for the source and viewer path extinction. All increments along the 
viewpath are summed. 
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Plot 1. This log-log plot shows the scattered light input per km path length, into the line of sight along a viewing 
path at 45° elevation, measured from the viewer, for each increment along the path. The source is at 10 km distance 
from the viewer. The viewer is at the right, and the source is far left of centre. On the left we see the back scatter 
from the atmosphere for scatter points beyond the source. At 14 km along the inclined viewing path, the scatter 
point is directly over the source and the scattering is near orthogonal and mostly from air molecules. This is the first 
peak on the left, for all three sources. The illumination of the scatter point is then ground reflection. The rising  line 
to the viewer for the SOX luminaire (deep orange), is the effect of its direct radiance to the sky, causing excessive 
scattering in the lower atmosphere, due to its badly controlled output above the horizontal, scattered particularly by 
aerosols. Note in ‘ideal’ air with no aerosols (thin dotted curves), the SOX case has a peak then falls. The full cut 
off luminaire (pink) with no direct radiance, shows no forward scatter peak at all. The shallow bowl cut off design 
curve lies above the full cut off curve most noticeably at the nearer distances to the viewer. For all the luminaires, 
the luminance at a fixed gamma angle along the road was scaled to the same. Dotted curves represent skyglow in 
ideal air with no aerosols. Units of cd/m2 for a single luminaire.

Plot 2. This diagram, with a logarithmic horizontal scale, shows the relative total skyglow luminance at a 45º eleva-
tion view path, as a function of distance of source to observer. The source is on the left. The observer moves from 
there to the right. Notice that SOX (deep orange) creates significantly more skyglow than the cut off case (pink) at 
all ranges, especially at large distances beyond 10 km. It is visible after cut off (light orange) and full cut off (pink) 
SON are no longer contributing significant skyglow. The excess from the shallow bowl cut off luminaire (light 
orange) is also clearly seen. Units of cd/m2 for a single luminaire.

Output plots from the model
Output plots for SOX, shallow bowl  cut off SON, and full cut off SON luminaire study.
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Output plots for Polycarbonate bowl, glass bowl, and flat glass luminaire study.
Plot 4. This diagram, with a logarithmic vertical scale, shows the relative total skyglow luminance at a 45 degrees 
elevation view path, as a function of distance of source to observer. The source is on the left. The observer moves 
from there to the right. Cases of polycarbonate bowl (deep orange),  glass bowl (orange) and flat glass (pink). The 
differences are between 8% and 50% beyond 20km.  Units of cd/m2 for a single luminaire.

Plot 3. This diagram on a logarithmic vertical scale, shows the relative skyglow  luminance for all elevations, 0 
to 180 degrees over the sky, from horizon to horizon, into the angle of view, by SOX (deep orange) and cut off 
(light orange) and full cut off (pink) SON lighting. The viewer is 10 km from the source.  Notice that although at 
very flat viewing angles all have major impact; while at any other angle, again it is the SOX luminaires that are 
contributing by far the most to the skyglow at all elevations. The least is full cut off SON. Further work has shown 
that the effect of buildings about the road is to reduce the skyglow a little from obstructions, and at the same time 
significantly flatten the curve, though vertical surface reflections. At closer distances, the curves become very much 
flattened, as skyglow spreads through reflections to all elevations. Units of cd/m2 for a single luminaire. The Milky 
Way surface luminance was calculated to be about 8.4 x10^-5 cd/m2. For 10,000 lumianires 1E-9 cd/m2 becomes 
1E-4cd/m2 which swamps the Milky way, while for FCOs in the away direction it is much lower 1E-5 cd/m2. 
making the Milky Way visible
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Plot 5.This diagram, with a logarithmic vertical scale, shows the direct illuminance in the horizontal, though a verti-
cal plane, expressed as stellar magnitudes, as a function of distance of source to observer. The source is on the left. 
The observer moves from there to the right. Cases of polycarbonate bowl (deep orange),  glass bowl (orange). Flat 
glass full cutoff has no illuminance in the horizontal path.  Units of Lux for a single luminaire.

Plot 6. This diagram on a logarithmic vertical scale, shows the relative skyglow luminance for all elevations, 0 to 
180 degrees over the sky, from horizon to horizon, into the angle of view as 10km distance, by SOX (deep orange) 
and cut off (light orange) and full cut off (pink) SON lighting. The viewer is 10 km from the source. Cases of poly-
carbonate bowl (deep orange)  Glass bowl (orange) and flat glass (pink). The differences are between 10% and in 
the forwards direction and 25% to 100% in the away direction. Units of cd/m2 for a single luminaire.
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Plot 7. This diagram on a linear vertical scale, shows the relative skyglow luminance for all elevations, 0 to 180 
degrees over the sky, from horizon to horizon, into the angle of view at 10km distance.  Cases of polycarbonate 
bowl (deep orange)  Glass bowl (orange) and flat glass (pink). The differences are between 10% and in the forwards 
direction and 25% to 100% in the away direction.  Units of cd/m2 for a single luminaire.

Plot 8. This diagram on a linear vertical scale, shows the relative skyglow luminance to Flat glass into the angle of 
view at 10km distance. Cases of polycarbonate bowl (deep orange), and Glass bowl (orange) with the same lumi-
naire. The differences are between 10% and in the forwards direction and 25% to 100% in the away direction.
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Plot 9. This diagram on a linear vertical scale, shows the relative skyglow luminance to Flat Glass at 45 degas view 
as a function of distance. Cases of polycarbonate bowl (deep orange), and Glass bowl (orange) with the same lumi-
naire. The differences are between 8% and in the forwards direction and 100% in the away direction.

Plot 10. This diagram on a logarithmic vertical scale, shows the relative skyglow luminance for all elevations, 0 to 180 
degrees over the sky, from horizon to horizon, into the angle of view at 10km distance, by an FCO flat glass full cut-
off luminaire peaking at 590nm (pink), 550nm (grey) and 500 nm. (blue). Note the increase in skyglow at 550 nm for 
enhanced reflection from green grass on verges and especially atmospheric scattering. Note the smaller skyglow at 
bluer wavelengths. Units of cd/m2 for a single luminaire.

Output plots for flat glass luminaire peaking in wavelength at 590nm, 550nm, and 500nm study.

Summary tables of results
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LPS SOX, HPS SOC cut off, HPS SON Full cutoff

SON polycarbonate bowl, SON glass bowl, SON flat glass

FCO at 500nm, 550nm, 590nm

The Milky Way luminance compared to skyglow from luminaires.
The Milky Way surface luminance was calculated to be about 8.4 x10^-5 cd/m2. For 

10,000 lumianires 1E-9 cd/m2 becomes 1E-4cd/m2 which swamps the Milky way, while 
for FCOs in the away direction it is much lower 1E-5 cd/m2. making the Milky Way 
visible

Luminaire Type Upward light ratio 
(fraction of total 
above horizontal)

Ground reflection True upward 
fraction including 
ground reflection

Relative skyglow 
at 45 degs, 10 
km distance 

(FCO=100% for 
same luminance at 

gamma =30)

Relative skyglow 
at 135 degs, 10 

km distance 
(FCO=100% for 

same luminance at 
gamma =30)

LPS standard 
SOX

7.8% 6.2% 14% 410% 850%

HPS SON cut off 3.3% 6.1% 9.4% 200% 380%

HPS SON Full 
cut off

0% 6.9% 6.9% 100% 100%

Luminaire Type Upward light ratio 
(fraction of total 
above horizontal)

Ground reflection True upward 
fraction including 
ground reflection

Relative skyglow 
at 45 degs, 10 

km distance (no 
scaling)

Relative skyglow 
at 135 degs, 10 
km distance (no 

scaling)

SON poly-carbon-
ate Bowl

0.42% 6.8% 7.2% 115% 133%

SON Glass bowl 0.07% 6.8% 6.9% 108% 114%

SON Flat glass 0% 6.8% 6.8% 100% 100%

Luminaire Type Upward light ratio 
(fraction of total 
above horizontal)

Ground reflection True upward 
fraction including 
ground reflection

Relative skyglow 
at 45 degs, 10 

km distance (no 
scaling)

Relative skyglow 
at 135 degs, 10 
km distance (no 

scaling)

500 nm FCO 0% 5.8% 5.8% 150% 160%

550nm FCO 0% 11.5% 11.5% 217% 216%

590 nm SON FCO 0% 11.5% 11.5% 100% 100%
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Effect on Skyglow and cut-off angle
Diagram to show relative impact of a luminaire’s output contribution to skyglow. 

E,  100-180° Critical area for skyglow experience from 
within urban and all areas but proportionally less 
impact to rural areas.

D,  95-100° Significant contributor to skyglow, espe-
cially in rural areas where it is most aerosol depend-
ent. Less likely to be obstructed.

C,  90-95° Critical zone for skyglow and obtrusion seen at 
10s of km (in rural areas) where it is strongly depend-
ent on aerosol scattering. 

B,  85-90° Significant contributor to skyglow seen at a 
distance through reflection but reflected light more 
likely to be obstructed by buildings, trees and topog-
raphy.

A,  0-85° Ideal  light distribution.

General summary and conclusions
Sky-glow in rural areas, under good atmospheric conditions. 
• Vertical beams scatter little at right angles into the view direction, especially at high 

source direction elevations. They do scatter off clouds.  Close to towns, ground  reflec-
tion dominates skyglow. 

• The reflected light is mostly from the surrounding surfaces to the roads, - grass in 
suburban areas.

• At a distance from towns, skyglow is dominated at low to mid elevation angles by 
direct radiance above the horizontal. 

• Maximum scatter  is at some distance in front of the source, from enhanced aerosol 
scatter at shallow angles.

• In moving to white light, skyglow at high elevations, increases due to the much greater 
scatter  from air molecules. The observer also sees more scotopic matching.

• Shallow bowl luminaires do not convincingly cause less sky glow than full cut-off 
types, due to lower numbers per given road length. They have a higher beaming angles 
and side emission and the higher reflectivity of surfaces at these angles enhances this, 
so causing more skyglow.

• The presence of tall buildings generally causes low angle   direct light close to the 
horizon to be blocked, and higher elevation direct radiance to be reflected more 
towards a vertical and in all reducing the effect from Skyglow by a factor of two or so.  
The difference between different luminaire types remain and so it is still important to 
have well controlled lighting, it is just not quite so significant.

• For the same luminaire source but differing front optical window, the Polycarbonate 
shallow bowl has significantly more contribution to Skyglow in the away from source 
direction, with a little less from a shallow glass bowl as compared with flat glass. 
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To minimise skyglow in the countryside :

•  All lighting should be shielded from horizontal view.
• The reduction in skyglow by universally adopting full horizontal cutoff lighting in 

all areas outside of town centres can be a factor of 3 to 5 according to elevation and 
distance of view.

• Shallow bowls can cause more skyglow than equivalent FCOs, and  are visually more 
obtrusive. They should not be used in open areas and should be restricted to town 
centres. 

• All measures are needed, such as dimming, as is now being tried, and switching off 
when not necessary. 

• PFIs are available for improved quality lighting.  But there is more and more lighting 
for town centres, new housing and  amenities. 

• Using FCOs alone may not reduce sky glow sufficiently, against the growing amount 
of lighting in the UK

Annex
Summary of the main features of the Skyglow model
The Skyglow model

•  Runs in Excel spreadsheets, as function calls to generate tables that are plotted.
•  Reads industry  photometry files in the three common formats (CIB,IES, INR), 

directly creating an intermediate random access file including an inverse angle look 
up table, that is then re-read in.

• Plots luminance distribution polar diagrams in gamma angles, along road C angle= 
0/180 and across road C= 90/270. Also from above polars in C angle 0-360 degrees, 
for stepped gamma angles 0-90.

•  Plots lux distribution given pole spacing one sided and alternate sided staggered, as 
colour coded surface plots, for horizontal surfaces (on and off road), also in vertical 
planes across road, behind parallel to road and in front as specified. Calculates hori-
zontal plane surface uniformity.

•  Calculates integrated sphere lumens or for part sphere up to a given gamma angle, 
and at a given angle band, also plots these and as a fraction of the whole, over all 
gamma angles.

•  Plots BRDFs... bi directional reflectivity distribution functions for a single source, 
both specular and scatter components and combined.

 These plots of reflectivity are polar maps in gamma angle across a road inc surrounds, 
and along a road, also around in C angle at stepped gammas for 90 to 180 degs (above 
horizontal). This is for specular and scatter parts or combined, also for each view path 
or direct.  For vertical surfaces, this includes all reflections and obstructions, accord-
ing to view angle.

Reflectivity of each surface can be specified in cell input,  also roughness, and spectral 
type for road, concrete, walls, trees, grass etc is referred to by a type number.
Three surfaces are allowed for now, but this may be expanded to mixes of several.
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The three are: 1= road (asphalt or whatever), 2= surround (grass or whatever), 3=vertical 
(either concrete or brick wall, or trees of several types).
If verticals are include they are modelled as continuous and two sided about the road. i.e. 
a simple trough geometry, using basic corner reflection optics rules.

•  Luminous reflection plots are shown in the same format as the specular and scatter 
reflectivity plots, but are then with the given incident luminaire source distribution.

•  These are then integrated for all C angles values for a sphere or part sphere to a given 
gamma angle and fraction of the whole, also plotted for gamma angle, as was the 
luminaire distribution. 

The atmospheric model is fixed as standard but aerosols can be switched on or off, both 
shown on the output atmospheric scatter plots. The atmospheric scatter plots are all 
dome for three comparison luminaires simultaneously, as selected from file. 

• At a given distance from the source specified, the incremental contribution of scatter 
per km of view path into a given observer view direction at a given view elevation 
angle to the sky, is plotted for all atmospheric view path increments  along  the view 
direction to the sky, for molecular and aerosol particle view paths and surfaces.

•  The integrated path scatter for  view elevation is plotted for all elevations, (for three 
lumimaire designs in parallel with and co plotted) with and without aerosol scat-
ter.  The plots can be based on the luminous output of each luminaire rescaled to a 
common total, or not as selected, for  comparison of optical design.

•  The skyglow at a given view elevation is also plotted for  increasing source distance 
up to 100 km distance. A curved Earth surface is used. Path distances are calculated 
and displayed logarithmically. The  full atmospheric scatter program  runs in about 2 
minutes on a 3GHz  PC. 

Three luminaire light distributions are read in and also plotted. All intermediate plots are 
only shown for one of the luminaire files, but that file can be selected from any.
Plots are on dark backgrounds for use in presentations or white as required. Plot resolu-
tion is 5 degrees (the computation step interval).

Notes and References
1.  NOAA UK isophotic data for 1993 and 2000 (NOAA/ CPRE)
2. British standards on road lighting BS5489 and EN 13201
3.  Guidance Notes for the Reduction of Light Pollution, Institution of Lighting Engineers.
4.  Parliamentary Science and Technology Committee report on light pollution and astronomy. HMSO. 

2003
5.  CINZANO, P., FALCHI, F., ELVIDGE, C.D., 2001. The first world atlas of the artificial night sky 

brightness, Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 328, 689-707.
6.  CINZANO, P., FALCHI, F., ELVIDGE, C.D., 2001. Naked eye star visibility and limiting magni-

tude mapped from DMSP-OLS satellite data. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 
323, 34-46.

7.  CINZANO, P., FALCHI, F., DÍAZ CASTRO, F. J., 2000. The Artificial Sky Luminance and the 
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Emission Angles of the Upward Light Flux, Measuring and Modelling Light Pollution, ed. P. Cin-
zano, vol.71, 251-256. - submitted May 1998.

8,  GARSTANG, R.H., 1986. Model for Artificial Night-Sky Illumination, Pub. Astron. Soc. Pacific 98, 
364.

9. GARSTANG, R.H., 1987. Modelling Man made Night-Sky Illumination, in Identification, Optimi-
zation and Protection of Optical Telescope Sites (eds. R.L. Millis, O.G. Franz, H.D. Ables, C.C. 
Dahn, Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Ariz.), 199.

10. Scatter phase functions. From F Riewe and A ES Green Applied optics vol. 17 no 12 1978/June
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DIFFERENTIAL PHOTOMETRIC STUDY 
OF THE EUROPEAN LIGHT EMISSION 

TO THE SPACE
ALEJANDRO SÁNCHEZ DE MIGUEL 

ASAAF-UCM. Department of Astrophysics and Atmospheric Sciences, 
Universidad Complutense de Madrid. GPC. Spain.

In the comparison of light pollution between two countries, there are some difficulties 
because of geographical, cultural and economical differences. The trouble is even worse 
considering all different systems of outdoor lighting. 

As first step, to contrast light pollution between countries,  a group of close nations  
have been chosen with different population densities, size, built surface, etc. 

As a parameter to compare the emission of each country, the NOAA’s images (DMSP 
Satellite, OLS “VIS” band 0.40-1.10 um)  flux were used and NASA’s software World 
Wind were employed to solve distortion problem of the Mercator projection. 

This software allow  to draw frontiers over countries, so it is possible to make a parti-
cular study of them. In these images all illuminated regions are saturated, so  the number 
of counts  don’t represent the flux emitted from that region, although that number is 
proportional to region’s area. 

As it is known the area of each country it is possible to calculate the density of illu-
minated area per person and proportion of illuminated territory. These parameters allow  
to compare the aspect of the country from space. 

This parameter is very influenced by population’s density, so it is interesting to com-
pare it with other parameters as urban surface, population density, street lamp density, 
etc.

In this study we show some conclusions of the possible roots of the differences found 
between countries’ illumination.

Data acquisition
NASA´s software World Wind were used for the image visualization using the NOAA 

add-on of the Nightlights layer1.
To discriminate the countries contribution  the frontiers layer were employed. Then,  

countries night images were captured as closer as it was possible to minimise the per-
spective effect. Then, using MaxIm DL,  the tree components of the image were split 
and  the red one were chosen because they are the most representative of the surface 
illuminated. PhotoShop were used to remove other countries from the image to make the 
measure of the counts from each country.

Image analyses
These images are not raw images. They have been removed from the lowest level of 

illumination and they have a bit less resolution. The intensity of bright points is almost 
always saturated level too.
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As result, the flux measured is not proportional to the real flux, but it is proportional 
to the affected area. In sea area there are not significant signal.

Geographic data
To compare the light polluted area between countries  some geographic data  are 

needed to calculate the intensive values.
For general data, the CIA The World FactBook, the EEA (European Environment 

Agency) and in some cases the government data  were used.

Data analyses
There are some studies about the relationship between the population density and 

the light pollution2, although they are only a first approximation and if  the deviations 
of this relationship are estimated, it is possible to extract political and quality effects of 
the illumination models. Twelve  European countries have been chosen because they are 
the most uniform group of countries, as a consequence  of the convergence European 
program.

  As it is possible to infer of the correlation between the density of population in built 
area, versus saturated area per built area, there is a significant correlation between these 
magnitudes. There are some points  more difficult to be explained because of geographic 
effect. These countries are Luxemburg, Netherlands, and Spain.

Luxemburg is a very small country and because of this it has a very high error. On 
the other cases  more data are needed to get conclusions, but a group statistical analyses 
show that Spain is a outlier.

To find the roots of this out rule value, a compilation of the Ministerio de Industria 
y Turismo de España3 data, some energetic waste values from different countries and 

Figure 1. Saturated Km2/Density
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Final Report Lot 9: Public street lighting(RPSL)4 were made. These data  let infer that 
pain has almost 50% more installed power peer light point. In this case  CELMA7, data 
were used, because  IDAE‘s data are more pessimistic.7 In other values, as power peer 
squared meter or light points per square kilometre (always using built area) Spain have 
a excess value. 

In Netherlands case, they have the lowest installed power of all studied countries, that 
could explain the deviation of the rule.

This data show a relationship between latitude-culture and the number of light points 
per square kilometre too. Italy, Portugal and Spain have the highest values.

Figure 3. DendrogramFigure 2. CLUSPLOT (x)

Figure 4. Km2 sat vs km2 built
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Figure 5. Watts by Luminaries

Figure 6. Light Points by km2 built

Figure 7. Watts by square meter
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Conclusions and future work
• With the present data Spanish illumination can not be explained by demographic 

causes. 
• There is important evidence of excessive waste in Italy.
• The population density in built land as intensive data is the best global parameter in 

order to represent the saturation of a country.
• An appropriate illumination can be shown in satellite images.
• It is needed  further data of all the countries considered in the study.
• Extend this study to all European countries, EEUU and Japan. 
• Search of an illumination model useful to countries in development.
• Discussion of hypothesis about the type of light polluting sources.
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RECENT PROGRESSES ON A SECOND WORLD 
ATLAS OF THE NIGHT-SKY BRIGHTNESS

LPTRAN/LPDART realistic models, tomography of 
light pollution, accurate validation methods and 

extended satellite data analysis
PIERANTONIO CINZANO1, FABIO FALCHI1, CHRIS ELVIDGE2

1Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologia dell’Inquinamento Luminoso (ISTIL). Italy.
2NOAA National Geophysical Data Center, Boulder. USA.  

I review recent progresses toward a second world atlas of the night-sky brightness. 
Almost all main steps have been or are being improved. I present up-to-date Extended 
Garstang Models (EGM), which provide a more general numerical solution for the 
radiative transfer problem applied to the propagation of light pollution in atmosphere. 
I present the LPTRAN software package, an application of EGM to DMSP-OLS radi-
ance measurements and to digital elevation data, which provides an up-to-date method 
to predict the artificial brightness distribution of the night sky at any site in the World 
at any visible wavelength for a broad range of atmospheric situations and the artificial 
radiation density in atmosphere across the territory. I present new primary indicators, 
including a specific indicator for popularization purposes: the number of visible stars in 
a clean night. I introduce the tomography of light pollution, an analysis technique based 
on the capability of LPTRAN to collect radiation density and scattered flux density on 
a 3D grid. I also review the other main preliminary results of the efforts of the world 
atlas team to improve methods of validation of map predictions with Earthbased meas-
urements, to obtain night sky brightness measurements independent from atmospheric 
conditions and time, to solve primary issues of photometry and radiometry of light pol-
lution and to carry out new observational campaigns. I finally shortly review progresses 
in satellite data analysis toward an improved knowledge of the upward emission function 
and the growth of light pollution with time. I divided the presentation in four parts, each 
of which presents my results or reviews subprojects carried on by different grouping of 
team members.

Introduction 
The first world atlas of the artificial night sky brightness was published in 2001 (Cin-

zano, Falchi, Elvidge 2001b). A ten year baseline for a second world atlas of the night-
sky brightness has been suggested in IAU Comm. 50 WG. Authors plan was to obtain 
it in less years but times have been delayed because the aim is not to simply recompute 
the atlas with new data but to improve the methods, and this is requiring more time than 
planned.

The project is carried on by the Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologia dell’Inquinamento 
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Luminoso (ISTIL, Light Pollution Science 
and Technology Institute), a small no-profit 
group created to support research about 
light pollution, in collaboration with the 
NOAA National Geophysical Data Center 
(Elvidge) and, for some related researches, 
with the

Department of Astronomy of the Univer-
sity of Padova. I worked at the Department 
until 31 March 2006 and now I am working 
for ISTIL. Authors are the same of the first 

world atlas (Cinzano, Falchi, Elvidge) and the subprojects carried on by each of them 
are described later. Parts of the project have been supported by the Italian Space Agency 
(ASI) (Contract 2001 I/R/160/02, Global monitoring of light pollution and night sky 
brightness from satellite measurements), by the University of Padova (Young Resear-
chers Project, Light pollution and the protection of astronomical sites), by the Inter-
national Dark-Sky Association, by some observatories (NOAA/CTIO, VAT, Lowell, 
IAC/OTPC, etc.) and by some other organizations (CfDS, AFAM). Some national and 
regional agencies for environmental protection are collaborating with us by using our 
data but are unable to give us effective support.

The funding situation for this project is quite problematic, like figure 1 shows. Main 
fraction of expenses have always been payed by the author. Funding decreased after 
2004 because, following the industrial-like choices of the past Italian government, ASI 
could not renew funds to projects carried out with not-ASI satellites, outside its pri-
mary research lines (which fully exclude environment and ecology, traditionally hated 
by industrial tycoons) and not resulting in products that ASI can sell. In 2004 I obtained 
funds at the University of Padova, but not renewable. No funds are available since 2005, 
even because ISTIL is a no-profit no-commercial institution and cannot sell anything, 
whereas many environmental agencies in Italy can purchase data but cannot support the 
scientific research for them.

Luckily in 2003 I understood where funding situation was going and I revised our 
expense plans using almost all available funds to setup a precious Laboratory of Radio-
metry and Photometry of Light Pollution (LPLAB). Then I used the main part of 2004 
funds from University of Padova for a measurement campaign and my personal funds 
2004-2005 for completing the laboratory and for updating computational equipments. 
As a result of this strategic approach now I have all necessary instruments to continue 
working to the project even with zero funds. This does not mean that our project does 
not need funds. We still need funds desperately for many part of the work (also because 
I cannot continue to pay the research by myself). But, at least, the lack of funds cannot 
stop the project: when you have computers and instruments, no one can stop you.

The main steps of the world atlas production are the following: (i) reduction and ana-
lysis of OLS-DMSP radiance data to obtain the Geographical and spatial distribution of 
upward light emission; (ii) based on it and on an atmospheric model, modelling of light 
pollution propagation and map computation to obtain the map of night sky brightness, 

Figure 1
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stellar visibility and the other indicators; (iii) validation of results based on Earth-based 
measurements of night sky brightness with feedback on light pollution modelling; (iv) 
study of the changes with time on the maps of night sky brightness and upward light 
emissions. The second world atlas requires time because we improved or are improving 
almost all these points.

I divided this presentation in four parts, each of which reviews independent subpro-
jects carried on by different grouping of the authors:
1. New computational techniques (author: Cinzano)
2. New output products and indicators (author: Cinzano)
3. New methods for validation of results and new observational campaigns (authors: 

Cinzano; Falchi; Falchi & Cinzano)
4. New methods in satellite data analysis (authors: Elvidge; Cinzano; Cinzano, Falchi, 

& Elvidge; Falchi, Cinzano & Elvidge)

New computational techniques
Methods to map artificial night sky brightness and stellar visibility across large ter-

ritories or their distribution over the entire sky at any site, were based, so far, on the 
computation of the propagation of light pollution with Garstang models (Garstang 1986, 
1989, 1991). They provide a simplified solution of the radiative transfer problem in 
atmosphere which allows a fast computation by reducing it to a ray-tracing approach. 
They are accurate with clear atmosphere, when a two-scattering approximation is accep-
table, which is the most common situation.

Curiously the modelling technique, which now has been fully revolutionized with 
very interesting results, is the only part of the project that at the time was judged unne-
cessary to improve. In facts, as many of our papers show, Garstang models are suf-
ficiently good in predicting night sky brightness in clear nights (the only of interest) to 
make unnecessary new models. However given that some delays on the availability of 
data for calibrating the OLS-DMSP were producing some difficulties to other parts of 
the project, I decided to give a fundamental improvement to them. Main aim was not 
much to obtain improved predictions but, honestly, to make happy many people that, for 
unknown reasons, think that a simple and fast Garstang model cannot be so accurate like 
the up-to-date ultra-detailed super-
models used in atmospheric physics. 
So I decided to setup a computational 
technique for light pollution propaga-
tion in the atmosphere based on the 
last available models of atmospheric 
physics and accounting for the most 
larger number of details on the atmos-
phere, sources and soil. I also deci-
ded to write it in a modular way so 
that future atmospheric models from 
atmospheric physics or future pro-
pagation models from light pollution Figure 2
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researchers can be used without difficulties. The result surpassed my expectations.
I present here up-to-date Extended Garstang Models (EGM), which provides a nume-

rical solution for the radiative transfer problem applied to the propagation of light pol-
lution in atmosphere. I also present the LPTRAN software package, an application of 
EGM to DMSP-OLS radiance measurements and to GTOPO30 digital elevation data, 
which provides an up-to-date method to predict the artificial brightness distribution of 
the night sky at any site in the World at any visible wavelength for a broad range of 
atmospheric situations and the artificial radiation density in atmosphere across the ter-
ritory. (Cinzano 2006, in prep.)

EGM account for:
1. multiple scattering
2. wavelength of the light from 250 nm to infrared
3. earth curvature and its screening effects
4. sites and sources elevation
5. many kinds of atmosphere or custom setup (e.g. thermal inversion layers)
6. mix of different boundary layer aerosols and tropospheric aerosols or custom
7. up to 5 aerosol layers in upper atmosphere including fresh and aged volcanic dust 

and meteoric dust
8. variations of the scattering phase function with elevation
9. continuum and line gas absorption from many species, ozone included

10. up to 5 cloud layers
11. wavelength dependant bidirectional reflectance of the ground surface from NASA/

MODIS satellites, main models or custom data (snow included)
12. geographically variable upward emission function given as a three-parameter 

function or a Lagrange polynomial series
13. atmospheric scattering properties or libraries of light pollution propagation func-

tions from other programs
A more general solution, which too large computational requirements at present time, 

also allows to account for:
1. mountain screening
2. geographical gradients of atmospheric conditions, including localized clouds
3. geographic distribution of ground surfaces
4. asymmetric sources
This will come good for the third world atlas, when there will be no problem to 

manage large arrays of data with computers.
My approach is resumed here. The atmosphere is divided in a 3D grid and the Earth 

surface in a corresponding 2D grid. The atmospheric situation and the scattering func-
tions of each volume are computed from up-to-date models of atmospheric physics. I 
solve the rediative transfer problem with a Garstang-like ray-tracing approach. Based 
on the upward intensity function of the source I compute the irradiance on each atmos-
pheric volume. The intensity of the light scattered in each direction by each volume is 
computed based on detailed scattering properties. This quantity is numerically approxi-
mated on an array. Then the irradiance on each atmospheric volume and on each surface 
area is calculated, due to light coming from each other volume. And, again, the total 
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intensity of the light scattered in each direction by each volume and by each surface 
area is computed. Extinction is accounted along each light paths. This process is iterated 
some times. Each iteration improves accuracy by accounting for a further scattering. 
At the end, the intensity of light scattered in each direction by each volume is known, 
included the direction of the observer. The brightness (radiance) of the sky in a given 
direction is obtained from simple integration along the line-of-sight, always accounting 
for extinction. Other quantities like the radiation density and the irradiance at soil are 
also known.

The software package LPTRAN (Light Pollution radiative TRANsfer), written in 
Fortran-77, applies the method for the case of axial symmetry of sources. It is composed 
by a number of programs. The main program LPTRAN (the same name of the package) 
computes the radiative transfer and light pollution propagation based on input atmosphe-
ric and surface models for the given wavelength. LPDART evaluates light pollution and 
night sky brightness on the grid and writes a library of light pollution propagation func-
tions. Lpskymap lptran computes night sky brightness in a site based on DMSP-OLS 
radiance data, a Digital Elevation Map and the lptran library. The lpskymap package 
(Cinzano & Elvidge 2004) allows to obtain polar plots and other indicators. Lpskyalt, 
lpskydens and lpskyfrzh compute across a territory the artificial night sky brightness at 
any chosen azimuth and elevation, the radiation and scattered flux densities in atmos-
phere and their fractionary contribution to the zenith night sky brightness at sea level. 
The lpmap package (Cinzano, Falchi & Elvidge 2001) allows to obtain the maps of limi-
ting magnitudes across the 
territory.

Comparisons between pre-
dictions of classic Garstang 
models and LPTRAN pre-
dictions show close agre-
ement for US62 standard 
clear atmosphere and typical 
upward emission function, 
like figure 3 shows. So in 
principle there was no need 
of new models, but the asto-
nishing computational possi-
bilities allowed by LPTRAN worth the effort.

New output products and indicators
Our classic products and indicators are:

1. Upward flux
2. Artificial night sky brightness at sea level
3. Total night sky brightness (accounting for elevation)
4. Stellar visibility (limiting magnitude)
5. Loss of stellar visibility (loss of limiting magnitude)
6. Statistical indicators like the fraction of population (or the fraction of territory) living 

Figure 3. Comparisons between predictions of classic Garstang models 
and LPTRAN predictions show close agreement for US62 standard clear 
atmosphere and typical upward emission function. (Cinzano, in prep.)
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under a sky of given luminos-
ity.

They can be computed as (a) 
maps across the territory of the 
quantity in a given direction of 
sky (e.g. zenith) or (b) maps of 
the quantity across the sky in an 
individual site. These last can 
be polar maps, Cartesian maps 
or hypermaps where the third 
coordinate is the atmospheric 
content.

Thanks to LPTRAN, I exten-
ded our primary indicators, that 
now are:
(i) the artificial night sky bright-
ness (or radiance or luminance), 
which indicates the integral 
of the artificial light scattered 
along the line of sight of an 
observer and has important 
effect on the perceived lumi-
nosity of the sky, on the star 
visibility, on the perception of 
the universe by mankind, on the 

darkness and the perception of the environment, etc; Derived quantities: total night 
sky brightness, star visibility (limiting magnitude), number of visible stars.

(ii) the sky irradiance (or illuminance) on the earth surface, which has effects on the 
luminosity of the ground surface and on the luminosity of the night environment as 
perceived by animals, plants and 
mankind (where direct irradiance 
by nearby lighting installations is 
not overwhelming);

(iii) the radiation density in the 
atmosphere, which is the energy 
(or the light or the number of pho-
tons) per unit volume of atmos-
phere in course of transit, per unit 
time, in the neighbourhood of the 
point (x, y, z ). UNITS: photon 
density in ph m-3, luminous den-
sity in Tb m-3, where the Talbot 
(lm × sec) is the unit of luminous 
energy. It can be split in upward 

Figure 4. Illuminace/irradiance at soil from scattered light (LPTRAN/
LPDART Preliminary Data, Cinzano/ISTIL, 2004)

Figure 5. Tomography of light pollution (LPTRAN/LPDART Prelimi-
nary Data, Cinzano/ISTIL, 2004)

Figure 6. 
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and downward radiation densi-
ties, which quantify approxi-
mately the light coming back 
toward the soil and going toward 
the outer Space. The radiation 
density due to direct illumination 
by the sources, gives the direct 
light travelling through a unit 
volume of atmosphere.

(vi) the upward and downward scat-
tered flux densities, which are 
the flux density of the scattered 
radiation; the downward one, in 
particular, quantifies the strength 
of theunit volume of atmosphere 
at position (x, y, z) as secondary 
source of light pollution when 
subjected to the light polluting 
action. UNITS: density of flux in 
ph s-1 m-3.
These integrated quantities are useful only as generic indicators of the alteration of 

the atmosphere. The effects of the atmosphere as a secondary source of light pollution 
should be evaluated based on the intensity of light in each direction at each volume and 
not based on integrated quantities like fluxes, which do not account for the direction of 
the light. Just like light pollution from lighting installations should be evaluated based 
on the intensity of light in each direction and not based on integrated quantities like the 
upward flux.

The ability of LPTRAN to collect radiation density and scattered flux densities data 
on a 3D grid allowed me to introduce a true tomography of light pollution, similar to a  
sectional radiography. I can select a narrow section of atmosphere over a strip of consi-
dered territory and examine how these quantities vary with elevation or along the strip. 
Some examples are presented in figure 5.

For popularization purposes, I also introduced a new indicator, which is more under-
standable from the general public: the number of visible stars in a clean night. Its com-
putation is less trivial than expected. In fact there is no biunivocal relation between the 
number of visible stars and the zenith limiting magnitude: 
(i) V mag vs. star number is not exactly exponential and not well defined in catalogues,
(ii) sky brightness changes with the direction of observation, requiring integration over 

the visible hemisphere or modelling,
(iii) stellar extinction and stars apparent magnitude change with elevation. Figure 

6 shows a preliminary map for Europe. The number is estimated for observers of 
average experience and capability, aged 40 years, with the eyes adapted to the dark, 
observing with both eyes the upward hemisphere and counting all the stars surely 
seen (detection probability 98%).

Figure 7. No biunivocal relation between the number of visible 
stars and the zenith limiting magnitude:

• V mag vs. star number is not exactly exponential and 
not well defined in catalogues

• sky brightness changes with the direction of obseerva-
tion: required integration over the visible emisphere or 
modelling

• extinction and star apparent magnitude change with 
elevation
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New methods for validation of results and new observational campaigns.
The validation with Earth-based observations of the night sky brightness computed 

from OLS-DMSP data is a fundamental step. So far comparisons between earth-based 
measurements and map predictions showed a good agreement, in particular if we con-
sider the measurement errors and the scatter of data points. See e.g. figures 4 and 5 of 
Cinzano & Elvidge (2004) shown in figure 8. They show measurements taken in indi-
vidual sites and the scatter is still larger for measurements collected in different sites. 
If we want to be able to distinguish between different models for similar atmospheric 
conditions, we need to improve the measurement process in order to reduce the scat-
tering of data.

To reach this goal Cinzano and Falchi started a number of steps.

Search for better instruments and procedures
If the goal is the situation of the light pollution in the territory, then a lot of measure-

ments in many different sites, each clean night, are needed. Main requirements are:
1. Fast movements of the observer across the territory, possibly returning at the same 

site at different times in the same night, so the number of measured sites in a night 
should depend almost exclusively on the transfer times from one site to the fol-
lowing one;

2. Measurements should be taken each night resulting clean over the entire territory 
for long times (because these nights are not many). This is very different from 
usual astronomer activity based on scheduled telescope time and it strongly inter-

Figure 8. We want to improve the validation with Earth-based observations of the night sky brightness computed 
from OLS-DMSP data.

Comparison between predictions and V-band measurements at Sunrise 
Rock for atmospheric clarities K’ = 0.5 (squares) and K’ = 3 (crosses). 
Units are mag arcsec-2.

Comparison between predictions and V-band measurements at Serra la 
Nave Observatory for atmospheric clarities K’= 1 (squares) and K’ = 2 
(crosses). Units are mag arcsec-2.
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acts with private life of the observer so the measurement process should be not 
awkward or the observer will give up.

Then fast ”point-and-shot” mobile instrument are needed with short setup times, easy 
to manage, portable, accurate, not requiring awkward data reduction. Main choices at 
our disposal are:

1. Automatized portable CCD imagers: accurate 
measurements of both brightness and aerosol 
content (extinction) but not so quick setup, pro-
fessional data reduction required (e.g.WASBAM 
andWASBAM-SSH with spectrographic capabili-
ties, Cinzano, Falchi 2003; Cinzano 2004)

2. Mobile fish-eye CCD cameras pointed at zenith: 
fast setup but professional data reduction required, 
geometric corrections, some limitations (e.g. Dur-
iscoe et al. 2004; see also the CONCAM fisheye 
webcam network, Nemiroff & Schwarz 2003 and 
the Jan Hollans effort to obtain scientific grade 
data with simple digital cameras, this meeting)

3. Portable research radiometers: point-and-shoot, 
very accurate, continuous sampling but no meas-
ure of the atmospheric situation so external data 
on aerosol content are needed from lidars or sun-
photometers (e.g. the LPLAB radiometer, Cin-
zano 2003).

4. Sky quality meters: super-quick but not best accu-
racy and atmospheric data needed; they require 
accurate characterization and that the user under-
stand the instrument (Cinzano 2005).

We used data from all these instruments. We do 
not recognized a best class of instruments. The choice 
depends on the needs of the research. We used auto-
matized portable CCD imagers and portable research 
radiometers in our campaigns but I also successfully 
used data taken by Duriscoe with a fish-eye CCD camera in Cinzano & Elvidge 2004 
and the fit to predictions was very good as figure 9 shows.

I also characterized and tested an SQM and, in the limits of its capabilities, I found 
it really amazing. The report is downloadable from http://www.lightpollution.it/down-
load/sqmreport.pdf (Cinzano 2005). Figure 9 shows the large angular response of this 
instrument reaching 60 degrees and the large spectral response covering the V band, the 
photopic response, the scotopic response, and, partially, the B band.

Improvement of methods of measure
Measurements need to be:
1. accurate (high accuracy and stable instrument with accurate calibration);

Figure 9. Sky Quality Meter. 
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2. taken in an accurately shaped 
passband (wide-field instruments 
are calibrated over a laboratory 
source rather than over stars so 
proper filters need to be accurately 
fitted to the detector response or 
passband mismatch correction is 
needed);
3. independent from the time of 
the night (they should be taken all 
at the same time of the night, first 
or second part of the night; fre-
quent sampling allows minimizing 
atmospheric fluctuations by aver-
aging data e.g. over 1 hour);
4. independent from atmospheric 
conditions.
In order to obtain an atmospheric 
independent measurement a large 
sample of data is required from 
the same site, taken in many clean 
nights along one or more years 
with contemporary measurements 
of atmospheric aerosol optical 
depth (stellar extinction or lidar 
measurements taken inside the pol-
luting area).

Figure 10 (Cinzano 2006b, in prep.) shows how much large can be the variation of 
night sky brightness along the night in an urban site in a large densely populated area, in 
part due to a reduction of lighting emission along the night and in part due to atmosphe-
ric variations. Zenith brightness is well correlated with the atmospheric aerosol optical 
depth (lower right panel) like e.g. measurements obtained in the previous day from sun-
photometers located in the area where main sources of pollution lie. The preliminary 
results of one of ours measurement campaign show that if a sufficiently large dataset is 
collected and there is an aerosol measurement site inside the polluting area, a night sky 
brightness value independent from the atmospheric conditions can be obtained without 
measuring stellar extinction, with an uncertainty of about 0.1 mag/arcsec2.

Quantification of the atmospheric aerosol content is mandatory. Figure 11 (Falchi, 
Cinzano 2006, in prep.) shows other examples. Strange variations of night sky bright-
ness during the night can be explained by monitoring continuously the aerosol content 
through the stellar extinction (left panels). Stellar extinction measurements can help 
to obtain an atmospheric and time independent measurement for a site, but the rela-
tion between brightness and stellar extinction can be different when looking to different 
directions (right panels).

Figure 11

Figure 10
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Solution of primary issues
I solved some primary issues of photometry and radiometry of light pollution at 

LPLAB (Cinzano, series of papers in prep.). Here a short list:
1. Procedures for characterization and testing of instruments
2. Procedures for calibration of instruments (all handy or wide field instruments needs 

laboratory calibration)
3. Calibration of a TTL luminance-meter over the Moon (useful for periodical check 

of the calibration standards of the laboratory and to make longer the interval 
between recalibrations).

4. Laboratory calibration of large-field radiometers in V band (this is fundamental 
because you cannot calibrate on stars a hand-on radiometer with 5º field of view 
and the method is not obvious because V band magnitudes are defined based on 
calibration stars, so the work required synthetic spectrophotometry et cetera)

5. Conversion between CIE photopic and astronomical V band (a main problem,for 
result comparison given that they are the two primary bands)

6. Effects and correction of passband mismatch (they are much more important in 
light pollution studies than in usual astronomy because measurements of stars are 
calibrated over standard stars with similar spectra whereas measurements of the 
sky, which spectrum changes with pollution sources and level, are made with an 
instrument calibrated in laboratory, usually using an Illuminant-A with a com-
pletely different spectrum.)

7. Procedures for photometrical and spectral data reduction
8. Development of software for instruments management (based on labview).
I have a number of papers at the final stages of preparation.

New observational campaigns
Two new observational campaigns have been undertaken.
A Campaign for photometric measurements of night sky brightness and atmospheric 

extinction was carried on from 
Dipartimento di Astronomia, 
Universit´a di Padova (5/2003- 
11/2005) and continued from 
ISTIL after 11/2005. The obser-
ver Fabio Falchi used a wide 
field automatic CCD camera 
(like WASBAM) to measure B,V 
night sky brightness and stellar 
extinction for map validation and 
to study the brightness-aerosol 
content relationship. He obtai-
ned 1600 frames, more than 1000 
brightness measurements on a 37 Figure 12
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points grid in 22 clean nights from 8 Italian sites. For some of them there are contempo-
raneous low gain DMSP measurements. (Falchi 2006; Falchi, Cinzano 2006, in prep.).

A campaign for Light pollution measurements in urban areas was carried on from 
ISTIL, Thiene (2003-2006). The observer Pierantonio Cinzano used a portable research 
radiometer to measure V night sky brightness at zenith from an urban site with the aim to 
better understand the problems related to accurate measurement of night sky brightness 
in urban areas and the relationship brightnessatmospheric content. He take measure-
ments in 39 nights with 30 sec sampling or random sampling. Measurements of aerosol 
optical depth in the same day are available (Cinzano 2006b, in prep.).

Other campaigns are likely to be useful to this project, like e.g. those carried on 
with fish-eye cameras by Duriscoe or with SQM by others. CONCAM fish-eye cameras 
network apparently do not uses filters with standard responses like B band, V band, SI 
scotopic or SI photopic. However they carry interesting sodium and mercury filters so 
they could add useful informations.

New methods in satellite data analysis
A main improvement planned for the next world atlas computation is to account 

for different distributions of the light intensity of source areas with the elevation angle 
(upward emission functions) in the considered territory. In fact in some countries 
the battle against light pollution has grown consistently in the last years and then the 
hypothesis of uniform lighting habits adopted for the first world atlas is becoming less 
viable.

As a consequence the group (Cinzano, Falchi, Elvidge) managed to use new extended 
satellite data sets. New datasets are composed by:

1. visible band geolocated images in 30 arc second grids with both low gain and high 
gain, extended to large view angles (about 80 from nadir)

2. scan angles from the OLS toward the Earth
3. times of observation of each scan line
4. thermal band images
5. thermal band brightness temperature difference from NCEP surface
6. temperature model
7. flags (data quality labels, clouds, snow, etc.)
8. lunar illuminance.
Elvidge also improved data reduction process. Some data have been reduced and 

analyzed by Falchi during his visits at NGDC, Boulder.
In order to improve our knowledge of the upward emission function of cities we are 

following three methods, in progress:
(i)  Satellite measurements. I already wrote the data analysis software, which is under 

testing. The main problem is that we need to know the OLS angular response. This 
mean that we need standard sources on the Earth surface, stable and with known pho-
tometry. They are not easily available. Actually we are measuring special standard 
sites known to be Lambertian, lighted by the Moon, which is a good standard source. 
I already wrote sufficiently accurate software for the computation of Moon illumi-
nance. The remaining problem is the lack of contemporary measurement of stellar 
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extinction at the site 
(Cinzano, Falchi, 
Elvidge, in prep.).

(ii) E a r t h - b a s e d 
m e a s u r e m e n t s 
with inversion of 
models. Given the 
observed bright-
ness and the atmos-
pheric situation, 
they search for the 
upward emission 
function which 
explain it. I already 
wrote the software 
and started a test 
application but I plan some improvements (Cinzano, in prep.).

(iii) Modelling of cities by summing the upward emission function of a sample of light-
ing installations randomly oriented. This uses an extension of Roadpollution, free 
software for the evaluation of the environmental impact of lighting installations that 
I made available at the web address www.lightpollution.it/roadpollution/ (Cinzano 
2005b). The main problem is that this approach requires an accurate modelling of 
the city lighting providing the number of installations of each kind and surrounding 
(Cinzano, in prep.).

Figure 13 shows, in polar coordinates, the intensity of upward light emission of some 
cities obtained with the OLS and measured by Falchi. The upper left panel does not take 
into account of the extinction of light along its path, which is accounted in the panel at 
bottom left. Emission at high elevations and near zenith is usually due mainly to nearly- 
Lambertian light reflection by surfaces and low angle emission is usually due to fixtures 
upward light, as shown in the upper right panel, computed with Roadpollution. Available 
comparison data do not allow us to be sure on what correction must be applied to satel-
lite data. However, in both cases these preliminary results show that in general the emis-

Figure 13

Figure 14 Figure 15
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sion of cities is not Lambertian (the line shows the intensity of a Lambertian source and 
open squares show measurements a White Sand, a site expected to be Lambertian).

Finally, the study of growth of light pollution requires an accurate relative calibration 
of the OLS of DMSP satellites. Even excluding the abrupt decrease of OLS sensitivity at 
the end of their life, measurements of a standard site shows some fluctuations, smaller 
for satellite F14, which has a simple internal calibration system. We tried the rough res-
caling between satellites shown in figure 14, based on Falchi’s analysis of DMSP data. 
Excluding data from the last year of life of each OLS, fluctuations are under 10%(Cin-
zano, Falchi, Elvidge, in prep.).

A very preliminary map in figure 15 shows the growth of lighting in Italy from 
1992/1993 to 2000. Shown are the new lights, installed after 1992/1993. Other very 
preliminary maps in figures 16 and 17 show the lighting ratio 2000 vs. 1992/1993. In 
red are shown the new-lighted areas, i.e. those areas that result not lighted in 1992/1993. 
A good way to check these preliminary results is to validate them over information on 
lighting growth in the observed cities and countries. Changes are expected to be due 
mainly to new installed flux, lamp replacement and flux reduction at curfew. These are 
long works still at their first steps.

Conclusions
I reviewed the situation of the project for an improved world atlas of the night-

sky brightness. Authors aim is not to simply recompute the atlas with new data but to 

Figure 18 Figure 19

Figure 16 Figure 17
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improve the methods, and this is requiring more time than planned. Almost all main 
steps have been or are being improved: The OLS-DMSP radiance data sets, their reduc-
tion and analysis, the atmospheric modelling, the computation of light pollution pro-
pagation, which have been fully revolutioned and renewed, the map computation, the 
primary indicators, the techniques for an accurate validation of predictions with Earth-
based measurements of night sky brightness, the instrumentation, the evaluation of the 
upward emission function, the OLS calibration for the study of changes with time.

As a result, there are a lot of works to be completed. My planned deadline is one year 
to complete the many draft papers and another year to compute the new world atlas. 
However this plan is too much optimistic and the many works that need to be previously 
completed could push the world atlas computation quite later. There is no way for me to 
have an accurate time planning.

Appendix
Figure 18 (Lights in Cekia) shows the distribution of main sources on the Czech ter-

ritory from OLS-DMSP data taken in year 2000. The upper left square shows an higher 
resolution colour image of Praha taken from NASA Space Shuttle.

Figure 19 (Stellar visibility in Cekia) shows the capability of the population to see 
the stars (naked eye limiting magnitude) on the Czech territory from Cinzano, Falchi, 
Elvidge (2001a). The map is computed at zenith and accounts for the extinction of the 
starlight in the atmosphere and the eye capability to detect point sources over a light 
background. Limiting magnitudes are computed for observers of average experience and 
capability, aged 40 years, with the eyes adapted to the dark, observing with both eyes 
the fainter star surely seen (detection probability 98%). The magnitude loss is shown in 
figure 20.

Figure 21 (Number of visible stars in Cekia) shows how many stars are visible in 
Czech territory in a clean sky night (preliminary data). The number is estimated for 
observers of average experience and capability, aged 40 years, with the eyes adapted 
to the dark, observing with both eyes the upward hemisphere and counting all the stars 
surely seen (detection probability 98%).

Figure 20 Figure 21
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PRESERVATION AND MAINTENANCE 
OF THE ASTRONOMICAL SITES 

IN ARMENIA 

AREG MICKAELIAN

Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory (BAO), Armenia

Astronomy in Armenia was popular since ancient times. There are signs of astronomi-
cal observations coming from a few thousands years ago. Two ancient observatories, 
Karahunge and Metzamor are especially well known. Karahunge is the Armenian twin 
of the Stonehenge and is even older. However, there is no proper attention from the state 
authorities and efforts are needed for preservation of such historical-astronomical monu-
ments. The Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory (BAO) is the modern famous Armenian 
observatory founded in 1946 by the outstanding scientist Victor Ambartsumian. It was one 
of the world astronomical centres in 1950-s to 1970-s, and at present is the largest observ-
atory in the Middle East area. As the ancient astronomical sites, Byurakan also needs a 
proper attitude from the state authorities and corresponding international organizations to 
preserve its values and importance for the present and future astronomical activities in the 
region, including its rich observational archive, telescopes, and human resources. Despite 
all the difficulties, the Armenian astronomers keep high international level of research and 
display various activities organizing international meetings and schools, preparing new 
young generation for the future research. The Armenian Astronomical Society (ArAS) 
is an affiliated member of EAS. Armenia has its Virtual Observatory project (ArVO) as 
well. The next Joint European and National Astronomy Meeting (JENAM-2007) will be 
held in Yerevan, Armenia, in August 2007. There are plans to organize astronomical tours 
to Armenia for making observations from various sites, including the ancient observato-
ries. The future of astronomy in Armenia strongly depends on all of this activities and the 
proper attention both from state authorities and society.

Introduction 
Armenia is a country of ancient civilization, rich history, unique architecture, cross-

stones, manuscripts, tourism, wines and national dishes, Armenian brandy (often called 
cognac), and  astronomy…

 Armenia is one of the cradles of ancient science, and astronomical knowledge was 
developed in ancient Armenia as well. Contrary to its small territory and relatively small 
population, Armenia is rather active in astronomy, and the young generation is interested 
in this branch of science, which means that astronomy will continue to develop in the 
future, too. Moreover, Armenian astronomers show activity nowadays as well: one of the 
largest digitization projects in the world, the Digitized First Byurakan Survey (DFBS) 
project was conducted in 2002-2005, the Armenian Virtual Observatory (ArVO) was 
created in 2005, the all-European astronomical meeting (JENAM-2007) is being organ-
ized in Armenia.  
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There are numerous signs of astronomical activities in the territory of Armenia: rock 
art, ancient observatories, the ancient Armenian calendar, and most important, one of 
the largest modern observatories in the region, the Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory 
(BAO) with its 2.6m and 1m Schmidt telescopes. 

Armenian archaeoastronomy
It is believed that the division of the sky into constellations was made a few thousand 

years ago in the Armenian Highland. According to the German astronomer and historian 
of science Olcott, the signs of Zodiac contain such animals that lived many thousand 
years ago in the territory of Armenia and around. It is very probable that ancient people 
named the constellations after animals living in their countries rather than known from 
elsewhere. 

Studies of the Armenian rock art present in the territory of modern Armenia (historic 
Armenia was ten times larger, having 300,000 square km area) show that the Armeni-
ans were interested in heavenly bodies and phenomena. The Earth, the Sun, the Moon, 
planets, comets, Milky Way, stars, constellations are reflected in these pictures drawn on 
rocks in mountains around Lake Sevan and elsewhere in Armenia. These pictures and 
drawings are being studies by a number of historians, archaeologists, and astronomers. 
However, there is not enough governmental attitudes to organize large-scale studies or at 
least try to catalog and preserve these ancient treasures.

 According to investigations by H.S. Badalian (1970), B.E. Tumanian (1985), and 
G.H. Broutian (1997), the Armenian calendar was one of the most ancient in the world, 
may be even the most ancient one. Armenians used Lunar, then Lunar-Solar calendar, 

Figure 1. Karahunge, the “Armenian Stonehenge”.
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and since mid the 1st millennium B.C. they changed to Solar calendar, which contained 
365 days (12 months by 30 days and an additional month of 5 days). The new year began 
in Navasard (corresponding to August 11), when the grape harvest was underway and 
the constellation Orion (Armenian “Haik”) became visible in the night sky. Together 
with the months, all days of any month also had proper names. The year 2492 B.C. was 
adopted as the beginning. The Armenian Great Calendar was introduced in VI century, 
and the difference with the Julian one was re-calculated. It is remarkable that the Mkhi-
tarians from Venice are the oldest publishers of the Armenian and world calendars (since 
1775).   

 The most fascinating historical astronomical building is Karahunge (the “Armenian 
Stonehenge”, Fig. 1; the name derives from kar “stone” and may mean “singing stones”; 
and the other famous name is Zorats Kar). It is a megalithic assemblage, 200 km from 
Yerevan, and 3 km from town Sisian; at an altitude of 1,770 m. The northern latitude 
is 39º 34’, and eastern longitude is 46º 01’. It is an assemblage of many stones put in 
a circle and a few arms starting from it. As many other such buildings, Karahunge was 
thought to be a religious assemblage. However, only in the middle of 1980th, Karahunge 
was first interpreted as an archaeoastronomical monument and was studied by Prof. E.S. 
Parsamian (1999) and Prof. P.M. Herouni (1998). Estimations give from 7700 to 4000 
years for the age of Karahunge. 

 There are 222 stones with a total extent exceeding 250 metres, including 84 with 
holes (with 4-5 cm diameters). Dozens of astronomical stone instruments with accuracy 
of 30 arcsec may be found. 40 stones form the central ellipse with 45x36 m sizes, having 
a ruined stone-cluster in the centre. There is a 8m wide 8-stone road to N-E. Some stones 
were used to find the directions to definite stars. By some estimations (observations of 
definite stars), the observatory was used during 7700-2200 B.C., for about 5500 years. 
According to many authors (ex. Bochkarev & Bochkarev 2005), a comparison of the 
present state of the monument with its situation a hundred years ago reveals a consider-
able degradation. Thus, the monument needs an urgent protection. The monument is 
unique of its kind at least in the Trans-Caucasian region and could be even the oldest 
known observatory in the world. If the estimated age of Karahunge is confirmed by 
archaeological methods, it clearly should be included in the UNESCO World Heritage 
list of the most important cultural memorials of our planet.

Metzamor is the other ancient observatory in Armenia. Metzamor was an ancient town 
near river Metzamor, 35 km from Yerevan, in Armavir province. There was a settlement 
since V millenium B.C. It was first interpreted as an archaeoastronomical monument in 
the middle of the 1960s by Prof. E.S. Parsamian (1985a). There is an observatory out of 
the fortress. The most probably estimation of the age is 4600 years. As Karahunge, Met-
zamor also needs a better study and proper attitude both from the Armenian government 
and world archaeoastronomical community.

Among the other archaeoastronomical sites in Armenia, the Angelakot dolmens may 
be named (Parsamian 1985b). As Karahubge, this site is also in Sisian region, 13 km 
from the town of Sisian. The dolmens are from Neolithic and Bronze eras. There are a 
few other sites in Armenia that are associated with astronomical activity of our ancient 
habitants.   
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Armenian Astronomy in the Middle Ages
One of the most remarkable scientists in the Middle Ages was Anania Shirakatsi (7th 

century), who had rather progressive astronomical ideas for those times. He was the 
most important scientist in Armenia, as he was a philosopher, mathematician, geogra-
pher, astronomer, chronologist, etc. He has left a few books and writings that survived 
up to nowadays. Many of them are kept in Matenadaran, the museum of ancient manu-
scripts. Anania Shirakatsi knew about the spherical shape of the Earth. He accepted also 
that the Milky Way consisted of numerous faint stars, could correctly interpret Lunar 
and Solar eclipses, and had a number of other progressive astronomical knowledge for 
that time. Anania compiled chronological tables, astronomical textbooks, etc. Anania 
Shirakatsi’s works serve as the main source for establishing the ancient Armenian astro-
nomical terminology, including the names of constellations and stars. 

According to Prof. Pskovskiy, the 1054 supernovae was first seen in Armenia in May 
1054 (and only later in summer in China). Interestingly, its remnant, the famous Crab 
nebula has been studied in detail in the Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory and was 
one of its famous objects of investigation. This nebula has been a natural laboratory for 
many astrophysical investigations in various multiwavelength ranges. 

Lukas Vanandetsi and Mkhitar Sebastatsi lived and worked in Europe in 17th-18th 
centuries and are known for their detailed charts of the heavens. Lukas Vanandetsi made 
astronomical instruments, published the first sky chart with Armenian names of constel-
lations in Amsterdam at the beginning of 18th century. Mkhitar Sebastatsi was the person 
who founded the Armenian Catholic Church in St. Lazar island near Venice, a touristic 
site for many visitors. 

Due to absence of independence for many centuries, Armenia did not have enough 
high level of science in the Middle Ages, however, interest in nature and admiration to 
heavens lived in Armenians since ancient times, and it became the basis for appraisal of 
the modern Armenian astronomy.    

Figure 2. Two main telescopes in Byurakan: 2.6 m and 1m Schmidt.
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Modern Armenian astronomy 
Modern astronomy in Armenia is connected with the Byurakan Astrophysical Observ-

atory (BAO, Mickaelian 2001a) and its founder Victor Ambartsumian (1908-1996), one 
of the most outstanding scientists of the 20th century. His works in the field of theoretical 
astrophysics, star formation and evolution, idea of activity of galactic nuclei are well 
known. Due to Ambartsumian, a new hypothesis about the star and galaxy formation 
and evolution was put forward and is known as “Byurakanian” approach, contrary to the 
classical one. According to this hypothesis, the evolution does not go from gas and dust 
to denser states, but vice versa. Due to activity of the dense matter, stars and nebulae (gas 
and dust) form. Though most of the astronomers accept the classical theory, however, 
Ambartsumian’s ideas strongly pushed the evolutional understanding of the Universe. 
Ambartsumian was the IAU President in 1961-64, the ICSU President (1968-72), honor-
ary member of 28 academies and societies, the President of the Armenian Academy of 
Sciences (1947-1993) and the Director of BAO (1946-1988). Until now, many astrono-
mers in Byurakan work on ideas and hypotheses put forward by Ambartsumian.

Beniamin Markarian (1913-1985), another outstanding Armenian astronomer, is well 
known for his sky surveys and discovery of UV-excess galaxies. The First and Second 
Byurakan surveys, two large spectroscopic surveys were conducetd by him and led to 
discovery of thousands of new interesting objects. Grigor Gurzadian is famous for his 
works on flare stars and planetary nebulae, as well as pioneer works in construction 
of the first Soviet orbital observatories. There are many other well known Armenian 
astronomers who worked and work in Byurakan. 

However, some 80 Armenian astronomers work in other countries outside Armenia: 
Yervant Terzian and Vahé Petrosian are among the most well known US astronomers. 
Agop Terzan, Zadig Mouradian, Georges Alecian and Ralph Krikorian (France), Fabio 
Mardirossian (Italy), Hrant Tovmassian and Jivan Stepanian (Mexico), Felix Aharonian 
(Germany), and many others are known for their numerous works. Late Paris Pismis 
(Mexico), Gabriel Kojoyan (USA), and Tateos Aguekian (Russia) worked productively 
for many years. At present, more than 150 Armenian astronomers work in the world. 34 
Armenian astronomers are IAU members and 25 are EAS members; some are members 
of other important international societies and organizations.

The Armenian Astronomical Society (ArAS) is a Non-Governmental Organization 
having its main goals to unify all Armenian astronomers all over the world, establish 
tight contacts between them and Armenian institutions where astronomy is active, as 
well as represent the Armenian astronomy at international scientific organizations. ArAS 
was in fact founded on June 22, 1999 in Byurakan at the meeting of 16 astronomers, its 
founding members. However, it was officially registered by the Ministry of Justice of 
Armenia two years later, on August 29, 2001. ArAS became one of the Affiliated Society 
Members of the European Astronomical Society (EAS) in September 2001 at the EAS 
Council Meeting in Munich. At present ArAS has 65 members, including those from the 
Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory (BAO), Yerevan State University (YSU), Yerevan 
Physics Institute (YerPhI), and members living and working outside Armenia. ArAS 
official languages are the Armenian, English and Russian. A detailed information about 
ArAS is given at its web page at http://www.aras.am (also see Mickaelian 2001b).
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ArAS organizes its Annual Meetings every year in summer, in Byurakan or Yerevan, 
and invites all Armenian and other astronomers to take part in them and present their 
recent results and/or reviews on their works. ArAS has established its Annual Prize 
for Young Astronomers since 2004. ArAS publishes and distributes to all members its 
Electronic Newsletter 4 times annually. Articles concerning the Armenian astronomy, 
its achievements, present situation, information on forthcoming events, as well as brief 
scientific results of interest are being published. It publishes also abstracts of scientific 
papers or some short papers entirely. 

At present, astronomy is active in a number of institutions in Armenia, including:

• Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory (BAO): instability phenomena in the Uni-
verse; surveys, search and study of new objects, etc.;

• Yerevan State University (YSU): Departments of Astrophysics (extragalactic 
astronomy), Theoretical Physics (theory of neutron stars and other superdense 
cosmic objects) and General Physics (theory of neutron stars, galaxy dynamics); 

• Garni Space Astronomy Institute (space astronomy);
• Yerevan Physics Institute (YerPhI): Theoretical Physics Division (cosmology and 

gravitation) and Cosmic Ray Division (high-energy astrophysics);
• Institute of Radioastrophysical Measurements (radioastronomy).

Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory (BAO) is the main centre for astronomical 
research in Armenia (http://www.bao.am). There are about 60 scientists working on vari-
ous topics of astrophysics, including Galactic and extragalactic investigations, cosmol-
ogy, and theoretical astrophysics. Byurakan is situated on the slope of Mt. Aragatz, at 
an altitude of 1405m, 35 km from Yerevan. The main instruments are the 2.6m classical 
and 1m Schmidt telescopes, as well as there is 0.5m Schmidt telescope and a few other 
40-60 cm size telescopes. 2.6m telescope (equipped with ByuFOSC and SCORPIO focal 
reducers, and VAGR multi-pupil spectrograph) carries most of the scientific tasks that 
are currently active in Byurakan, as well as it participates in a number of international 
projects in collaboration with French, German, Russian, Chinese, and other astronomers. 
1m Schmidt telescope is one of the famous world telescopes. It was the instrument that 
carried out two Byurakan surveys, FBS (First Byurakan Survey, also known as Markar-
ian survey) and SBS (Second Byurakan Survey). 

Surveys and search for new objects are the traditional field for the Armenian astrono-
mers: Markarian, Arakelian and Kazarian galaxies, Shahbazian groups are known to 
all astronomers. This tradition is being continued: searches for blue stellar objects and 
late-type stars; Herbig-Haro objects, H-alpha stars and stellar jets; optical identifications 
of IR, radio and X-ray sources, are among the main subjects of BAO’s present activities. 
Other fields of investigations are: observational cosmology, theory of compact cosmic 
objects, and astrophysical applications of mathematical physics.

The Byurakan astronomers collaborate with scientists of France, Germany, Italy, UK, 
Spain, Russia, USA, Mexico, Japan, China, India, and other countries. Though the fund-
ing of science in Armenia is at very low level (the mean salary is equivalent to USD 20), 
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however the Byurakan astronomers work actively due to the international collaboration 
and grants, and a number of valuable contributions in science A number of important 
international meetings have been organized in Byurakan, including 5 IAU Symposia and 
Colloquia, the First International Symposium on Communications with Extraterrestrial 
Intelligence (CETI) in 1971, ESO-Byurakan School in 1987, and many others. 

The Armenian astronomers, as well as the whole astronomical community through 
Internet will have the Digitized First Byurakan Survey (DFBS) very soon. This project 
is being carried out by the Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory (Armenia) in collabora-
tion with the Cornell University (USA) and Universita di Roma “La Sapienza” (Italy). 
The First Byurakan Survey (FBS) is the largest spectroscopic survey covering 17,008 sq. 
degrees at high galactic latitudes (|b|>15). FBS has 1139 fields (4x4 deg. each). Some 
20,000,000 spectra are present in the whole survey covering a range 3400-6900A thus 
giving important information especially on the nature of all these objects. The FBS was 
conducted originally for search for galaxies with UV-excess (UVX): 1500 such galaxies 
have been discovered, later called Markarian galaxies. At present the survey is fully digi-
tized and is being maintained on its webpage and on DVDs. Finally, the DFBS catalog 
and database with positional, photometric and spectral information on some 20,000,000 
objects will be accessible. 

A few new research projects based on the DFBS have been put forward such as 
searches for faint Markarian galaxies, new bright QSOs and Seyferts, new white dwarfs 
and cataclysmic variables, faint carbon stars, optical identifications of radio, IR, and 
X-ray sources, etc. The DFBS became a basis for the Armenian Virtual Observatory 
(ArVO) and a significant contribution to the International Astrophysical Virtual Observa-
tories, especially for its unique spectral information.

Astronomical Education in Armenia
As astronomy is very popular in Armenia, the school astronomical education is being 

carried out since many decades. A number of astronomical textbooks were published in 
Armenian, written by the Byurakan astronomers. The University students also have text-
books in Armenian, as well as they use the Russian and English books for many courses 
that are taught at the University.   

Since early years of the establishment, the Armenian high-level pupils participate in 
International Astronomical Olympiads, and the Armenian team is one of the most suc-
cessful among all (there were more than ten winners). Armenian students also participate 
in many summer and winter schools and bring their contribution there. In the Yerevan 
State University (YSU), there is a Chair of Astrophysics at the Department (Faculty) of 
Physics. BAO and YSU lecturers teach some dozen subjects of modern astrophysics. 
The graduates (3-4 per year) work at BAO or YSU.  

A number of astronomical summer schools were organized in Armenia (Byurakan 
Summer Schools in 1995, 2005 (for YSU students), 2006 (international one). The next 
international school is expected in 2008 and will be devoted to the 100th anniversary of 
Prof. Ambartsumian. An International School for Young Astronomers (ISYA) is planned 
for 2010 (an application is submitted to the IAU Commission #46).
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Current and potential role of the Byurakan Observatory 
and Armenian astronomy in the Middle East area and the world

The Byurakan Observatory is not only a research institution. For most of the Arme-
nians, it is associated with a cultural centre that can represent our nation. It is really a 
unique centre in the whole Middle East region. Byurakan is one of the largest observa-
tories, and there work scientists that can teach and develop astronomy for the coun-
tries, which recently started to organize a high-level in science. In addition, Byurakan 
is a national science centre, probably the most famous research institute in Armenia. A 
project for adoption of a status of National Science Centre for Byurakan was put forward 
for the Armenian government. In short, the Byurakan Observatory is and may serve as: 

• Research institution. Its importance for astronomy is still high, and the new interna-
tional projects prove its future potential role as well;

• National science centre. As stated, Byurakan is accepted as the most important scien-
tific centre in Armenia;

• Regional astronomical centre. Byurakan may serve as a research centre for many 
astronomers in the Middle East area;

• National and regional educational centre. Byurakan experts may teach and train stu-
dents and young scientists to astronomical knowledge and help in their first steps in 
professional science;

• Unique architectural assemblage. The buildings and towers are built in a unique 
Armenian architectural style, all from rose tuf stone;

• Ambartsumian’s museum. The museum was organized in the house of one of the 
outstanding astronomers of the 20th century, Prof. V.A. Ambartsumian;

• Botanical garden with rare species. After the Yerevan Botanical Garden, Byurakan 
Observatories garden ahs the largest collection of trees and various other plants;

• Armenian favourite sightseeing. Byurakan is one of the favourite places for tourism. 
Moreover, there are a lot of other sightseeing around Byurakan, and easily accessible 
from the Observatory;

• Ecological park. Given that the territory of the Byurakan Observatory is so important 
from many aspects, one should care about its many-sided preservation. There are 
plans to declare the Byurakan territory as ecological park. 

We believe that the Armenian astronomical sites, especially Karahunge (which may 
be the most ancient observatory in the world) and the Byurakan Observatory (which 
is rather important for maintenance and development of astronomy in the Middle East 
area), must officially receive a proper attention from world organizations, particularly, 
they may be adopted as world astronomical heritage sites by UNESCO. 
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THE IMPACT OF ECONOMIC 
AND CULTURAL REVIVAL 

ON DARK SKIES

W. SCOTT KARDEL

California Institute of Technology / Palomar Observatory

In the early 1930’s Palomar Mountain was selected as the site for the California Institute 
of Technology’s (Caltech) new 200-inch (5.1 meter) telescope. The brightening skies 
around Los Angeles and Mount Wilson meant that dark skies were a significant factor in 
this choice: The lack of people and development in the area meant that Palomar Moun-
tain then competed for the darkest of observatory sites.

Urbanization of Southern California has resulted in a significant increase in the 
amount of sky glow in the area with light intrusion from San Diego and other, nearer 
developments. In the 1980s, the Observatory and Caltech worked with civic groups and 
local governments to pass legislation to enforce low pressure sodium lighting in the 
vicinity of the Observatory, and to curb the growth of light pollution caused by urban 
development and expansion.

Several Indian tribal lands surround Palomar Observatory, and lack of economic 
development in those areas helped perpetuate dark skies around the observatory. Fol-
lowing the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988, however, there has been increas-
ing economic development in the tribal areas. Further expansion followed arrangements 
made in 2004 with the State of California to permit more casinos and gambling in return 
for tax revenue. This has brought six casinos to the Observatory’s front door, with one 
more under construction. The casinos bring tremendous financial gain to the members of 
the tribes. However increased light pollution from casinos and associated developments 
are an increasing concern for astronomers and local people used to pristine skies.

Each of these casinos is located less than 30 km from the Observatory. Although 
falling within the most stringent lighting code areas, local Indian lands and casinos are 
legally immune from local lighting ordinances. Nevertheless, we have achieved some 
success in limiting the impact of casinos on the Observatory, in sensitizing all residents 
to the environmental and cultural benefits of preserving dark skies, and in continuing to 
educate developers about efficient lighting practices.

In 1928, George Ellery Hale secured a six million dollar grant from the Rockefeller 
International Education Board to build “an observatory, including a 200-inch reflecting 
telescope.” Eight years later the Palomar Observatory was founded.  It is owned and 
operated by Caltech, based in Pasadena, California, USA.  The Observatory is currently 
home to six research telescopes which include the 5.1-meter (200-inch) Hale Telescope, 
the 1.2-meter (48-inch) Samuel Oschin Schmidt Telescope, the Palomar Testbed Inter-
ferometer, and a 1.5-meter (60-inch) telescope.

From 1930 until 1934, various sites were considered for the Observatory. Palomar 
Mountain was selected for its clear weather, steady seeing and dark skies. Palomar 
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Mountain is located in Northern San Diego County, approximately 70 km (45 miles) 
north of the city of San Diego and about 160 km (100 miles) from the Los Angeles area. 
Even in the 1930s the lights from the city of Los Angeles were already greatly affecting 
the work at the Mount Wilson Observatory near Pasadena, California. The lights from 
Los Angeles were at that time considered too remote to disturb viewing at Palomar.  At 
the time construction began on the Hale Telescope, the population surrounding Palomar 
numbered less than 300,000 people. It was not expected to grow significantly or to cause 
an impact on sky brightness. 

 By 1980 the population in the immediate vicinity of the observatory had ballooned 
to more than two million people. At that time, Caltech began to work with local govern-
ments to enact legislation to curb the growth of light pollution.  Ordinances passed by 
local cities and counties called for the use of low-pressure sodium and fully shielded 
lighting in the vicinity of the Observatory.1 Today, the population of the region exceeds 
five million people. The light pollution laws passed in the 1980s allows the Observatory 
to continue operations under skies that would otherwise have become much brighter.

Much of the land immediately surrounding the Observatory has traditionally been 
undeveloped.  It includes lands preserved by the United States Forest Service as part of 
the Cleveland National Forest which covers some 1900 km² (46,000 acres) and many 
Indian reservations.  San Diego County includes 18 Indian reservations—more than any 
other county in the United States.   For many years, lands held by the Indian reservations 
have been largely undeveloped and economically depressed. This has changed signifi-
cantly bringing new developments to the Palomar area as a result of the Indian Gaming 
Regulatory Act. 

The Palomar Observatory’s 5.1 Meter Hale Telescope.
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The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act was passed into law by the United States Congress 
in 1988. It was enacted to “promote tribal economic development, tribal self-sufficiency, 
and strong tribal government” by giving “Indian tribes the exclusive right to regulate 
gaming activity on Indian lands.”2 The introduction of gambling onto the reservations 
was introduced to bring their residents, who have been economically disadvantaged for 
many years, out of poverty. At the recent dedication ceremony of a casino in the Palomar 
area one tribal member remarked “This is an avenue for all the members of the tribe to 
have an education, to have infrastructure, electricity -- to have a future.”3

In a few short years, Indian gaming has become the single largest revenue-producing 
activity for Indian tribes in the United States. The casino industry has been so success-
ful that the state of California has formed agreements with Indian tribes to tap into their 
revenues in exchange for expanded gambling operations. 

Laws in the United States are complex in their dealings with native tribes. Indian 
tribes are largely considered to be sovereign nations and thus immune to many of the 
laws that govern their non-tribal neighbors. Six Indian casinos, all within 30 km (19 
miles) of the Palomar Observatory, have been built since the year 2000. A seventh casino 
is currently under construction. All six of the Indian casinos near the Palomar Observa-
tory are located within the region of greatest controls on outdoor lighting. Yet, because 
the tribes are sovereign nations, they are immune to local legislation that regulates out-
door lighting.

The Native American tribes have each had to face the decision to build a casino or not.  
The eventual results of the way those decisions were carried out may or may not allow 
them to continue to honor their environmental heritage, including the night sky. Living 
in harmony with the land and preserving the environment is often sited as important part 
of the Native American heritage. The tribal groups today try to continue that tradition 
and stewardship. The quotes below were all recently obtained from websites of Native 
American tribes with casinos in the Palomar area: 

“Tribal Government operations such as Pechanga’s monitor programs and resource 
management exist to fully honor and protect the land and our culture upon it.” 4

“The Pala Tribe works diligently to anticipate any environmental damage they might 
create.” 5

“The religious year was observed by solstice and equinox ceremonies, all managed 
by the shaman. . . . . . They were also astronomers, knowing the movements of the 
stars through the seasons and phases of the moon, which determined the timing of 
harvest and ceremonies such as naming, puberty rites and marriage.”6

In building casinos, have the tribes acted to preserve, embrace or deny their herit-
age of starlight? The results are mixed. A wide range of lighting practices have been 
employed at these casinos. Astronomically-friendly, fully-shielded, low-pressure sodium 
lights have been installed in several locations forming a stark contrast to other lighting 
employed on the site. These other sources of lighting include brilliant LED billboards, 
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white lighting in parking garages and even an illuminated hotel. Yet in other cases, the 
members of the Indian tribes have acknowledged the value of their lighting choices in 
preserving the night sky both for the nearby observatory and as an important part of their 
heritage. 

We have found that with education, most of these Indian tribes, particularly those 
with local management, are very willing to make lighting choices that can preserve the 
night sky for everyone. The Palomar Observatory will continue to work with them to 
protect our common heritage of starlight. 

Notes and References
1. BRUCATO, R., 1991. Site Preservation at Palomar Observatory in D.L. Crawford (Ed), Light 

Pollution, Radio Interference, and Space Debris, ASP Conference Series, Vol. 17, IAU Colloquium 
112, 1991., p. 20 - 24.

2. United States Public Law 100-497-Oct. 17, 1988 100th Congress Sec. 2701.
3. Santa Ysabel Tribal Vice Chairwoman Brandie Taylor quoted in the North County Times Newspa-

per [Electronic version]. April 11, 2007. 
4. Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians website.  http://www.pechanga-nsn.gov/page?pageId=6
5. Pala Band of Mission Indians website.  http://www.palatribe.com/programs/environment/
6. Kumeyaay (Diegueño) tribal website. http://www.desertusa.com/mag99/july/papr/kumeyaay.html
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PROTECTING THE CANARIAN SKIES 
A PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

FEDERICO DE LA PAZ GÓMEZ

Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias. OTPC. Spain

Introduction
The main aim of this contribution is to give an idea, in a practical way, of what 

is involved in protecting the astronomical quality of top-ranking observatories such as 
those belonging to the Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias. We shall review, from the 
beginnings of the Sky Law to the present day, various aspects in which work has been 
done to achieve the objective of preserving the astronomical quality of the skies above 
the Canaries.

History
Although many think that 31 October 1988 was the beginning of the Law to Protect 

the Astronomical Quality of the Observatories of the IAC, in fact the period of gestation 
was a long one with not a few difficulties, given that scientists in Spain and the rest of the 
world had been waiting for the Law since 1979, the year in which the IAC signed its first 
international agreements in anticipation of the Law. But it would be necessary to wait a 
little longer for its actual application – until January 1992 to be precise – when the Sky 
Protection Unit was created within the General Administrative Services of the IAC. The 
regulations governing the development of Law 31/1998 was passed on 21 April 1992.
From its very beginnings, the Law covered four fundamental aspects.

 
Light pollution

This has been an aspect of overriding importance within the Law, but it applies only 
to Roque de los Muchachos Observatory, although it also partly affects Tenerife, which 
is directly visible from La Palma. Naturally, it also applies to the island of La Palma 
itself, where the Law has been applied retroactively, for which reason numerous adap-
tations of lighting installations have 
been carried out since 1992. In 1994 
the first island-wide adaptation of 
lighting (divided into two phases) 
was begun. A total of 2976 lighting 
fixtures were substituted and modi-
fied, thereby reducing light pollution 
by 35% of what it was is 1992.

The second phase, that of the 
adaptation process on the island of 
La Palma (itself divided into three 
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phases),  is currently in progress. This 
involves changing those installations that 
have not been previously adapted, given 
that the levels of contamination are mini-
mal (although still highly damaging to 
astronomical observations).

These new modifications, apart from 
enabling an improvement in astronomi-
cal quality through lowering the levels of 
light pollution, will take effect over a long 
period and will lead to clean, minimally 
contaminated skies, as well as unifying 
the entire lighting of the island according 
to the specification of the Sky Law. In the 
first phase, it is envisaged to change more 

than 2000 light fixtures and some 2300 in the second and third phases, giving a total of 
4300 modified fixtures.

The adaptations involve on the one hand a potential 40% (approximately) reduction 
in light pollution and on the other a considerable saving in consumption of electricity for 
the municipal funds.

For the correct application of the Law it was necessary to contact various lighting 
manufacturers in order to keep lighting within the limits of the new law. For this purpose 
a great many lighting fixtures were tested and certified in order to help engineers and 
designers to carry out lighting projects according to the specification of the Law. There 
are currently 230 certified lighting fixtures and 30 different manufacturers.

For controlling pollution the Law specifies that  all new exterior lighting installa-
tions be accompanied by a technical report issued by the IAC as a guarantee that the 
new installation fulfils 
the regulations. So far, 
1625 technical reports 
have been issued for 
lighting installations, 
but not all new ligh-
ting installations are 
examined by the IAC; 
hence, given that these 
installations are either 
illegal or subject to 
special circumstances, 
from 1994 onwards all 
those installation not 
conforming to the law 
have given rise to legal 
proceedings against the 

Figure 2. Lighting fixtures which 
comply with the Canary Islands Sky 
Law.

Figure 3. Lighting fixtures which do 
not comply with the Canary Islands 
Sky Law.

Figure 1. For the best possible control over levels of light 
pollution at both IAC Observatories a system of measure-
ments of pollution has been set in motion. So far, 250 
hour of observations at Teide Observatory and 328 hours 
at Roque de los Muchachos Observatory have been made. 
Tests are currently under way of other measuring instru-
ments to supplement and refine the measurements being 
made with those already in use so that we may have more 
reliable values for sky quality.
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promotors of the installations. A total of 896 cases of legal action been taken so far, of 
which 617 have been resolved after 3310 inspections.

For the best possible control over levels of light pollution at the IAC Observatories a 
system of measurements of pollution has been set in motion. So far, 250 hour of observa-
tions at Teide Observatory and 328 hours at Roque de los Muchachos Observatory have 
been made. Tests are currently under way of other measuring instruments to supplement 
and refine the measurements being made with those already in use so that we may have 
more reliable values for sky quality.

One ourmajor concerns since the creation of the Law has been publicizing it, since 
this affects its entire development. This concern has meant that, from its beginnings, the 
Law has been given ample coverage in the news media, talks and numerous articles. So 
far, a triptych, two leaflets, two posters, three technical manuals, a video, cd-rom and a 
website have been produced and kept updated.

Radioelectrical contamination
This is one aspect of the Law that, although less difficult to tackle, is no less important 

for that. To control radioelectric contamination an agreement has been reached with the 
Secretary General for Communications in order to carry ut periodic measurements of 
the radiofrequency background at both observatories. A portable instrument is available 
for the measurements to detect levels above those established by the Law. Thirty-five 
technical reports have so far been issued and legal action has been taken against five 
radioelectric installations (all have been satisfactorily resolved).

Air routes
This has been one of the greatest achievements 

of the IAC in regard to the protection of its obser-
vatories. In 17 May 1998 the air space of the IAC 
observatories was declared an “Ecological Protec-
tion Zone”, with all the practical effects implied 
following negotiations with the Civil Aviation Aut-
hority.

At first, according to the Law, the interpreta-
tion of this area of protection takes the form of 
a pencil-shaped zone 10 km in diameter with the 
pencil point located at the observatories. However, 
the Law applied only to established air routes, not 
to those of more than 5 km or non-routed flights. 
With the new declaration, these deficiencies were 
removed so that the observatories are now totally 
protected from all kinds of aircraft. Atmospheric 
pollution

This aspect of the Law, which limits the pursu-
ance of industrial or other contaminating activites 
at altitudes greater than 1500 metres, and which 

Figure 4. Leaflet on the Canary Islands’ Sky 
Protection Law. It contains a practice guide 
and regulations on external lighting and 
recommendations to fight against light pol-
lution.
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initially gave rise to much controversy, 
has in fact been the one that has caused 
the least number of problems owing to the 
absence in both Tenerife and La Palma of 
potentially contaminating industries. So 
far, there have been no attempts to set up 
any kind of industry above 1500 metres. 

Nineteen years have passed since the 
publication of the Law Protecting the 
Astronomical Quality of the IAC Obser-
vatories and many problems have been 
resolved, such as the declaration concer-
ning the protection of air space, but many 
other problem still remain to be sorted out, 
such as how to continue the campaign to 
protect the observatories from light pol-
lution by adapting light fixtures. The 
IAC has initiated a way of understanding 
exterior lighting that has extended not 
only to national but also to international 
level. Suitable lighting means intelligent 
lighting, energy savings, the lessening 
of impact on the environment and clean 

skies. We also need to understand that clean skies are not only a resource for scientists 
but also form  an important part of our human heritage and offer the greatest imaginable 
panorama for us to admire.

Figure 5. Dome of the GTC (Gran Telescopio Canarias) 
on La Palma. Photograph: Ángel L. Aldai. Photo kindly 
provided by the Science, Technology and Innovation 
Office of the Canary Islands Government.
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PROTECTION OF HAWAII’S OBSERVATORIES 
FROM LIGHT POLLUTION

RICHARD J. WAINSCOAT

Institute for Astronomy, University of Hawaii
President, IAU Commission 50 (Protection of existing and future observatory sites)

Hawaii is home to two major observatories – Mauna Kea Observatory on the island of 
Hawaii, and Haleakala Observatory on Maui. A lighting ordinance has been in place for 
many years to protect the night sky above Mauna Kea; a new lighting ordinance has just 
been enacted to protect Haleakala.  As the population of these islands grows, further 
efforts are required to protect the dark night skies over the observatories.

Introduction
Mauna Kea Observatory — the world’s largest collection of telescopes — has been 

protected for many years by a strong lighting ordinance on the island of Hawaii. Mauna 
Kea has an extremely dark sky — arguably the darkest of any major observatory site. 
Specific factors that contribute to the extremely dark sky are:

• Its high altitude of 4,200 meters, which reduces the amount of air above it from 
which light can scatter. The atmospheric pressure at the observatory is approxi-
mately 60% of the sea level pressure.

• The low aerosol content of the air. Hawaii is located in the middle of the Pacific 
Ocean, distant from dust from deserts and pollution sources. Particles from the 
ongoing eruption of the Kilauea volcano are trapped at lower altitudes by the tem-
perature inversion.

• Its distant location from Earth’s magnetic poles, which reduces the sky brightness 
contribution from auroral emission lines.

• Common low-altitude cloud cover over the eastern side of the island that naturally 
blankets artificial lights.

• The strong lighting ordinance.

The Hawaii county lighting ordinance has provided good protection. It was one of the 
earliest lighting ordinances to be introduced anywhere, and was last modified in 1989. 
Since then, new, larger telescopes have begun operating, and detectors and instruments 
have become much more sensitive. These changes have meant that it is now time to 
revisit some of the provisions of the lighting ordinance. The Keck telescopes are already 
detecting faint artificial emission lines, and as the population of the Island of Hawaii 
grows, there is an increasing need for more vigorous light control.

The island of Hawaii currently has a population of approximately 150,000.  The island 
of Oahu, where Honolulu is located, is approximately 300 km from Mauna Kea and has 
a population of approximately 900,000.  Nearby light sources on the island of Hawaii are 
the dominant sources of artificial sky brightness for Mauna Kea. More distant Honolulu 
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and other towns on Oahu 
make a small contribution 
that is of growing concern, 
and preliminary discussions 
are underway for a lighting 
ordinance for the City and 
County of Honolulu.

Haleakala Observatory, 
on the island of Maui, has 
for many years been mostly 
a solar observatory. In recent 
years, however, several new 
optical telescopes have 
begun operation, and the 
Pan-STARRS 1 telescope 
will start surveying the sky 
from Haleakala in 2008.  
This has produced a new and 
urgent need for a lighting 
ordinance in Maui County, 

and a new ordinance was enacted in early 2007. Haleakala presently has a moderate 
problem with light pollution that will be ameliorated over the next 10 years as the new 
ordinance takes effect. Honolulu is only 175 km from Haleakala, so is a more serious 
source of light pollution for Haleakala than it is for Mauna Kea.

Both Mauna Kea and Haleakala do not lie in commonly traveled air routes.  Air-
craft flying between Hawaii and the continental United States fly to the north of the 
Hawaiian islands, and aircraft flying between the United States and Asia fly far to the 
north.  Unlike the observatories in Chile, Hawaii’s observatories seldom have problems 
with lights from aircraft or from vapor trails coming from aircraft engines.

Nighttime International Space Station Imaging of Hawaii
Because the large telescopes on Mauna Kea had started to detect (albeit faint) arti-

ficial emission lines commonly associated with urban light sources (such as mercury), 
we requested that nighttime photographs of Hawaii be obtained from the Internatio-
nal Space Station (ISS). Astronaut Ed Lu obtained two photographs in October 2003.  
Figure 1 shows the image of the Island of Hawaii, which was taken in the light of a gib-
bous moon in mostly cloud-free conditions.

The photograph shows the island of Hawaii essentially as it would appear to the 
human eye, in orbit approximately 320 km above Earth.  It is a powerful diagnostic tool 
for locating sources of light pollution, and shows several major sources.  Selected sour-
ces are listed in Table 1.  State government installations (airports, harbors) are indicated 
by green in the table, federal government installations are indicated by brown, natural 
sources (lava flows) are shown using beige; the remaining light sources, which fall under 
the jurisdiction of the county, are shown with a white background.  The third column of 

Figure 1. The Island of Hawaii photographed at night from the Interna-
tional Space Station.  Important sources of light are labeled in yellow. The 
location of Mauna Kea Observatory relative to the light sources is shown.  
For scale, the distance between the Hilo and Kona airports is 105 km.  
(Photo by Ed Lu/NASA)
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Table 1 lists the impact of each source on the 
observatory, calculated by scaling the bright-
ness by d-2.5 (Walker’s law, 1977) where d 

is the distance from the summit of Mauna 
Kea.

Most of the lighting under the county 
jurisdiction uses low-pressure sodium (LPS) 
lamps. This is the least damaging light source 
for astronomy because the light is nearly 
monochromatic, and therefore can be filtered 
out in some cases.  Additionally, Rayleigh 
scattering in the atmosphere is much less for 
red light than for blue light.  The LPS lamps 
emit yellow-orange light at 589 nm.

The State lighting at the airports is mostly high-pressure sodium. The ISS image 
shows that the airports are a significant source of light pollution to Mauna Kea.  The 
army training facility at Pohakuloa is located 10 km from the summit of Mauna Kea, and 
is the single largest source of light pollution for the observatory.  Natural light sources 
— lava flows from the eruption of Kilauea volcano — have a negligible impact on the 
observatory.

Efforts to reduce light pollution on the Island of Hawaii
Using the ISS data as a starting point, we have focused our efforts to reduce light pol-

lution in four major areas:
1. Pohakuloa Training Area: Additional lights were installed at the Pohakuloa army 

training area in 2002 following the terrorist attacks on the United States.  Many of 
these lights are poorly shielded and use high-pressure sodium lamps.  The problems 
that these lights cause to the observatories have been discussed with the army.  Ironi-
cally, these same lights are causing problems with army training using night-vision 
equipment. Many of the lights are being replaced by fully shielded LPS lamps.

2. State airports, harbors and highways:  Much of the lighting at the airports is not prop-
erly shielded. Most of the lamps in use are high-pressure sodium because of color 
rendition requirements. Because of the damaging effects these State facilities were 
having on the observatories — in particular the airports — new legislation was passed 
in 2007 to require all new lighting at state airports, harbors and on state highways to 
comply with county lighting ordinances.  During the coming years, we will try to get 
new legislation passed to fund the retrofitting of existing poor lighting at the airports 
and harbors.  Retrofitting the airport ramp lights with fully shielded fixtures will pro-
duce a reduction by a factor of approximately 2 in light pollution from the airports.

3. Streetlights:  When viewing the island of Hawaii from the summit of Mauna Kea  
(see Figure 2), it is clear that streetlights are the dominant source of artificial light.  
Even though these are monochromatic, they are still damaging to astronomy.  Both 
the Subaru and Canada-France-Hawaii telescopes spend much of their time doing 
wide-area imaging surveys.  Almost half of this surveying work is done using the r, R, 

Location Brightness Scaled Brightness

Hilo Airport 19,000 1.5

Hilo Harbor 19,000 1.5

Kona Airport 30,000 1.6

Hilo Town Center 34,000 3.0

Hilo Mall Area 27,000 2.2

Kona Town 59,000 2.7

Waikoloa Village 22,000 3.0

Waimea 17,000 3.2

Quarry 1,100 0.3

Lava flows 5,000 0.2

Pohakuloa 2,300 7.2

Table 1
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or V filters, each of which transmits the yellow-orange light of LPS lamps.  In 1989, 
when the present version of the island of Hawaii lighting ordinance was passed, there 
were few fully shielded streetlight fixtures available. The lighting ordinance therefore 
required only partial shielding of streetlights. Fully shielded streetlight fixtures now 
available offer better performance than the partially shielded lights presently in use. 
We are therefore working with the county to replace all streetlights on the Island of 
Hawaii with fully shielded ones. A pilot project will replace the streetlights in the 
town of Waimea with fully shielded fixtures. This should be completed late in 2007. 
Apart from decreasing the impact on the observatories, these changes will result in 
better road safety by reducing glare. It is expected that changing all streetlights to 
fully shielded fixtures will result in a decrease by a factor of approximately 2 in the 
amount of light pollution at the observatories from streetlights.

4. Enforcement of the lighting ordinance: Compliance with the island of Hawaii light-
ing ordinance has become a growing problem. While there is general compliance, a 
drive through any of the urban areas at night reveals many noncompliant light sources 
— typically poorly shielded broad-spectrum lights. At the core of the compliance 
problem is the fact that the building inspectors responsible for ensuring compliance 
work only in the daytime, when the lights are turned off.  Lights on buildings are 
only inspected when they are new, so any change to lighting made later is typically 
not inspected for compliance. We are working with the county to encourage more 
enforcement activities.

Figure 2.  The view from Mauna Kea at night looking to the northwest.  The yellow-orange glow over the towns 
comes from the low-pressure sodium streetlights.  The photograph clearly shows that local light sources, located on 
the island of Hawaii, dominate over more distant lights from Maui and Honolulu.  A blanket of cloud is seen cover-
ing the eastern half of the island.  (Photo by Richard Wainscoat).
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With the efforts described above, the contribution from artificial light to the sky bright- 
ness over Mauna Kea can be approximately halved. These efforts are very important to 
preserve the dark night sky because the population of the island of Hawaii is continuing 
to grow.

Protecting Haleakala — Maui’s new lighting ordinance
After many years of discussion, which traversed several elections, a new lighting ordi-

nance was passed in January 2007 for the County of Maui, where Haleakala Observatory 
is located.  Maui, with a population of 120,000, is a much smaller island than the island 
of Hawaii, so its population lives closer to the observatory.  Until recently, Maui county 
did not have a lighting ordinance. Artificial light sources have grown to make a signifi-
cant contribution to the night sky brightness, increasing the sky brightness by as much 
as 30% above its natural level in the northwest direction where much of the population is 
located. The southeastern half of the sky seen from Haleakala remains very dark.

The main provision of the new lighting ordinance is a requirement that nearly all 
lights are fully shielded. This will eliminate direct upward lighting of the sky, and should 
deliver a factor of 2 reduction in artificial lighting of the night sky over Haleakala.  All 
lights in Maui county must comply with the new shielding requirements within the next 
10 years.

The most controversial aspect of the ordinance was the request from the University of 
Hawaii for widespread use of LPS lighting. Aside from its benefits to astronomy, Maui 
has several endangered species, including turtles and birds, each of which would benefit 

Figure 3. Mauna Kea Observatory, located on the Island of Hawaii (Big Island).
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from use of monochromatic LPS lighting.  However, Maui’s economy is dominated by 
tourism, and hotel and resort operators argued that the use of LPS lamps at night would 
drive tourists away. The failure to introduce widespread use of LPS lamps will make it 
difficult to restore the night sky over Haleakala to the pristine level of darkness currently 
enjoyed by Mauna Kea.

Summary
Mauna Kea is one of the darkest observatory sites in the world.  It has been protec-

ted for many years by a strong lighting ordinance.  Continued efforts, which span all 
levels of government, are required to preserve the dark sky over Mauna Kea. Haleakala 
Observatory presently has a moderate light pollution problem in the northwestern part 
of the sky.  A new lighting ordinance in Maui county will significantly decrease the light 
pollution on Haleakala.

Notes and References
1. WALKER, M.F. 1977, PASP, 89, 405
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THE OPCC EXPERIENCE IN PROTECTING 
THE SKIES OF NORTHERN CHILE

PEDRO SANHUEZA, HUGO E. SCHWARZ1, MALCOLM G. SMITH

OFICINA DE PROTECCIÓN DE LA CALIDAD DEL CIELO DEL NORTE DE CHILE- OPCC
CONSORCIO CONAMA AURA CARSO ESO

The Chilean northern skies have unique characteristics which have led to the installation 
of major astronomical observatories on Cerro Tololo, La Silla, Las Campanas, Cerro 
Paranal and of the new GEMINI and SOAR telescopes on Cerro Pachon. The recent 
decision to locate the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope in Chile (at Cerro Penyon), 
confirms the quality of Chile’s night skies – and the need to continue the work to protect 
them.

The Office for the Protection of the Quality of the Sky of the North of Chile was 
created by AURA, CARSO, ESO and CONAMA in the year 2000. Its main purpose 
is to provide support for the implementation of the Chilean national standard for the 
regulation of light pollution (the “Norma Luminica”, Decreto Supremo Nº 686/1998, 
Ministry of Economics).  This is an environmental standard as it is expected to protect 
the astronomical quality of the northern Chilean sky. That particular night sky quality is 
defined as a natural resource by the environmental authority, CONAMA.

 The main task of the OPCC is to help people from the north of Chile to become 
conscious of both the special quality of their night sky and the negative impacts of light 
pollution. The OPCC also has to provide support for those public agencies in charge of 
implementing this standard, mainly municipalities (counties) and the Superintendencia  
de Electricidad y Combustibles – SEC (Office of the Superintendent of Electricity and 
Fuel).  Other tasks of this Office are related to providing technical advice to regulate 
upper-hemisphere light emissions by means of better outdoor lighting designs, improve-
ments to light pollution monitoring and legislation, by involving the astronomical com-
munity, the lighting industry, public authorities and the community. 

During the last seven years the OPCC has been working with municipalities and 
private companies, mainly from the mining industry, providing technical assistance, 
instruction and diagnosis to fulfil the requirements of the Standard. 

Considering only street light in the three regions of northern Chile, 69,668 lighting 
fixtures (57.65%)  have been changed or have funding for that purpose.  Current expec-
tations, according to the OPCC, are to replace a further group of 22,690 fixtures by early 
2009, thereby bringing the total percentage to 74.44%.

Industry and most of the municipalities of northern Chile are working seriously 
towards meeting the requirements set by the light pollution standard, although efficiency 
use of energy remains a pending issue. The main difficulties are related with the medium 
size and small industries and with the advertising industry as they have to turn off their 
installation at 1.00 am every night.   
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The work of the OPCC
The main tasks of the OPCC are to 

make people aware of both the unique and 
distinctive night-sky quality of northern 
Chile and the negative impacts of light 
pollution on astronomy, on energy effi-
ciency and on the environment. It pro-
motes quality outdoor lighting, mainly 
through the implementation of the light 
pollution environmental standard.

Work has been done in developing 
devices and methodologies for light pollu-

tion monitoring and enforcement. The OPCC has worked with a variety of CCD devices 
and photographic cameras, using standard astronomical filters and lenses of different 
focal lengths; these devices include the so-called All Sky Cameras, which were devel-
oped in AURA for continuous monitoring of the night sky - by Roger Smith and Dr. 
Hugo Schwarz. OPCC has also tested some photometers and is now embarking on a 
program of measuring and comparing sky brightness at different observatory sites like 
Cerro Tololo, Las Campanas and Cerro Pachon. 

This office constantly looks for funding for the programme of massive replacement of 
municipal lighting fixtures which do not comply with the standard. It has been relatively 
easy to convince authorities to replace old-fashioned lighting systems, as most of them 
tend to fail and consume too much energy, without providing good outdoor illumination. 
In the case of the large businesses in northern Chile (mainly mines), the results are also 
interesting, as most of these companies have been replacing old, inefficient systems 
with new lighting products that comply with the standard. Among others, the follow-
ing companies have all obtained good results in adapting or replacing their lighting 
systems: Compañia Minera Carmen de Andacollo Mining, Compañia Minera Dayton, 
Compañia Minera del Pacifico, CODELCO, Mantos 
Verdes, Mantos de Oro, Compañia Minera Candelaria, 
Compañia Minera Meridian, Minera Los Pelambres, 
Minera Saldivar, Soquimich, Norgener and Finning.

The light pollution standard is located under the 
umbrella of environmental legislation in Chile. This 
has provided a consistent institutional framework and 
public involvement. The work of the OPCC has also 
been favoured by a generalized positive attitude towards 
science, particularly through astronomy, in all levels of 
Chilean society.

For many years in Chile the lighting engineering and 
energy-efficiency areas have suffered from severely 
limited technical support and development. In that 
sense, the OPCC has had to cover part of this weakness 
in northern Chile. That is also why this office has been 

Cerro Tololo Observatory

Magallanes Observatory at Cerro Las 
Campanas.
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perceived as a positive partner for municipalities and companies when they embark on 
updating their old-fashioned outdoor lighting systems. This may also explained why 
municipalities in southern Chile - or even from other countries – have welcomed the 
technical advice provided by OPCC.

The OPCC is an active component of the Chilean program for energy efficiency – a 
public and private initiative under the umbrella of the Ministry of Economics. The role 
of the OPCC has been to promote energy efficiency and responsible outdoor lighting 
management by means of controlling light pollution and power consumption. For that 
purpose, the OPCC follows the technical recommendations coming from The CIE (the 
International Lighting Commission) and Chilean electrical legislation.

The Superintendencia de Electricidad y Combustibles, SEC, is the national institution 
in charge of enforcement of light pollution legislation. They also receive the technical 
support of the OPCC, mainly in the area of diagnosis, lighting techniques and instrument 
development. 

Results
The Region of Antofagasta has brought 71% of its street lighting into compliance with 

the light pollution legislation. The main city of the region, Antofagasta (pop. 360,000; 
120 km from Cerro Paranal observatory) is now working on its terms of reference for 
replacing almost 9,500 more lighting fixtures. So it is expected that, by the year 2009, 
almost 100% of their public street lighting fixtures will be complying with the 686/98 
standard. Tocopilla, a small municipality (pop. 23,986) has finished the replacement 
of 950 fixtures and it is expected that, during the last semester of this year, it will start 
working on replacing another big group of them.

65% of the public street light in the Region of Atacama now comply with the light 
pollution standard. In this Region there is significant unemployment and economic 
depression, so the results already obtained in the area of light pollution control and 
energy efficiency are truly remarkable. 

Copiapo, the main city of this region, replaced almost 90% of its polluting luminaires 
in 2001. The municipality of Huasco replaced a similar proportion of lighting fixtures in 
2003. Almost 300 of these new luminaires were equipped with double-ballast technol-
ogy, as part of a quality-lighting approach emphasizing energy efficiency.

In the case of the Region of Coquimbo, there have been some unexpected difficulties 
in the approval of the terms of reference for replacing almost all the polluting light-
ing fixtures of 11 municipalities. The necessary funds (available since 2006) are now 
expected to be spent during the coming year. If the replacement goes according to cur-
rent plans, during 2009 almost 80% of lighting fixtures in the region will be complying 
with the light-pollution standard. The city of Coquimbo (50 km away from Cerro Tololo, 
pop. 160,000) is likely to remain in an illegal condition even into 2009.

Apart from that exception, the overall results are very encouraging. It should be real-
ized that, by the year 2000, only about 5% of the lighting fixtures in northern Chile ful-
filled the light pollution standard. Now, the figures show an average of 57% compliance 
across the three Regions.

The role of the SEC, mainly in the Regions of Antofagasta and Atacama, has been 
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significant in getting these results, mainly in the case of new electrical installations and 
in respect of environmental impact assessment.

Legal aspects 
The light pollution standard, known as the Regulations for Controlling Light Pollu-

tion, Supreme Decree N°686 of the Ministry of Economics, was enacted in 1998 and 
came into force in October, 1999. Its main objectives are to restrict light emissions into 
the upper hemisphere and to restrict radiations from lights at frequencies to which the 
human eye is not sensitive. But these (environmentally friendly) objectives avoid point-
less energy waste and will specifically help to protect the night sky.

Maximum allowed limits
The main requirement for public lighting, ornamental lighting, floodlights, illumi-

nation of businesses and of private buildings is related to limiting upper hemisphere 
emission to a range from 0.8% to 5% of the total flux of the lamp being installed in the 
fixture, depending on the application. Secondly, the lower limit for lighting efficiency 
for public and business lighting must be at least 80 lumens per watt.

For sport facilities, recreational activities and advertisement there is a time restric-
tion: sport and recreational activities must turn off their lights at 2 am and billboards at 1 
am. Otherwise, they have to comply with the regulations for public street light lighting.

The main limits are given in the next table: 

Table 1. Maximum limits

Type of Illumination Effective 
Luminous Flux

Upper 
Luminous Flux

Lighting 
Efficiency

Time 
Restrictions

1) Public roads, industry, mining, 
parkings, business and private 
buildings.

 <= 15,000 lum

> 15,000 lum.

 <= 0.8 %

 <= 1.8 %

 >=80lum/watt

 >=80lum/watt
No 

2) Lighting fixtures and flood-
lights in gardens, beaches, public 
parks,  including building and 
monument ornamental lighting.

 <= 9,000 lum

>9,000 lum

 <= 5 %

 Subject to 1)

 No

 Subject to 1)
 No

3) Sport and recreational 
facilities. (*)  No  No  No From 2 a.m. they will be 

regulated as 1)

4) Advertisement (*),(**)  No  No  No

From 1 a.m. their Upper 
Luminous Flux shall be 
lower than 0.8% of their 
Effective Luminous Flux

5) Laser Floodlights(*)
 No  No  No From 2 a.m. they shall be 

oriented below horizontal

(*) Time restrictions indicated for 3); 4) and 5) will start one hour after the time indicated on Saturdays, Sundays 
and holiday days.
(**) This percentage will not be applicable to advertisements within commercial enclosures while they are open 
to the public.
Illumination of industrial and mining areas, of parking lots, of business and private buildings, floodlights, illumina-
tion of gardens, beaches, public parks, including ornamental and monument illumination had to be adapted in 2004. 
Public lightening was adapted in 2005
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“Grace period” for reaching com-
pliance

One important feature of the 
standard is a series of time periods 
given for different light sources 
to come into compliance. This is 
a typical strategy of the Chilean 
environmental legislation – be 
flexible not with the results but 
with the period of time allowed 
to fulfil the requirements. Public 
lighting had six years to adopt 
the light pollution standard – the 
grace period for public lighting ended in October 2005.

For businesses, for ornamental lighting and for the use of floodlights the grace period 
expired in October 2004.

The other sources of light emissions do not need to comply with expiry date require-
ments, as they have to turn off their lighting installations at 1 am, in the case of bill-
boards, or at 2 am in the case of open-air sports and recreational facilities. For that 
reason, they have had to comply with the standard from the very beginning – i.e. from 
October 1999.

Implementation
Application of the light pollution standard has proven reasonably straightforward in 

practice. Since the photometric labs have to do all complex calculations and tests, the 
users or authorities have a much simplified job. They have to follow the instructions 
given in the photometric reports – normally the main skill required involves checking 
the angles of installation of the lighting fixtures or floodlights. For this, they have to use 
simple devices like angle finders to verify compliance with the light pollution standard. 
And when checking open-air sports courts or recreational facilities, all the SEC needs is 
a clock. The OPCC had developed a 
simple angle finder with the help of 
AURA and the Photometric Labora-
tory of Universidad Catolica de Val-
paraiso.

The primary parameter of the 
light pollution standard is the maxi-
mum luminous flux allowed by the 
luminaire into the upper hemisphere; 
this is established for a given type of 
luminaire in the photometry lab. The 
upper luminous flux measurement is 
normally made to get the overall effi-
ciency of luminaires. It is not typi- Angle finder to check luminaires installations

New challenges: adaptation and time restrictions for illuminated 
advertisements.
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cally made with the same detail as the 
downward flux, because the illuminating 
engineers are, in general, more interested 
in the lighting levels on the ground. So, 
for doing a precise calculation, the light-
ing regulations established a complete 
procedure to measure the upper flux 
emission. 

The standard establishes the total flux 
emission to the sky for luminaires and 
for floodlights. They are set in terms of 
percentage, ranging from 0.8% in the 
case of equal or less than 15,000 lumens 
total emission, to 1.8% in the case of 
values over 15,000 lumens. Floodlights 
and ornamental fixtures have an allowed, 
upper-hemisphere emission percentage 
of 5% of their total flux. 

Photometric report for compliance with the light-pollution regulations.
The following chart shows a photometric report released by the Photometry Labo-

ratory of the Universidad Catolica de Valparaiso. This report provides the necessary 
certification to establish compliance which the light pollution regulations. In the red box 
can be seen the angle of location of the lighting fixture, in which it must be installed to 
fulfil the given requirement. In this particular situation the luminaires must be installed 
at 0º to provide a total upper hemisphere emission of <0.44% of the whole emission of 
the lamp in this fixture. Given that in this situation a maximum of 0.8% of total emitted 

 A photometric report for a lighting fixture

Two views of La Serena before (above) and after changing the luminaires (below, October 2005, OPPC Northern 
Chile).
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flux is permitted, this luminary complies with the Chilean standard.
As we have discussed, for lighting technicians, it is simple to verify compliance with 

the standard. Most of their job is to install the luminaires at the correct angle.

Review of the standard
At this time CONAMA (Chile’s National Commission for the Environment) is lead-

ing a review of the light pollution standard. As the standard is treated as a piece of the 
environmental legislation, it has to be subjected to periodic review. 

The main issues to be considered are the following:
It is important to differentiate between advertisements that are internally illuminated 

from ones that are illuminated externally, usually using floodlights, as they are of a dif-
ferent nature. In order to establish the maximum limit of emission of the first kind, CIE 
luminance values should be applied.

Two values area given in the Chilean standard as limit for the upper-hemisphere emis-
sion for street-light fixtures. An upper limit of 0.8% is set for luminaires emitting equal 
or less than 15,000 lumens. For values over 15,000 lumens, the permitted upper flux 
is 1.8% of the total emission of the fixture. The proposal is to establish a unique upper 
percentage flux for street lighting, perhaps a value of 1%.

The more significant and difficult revision is the one related to maximum levels of 
illumination for outdoor installations. Ground reflectivity is a significant factor affect-
ing net upward light in the case of exces-
sively powerful but otherwise compliant 
lighting installations, and also there is a 
matter of energy efficiency. Over illumi-
nating is one of the main problems that 
municipalities and mining companies 
have in northern Chile, in this area. The 
proposal of OPCC for solving that prob-
lem at this stage is to look for a way of 
not exceeding the lighting values already 
established in the international recom-
mendations of CIE and in the national 
legislation. The current CIE recommen-
dations only establish minimum values. 

Monte Patria: 3.500 luminaires before and after their substitution with double-ballast technology.

In the case of the large businesses in northern Chile, and 
the mining sector in particular, the results are also inter-
esting, as most of these companies have been replacing 
old, inefficient systems with new lighting products that 
comply with the standard. 
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Considering the restrictive international and national energy panorama, SEC has been 
developing new public lighting legislation, taking into account the light pollution stand-
ard. They are including in this proposal energy efficiency and light pollution criteria. 
One of the problems to be faced in this new legislation is the one related to set maximum 
lighting limits. We are, nevertheless, still some way off being ready to introduce and 
tackle the issue of lighting zones in Chile, with appropriate lumen caps.

OPCC proposal to Starlight
As the Starlight initiative has been gaining relevance potentially significant at interna-

tional level, the OPCC proposes some issues to be discussed in the near future:

• Starlight should promote the implementation of the second world atlas of the arti-
ficial night sky brightness, by Cinzano, Falchi and Elvidge.

• The CIE recommendations should include maximum levels of illumination.
• CIE recommendations should also establish more explicit criteria to classify 

streets and highways. Otherwise, the implemented lighting values vary signifi-
cantly among lighting engineers. 

• There is an important and permanent lack of participation of underdeveloped coun-
tries in CIE. This problem should be faced. Eventually it will be time to promote 
the organization of regional CIE committees.

• OPCC proposes the creation of a Lighting Commission for South America. This 
organization should interact in a better way with CIE. This LCCA organization 
should be located in Brazil.

•  Lux-America could evaluate the current status of light pollution and energy effi-
ciency in their countries.

• The national reports on light pollution could be reported by Lux-America to 
UNESCO or PNUMA.

• Starlight should interact permanently with UNESCO, PNUMA, CIE, AUI, IDA 
and other relevant international organizations of a similar nature.

• It could be significant to have an international agreement among researchers for 
light pollution monitoring.

• Starlight should promote the Globe at Night activity, especially in countries which 
are not participating now in this campaign.

• Starlight should promote environmentally-friendly night technologies, mainly in 
under-developed countries.

Notes and References
1. Hugo Schwarz died in October, 2006, but contributed significantly to the work described in this 

paper.   CINZANO, P., 2005. Night Sky Photometry with Sky Quality Meter. ISTIL International 
Report Nº9.

2. CINZANO, P., FALCHI, F., ELDVIDGE, C.D., 2001, The First World Atlas of the artificial night 
sky brightness. Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc., 328, 689-707.

3. SCHWARZ, H. Editor. 2003. Light Pollution: The Global View. Proceedings of the International 
Conference on Light Pollution, La Serena, Chile, held 5-7 March 2002.  
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MEASURING LIGHT POLLUTION 
ON LA PALMA

CHRIS R. BENN

Isaac Newton Group, Spain

The mix of street-lamp types on La Palma, and the characteristic spectral features of 
each type, are known. Deep spectra of the night sky taken before, during and after a 
1995 blackout of the island’s street lamps were used to determine at each wavelength 
the contribution of light pollution. In the continuum, light pollution increases the surface 
brightness of the night sky above La Palma by < 3% at all wavelengths. The brightest 
spectral line from street lamps is that of sodium at 5890/6 Å, and this increases the wave-
length-averaged brightness of the La Palma night sky in the affected imaging bands (V 
and R filters) by  7%. The effect in other bands is much smaller. The La Palma night 
sky is as dark as at other prime observing sites, B = 22.7, V = 21.9 and R = 21.0 mag 
arcsec-2. This note summarises results from Benn & Ellison (1998).

Introduction
In most sciences, the phenomena under investigation are explored by changing the 

experimental conditions and observing what happens. Astronomers don’t have this 
luxury. They can’t tinker with a star’s atmosphere, or drop one galaxy on another, to see 
what effect this has. Instead, they rely heavily on making observations of experiments 
already in progress, e.g. the explosion of a supernova, or the gravitational lensing of 
light from a distant galaxy. These observations typically entail accurate measurements 
of the brightness of an object or objects as a function of position on the sky (imaging) 
and/or as a function of wavelength (spectroscopy). In optical astronomy, the accuracy 
of these measurements is often limited by the foreground brightness of the night sky. 
Specifically, if the average number of foreground photons arriving from a small area of 
the sky, in a given wavelength range, during a given time, is N, the actual number will 
vary randomly from measurement to measurement, by ~ N. If this random variation 
swamps the signal from the astronomical object being observed, little can be learned 
about the object.

In the absence of moonlight, the brightness of the night sky is dominated by the com-
ponents listed in Table 1, and described briefly below.

Airglow
Airglow is light emitted by atoms and molecules in the upper atmosphere which are 

excited by solar UV radiation during the day. A typical spectrum of the night sky is 
shown in Fig. 1. Some of the airglow lines (e.g. that at 6300 Å from OI) decay rapidly 
after twilight, most (e.g. 5577 Å from OI) do not. The brightness of the OH bands in 
the red and near-IR can vary by a factor ~2 during the night. The airglow is a factor 2 
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brighter at solar maximum than at solar mini-
mum. The brightness of the airglow varies 
(up to a few 10s %) with position on the sky.

Zodiacal light
Zodiacal light is sunlight scattered by 

interplanetary dust. It is generally fainter than 
the airglow, with the fractional contribution 
peaking at a wavelength  4500 Å.

Starlight
The Milky Way appears bright to the eye, 

but the average surface brightness of the sky 
between stars, down to some limiting bright-
ness of star, is much darker. For typical 

observing programmes with modern telescopes, the contribution of unresolved stars to 
the surface brightness of the sky will be very small, <5 S10, even at low galactic lati-
tudes.

Starlight scattered by interstellar dust, however, contributes ~10-100 S10 units, depend-
ing on galactic latitude.

Contribution Brightness in S10 units 

Airglow ≈  145 -275  

Zodiacal light ≈ 60 -140

Stars V > 20 < 5

Scattered starlight ≈  10 -100 

Light pollution ?

Total (typical) 220 

Table 1. The unit of surface brightness S10 corre-
sponds to one 10th-magnitude star per square degree 
(i.e. 27.78 mag arcsec-2). The quoted total of 220 
S10 corresponds to V = 21.9 mag arcsec-2, a typical 
sky brightness well away from the ecliptic (zodia-
cal light) and the MilkyWay (scattered starlight), at 
solar minimum (airglow), and with negligible light 
pollution.

Figure 1. Typical spectrum of the La Palma sky on a moonless night, taken with the faint-object spectrograph of the 
William Herschel Telescope in March 1991. Most of the distinctive features of the night-sky spectrum are due to 
airglow. The sodium (NaD) emission at 5890/6 Å is partly from street-lighting, the mercury emission at 4358, 5461 
Å wholly so. Most of the features dominating the spectrum redward of 6500 Å are the Meinel rotation-vibration 
bands of atmospheric OH.
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Light pollution
Light pollution at observatory sites arises principally from tropospheric scattering of 

light emitted by street lamps.1 Some of this light arrives at the troposphere directly from 
the lamp, some of it via reflection from the road surface beneath the lamp. Common 
lamp types include low-pressure sodium, high-pressure sodium, mercury and incandes-
cent.

Low-pressure sodium lamps (orange to the eye) emit most of their light in the (narrow) 
NaD 5890/6-Å doublet, with weak narrow emission at 5683/8 Å and 6154/6 Å, and neg-
ligible emission in the continuum.

High-pressure sodium lamps (pinkish-orange to the eye) emit most of their light in a 
broadened NaD line, ~ 400 Å wide, with a deep central reversal. There is significant con-
tinuum emission between 5500 Å and the infrared, and narrow emission lines at 4665/9 
(violet), 4979/83 (blue), 5149/53 (blue), 5683/8 (green) and 6154/61 (red) Å.

Mercury lamps are white to the eye, and emit most of their light in narrow lines at 
3651/63, 4047, 4358, 5461, 5770 and 5791 Å, with broad features at 6200 and 7000 Å, 
and weak continuum emission over the whole range.

Incandescent lamps (white or yellowish to the eye) emit a continuum spectrum 
approximating that of black-body radiation at ~3200 K.

Light pollution in the continuum (i.e. at all wavelengths) reduces the signal-to-noise 
ratio for both imaging and spectroscopy. Light pollution concentrated in a narrow emis-
sion line severely affects spectroscopy at the same wavelength, but it also reduces the 
signal to noise for broad-band imaging if the filter being used passes light of that wave-
length.

Photograph by Nik Szymanek
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Type of lamp Flux
%

 Contamination of sky brightness (mag)

U
3200-3800Å

B
3800-5000Å

V
5000-5900Å

R
5900-7200Å

Sodium low-pressure 49 0 0 0.05 0.04

Sodium high-pressure 21 0 <0.01 0.03 0.02

Mercury 13 <0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02

Incandescent 15 < 0.01 < 0.01 0.01 0.02

Total <0.03 0.02 0.10 0.10

Table 2. Contamination of the sky above the observatory by street lamps on La Palma. The first two columns give 
the lamp type, and fraction of total lumens illumination on La Palma (information supplied by Javier Diaz of the 
Oficina Técnica para la Protección de la Calidad del Cielo). Fluorescent lamps contribute a negligible fraction of 
the total illumination, 2%. Columns 3-6 give the estimated brightening of the sky above the observatory in mag (a 
change of 0.1 mag corresponds to 10%) for line plus continuum emission.

Sky brightness on La Palma
Benn & Ellison (1998) measured the brightness of the sky on 427 archival science 

images, mainly from the 2.5-m Isaac Newton Telescope on La Palma. They observed 
the expected dependencies of sky brightness on ecliptic and galactic latitudes, zenith 
distance and time during the solar cycle, and measured an average dark-sky brightness of 
B = 22.7, V = 21.9 and R = 21.0 mag arcsec-2 at the zenith, at high ecliptic and galactic 
latitudes, and at solar minimum. This is similar to the values measured at other good 
observatory sites (e.g. Hawaii, Chile), which in itself suggests that light pollution is not 
a serious problem on La Palma.

Light pollution on La Palma
80000 people live on the island of La Palma, mostly in or near nine small towns lying 

between 10 and 15 km from the observatory. The island’s 14000 street lamps between 
them consume ~ 2 MW of electrical power and emit 120 Mlumens, corresponding to 
180 kW of visible light. About 49% of this is from low-pressure sodium lamps, 21% 
from high-pressure sodium lamps, 13% from mercury lamps and 15% from incandes-
cent (continuum) lamps.

The local sky-protection legislation (‘La Ley del Cielo’) strictly limits outdoor night-
time illumination: lamps must not emit above the horizontal; low-pressure sodium lamps 
must be used except in urban areas; the fraction of UV light emitted by lamps is lim-
ited; discharge tube illumination, and most high-pressure sodium lamps, must be extin-
guished after midnight.

On a dark night, a faint orange glow can be seen on the horizon in the directions of the 
towns of Santa Cruz, Los Llanos and Barlovento on La Palma. The island of Tenerife, 
which is more generously illuminated, and has a population of 600000, lies 130 km 
away, in approximately the same direction from the observatory as Santa Cruz. 

Knowing the total power output in the visible (180 kW, above), and assuming that 
10% of the light escaping from the lamp is reflected from the ground, one expects that 
on average ~10 W km-2 is emitted upwards from La Palma. This is similar to the 10 
W km-2 inbound from the night sky, so significant back-scattering from the atmosphere 
will be a light-pollution hazard.
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For an idea of which towns contribute the most light pollution, we turned to the 
model of Garstang (1989), which predicts the change in sky brightness as a function of 
the populations and distances of nearby towns. For La Palma, the model predicts that 
the largest contributions will be from the towns of Los Sauces, Santa Cruz, El Paso and 
Los Llanos. It predicts that the contribution from Tenerife will be very small (3% of the 
total from La Palma), and that from the other nearby islands (La Gomera and El Hierro) 
will be negligible.

For an absolute measure of the level of light pollution, we used WHT spectra of the 
night sky taken before, during and after a 1-hour blackout of the street lamps on 25th 
June 1995 (celebrating the 10th anniversary of the inauguration of the observatory). In 
the spectra taken before and after the blackout, faint emission lines from mercury are 
visible at 4358 and 5461 Å. These are not present during the blackout. The narrow NaD 
emission at 5890/6 Å is 2.5 times weaker during the blackout than before or after, allow-
ing measurement of the contribution due to light pollution alone (i.e. excluding airglow). 
There is no detectable change in the brightness of the continuum when the street lamps 
are switched off. Combining these results with the known relative contributions from the 
four types of street lamp, we were able to derive the fractional contamination of the sky 
brightness from each type, in each band:

Conclusions
• The La Palma night sky is as dark as at other prime observing sites, B = 22.7, V = 21.9 

and R = 21.0 mag arcsec-2.
• The contribution of continuum light pollution at the zenith is very small, < 0.03 mag 

(i.e. < 3%) of the natural sky brightness at all wavelengths.
• The NaD (5890/6 Å) contribution from street lamps is brighter than the airglow in the 

same line, but other street-lamp spectral lines contribute very little.
• The total contamination (line + continuum) at the zenith is < 0.03 mag in U band,  

0.02 mag in B,  0.10 mag in V,  0.10 mag in R. La Palma is an excellent dark 
site.

See Benn & Ellison (1998) for further details.

Notes and References
1.  Lighting wastefully emitted above the horizontal costs the US taxpayer ~ $109 year -1, more than the 

cost of funding US astronomy (Hunter & Crawford 1991).
2.  BENN C.R., ELLISON S.L., 1998, La Palma technical note 115, http://www.ing.iac.es/Astronomy/

observing/conditions/skybr/skybr.html
3.  GARSTANG R.H., 1989, PASP, 101, 306.
4.  HUNTER T.B. & CRAWFORD D.L., 1991 in ‘Light Pollution, Radio Interference and Space 

Debris’, ed. D.L. Crawford (PASP conference vol. 17), p.89.
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THE IMPACT OF LIGHT POLLUTION ON 
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS AT THE ORM 

(Roque de los Muchachos Observatory)
MARCO PEDANI

Fundacion Galilei INAF - Telescopio Nazionale Galileo

Low Resolution Sky Spectra were taken during year 2003 with Do.Lo.Res at the Teles-
copio Nazionale Galileo with a wavelength range ~3800-8000 angstroms.

They include the most important Sodium and Mercury light pollution lines and span 
a wide interval of azimuth and observing conditions, essential to disentangle environ-
mental and seasonal effects. Light pollution from Na_5892-8 emitted by the LPS lamps 
increased by a factor of 1.5-2 with respect to the average values of 1998. At the same 
time, light pollution from Hg lines decreased by ~40% and reaches the 1998 levels only 
when observing toward the towns.

The contribution of Na_5892-8 to sky background is 0.05-0.10 mag at V-band and 
0.07 -0.12mag at R-band. The effects of the application of the Canary Sky Law are 
directly visible in our spectra as a 50% dimming of the Hg light-polluting lines in the 
spectra taken after local midnight. 

Observational DATA
• Low-Res spectra taken at the 3.6m TNG during year 2003 with 3800-8000 Ang range 

include most of the important NaI and Hg polluting lines, some of them never detec-
ted before at ORM (NaI_5683_8 NaI_6154-61).

• The Spectra were grouped into 6 templates spanning a wide range of azimuth values, 
epoch of the year and observing conditions, giving a representative  view of the 
observing conditions at the observatory.

• To avoid strong night-to-night variations of the polluting lines flux (due to the typi-
cal sea-of-clouds often present below the ORM), we decided to include in the same 
group only those spectra whose NaD_5892-6 lines flux differed by no more than 
30%. In particular the spectra with the highest NaI lines fluxes (less cloud cover) 
were considered.

Natural and Artificial contributions to the NaD 5892 line
• The inventory of the street lamps at La Palma is known (F.J. Diaz Castro) as well as 

the relative intensity of the NaI lines of the LPS and HPS lamps (Philips catalog).
 By analyzing two of the above templates taken at the same azimuth, one before and 

one after 24:00 p.m. and assuming that the flux of the Na_5683-88 line is due to the 
HPS+LPS and LPS lamps respectively, we could disentangle  for the first time the 
artificial contribution of the NaD_5892-6flux emitted by the LPS lamps from the 
natural NaD sky background.
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• When observing within +-4 hrs of R.A. from the meridian, the average contribution 
to Light Pollution from the  NaD line is ~150R before midnight.

 Benn & Ellison (1998) reported an average value of ~70R (~70 Ang equivalent 
width)

Group1: +-4 hrs R.A.  from meridian Before Midnight
Group2: NW Before Midnight
Group3: S-SW  Before Midnight (thin cirrus)
Group4: SE Before Midnight
Group5: S   Before Midnight
Group6: S   After Midnight (same night as Group5)

Line Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6

HgI_4046 3.4 5.2 9.5 6.1 10.2 6.3

HgI_4358 5.6 7.9 22.0 17.6 14.2 4.5

HgI_5461 4.4 5.5 25.7 10.9 8.6 4.7

OI_5577 310 256 303 303 447 504

NaI_5683-8 3.5 6.3 30.6 9.5 11.4 3.6

Hg_5679 n.d. n.d. 7.2 n.d. 1.9 1.4

Hg_5790 n.d. n.d. 4.7 n.d. 1.7 0.7

NaD_5892-6 189(156) 148(89) 658(431) 284(134) 251(162) 270(161)

NaI_6154_61 n.a. n.d. 9.5 n.a. 9.6 n.a.

Table 1. Light Pollution at the ORM – The numbers
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Conclusions
• For the first time at the ORM,  the natural and artificial contributions to the NaD line 

flux have been disentangled and quantified without the need of a general black-out 
(like in 1991)

• The NaD_5892-6 line flux due to street-lighting has increased by a factor 1.5-2.0 in 
the period 1998-2003 (before midnight: quite alarming indeed). 

 Its contribution to the sky-background is now 0.05-0.10 mag at V-band and 0.07-0.12 
mag at R-band

• The IAU recommendation that the NaD emission should not exceed the natural back-
ground is definitely no longer meet at La Palma. 

 Light pollution from Mercury lamps was ~50% lower in 2003 than in 1998 
(Benn&Ellison) except when observing toward the towns: in this case we found very 
similar levels

• In some cases (e.g. Group 3 and 4) emission lines identified as ScI (Scandium) have 
been detected for the first time at the ORM. These lines were already known at Kitt 
Peak (AZ) or Mount Hamilton (CA)

• In general Light Pollution is increasing quite rapidly in a so small island as a conse-
quence of its economic and tourism development

• The LPS lamps are OK but the sky background at V and R-bands begins to be affec-
ted by the NaD emission; the situation is quite alarming expecially before midnight 
(in winter there are ~5hrs of dark observing time before that time)
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THE DANCING SKY
SIX YEARS OF NIGHT SKY OBSERVATIONS 

AT ESO PARANAL
FERDINANDO PATAT

European Organization for Asronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere

Introduction
The effect of light pollution on optical astronomical observations is devastating (Fig.1). 
Even though the largest observatories are now placed in the most remote corners of our 
planet, the integrity of these sites (which are becoming also more and more rare) can 
only be ensured by appropriate regulations accompanied by night sky brightness moni-
toring campaigns. In this spirit, soon after the beginning of Very Large Telescope (VLT) 
science operations in Paranal, the European Organization for Astronomical Research in 
the Southern Hemisphere (ESO) has started an automatic optical sky brightness survey, 
with the aim of both characterizing the site and studying the long term trend, in order 
to detect any possible effects of human activity.  The results obtained during the first 18 
months of operations (April 2000 - September 2001) have been presented and discussed 
in Patat (2003, hereafter Paper I). This programme, which makes use of all scientific 
images obtained with FORS1, is building one of the most extensive, accurate and homo-
geneous optical sky brightness data sets ever studied. As shown in Paper I, these data 
allow a very detailed analysis, including the study of correlations with other param-
eters, short, medium and long term variations.  The interested reader can find exhaustive 
reviews on this subject in Roach & Gordon (1973) and in Leinert et al. (1998). Since 
the publication of the first results, obtained on 174 different nights close to maximum 
of solar cycle n.23, the data base has been steadily growing and progressively extending 
towards the solar minimum.  Here I will present a global analysis run on the whole data 
set, which includes broadband observations taken on 668 separate nights between 20 
Apr. 2001 and 20 Jan. 2007.  Additionally, I present and discuss here for the first time 
a set of more than 1000 low-resolution long-slit night sky spectra taken with FORS1 
between May 1999 and Feb. 2005. In this paper I will only summarize the basic results 
while a detailed report is given in Patat (2007).

Observations and Data Reduction
The data used in this work were 

obtained with the FOcal Reducer/low 
dispersion Spectrograph (hereafter 
FORS1), mounted at the Cassegrain 
focus of ESO Antu/Melipal/Kueyen 
8.2m telescopes and equipped with a 
2048x2048 pixel (px) TK2048EB4-1 
backside thinned CCD. 
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The photometric data set includes 
10,432 images obtained in the UBVRI 
passbands with both collimators. The 
reduction procedure is described in Paper 
I, to which I refer the reader for a more 
detailed description. Once the instrument 
signatures are removed from the images, 
the sky background is estimated using a 
robust algorithm.

The photometric calibration into the 
Johnson-Cousins system is then achieved 
using zeropoints and colour terms 
derived from the observation of standard 
star fields, regularly obtained as part of 
the FORS calibration plan. Finally, the 

observed values are corrected to zenith using the standard procedure and logged together 
with a number of relevant parameters.

The spectroscopic data set includes a sub-sample of all long-slit science data present 
in the ESO archive whose proprietary period has expired by the time this paper has 
been written. In order to accumulate a wide data sample, I have retrieved from the VLT 
archive all public spectra taken with the most used spectroscopic setups, for a total of 
more than 1100 spectra. Exposure times range from a few minutes to one hour.

Dark time night sky brightness
Since the data set includes observations obtained under a wide variety of conditions, 

in order to estimate the zenith sky brightness during dark time it is necessary to apply 
some filtering (see Patat 2003, 2007). The results of this selection, which reduced the 
number of suitable data points to 3736, are summarized in Table 1. As one can see, the 
average values are all within 0.1 mag from those reported in Paper I (see Table 4). In 
all filters there is a systematic shift towards darker values, with the only exception of 
the I band. Since the values reported in Paper I were obtained during the sunspot maxi-
mum and, given the correlation between solar activity and night sky brightness shown 
by Walker (1988), Pilachowski et al. (1995) ; Krisciunas (1990) Leinert et al. (1995) 
and Mattila et al. (1995), Krisciunas (1997), Krisciunas et al. (2007), this behavior was 

Figure 1. Comparison between a night sky spectrum 
obtained in an astronomical observatory in northern Italy 
(upper panel) and at Cerro Paranal (lower panel). The 
main line/band from artificial (red) and natural (blue) 
sources are identified on the top.

Filter Sky.Br. rms Min Max Ndark ∆mZL Ntot

U 22.35 0.19 21.89 22.78 129 0.20 264

B 22.67 0.16 22.19 23.02 493 0.28 1400

V 21.71 0.24 21.02 22.30 692 0.20 1836

R 20.93 0.24 20.42 21.56 1285 0.16 3931

I 19.65 0.28 18.85 20.56 1137 0.07 3001

Table 1. Zenith corrected average sky brightness during dark time at Paranal. Values are expressed in mag arcsec-2.  
Columns 3 to 8 show the RMS deviation, minimum and maximum brightness, number of dark-time data points, 

expected average contribution from the zodiacal light, and total number of data points, respectively.
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indeed expected. The values reported in Table 1 do not reflect the actual change in the 
night sky brightness, due to the uneven distribution of observations in the covered time 
interval. In fact, due to a change in the operations schema in Paranal, FORS1 has been 
sharing the telescope time with other instruments and, as a consequence, this has turned 
into a smaller data production rate. Moreover, most of the scientific programs scheduled 
at this instrument are more and more devoted to target of opportunity observations of 
transient objects (like Gamma-ray Bursts and Supernovae), that are performed basically 
under any condition, hence decreasing the fraction of dark-time data. For this reason, 
the average values reported in Table 1 are rather biased towards the sunspot maximum 
phase. 

Sky brightness vs. solar activity
As first pointed out by Rayleigh (1928) and confirmed later on by several other 

authors (see for instance Rosenberg & Zimmerman 1967; Walker 1988; Krisciunas 
1990;  Leinert et al. 1995; Mattila et al. 1996; Krisciunas 1997; Krisciunas et al. 2007) 
many of the emission features in the night sky spectrum show a clear dependency on 
the sunspot cycle. In particular, B and V present a peak-to-peak variation of 0.5 mag 
arcsec-2 during a full solar cycle. Less clear is the behavior at longer wavelengths, which 
are dominated by the OH emissions, whose intensity is uncorrelated with solar activity.

The data presented here cover the descent from the maximum of sunspot cycle n.23 
to the minimum phase. During this interval the Solar Flux Density (hereafter SFD) 
spans from 0.8 to 2.4 MJy, a range which is very close to that of a full cycle (the solar 
minimum was reached at the beginning 2007). Following what has been done by other 
authors (see for instance Leinert et al. 1995), I have studied the correlation between the 
sky brightness nightly averages and the SFD monthly averages, computed during the 30 
preceding days. The sky brightness measurements have been corrected for the zodiacal 
light contribution computed for each data point as in Paper I (Sect.4). All passbands 
show very good linear correlations. In order to give a quantitative representation of the 
effect, I have fitted a relation of the type m = m0 + g SFD to the data. The results are 
shown in Table 2 for all filters. Besides reporting the zeropoint (m0, mag arcsec-2), the 
slope (g, mag arcsec-2 MJy-1) and their associated statistical errors, the Table includes 
also the estimated full solar cycle variation (m=g|(2.4-0.8)|), the value attained at solar 
minimum, evaluated SFD=0.8 MJy (mmin), the value corresponding to the average SFD 
level <SFD>=1.6 MJy (mave), the RMS deviation from the best fit relation (rms), the 
linear correlation factor (r) and the number of nights used for each filter (N). As one can 

Filter mmin mave ∆m m0 g rms r N

U 22.86 22.58 0.61 23.15 -0.36 0.15 0.47 32

B 23.11 22.98 0.29 23.25 -0.17 0.12 0.40 127

V 21.99 21.86 0.30 22.13 -0.17 0.14 0.42 148

R 21.26 21.09 0.37 21.33 -0.22 0.15 0.44 202

I 19.81 19.72 0.20 19.90 -0.11 0.18 0.28 144

Table 2 - Linear least squares fit parameters for the sky brightness vs. solar activity relation. 
Input data have been corrected for the differential zodiacal light contribution.
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see, the values of m are smaller than those reported by other authors: with the only 
exception of U, which reaches about 0.6 mag arcsec-2, all the others show values that are 
smaller than 0.4 mag arcsec-2. Walker (1988) quoted maximum ranges of V1.0 and 
B0.8 mag arcsec-2 for solar cycle n.21, while Krisciunas (1997) reports V=0.6 for 
solar cycle n.22, and similar values are reported by Leinert et al. (1995) and Mattila et 
al. (1996). On the other hand, Liu et al. (2001) quote an increase of the V sky brightness 
of 0.2 mag arcsec-2 from 1995 to 2001.  This value is consistent with the measures 
discussed here, especially taking into account that cycle n.23 had a second maximum, 
which occurred after the observations presented by Liu et al. (2003).  

These facts seem to suggest that not all solar cycles have identical effects on the night 
glow. As a matter of fact, Walker (1998), while revising the result of previous works, had 
suggested that the relation between intensity of the [OI]5577Å line and the solar activ-
ity might vary from cycle to cycle, within a given cycle and possibly with geographical 
location. Unfortunately, the number of sunspot cycles covered by the observations is still 
too small to allow a firm conclusion, but the very recent results discussed by Krisciunas 
et al. (2007), which cover two full solar cycles, seem indeed to confirm this finding.

Seasonal Variations
In the previous work I had attempted to detect night sky brightness seasonal varia-

tions but, due to insufficient number of data points, I could not draw any firm conclusion 
(see Fig.14 in Paper I). Thanks to the much larger sample now available, this analysis 
becomes feasible, as it is clearly shown in shown in Fig.2  where, besides reporting the 
single dark time measurements, I have also plotted the monthly averages. The input 
data have been corrected for differential zodiacal light contribution and the solar flux 
dependency derived in the previous section has been removed using the parameters pre-
sented in Table 2. This semi-annual oscillation (hereafter SAO) is definitely present 
in V, R and I, while its presence in B is more questionable (U data were not included 
since the sample in this passband is too poor for this purpose). The modulation ampli-
tude grows at longer wavelengths, shows two maxima around April-May and October, 
and two minima around July-August and December-January. In general, the variation is 
more pronounced in Winter-Spring than in Summer-Fall. For example, in I it reaches a 
peak-to-peak value of about 0.5 mag arcsec-2.

As pointed out by Benn & Ellison (1998), the variable contribution of zodiacal light 
can mimic a seasonal variation. In order to exclude a possible contribution by this source 
to the observed behavior, I have analyzed the expected enhancement of brightness due to 
the zodiacal light for each data point. The conclusion is that the observed SAO is not due 
to the periodic apparent variation of the ecliptic height above Paranal’s horizon.

An interesting thing to be noticed, is that the minima and maxima of the SAO occur 
out of phase with respect to the Equinoxes and Solstices (see Fig.2, vertical dotted lines). 
While seasonal variations of emission lines and/or bands have been studied by several 
authors in the past (see for example Chamberlain 1961 and Roach & Gordon 1973 and 
references therein), broad band measurements are much more scanty and the results 
not always in agreement. For instance, Schneeberger, Worden & Beckers (1979) report 
particularly bright values obtained in June at the Sacramento Peak Observatory and 
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they find them to be “marginally correlated with the strong seasonal trend evident in 
the record of daytime sky brightness observations”. In their survey run at the Lowell 
Observatory, Lockwood, Floyd & Thompson (1990) discuss the seasonal variation, con-
cluding that  “neither winter enhancements [...] nor springtime rise [...] is indicated [...]”. 
Benn & Ellison (1998) reach the same result from the analysis of the data obtained on La 
Palma, concluding that “dark-of-moon sky brightness does not vary significantly (<0.1 
mag) with season [...]”.  Finally, Liu et al. (2003), analyzing data taken at the Xinglong 
Station between 1995 and 2001, find that “the sky is darker in the fall and winter than 
in the spring and summer [...]”. While part of the discrepancies can be due to latitude 
effects (see for example Chamberlain 1961), some of the negative detections are prob-
ably to be ascribed to non sufficient time sampling and coverage. In fact, the SAO ampli-
tude is at most comparable with the night-to-night fluctuations and hence large and well 
sampled data sets are required. The observed behavior might indicate that whatever the 
reason for the periodic variation is, it is not directly related to the amount of sun radia-
tion received by a given patch of the atmosphere during the day. In fact, one might think 
that since during the austral summer days are much longer than nights, this could result 
into a brighter nightglow. The data show actually the opposite behavior, since during 
austral summer the night sky reaches its lowest average value. Moreover, this appears to 
be in phase with what is observed in the northern hemisphere, where the sky is darker in 
winter than is summer (see for example Liu et al. 2003). This seems to indicate that the 
SAO is more related to atmospheric circulation. Remarkably, but after all not surpris-
ingly, polar auroral activity shows a similar temporal fluctuation, with maxima in spring 
and autumn (see for example Meinel, Neighed & Chamberlain 1954).

Spectroscopic analysis
The [OI]5577Å is generally the most prominent feature in the optical night sky spec-

trum. It falls right in the center of the V passband, giving a typical contribution of 20% 
to the global surface brightness in this filter. It has a typical intensity of 250 R, it arises in 
layers placed at about 90 km (Roach & Gordon 1973) and it displays a marked depend-
ency from solar activity (Rayleigh 1928). This is clearly shown also by the data presented 
here (Fig.3, lower panel), which indicate also the presence of pronounced fluctuations 
(40 to 750 R peak-to-peak) around the average level (230 R). To quantify the correlation 
with solar activity and following the procedure that has been applied to the broad band 
data, I have fitted to the data a law of the type log F = log F0 + g SFD. The results for this 
and other lines are presented in Patat (2007). What is interesting to note is that, once the 
solar dependency is removed from the data, the flux of this line displays a marked SAO 
(see Fig.3, upper panel), similar to that seen in the broad band data (Fig.2). 

 This fact has been already noticed by Buriti et al. (2001), who found that this line 
and other mesospheric features all show a SAO. The same behavior is, in fact, shown 
by the [OI]6300,6364Å doublet, which is produced at 250-300 km (Roach & Gordon 
1973) and it is known to undergo abrupt intensity changes on two active regions about 
20º on either side of the geomagnetic equator (Barbier 1957), hence marginally includ-
ing the Paranal site. Indeed, the [OI]6300Å measured fluxes show very strong variations 
(10 to 950 R) around the average level (150 R), with spikes reaching 1 kR, so that 
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the line fluxes span almost a factor 100 (to 
be compared with the factor 25 measured 
for the [OI]5577Å). In this respect, the 
behavior of the [OI]6300,6364 Å doublet 
is different from that of the [OI]5577Å 
line, since in a significant number of 
cases its flux is very small and the line 
is practically invisible, lost in the OH(9-
3) molecular band. In fact, its flux is less 
than 80 R for more than 50% of the cases 
considered in this work, the minimum 
recorded value being 10 R. The range of 
variability observed for the [OI]5577Å 
line can produce a maximum variation 
of about 0.5 mag arcsec-2 in the V band, 
while a similar effect is produced by the 
[OI] doublet in the R passband. Given the 
fact that the RMS variation in the V and 
R passbands is about 0.25 mag arcsec-2 
(see Table 1), this implies that the fluc-
tuations seen in these passbands are not 
completely accounted by the changes in 
the atomic O line fluxes.

The two lines appear to show a very weak correlation: the average ratio F(6300)/
F(5577) is 0.64, but in a significant number of cases (≈25%) this ratio is larger than 1. In 
those circumstances, the [OI]6364Å line becomes the most prominent nightglow atomic 
feature in the optical domain. 

The OH bands show a very tight mutual correlation, in the sense that they appear to 
vary in unison. Moreover, they do not show any correlation with solar activity (r<0.1 
for all bands), while they show a SAO, even though not as pronounced as for the other 
features. All bands shows the same range of variation, which is close to a factor 2 around 
the mean value. Given the intensity of these features (especially OH(8-3) and OH(6-2)), 
their variability is certainly the dominating source of sky brightness fluctuations in the 
I passband.

The spectral database allowed me to study many other aspects. While I refer the inter-
ested reader to Patat (2007) for a thorough discussion, I like to conclude this paper men-
tioning one final fact, which regards the nitrogen line at 5200Å and, to the best of my 
knowledge, was never noticed before.  This feature is supposed to originate at about 260 
km and has a typical intensity of 1 R (Roach & Gordon 1973). As I have shown in Paper 
I, this line shows abrupt changes, possibly following the behavior of the [OI]6300 Å 
line. The data discussed here show that the flux of this line ranges from practically zero 
(the line is not detected) to about 30 R; moreover, the flux distribution is rather similar 
to that of [OI]6300Å, strengthening the impression that these two lines are related. In 
fact, the linear correlation factor in the log-log plane is r=0.95 and this appears to be one 

Figure 2. Seasonal variation of dark time sky bright-
ness with respect to the average value. Small symbols 
are the single measurements while large symbols mark 
the monthly averages, computed in bins of 30 days each. 
The error bars indicate the RMS deviations from the 
average within each bin, while the vertical dotted lines 
mark equinoxes and solstices. Data have been corrected 
for differential zodiacal light contribution and solar flux 
dependency.
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of the strongest correlation between 
airglow features found in the dataset 
presented here, surpassed only by that 
shown by the OH bands. This line dis-
plays also the strongest dependency on 
solar activity.

The vast majority of astronomers 
(including myself) spend most of their 
time trying to get rid out of the sky 
background, either of natural or arti-
ficial origin. Nevertheless, when the 
human made night light is silent, a 
whole series of interesting and not yet 
fully understood phenomena is dis-
closed.  And this makes the night sky 
itself a beautiful object of research.
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DECLARATION  
IN DEFENCE OF THE NIGHT SKY 
AND THE RIGHT TO STARLIGHT

(La Palma Declaration)

The participants in the International Conference in Defence of the Quality of the 
Night Sky and the Right to Observe the Stars, meeting in La Palma, Canary Islands, 
Spain, on the 19th and 20th of April 2007, jointly with the representatives of UNESCO, 
UNWTO, IAU, UNEP-CMS, COE, SCBD, MaB, EC and Ramsar Convention,

Aware that a view of the starlight has been and is an inspiration for all humankind, 
that its observation has represented an essential element in the development of all cul-
tures and civilizations, and that throughout history, the contemplation of the firmament 
has sustained many of the scientific and technical developments that define progress;

Guided by the principles announced in the preamble of the Explanatory Note con-
cerning the Proclamation of 2009 as International Year of Astronomy (33rd session of 
the UNESCO General Conference) that defines the sky as a common and universal herit-
age and an integral part of the environment perceived by humankind;

Recalling that humankind has always observed the sky either to interpret it or to 
understand the physical laws which govern the universe, and that the interest in astron-
omy has had profound implications for science, philosophy, culture, and our general 
conception of the universe;

Recognizing that the quality of the night sky, and thus the capacity to access the light 
of stars and other celestial bodies within the universe, is deteriorating at an alarming 
rate in several areas, that its contemplation is increasingly difficult, and that this process 
faces mankind with the generalized loss of a cultural, scientific, and natural resource 
with unforeseeable consequences;

Conscious that the deterioration of the clarity of the night space has started to emerge 
as a serious barrier to the continuity of astronomic observations, a branch of science that 
presently provides a flow of direct and indirect benefits which are increasingly valued;

Bearing in mind that the Rio Conference of 1992 proclaimed the necessary defence of 
the “integral and interdependent nature of the Earth”, and that this protection naturally 
includes the dimension of the night skies and the quality of the atmosphere;

Acknowledging that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of Future Generations 
states that persons belonging to future generations have the right to an uncontaminated 
and undamaged Earth, with untainted skies, and are entitled to enjoy these as the basis 
of human history of culture and social bonds making each generation and individual a 
member of one human family;
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Mindful of the validity of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the 
General Assembly of the United Nations, and of the different international declarations 
on sustainable development and the conventions and protocols concerning the environ-
ment — all these safeguarding cultural diversity, biological diversity, the landscape, 
and thus the conservation of cultural heritage and combating climate change, which 
together have a direct or indirect influence on the need to safeguard the clarity of the 
night skies;

Considering that the scientific, cultural, educational, environmental, safety, and 
energy benefits of preserving a dark night sky need urgent attention and action;

Attentive to the urgent need to establish efficient alliances among the leading players, 
whose decisions can have an influence on reversing the process of degradation affecting 
the quality of the night sky, with a view to providing all the possible assistance needed 
to protect and conserve the cultural and natural heritage of Starlight;

APPEAL to the International Community, and, in particular, URGE governments, 
other authorities and public institutions, decisionmakers, planners and professionals, 
private institutions and associations concerned, the world of science and of culture, and 
all citizens individually, to adopt the following principles and objectives of this declara-
tion:

1 An unpolluted night sky that allows the enjoyment and contemplation of the firmament 
should be considered an inalienable right of humankind equivalent to all other environ-
mental, social, and cultural rights, due to its impact on the development of all peoples 
and on the conservation of biodiversity.

2 The progressive degradation of the night sky must be considered an imminent risk that 
must be faced, in the same fashion that the main problems concerning resources and the 
environment are addressed.

3 The conservation, protection, and revaluation of the natural and cultural heritage asso-
ciated with nocturnal landscapes and the observation of the firmament represents a prime 
opportunity and a universal obligation for cooperation in safeguarding the quality of life. 
For all decisionmakers, this attitude implies a genuine challenge involving cultural, tech-
nological, and scientific innovation, requiring a major constant effort to enable everyone 
to rediscover the presence of the night sky as a living part of the  heritage of mankind.

4 Access to knowledge, armed with education, is the key to allow the integration of 
science into our present culture, contributing to the advance of humankind. The dissemi-
nation of astronomy and the scientific and cultural values associated with the contempla-
tion of the universe should be considered as basic contents to be included in educational 
activities, which require a clear and unpolluted sky and proper training of educators in 
these subjects.

5 The negative effects of emissions and of the increased intrusion of artificial light on 
the atmospheric quality of nocturnal skies in protected areas have an impact on several 
species, habitats, and ecosystems. Control of obtrusive light must be a basic element of 
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nature conservation policies and should be implemented in the management plans of the 
different types of protected areas to fulfil their mission in protecting nature and biologi-
cal diversity.

6 Mindful that a starry night sky forms an integral part of the landscape perceived by the 
inhabitants of every territory, including urban areas, the landscape policies established 
in the different juridical systems need to adopt the pertinent standards for preserving 
the quality of the night skyscape, thus allowing them to guarantee the common right to 
contemplate the firmament.

7 The intelligent use of artificial lighting that minimises sky glow and avoids obtrusive 
visual impact on both humans and wildlife has to be promoted. Public administrations, 
the lighting industry, and decisionmakers should also ensure that all users of artificial 
light do so responsibly as part of an integral part of planning and energy sustainability 
policies, which should be supported by light pollution measuring, both from the ground 
and from space. This strategy would involve a more efficient use of energy so as to meet 
the wider commitments made on climate change, and for the protection of the environ-
ment. 

8 Areas suitable for unimpaired astronomic observation constitute an asset in short 
supply on our planet, and their conservation represents a minimum effort in comparison 
with the benefits they contribute to our know-how and to scientific and technological 
development. The protection of sky quality in these singular places must be given pri-
ority in regional, national, and international scientific and environmental policies. The 
measures and provisions must be made to safeguard clear skies and to protect such 
spaces from the harmful effects of light, radio-electric emissions, and air pollution.

9 Among others, tourism can become a major instrument for a new alliance in defence 
of the quality of the nocturnal skyscape. Responsible tourism can and should take on 
board the night sky as a resource to protect and value in all destinations. Generating new 
tourist products based on the observation of the firmament and the phenomena of the 
night, opens up unsuspected possibilities for cooperation among tourism stakeholders, 
local communities, and scientific institutions.

10 Sites included in the World Network of Biosphere Reserves, Ramsar Wetlands, World 
Heritage Sites, National Parks, and all those protected areas which combine exceptional 
landscape and natural values relying on the quality of their night sky, are called to 
include the protection of clear night skies as a key factor strengthening their mission in 
conserving nature.

All the necessary measures should be implemented to inform and to raise awareness 
among all the main actors involved in protecting the night environment —be it at local, 
national, regional, or international level— of the contents and the objectives of the Inter-
national Conference in Defence of the Quality of the Night Sky and the Right to Observe 
the Stars, held on the Island of La Palma.
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Final Session of the Starlight Conference, reading and adoption of the Declaration. From left to right: Anna 
Sidorenko-Dulom (Word Heritage Center), Malcom Smith (IAU), Maguelonne Déjeant Pons (European Landscape 
Convention), Miguel Clüsener-Godt (UNESCO-MaB), Juan Antonio Menéndez Pidal (Secretary General of the 
Conference), Jafar Jafari (President of the Starlight Scientific Committee), Antonio San Blas (La Palma Biosphere 
Reserve), Javier Gallego (University of Valencia), Cipriano Marín (Coordinator of the Starlight Initiative), Peter 
Bridgewater (Secretary General, Ramsar Convention).

Public reading of the Starlight Declaration by the 
poetess Elsa López, at the San Francisco Monastery of 
Santa Cruz de La Palma.

A moment of the public signature of the Starlight Dec-
laration. From left, Luis Martínez (IAC) and Francisco 
Sánchez (Director of IAC).

Public presentation of the Conference agreements by 
the President of La Palma Biosphere Reserve, José 
Luis Perestelo Rodríguez.
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DECLARATION  
IN DEFENCE OF THE NIGHT SKY 
AND THE RIGHT TO STARLIGHT

(Short Declaration)

The participants of the International Conference in Defense of the Quality of 
Night Sky and the right to observe stars, jointly with the representatives of UNESCO, 
UNWTO, IAU, other international agencies named in the longer version, and mem-
bers of the academic community, meeting in La Palma, Canary Islands, Spain, 
on 19 and 20 of April 2007, are aware that the Starlight vista has been and con-
tinue to be an inspiration of the mankind, and that its contemplation represents 
an essential element in the development of scientific thoughts in all civilizations.   
Therefore, it is declared that: 

a. An unpolluted night sky that allows the enjoyment and contemplation of the firma-
ment should be considered an inalienable right equivalent to all other socio-cultural 
and environmental rights. Hence the progressive degradation of the night sky must be 
regarded as a fundamental loss.

b. Knowledge—armed with education—is a powerful vector that can heal the grow-
ing rift between today’s society and science and contribute to the advancement of the 
mankind as a whole. The dissemination of astronomy and of the scientific and associ-
ated cultural values should be considered as basic contents to be included in educational 
activities.

c. Control of obtrusive light must be a basic element of nature conservation policies 
since their impact on several species, habitats, ecosystems, and landscapes.

d. Protection of the astronomical quality of areas suitable for the scientific observation 
of Universe must be given priority in national and international scientific and environ-
mental policies. 

e. The intelligent use of artificial lighting that minimizes sky glow and avoids obtrusive 
visual impact on both humans and wildlife should be promoted. This strategy would 
involve a more efficient use of energy so as to meet the wider commitments made on 
climate change, and for the protection of the environment.

f. Tourism, among other players, can become a major instrument for a new alliance 
in defence of the quality of the nocturnal skyscape. Responsible tourism, in its many 
forms, can and should take on board the night sky as a resource to protect and value in 
all destinations.
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Necessary measures should be implemented to involve all parties related to skyscape 
protection to raise public awareness—be it at local, regional, national, or international 
level—about the contents and objectives of the International Conference in Defense 
of the Quality of the Night Sky and the Right to Observe Stars, held in the Island of la 
Palma.

Dated 20 April 2007, La Palma, Canary Islands, Spain.

Group photo of speakers and delegates of the Starlight 2007 Conference.
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FINAL RESOLUTIONS

The International Conference in Defence of the Quality of the Night Sky and the 
Right to Observe the Stars considers it essential to make the following public appeals:

1. In consonance with the principles announced in this Declaration, the Conference 
invites the authorities of States to take appropriate measures in order to safeguard the 
cultural and natural heritage of Starlight, and formulate action plans to provide effec-
tive protection of night sky, particularly in areas of interest for astronomic observation, 
protected areas that are sensitive to the loss of natural light from the night, and places of 
special importance related to astronomical heritage.

2. The Conference agrees to refer the Declaration on the Defence of the Night Sky 
and the Right to Starlight to the Director-General of UNESCO for its acknowledgement 
and, if appropriate, recommendation to the Agencies and Bodies of the United Nations 
system as well as to the International Conventions related with the principles and objec-
tives approached by the Declaration and other organizations directly involved, such as 
the International Astronomical Union (IAU).

3. At the request of the Canary Island Government, once it has been adopted at a meet-
ing of the Canary Islands Government Council in April 2007, the Conference decides to 
submit a proposal to UNESCO through the Spanish Government to declare March 21st 
a World Right to Observe the Stars “Day”. The campaign will be launched under the 
name “The World Night”.

4. The Conference proposes to the UNESCO-MaB Secretariat to present the final 
conclusions and achieved agreements at the 3rd World Biosphere Reserves Congress, to 
be held in Madrid in 2008, with a view to include night sky protection, if appropriate, 
into the new Action Plan for Biosphere Reserves, acknowledging the important role 
that Biosphere Reserves can play as a network of true sustainable development labora-
tories.

5. The Conference requests the five Conventions in the Biodiversity Liaison Group 
to examine the outcomes of its deliberations and, if appropriate, take to their governing 
bodies a combined view of the role of the conventions in helping increase protection for 
the night sky,  understanding that this action will have positive effects on the conserva-
tion and wise use of biodiversity. The Conference also recommends to the World Con-
servation Union (IUCN) to examine this issue at its 4th World Conservation Congress 
foreseen for Barcelona in late 2008.
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6. The Conference requests the UNESCO World Heritage Centre to inform the World 
Heritage Committee at its 31st session to be held in Christchurch, New Zealand, 2007, 
on the development of an agreement within the framework of the UNESCO Initiative 
“Astronomy and World Heritage” and Initiative “Starlight”, with a view to define a con-
cept of “Starlight Reserve” in order to nominate properties which can contribute by their 
exceptional night landscape to the astronomical researches worldwide.  

ADDITIONAL RESOLUTION ON THE STEERING 
COMMITTEE AND THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE.

Having closed the Conference, and having adopted the “Declaration on the Defence 
of the Night Sky and the Right to Starlight”, in view of the importance of the agree-
ments reached, provisions need to be made for the future. Continuity of the work and of 
the cooperation already achieved is of vital importance and, to consolidate the results 
achieved thus far, it is appropriate and necessary to follow up and implement the princi-
ples of the Declaration and the recommendations for the Action Plan.

To this end, the following decisions are adopted:

1. To create a Steering Committee to monitor the Declaration and its Action Plan (Star-
light Initiative), made up of the international agencies and institutions represented on the 
Conference Organization Committee, with the addition of representatives of UN World 
Tourism Organization, European Landscape Convention, International Astronomical 
Union, Ramsar Convention, UNEP Convention on Migratory Species, Secretariat of the 
Convention on Biological Diversity, Spanish National Commission for UNESCO, as well 
as of any initiatives and organizations related with the different subjects, competences, 
and disciplines that have an impact on the protection of the night sky that may be required, 
once the Committee has decided to do so.

2. The Starlight Initiative Steering Committee shall ensure the dissemination, promo-
tion, and circulation of the Declaration and its Action Plan, and its good implementation, 
following the recommendations of the Scientific Committee, and shall engage in all and 
any kind of activities that guarantee its continuity. 

3. The Steering Committee is charged with the dissemination and follow-up of the 
Starlight Conference agreements; it shall take on the responsibility of presenting the 
Declaration to and disseminating it among the main stakeholders, including govern-
ments, local authorities, scientific institutions, dark sky initiatives, and agencies involved 
in environmental protection, defence of cultural diversity, and promotion of sustainable 
development.

4. The Scientific Committee shall also propose drafting reports, conducting studies, 
campaigns, cooperation proposals, initiatives, and actions aimed at protecting the skies 
and enhancing their value, particularly contributing to the fulfilment of the objectives 
outlined in the Declaration.
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5. Among the specific initiatives arisen from the Starlight Conference, which will be 
approached by the works to be developed by the Scientific and Steering Committees, 
there are:

•  The establishment of a partnership with the Sustainable Energy Europe Campaign 
and development of a joint initiative, with the collaboration of European Renew-
able Energy Council, aiming to develop actions approaching night sky defence 
and its relation with the promotion of energy saving, the efficient use of energy, 
and renewable energies.

•  Development of a cooperation agreement between the Starlight Initiative and the 
UNESCO World Heritage Centre through its thematic initiative “Astronomy and 
World Heritage”, that would also include the start of international consultations 
aimed to develop the “StarLight Reserves” concept.

•  To refer the Declaration to the European Parliament and the European Commis-
sion in order to disseminate its principles and, if appropriate, adopt them at the 
most pertinent level, mindful that clear sky defence is an important component of 
the fight against climate change.

•  To work jointly with the UN World Tourism Organization and Institute of Respon-
sible Tourism (ITR) in order to promote awareness and knowledge related with 
night skyscape as a resource to put into value, supporting the development of new 
responsible destinations and tourist products based on star observation and night 
sky resources. 

•  To strengthen cooperation and mutual support with the initiatives and organiza-
tions involved in dark sky conservation, particularly with International Dark Sky 
Association (IDA).

•  To work jointly with the European Landscape Convention to implement the new 
dimension of night landscape within the Convention, considering that landscape, 
including skycape, is a key factor in the physical, mental and spiritual well-being 
of individuals and societies. 

•  To develop new ways of cooperation with organizations involved in culture pro-
motion, in particular Unión Latina and the European Society for Astronomy in 
Culture (SEAC), to put into value the cultural heritage related with the observation 
of the firmament.

•  To work jointly with the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) in order 
to promote the intelligent use of lighting in all exterior applications. This to be 
with the aim of minimising both the use of energy and the spread of obtrusive light 
into the natural environment, particularly upwards into the sky.
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HONORARY BOARD 
OF THE STARLIGHT 2007 CONFERENCE

President
H.R.H. Felipe de Borbón

Prince of Asturias

Members of the Committee:

Adán MARTÍN MENIS
President of the Canary Islands Government

Koïchiro MATSUURA
Director-General of UNESCO

Jose Luis PERESTELO RODRÍGUEZ
President of La Palma Biosphere Reserve

Cristina NARBONA
Spanish Minister of Environment

Mercedes CABRERA
Spanish Minister of Education and Science

Francisco SÁNCHEZ
Director of  IAC

HRH Prince Felipe receives the Starlight commemorative medal from José Luis Perestelo Rodríguez (President  of 
La Palma Biosphere Reserve), in the presence of Paulino Rivero (President of the Canary Island  Governmment) and 
Mercedes Cabrera (Spanish Minister of Education and Science), during the ceremony of First Light of GTC. 
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 
OF THE STARLIGHT 2007 CONFERENCE

Antonio SAN BLÁS
Manager - La Palma Biosphere Reserve

Luis MARTÍNEZ
Head of Cabinet

Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias (IAC)

Juan GARAY ZABALA
Director General

Organismo Autónomo de Parques Nacionales
Spanish Environment Ministry

Miguel Ángel PULIDO RODRÍGUEZ
Director General - Planning and Landscape

Canary Island Government

Miguel CLUSENER-GODT
Division of Ecological Sciences

Man and the Biosphere Programme (MAB)
UNESCO

Cipriano MARÍN
Coordinator - Starlight Initiative

HRH The Prince of Asturias and the coordinator of the 
Starlight initiative during the meeting held on the occa-
sion of the GTC First Light Ceremony.

Prof. Francisco Sánchez explains the objectives of the 
Starlight initiative to TRH the King and Queen of Spain 
in the presence of the authorities of La Palma and the 
members of the Starlight 2007 Organizing Committee.
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President
Jafar JAFARI
University of Wisconsin. USA.

Members
Tomás AZCÁRATE BANG
President,
Responsible Tourism Institute.

Pedro BALLESTEROS TORRES
Administrator of the Campaign “Sustainable 
Energy Europe”,
DG TREN - European Commission.

Marco BARBIERI
Secretariat of the 
Convention on the Conservation of Migratory 
Species of Wild Animals (CMS-UNEP).

Alexander BOKSENBERG
President of the U.K. National Commission for 
UNESCO.
Professor of Experimental Astronomy at the Uni-
versity of Cambridge.

Peter BRIDGEWATER
Secretary-general,
The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands.

Manuel CENDAGORTA
Director,
ITER  (Institute of Technology and Renewable 
Energy).

David L.CRAWFORD
Executive Director,
International Dark-Sky Association (IDA).

Rafael DARANAS HERNÁNDEZ
Scientific Committee, 
La Palma Biosphere Reserve.

Maguelonne DÉJEANT-PONS
Head of the Spatial Planning and Landscape 
Division,
Council of Europe.

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE 
OF THE STARLIGHT INITIATIVE

Opening of the first meeting of the Scientific Committee 
held at Santa Cruz de La Palma on November 14th, 2006. 
From left to right: Antonio Sanblas (La Palma Biosphere 
Reserve), Miguel Ángel Pulido (Canary Islands Govern-
ment), Francisco Sánchez (Director of IAC), José Luis 
Perestelo (President of La Palma), Miguel Clüsener-Godt 
(UNESCO), Cipriano Marín (Coordinator of the Starlight 
initiative), Juan Antonio Menéndez Pidal (Secretary-Gen-
eral of the Starlight 2007 Conference).

One of the sessions of the Scientific Committee meet-
ing. From left to right: Luis Martínez (IAC), Juan Carlos 
Pérez Arencibia (IAC), Manuel N. Fernández Rodríguez 
(Madrid Autonomous University), Francisco Javier Díaz 
Castro (OTPC), Alaxander Boksenberg (U.K. National 
Commission for UNESCO, University of Cambridge), 
Pierre Lasserre (Marie Curie University).
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Eduardo FAYOS SOLA
Director 
Education and Knowledge Management UN-WTO 
World Tourism Organization.

Antonio FERNÁNDEZ RODRÍGUEZ
Vice-rector for Research 
University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria

Manuel Nicolás FERNÁNDEZ RODRÍGUEZ
Scientific Committee 
La Palma Biosphere Reserve

Javier GALLEGO
Former Director-general of UNWTO-Themis 
Foundation 
University of Valencia

Fernando HIRALDO
CSIC
Director of the Doñana Biological Station

Natarajan ISHWARAN
Director 
Division of Ecological and Earth Sciences 
UNESCO

Hiroji ISOZAKI
Meiji Gakuin University. Japan.

Wolf Michael IWAND
TUI AG, Executive Director 
Group Corporate Environmental Management

Lamine KADI
Rector - University of Mostaganem Algeria

Ángel LANDABASO
DG - RTD 
European Commission

Pierre LASSERRE
Member of the Academia Europaea Pierre & 
Marie Curie University

Gloria LÓPEZ MORALES
President, Conservatory of Intangible Cultural 
Heritage of Mexico.

Juan Antonio MENÉNDEZ-PIDAL

Director for Spain 
Unión Latina

Nigel POLLARD 
Director: Division 5 (Exterior lighting)
International Commission on Illumination (CIE)

César PORTELA
Architect

Arthouros Zervos (NTUA), Antonio San Blas (La 
Palma Biosphere Reserve), Francisco Cantos (Spanish 
Ministry of Environment) and Cipriano Marín (Star-
light Initiative) during the presentation of the Initiative 
to TRH the King and Queen of Spain.

One of the sessions of the Scientific Committee 
meeting with Arnoldo Santos (La Palma Biosphere 
Reserve), Pierre Lasserre (Marie Curie University), 
Peter Bridgewater (Ramsar convention), Luis Ram-
allo (President of the Spanish National Commission 
for Unesco), Gloria López (Conservatory of Intangi-
ble Cultural Heritage of Mexico).
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Luis RAMALLO
President of the Spanish National Commission 
for UNESCO

Malcolm G. SMITH
Director
AURA Observatory in Chile President of IAU 
Division XII

Francisco SÁNCHEZ
Director
Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias

Arnoldo SANTOS
Scientific Committee of La Palma Biosphere 
Reserve

Antonio SERRANO RODRÍGUEZ
Secretario General para el Territorio y la Biodi-
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Anna SIDORENKO-DULOM 
Coordinator of the Thematic Initiative
“Astronomy and World Heritage”
UNESCO World Heritage Centre 

Arthouros ZERVOS
President 
European Renewable Energy Council 
National Technical University of Athens

Coordination:
Cipriano MARÍN
Starlight Initiative

Presentation of the Initiative to TRH the King and Queen of Spain. In the photograph: N. Ishwaran (UNESCO), 
Luis Ramallo (President, National Commission of Spain for UNESCO), Francisco Sanchez (Director, Instituto de 
Astrofísica de Canarias), Francisco Cantos (MAB National Committee, Spain), HRH King Juan Carlos I of Spain 
and HRH Queen Sofia. © Royal Press of Spain.

Arthouros Zrevos (NTUA), Cipriano Marín (Starlight 
Initiative), Alec Boksenberg (University of Cambridge), 
Lamine Kadi (Recotor, University of Mostaganem, Alge-
ria), during the visit of the Scientific Committee to the 
Roque de los Muchachos Observatory.

Above: Marco Barbieri (CMS-UNEP), Lamine Kadi 
(University of Mostaganem), and Javier Gallego (Univer-
sity of Valencia) during one of the Committee sessions.
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THE CULTURAL DIMENSION

The first hominid to lift its gaze to the sky, and its arms at the same time to get the 
stars, became the first man. Since that moment, the night sky has been one of the most 
important factors for the cultural, religious, spiritual and scientific development of man-
kind.

The sky is an integral part of the environment perceived by humanity. Mankind has 
always observed it, either to interpret it, or to understand the physical laws governing 
the universe. Nowadays we run the risk of reducing our everyday astronomical culture 
to the exclusive domain of a handful of scientific researchers. One of our most ancient 
and universal cultural values is threatened and may become extinct.

Interest in the sight of heavenly bodies has also powerfully influenced artistic mani-
festations. For uncountable generations human beings have looked at the starry sky like 
a source of inspiration for the most diverse aspects of their cultural heritage. The gran-
deur of the universe at night, and its powerful aesthetic appeal, has impregnated the 
development of art, music, poetry and dance throughout the centuries. The genius of Van 
Gogh would perhaps have not been the same without the clear skies of Provence and 
the shield of Achilles would have not looked 
so powerful without the stars dressed on it by 
the mastery of Vulcan, if we are to believe the 
verses of Homer. John Constable, the English 
painter, said that the sky “was the chief organ 
of sentiment”. But Man’s relation with the sky 
is constantly changing. Its previous mystical 
role has now been obscured by the realities of 
modern life.

A large part of our present-day generation 
is the first in history to grow up with no expe-
rience of the beauty of a starry sky shining 
overhead. The night sky should rightly con-
tinue to be one of the principal windows to the 
world for artistic creation.

Sky is a scientific subject for schools, but 
it is also an important reference for our cul-
tural heritage. It is important to educate pupils 
in this field and it is especially interesting to Galileo’s telescope.
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From left to right, Juan Antonio Belmonte, Rosa María Ros, Margarita Metaxa, David Madacsi, Anna Sidorenko-
Dulom, Ana Viña and Luis Ramallo, participating in the session: “The cultural dimension of the night sky” during 
the Starlight 2007 Conference.

take into account this aspect in order to offer an interdisciplinary approach involving 
astronomy and ancient cultures in the school.

At the moment, in developed countries there is a decrease in the number of students 
interested in science. Astronomy is probably the most attractive and suggestive branch 
of science, and the most obvious element which could put people in contact with astron-
omy is the sky. But unfortunately the sky in developed countries is covered by a haze of 
pollution. Therefore, night sky defence should become a first-order educational objec-
tive.

Overall aims

• Identify and promote initiatives to enhance the value of tangible and intangible 
cultural heritage associated with astronomy, hence reinforcing our knowledge of 
the skies and of the associated cultural expression diversity. 

• To reinforce the network of museums and observation centres open to visitors, in 
defence of the quality of the night sky.

• To promote the various forms of “cultural astronomy”, such as ethnoastronomy 
and archaeoastronomy.

• To promote the night sky dimension in education-related programmes.
• To identify and promote cultural manifestations related to the vision of the night 

sky.
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• To promote artistic manifestations based on the defence of the quality of the night 
sky as a creative resource and artistic right.

• To evaluate present-day indigenous artistic manifestations related to starlight.
• To develop and apply the Starlight Reserve concept in the areas associated to astro-

nomical cultural heritage.
• To promote the presence of astronomy and of the cultural values associated to the 

observation of the firmament at all levels of the educational system.
• To support the dissemination of information related with cultural heritage associ-

ated to astronomy.
• To effectively promote and implement educational projects on preserving the night 

sky.

Image: Pelican Nebula Ionization Front.University of Colorado, University of Hawaii and NOAO/AURA/NSF. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSION

The negative effects of emissions and of the increased intrusion of artificial light on 
the atmospheric quality of nocturnal skies have become a serious threat for several spe-
cies, habitats, and ecosystems. In the last years the scientific community sent the first 
alerts on the negative effects loss of clearness and quality of the night sky on biodiver-
sity.

Darkness is indispensable for the healthy functioning of organisms and ecosystems. 
We usually forget that life lives 24 hours a day and that ecosystems adapted themselves 
to the natural rhythms of moon and stars during millions of years of evolution. As over 
half of the creatures living on this planet are nocturnal, any degradation in the quality 
of sky, by day or by night, will have a profound effect on their behaviour and on the 
equilibrium of the biosphere.

Light pollution in particular, turned out to be a factor with unpredictable consequences. 
Over the last decades, the degree and intensity of artificial light at night has increased 

From left to right: Arnoldo Santos, Sharon E. Wise, David Welch, Travis Longcore (on-line), Felisa Hodgson,  
Antonio Righetti, Paola Deda, Peter Bridgewater, participating in the session: “Starlight and nature conservation. 
Preserving life diversity at night.” during the Starlight 2007 Conference.
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to such an extent that no-one can deny its present-day negative effects on habitats and 
species. A distinction must be made between the consequences of “astronomical light 
pollution”, which affects vision of the night sky considered as part of the landscape, and 
“ecological photopollution”, referring to alteration of natural light regimes in terrestrial 
and aquatic ecosystems.

Extensive information is now available on the effects of artificial lighting on certain 
migratory species guided by star light, or concerning such obvious phenomena as the 
mass mortality through dehydration suffered by certain sea turtles disorientated by light 
on their home beaches. Light pollution can for instance confound animal navigation 
(many species use the horizon and stars for orientation), alter competitive interactions 
and reproduction behaviour, change the natural predator-prey relationship and affect 
animal physiology. A number of nocturnal or crepuscular mammals such as bats, some 
primates, opossums as well as many rodents and marsupials suffer from what is now 
called “biological photopollution”.

But the spreading out of artificial light into the natural environment has other, obvi-
ous or less known, consequences. Among them, the noteworthy alteration of ascent and 
descent cycles of marine plankton, affecting the feeding of marine species, or the unde-
sirable effects on population balance in certain species. Artificial light disturbance on 
the huge nocturnal insect fauna should be particularly emphasised. We have just started 
realizing and talking about the silent massacre that happens every night in the world.

We should be conscious that, if we insist in hiding the stars, we will end losing a sub-
stantial part of our natural heritage on Earth. Therefore the night sky quality dimension 
should be at least included in the management and conservation of protected areas and 
critical habitats. Ramsar wetlands, natural areas declared World Heritage Sites, Bio-
sphere Reserves, National Parks, marine sanctuaries, and other protected areas have to 
face up to a new responsibility: saving life at night.

The World Atlas of the Artificial Night Sky Brightness. Credit: P. Cinzano, F. Falchi (University of Padova), C. D. 
Elvidge (NOAA National Geophysical Data Center, Boulder). Copyright Royal Astronomical Society. Reproduced 
from the Monthly Notices of the RAS by permission of Blackwell Science.
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Overall aims

• To promote the inclusion of unspoilt night 
skies as a basic objective in biodiversity 
conservation strategies, and in measures 
designed to protect ecosystems and habitats 
of natural interest

• To increase knowledge and understanding 
of the scope of the ecological consequences 
of artificial light at night, a crucial conser-
vation challenge opening new windows and 
opportunities for basic and applied research

• To propitiate research into the ecological 
dimensions of light pollution, fomenting 
collaboration among the natural, physical 
and engineering sciences.

• To propitiate the development of networks 
of protected areas which include the main-
tenance of unperturbed night skies in their 
management and conservation strategies. 

• To develop inventory & monitoring networks able to identify the state and evolu-
tion of night sky quality as a vital sign in protected natural areas.

• To apply the Starlight Reserve concept in pilot areas identified within different 
categories and conventions: World Biosphere Reserve Network, World Heritage 
Sites, wetlands included in the Ramsar list and national Parks.

Public presentation of the Conference results 
by Miguel Clüsener-Godt. UNESCO -  
MaB (Man and Biosphere Programme)
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SCIENTIFIC DIMENSION
AND

BENEFITS OF ASTRONOMY

A dark sky for the development of astronomy.

The astronomical quality of an observatory is mainly defined by the transparency of 
its skies and the number of useful observation hours per year. This is closely related to 
local climatology and geographical characteristics, as well as to the absence of adverse 
factors affecting observation. The demands of sky quality for astronomical observation 
means that the number of locations in the world which can be considered excellent is 
substantially reduced, so that such places must be regarded as a limited resource requir-
ing preservation.

The best locations for astronomical observation in the world, with regard to atmos-
pheric stability and transmission, are of two types: high mountain areas isolated from 
the temperature of the ocean (for example, Mauna Kea in Hawaii, and La Palma in the 
Canary Islands), coastal mountains near to cold oceans with stable, subtropical anticy-
clone conditions (for example, the coasts of Chile, and the West of Mexico, the USA 
and Namibia) and zones with large lakes (as in the case of Panguitz Lake in Utah and 
Big Bear in California). Singular cases of exceptional quality can also be found, such as 
Monte Maidanak in Uzbekistan, or specific locations in areas as yet unevaluated, like 
North Africa or Argentina. However, the sky quality in many of these privileged zones 
can be perturbed by external factors of different kinds.

The best known is light pollution. According to the CIE (International Commission 
on Illumination), light pollution is a general term 
to denote the sum of all the adverse effects of 
artificial light. The most detrimental effects on 
astronomical observation are derived from the 
shine or glow of this light in the sky, caused by 
the reflection and diffusion of artificial light in 
atmospheric gases and particles. This glow, by 
reducing night darkness, prevents vision of the 
weakest sky objects, and contributes to the forma-
tion of perturbation lines close to others of astro-
nomical interest. This form of pollution is the 
result of ineffective shading of external lighting, 
the use of inadequate luminaries and of excesses 
in light levels, meaning that part of the artificial 
light is projected upwards, thereby wasting light 

The reflecting telescope built in the 1780’s by  
William Hershel.
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intended for ground illumination of streets, squares and amenities, so that it ends up as 
an irrational deterioration vector for astronomical observation.

Radio astronomy made decisive contributions to several fundamental discoveries in 
the last century. Despite this fact, radio-electric pollution, that is, pollution produced by 
radio, television and mobile phone transmitters, among others, constitutes another factor 
which not only perturbs observatory measuring devices but also invades the radioelec-
tric spectrum in which astrophysical observations are made. This phenomenon, which 
is undergoing constant increase worldwide as an undesirable by-product of the thriving 
telecommunications boom, poses a serious threat to observatories.  

The third negative factor concerns atmospheric pollution produced by gas, smoke 
and other small particle emissions which reduce atmospheric transparency and decrease 
telescope observation capacity. Unfortunately, the sources of atmospheric pollution are 
often located at considerable distances from observatory sites themselves.

Contrary to what happens in 
the field of conservation of natural 
areas, which can become irreversibly 
degraded through external threats, 
top astrophysical observation areas 
can always be recovered for science 
and humanity as Starlight Reserves. 
The ability to reverse the negative 
trends frequently depends on simple 
political decisions or on citizen 
responsibility in the conservation of 
this basic environmental resource.

Overall aims

• To consolidate, characterise and 
defend Starlight Reserves for astro-
physical research, including not only 
existing observatory sites, but also 
potential locations.
• To promote, spread and develop 
codes, bylaws and laws safeguarding 
astronomical sites from the unneces-
sary effects of light pollution.
• To ensure frequency bands assigned 
to radio-astronomy remain free from 
undesirable interference in these 
zones, including that produced by 
telecommunication satellites, while 
defending the concept of internation-
ally protected and restricted zones, 

Above:  View of three of the 36 segments that make up the
primary mirror of the Gran Telescopio  Canarias, arranged 
before aluminisation. Photograph by: SAGEM.
Below:  The mechanical structure of the telescope, carrying 
the largest primary mirror in the world, during its phase of 
adjustment.  Photograph by: Ángel L. Aldai.
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with regard to radio-electric pollution.
• To develop the concept of “international tolls on environmental consequences”.
• To promote alliances and agreements between government representatives, plan-

ners, observatories and astrophysical research centres, the relevant technical devel-
opment institutions, and industry itself, in the search for viable solutions for the 
protection of astronomical Starlight Reserves.

Benefits beyond the frontiers of astronomy.

Scientific discoveries connected with astronomy have not only influenced the way we 
apprehend the universe, but also technology, mathematics, physics, and social develop-
ment in general, Astronomy is a science which throughout human evolution  has created, 
and continues to contribute, useful tools for human existence. From calendars to navi-
gational instruments, or from modern communications systems based on satellites, to 
medical applications deriving from the latest techniques in image projection, astronomy 
has bestowed countless benefits on civilisation. Nowadays, the universe presents itself 
as an immense laboratory containing vast amounts of knowledge which, once unearthed, 
could be the source of new applications useful to society, or act as an effective driving 
force for technological and industrial development. Astronomy is precisely the vector 
providing access to these new advances and knowledge.

As to the benefits derived specifically from astrophysical observation, the develop-
ment of materials such as pyrex, with its low coefficient of expansion, used in telescope 

Photograph of the starry sky over La Palma taken on April 20th, 2007, the night when the Starlight Declaration was 
adopted. © Bob Crelin.
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mirrors and for such everyday applications as vitroceramic cookers could be mentioned, 
or the new detectors which replace the human eye for capturing the very weak light 
reaching telescope foci, or infrared radiation technology impelled by the development 
of modern observatories. In general terms, the selfsame scientific instruments connected 
to the telescopes provide an excellent stimulus to many specialised industries which, 
while not necessarily leading to large-scale production of commercial instruments, does 
have the effect of generating a considerable increase in the technological capacity of the 
companies involved. To better understand the positive consequences of astrophysical 
observation, it only needs to be stated that financial turnover expected in coming years, 
purely in the development of large-scale astrophysical infrastructure with primary mir-
rors above 3.5m in diameter, presently under discussion and study, and scheduled for 
the next 15 years, amounts to a total investment, in 2006 figures, of more than 2,250 
million euros.

Overall aims

• To help spreading and advertising the direct and indirect benefits to society as a 
whole coming from astronomy and astrophysical development, given that citizens 
themselves ought to assess the general usefulness of the advances in science and 
technology connected with astronomy.

• To foster the transfer of technology derived from astrophysical development, by 
way of new imaginative partnership formulae between the public and private sec-
tors.

• To demonstrate that astrophysical development, with its diversity of related activi-
ties, always makes a positive contribution to the sustainable development and tech-
nological progress of the territories where observatories and research centres are 
located.

From left to right: Graham Bryant, Pedro Sahuenza, Friedel Pas, Francisco Javier Díaz Castro, Antonia Mª Varela, 
Richard J. Wainscoat,  Javier Méndez, Nigel Pollard, Chloé Legris, participating in the session: “Light pollution 
- intelligent lighting challenges.” during the Starlight 2007 Conference.
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LIGHT POLLUTION
INTELLIGENT LIGHTING

AND
CLIMATE CHANGE

Among all factors affecting night sky quality, light pollution apparently is the mean-
ingless one. Light pollution is the popular name for sky glow - a brightening of the night 
sky caused by artificial light being scattered by small particles in the air such as water 
droplets and dust. Light pollution also includes light intruding into our homes, such as a 
bright street light outside a bedroom window.

The current luminotechnical model favours dazzling, in the mistaken belief that an 
excess of light increases visibility for citizens, when in reality, the result is precisely the 
opposite. Supporters of the electric night base their thirst for illumination on concepts 
which have been shown in hundreds of studies to be erroneous and socially useless: con-
cepts such as false security, expressed in the statement that profusely lit cities or roads 
make for safe cities, or the tendency to confuse light excess with standards of living, 
prosperity or wealth. Whatever the case, even accepting these arguments, it is utterly 
senseless to illuminate the sky by using inefficient and technically crude designs and 
lighting concepts, when the idea is to illuminate the ground, enclosed spaces or house 
interiors.

Today we have the technological ability to light intelligently and with a higher level 
of energy efficiency. It would be enough not to illuminate what does not need being illu-
minated, using appropriate luminaries and bulbs, or to be able to design lighting using 
common sense, avoiding the generation of another kind of noise. 

The inability to focus light where it is needed is just as unintelligent as being unable 
to select the right light intensity for each situation, for an over-illuminated atmosphere 
can be even less safe, and obviously more unpleasant, than a rationally-lit area.

But if the procedures are observed from the point of view of energy consumption, the 
contradictions of our current outdoor lighting model can be perceived even more clearly. 
Avoiding light-pollution of the sky is one of the few environmental questions with an 
economically viable solution, especially when the concept of energy efficiency is added 
to that of eliminating “useless lighting”. Most experiments involving the replacement of 
conventional public lighting with adequately-shaded lamps focussed where illumination 
is required, and having the additional benefit of low energy consumption, have shown 
that overall power consumption is reduced between 25 and 30%. Such a reduction not 
only affects the cost and sustainable management of energy resources, but obviously also 
has environmentally positive effects connected with reductions in greenhouse-effect gas 
emissions into the atmosphere which, as we know, constitute another detrimental factor 
affecting the quality of the night sky. The positive effect is further increased if very low-
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polluting lamps are employed, such as low pressure sodium vapour models, rather than 
environmentally harmful ones, such as the mercury vapour or metal halide type.

During the last years, the experiences made in several regions and cities of our planet, 
such as the actions and campaigns carried out by the Dark Sky Association show that 
a change of attitude is possible without big efforts: “light up the night in a different 
way”.

The enjoyment of a dark sky therefore has a lot to do with our concept of rational 
energy use, not only in matters of intelligent lighting management, but also in aspects 
concerned with decisions regarding transport, or renewable energy options, which 
directly affect atmospheric quality. Thus, it could be stated that an energetically sustain-
able community is a community capable of enjoying the night sky. In fact, even if we 
only consider the lighting dimension, we must take into account that 19% of the world 
energy consumption is attributed to the electricity used to produce light at night. Then 
we can easily deduct that protecting night sky is part of the same battle that we fight 
against climate change. Preventing stars being stolen involves the mitigation of one of 
the causes of global warming.

Overall aims

• To promote and spread integrated codes, bylaws and standards regarding energy 
efficiency and savings, responsible lighting, and sky quality.

• To integrate the dimension of dark sky-responsible lighting into energy planning, 
and programmes promoting renewable energy, and energy saving and efficiency.

• To foment actions connected with intelligent illumination design, in both the archi-
tectural field and in urban planning, as well as in engineering, and the development 
and maintenance of infrastructure.

• To foment the commitment of local authorities in the choice of lighting systems, to 
ensure that “the public sector sets a good example”.

• To promote labelling in recognition of intelligent products and designs which pre-
serve the quality of the illuminated sky.

• To promote and develop laws and bylaws regulating the requirements of outdoor 
lighting to guarantee the protection of night sky quality.

• To concert actions with the lighting industry sector following the line marked by 
the CIE (International Commission on Illumination).
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THE RIGHT TO STARLIGHT

When the sun dips below the horizon, a large number of human settlements on the 
planet become artificially illuminated, creating a cone of light capable of eclipsing the 
subtle glimmer of stars. Every day, two thirds of the Earth’s inhabitants never see the sky 
as it really is, a peculiar phenomenon which is aggravated in the European Union and the 
United States, where the firmament is never dark for 99% of the population. The most 
striking evidence of the destruction of our dark, starlit skies is provided by the disappear-
ance of the Milky Way, which can only be admired in all its splendour at considerable 
distances from most urban areas.

To fight against light pollution means to pursue a common goal, by attempting to 
preserve for future generations the right to a purer environment. We all have the right 
to observe the stars, and we all have the right to include the starry, nocturnal skyscapes 
above our villages and towns among those memories processed by our own retinas. 
From this perspective, the right to a clear night sky has arisen in our times as a new social 
demand affecting standards of living, personal development, and the opportunities for 
enjoying a tremendous variety of landscapes which are presently hidden from view.

The right to a clear night sky is comparable with other environment-related rights. In 
addition to that, it deals with the conservation of a resource influencing lots of tangible 
and intangible cultural aspects throughout our planet. Progressive loss of the natural 
night sky is a threat to be faced in the same way as problems related with air and water 
quality or natural resource conservation are faced. Nowadays, talking about sustainable 
development also means talking about guaranteeing a clear night sky for ourselves and 
for future generations.

In recent years great efforts have been made to acknowledge this right and make 
it effective, transferring it to laws, regulations and by-laws that sought protection of 
this resource from several approaches. Many pioneer initiatives have come into being 
as an extension of astronomical observation requirements but, little by little, several 
cities and region not necessarily related with astrophysical observation areas, have 
joined this movement. All of them have the common goal to pursuit a less polluted 
night sky, although the focus varies between those laws which pursue respect towards 
the night environment in a general way, those protecting observatories from polluting 
light sources, those which try to avoid energy waste, and those which attempt to protect 
a specific area (natural areas, lightscapes, urban light oasis…).

In all cases, the pursued objectives lead to the enjoyment of clean, starry skies. It is 
therefore high time to take a further step forward, by defending the right to starlight in all 
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dimensions, as a cultural, scientific and environmental right, which includes quality of 
human life and enjoyment of nocturnal landscapes. In fact, it is not such a complicated 
task as it is the recovery of a threatened species, the fight against drought and erosion, 
or the loss of wild areas as a consequence of over-development: the night sky is 100% 
recoverable in all its dimensions.

Overall aims

• To regard light pollution as a troublesome, pernicious phenomenon in ambits regu-
lating citizens’ welfare, with at least the same importance as noise production, 
vibrations, and contaminating emissions.

• To promote the right to personal and general enjoyment of clean night skies.
• To consider the diversity of clean sky nocturnal landscapes as a resource to be 

protected.
• To preserve the right to privacy by protecting citizens from intrusive light 

sources.
• To promote the idea of Starlight Reserves in all ranges, both urban and rural, and 

to consider the possibility of introducing “specially protected dark sky areas” into 
territorial planning, in the case of places with special scenic value which are still 
unpolluted.

• To generate an awareness of night sky protection on the part of local authorities, as 
a basic citizen’s right.

• To promote laws and bylaws oriented to night sky protection and to the effective 
control of light pollution.

• To promote the inclusion of night sky quality within environment-related interna-
tional conventions.

From left to right:  
José María Garrido,  
Phil Cameron,  
Martin Morgan-Taylor, 
Hiroji Isozaki,  
Maguelonne Déjeant-Pons,  
participating in the session: 
“The Right to the Star-
light.” during the Starlight 
2007 Conference.
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STARLIGHT DESTINATIONS

Tourism, one of the most important and innovative activities on our planet, could act 
as the vector of a new alliance to promote the quality of the night sky. The sight of a 
clear sky can rightly constitute an asset for the development of specific products geared 
towards scientific or “knowledge tourism”, but it is also a frequently forgotten attraction 
influencing the quality of a tourist destination as an additional scenic element. At times, 
the starry sky forms part of the very essence of the tourist product, such as in the case of 
observations of the Northern Lights, visits to astronomical observatories, the multitude 
of sailing holidays featuring navigation by the stars, some pilgrimage routes, or the 
innovative visions offered by desert tourism.

The firmament, as a scenario for tourism in modern times, has been present as a 
basic reference point in historical destinations such as Santorini or Taormina. “Venezia, 
salvare la notte” (Venice, save the night), the slogan for one of the most important meet-
ings in defence of the quality of the night sky, warned of the danger of forgetting the 
beauty and appeal of the night for an activity mobilising more than six hundred million 
people a year. This vital resource has almost fallen into oblivion due to tourism’s rapid 
development, standardising and massification. The present challenge is to reintroduce 
this resource as a basic part of the offer for those destinations which still have a chance 
to recover the clarity of their night sky.

The cultural heritage associated with astronomy also acts as motivation for many 
travellers nowadays. At present, there are many consolidated locations and destinations 
in which heritage connected with astronomy, including their archaeoastronomical herit-
age, constitutes the tourist attraction par excellence.

Observatories and their surroundings are also candidate areas for the development of 
innovative and respectful tourism activities, where, with intelligence, visits can be made 
compatible with the careful protection of the extraordinary natural conditions at such 
locations, and their quality for astronomical observation.  

Overall aims

• To value the night sky as a tourist attraction and asset for destinations having 
adequate potential.

• To promote the exceptional nocturnal skyscapes as basic resources in a new gen-
eration of tourist products.
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• To value and recover the material and 
immaterial cultural heritage connected with 
astronomy and star observation as a tourism 
resource.

• To promote formulae for responsible and 
knowledge tourism products related with 
astronomical observatories and  significant 
areas for star observation. 

• To incorporate the clean-sky criterion in the 
strategies of sustainable tourism destina-
tions.

• To incorporate responsible lighting criteria 
in the certification and eco-labels of respon-
sible tourism.

• Promoting a network of Starlight destina-
tions.

From left to right, Michael Iwand, Tomás Azcárate Bang, Jaime Sicilia Hernández, Dirk Spennemann, Carlos  
Fernández, Graeme Murray, Jafar Jafari and Virginie Lefebvre, participating in the session: “Star Routes. New  
tourism and knowledge dimensions of nightscapes.” during the Starlight 2007 Conference.

Eduardo Fayos Sola, Director of Education and 
Knowledge Management UN-WTO (World 
Tourism Organization), during his introductory 
speech at the Opening Session of the Starlight 
Conference.
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From left to right: W. Scott Kardel, Miguel Clüesener-Godt, Jose Luis Penacho Ródenas,  César Portela,  Arthouros 
Zervos and José Miguel Rodríguez Espinosa, participating in the session: “Night sky protection and sustainable 
development.” during the Starlight 2007 Conference.
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